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PREFACE
This document, the Preliminary Design Report (PDR) for the Brookhaven Ultraviolet Free
Electron Laser (UV FEL) facility, describes all the elements of a facility proposed to meet the
needs of a research community which requires ultraviolet sources not currently available as
laboratory based lasers. Further, for these experiments, the requisite properties are not extant
in either the existing second or upcoming third generation synchrotron light sources. This
document is the result of our effort at BNL to identify potential users, determine the
requirements of their experiments, and to design a facility which can not only satisfy the existing
need, but have adequate flexibility for possible future extensions as need dictates and as evolving
technology allows.
The PDR is comprised of three volumes. In this, the first volume, background for the
development of ;ne proposal is given, including descriptions of the UV FEL facility, and
representative examples of the science it was designed to perform. Discussion of the limitations
and potential directions for growth are also included. A detailed description of the facility
design is then provided, which addresses the accelerator, optical, and experimental systems.
Information regarding the conventional construction for the facility is contained in an addendum
to volume one (IA).
Volume II contains the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), schedules, cost estimate and
manpower projections for the proposed facility. The details pertaining to the management of
these resources are provided in volume III of the PDR, the Project Management Plan (PMP).
The PMP includes the development of the management organization during the construction
phase of the project, and provides a path for transition to an operational facility. Future
manpower requirements, environmental impact, and federal regulatory compliance are also
discussed.
The material presented in this proposal has been the subject of extensive consultation with
prospective users and thorough examination of the accelerator design by experts in the field
outside of BNL. The accelerator review panel has recommended that several calculations and
simulations of various aspects of the accelerator be performed. They have also outlined several
specific proof of principle experiments which they felt should be conducted prior to the full
funding of the proposal. This work is not yet complete so, where relevant, the recommendations
and the status of our efforts to address the concerns of the review panel are outlined throughout

the PDR. As the proposal passes through various stages of review, progress on these issues
should be ascertained since they are all being aggressively pursued at this time.
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I.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
A.

Introduction

The proposed Brookhaven National Laboratory ultraviolet free-electron laser (UV
FEL) user facility will provide pico-second and sub-picosecond pulses of coherent ultraviolet
radiation for wavelengths from 300 to 75 nm. Pulse width will be variable from about 7 ps to
« 200 fs, with repetition rates as high as 104 Hz, single pulse energies > 1 mJ and hence peak
pulse power > 200 MW and average beam power > 10 W. The facility will be capable of
"pump-probe" experiments utilizing the FEL radiation with: 1) synchronized auxiliary lasers,
2) a second, independently tunable FEL beam, or 3) broad-spectrum, high-intensity x-rays from
an insertion device in the x-ray ring of the adjacent National Synchrotron Light Source.
The UV FEL consists of a high repetition rate recirculating superconducting linear
accelerator which feeds pulses of electrons to two magnetic wigglers. In each wiggler line, two
independently-modulated electron bunch families are produced by a beat-frequency scheme.
Within these two devices, photons from tunable "conventional" lasers are frequency multiplied
and amplified. By synchronously tuning the seed laser and modulating the energy of the electron
beam, tuning of as much as 60% in wavelength is possible between alternating pulses supplied
to different experimental stations, with Fourier transform limited resolution. Thus, up to four
independent experiments may operate at one time, each with independent control of the
wavelength and pulse duration. A total of eight experimental stations are planned, with two
currently assigned to general users, two each for solid state and chemical physics, and one each
for atomic physics and biology. This document provides some representative example:, of
experiments in these fields for which present UV sources are inadequate, and a detailed
description of the facility designed to meet the requirements of these experiments. Some
discussion of the limitations and potential for future growth of the facility are also provided.
Figure 1 shows the location of the UV FEL facility next to the existing NSLS,
which provides some sense of scale for the project. The map is a partial view of the
Brookhaven National Laboratory site, and shows the proximity of the UV FEL facility to the
departments participating in its development, construction, and utilization. Various of these
departments have already contributed greatly to the development of many of the key components
necessary for the facility. For example, the chemistry department has invested significant
resources in the development of the regenerative amplifiers required for the UV FEL seed laser
systems. Members of the BNL Center for Accelerator Physics have devised, and are now
conducting, experiments at the Accelerator Test Facility to verify many aspects of the FEL
design. Staff members from throughout the laboratory have begun to develop "proof of
principle" experiments to be performed at the NSLS to develop the necessary experimental
acumen to productively utilize the radiation from the UV FEL facility as soon as it is in an
operational mode. The figure also highlights the other user futilities on site which are available
to enable investigators to develop an integrated, multi-technique approach to their research.
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Figure 1. Brookhaven National Laboratory site map showing the location of the proposed UV
FEL facility next to the NSLS. Note also the proximity to the various other BNL user facilities,
core research departments, and support infrastructure for the design, construction and utilizing
B
the UV FEL.
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BNL provides a natural home for this facility since much of the core research community
the FEL serves is already using facilities at BNL. Support of general users also comes as a
natural extension of the well established infrastructure for such endeavors already extant at the
NSLS and BNL in general. The unique properties of the proposed FEL facility will provide
unprecedented opportunities for research in fields as diverse as atmospheric chemistry,
combustion dynamics, environmental protection and remediation, photo-biology, and
semiconductor technology. The combination of the FFJL with the broad based scientific
community at BNL represents a unique source for research utilizing UV radiation, and an
important step for the DOE toward the realization of the potential of fourth generation radiation
sources.
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Work Breakdown Structure (cont'd)
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Work Breakdown Structure (cont'd)
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UV FEL Parameter List
RF GUN PARAMETERS
3000 MHz
100 MV/m
- 1 1 MW
~110kW
lOMeV
4 mm
2 ps
6 ps
1.8 nC
300 A
1.6 T mm mrad

Frequency (sixth harmonic of Unac)
Cathode peak electric field
RF Peak Power (total)
RF Average Power (total)
Beam energy at exit
Laser spot radius ( l a cutoff)
Laser pulse width (2a cutoff)
Laser pulse width (flat distribution)
Charge in bunch (typ)
Peak current
Normalized rms en at Cu cathode
Aea due to self fields
Aen due to rf fields
6a at exit
Beam momentum spread (dp/p)
Exit bunch length (a,)
Exit bunch radius (ar)
Exit beam divergence (ax.)
Macropulse repetition rate
Micropulse repetition rate F

3.6 T mm mrad
1.0 v mm mrad
4.0 T mm mrad
1.8%
1.9 ps
5.3 mm
9.0 mrad
5 kHz
10 kHz
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LINAC PARAMETERS
Total energy gain (one pass)
Number of passes, N
Half lattice-cell length
Linac final energy
(with switch, without tuning cavity)
Energy range for fast tuning
Frequency f (ninth harmonic of X-Ray ring)
Cavity TM010 four cell, active length La
Physical length of cavity
Aperture of cavity
Number of cavities X cryostats
Length of cryostat
Nominal accelerating gradient G
R/Q of cavities
Unloaded quality factor QQ
Loaded quality factor QL
Stored energy per cavity, U
Power amplifier peak linear power
Number of cavities in the linac n
Average current
Iav^NFq less than
Longitudinal loss factor per cavity
Cryostat cold mass
Total refrigeration capacity at 4.4 K
Standing / running loss per cryostat at 4.4 K
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80 MeV

3
5.4 m
260 MeV
±15 MeV
500 MHz
1.2 m
1.7 m
16 cm dia.
2X6
4.6 m
5.5 MV/m
470 0
2 x 109
4.5 x 10°
30 Joule
10 kW
12
90 IMA

k,=3 V/pC
800 kg
2.2 kW
30 W / 110 W

BASELINE FEL PARAMETERS
Emittance used (upper limit) (normalized, rms)
FWHM local energy spread used (upper limit)
Tuning range of wavelength by linac energy
Fast tuning range (modulators)
Input laser power (3000A seed, 750A output)
Subharmonic wiggler: length 2 m,
Dispersive section
Main wiggier:

8 ir mm mrad
0.1 %
750 A - 3000 A
30 %
5.5 MW
X w =3.9 cm, Bw=0.77 T
20 cm at 0 to 0.4 T
Xw33 2.2 cm

Exponential section:
Magnetic gap
Power at the end of this section (at 750A)
Tapered section:
Power:
At 750A and 0.5% taper
At 1000A and 1.2% taper
Maximum output energy for a 6 pS flat pulse
(or Gaussian with fft=6.5 ps):
At 750A
At lOOOA
Shortest pulse
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Length 7m, B ^ . 7 4 8 T
6 mm
4.7 MW
Length 5 m, By, taper quadratic
55 MW
206 MW

0.33 mJ
1.2 mJ
0.2 pS

CRYOGENICS
2.2 kW
120 g/s/refrigerator
4.6 m
0.8 m (diagnostics, vacuum, quads)
4.4 K
30 W per cryostat. (270 W total)
60 W per cryostat. (480 W total)
HOW
1.74 kW
80W/cavity(at5.5MV/m)(1360Wtl.)
150 lit.
1200 lit.
4000 lit.
5000 lit.
135,000 cf
9000 cf
40,000 lit.
500 cf
800 kg

Total refrigeration capacity at 4.4 K
Compressor - screw with oil separation
Length of cryostat
Length of space between cryostats
Operating temperature
Standing loss at 4.4 K
Standing loss at 80 K
Standing loss of cryogenic delivery system
Total running loss
Running loss at 4.4 K of
Cryostat free volume for liquid helium
Total liquid in cryostats
Storage dewar volume
Total liquid in system
Gas storage volume at 250 psi
Gas storage volume actual
Liquid nitrogen storage
Low side ballast volume
Cryostat cold mass
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LATTICE PARAMETERS

Infection Transport Line:
Total Length = 10.064 m
Solenoid: Length = 0.5 m, Aperture = 6 cm, B ^ = 2.5 KG
2-500 MHz Superconducting RF Cavities (1 cryostat)
Hsochronous Arc: OBOFODOFOBOFODOFOBO
Total Bend Angle = 450
2-Bend Magnets: L = 25 cm, gap 4 cm, B , ^ = 1 KG
(Last dipole magnet part of injection chicane)
6-Quadrupoles: L = 15 cm, radius = 6 cm, Bmax = 0.7 KG

Linac and Chicane:
Linac Optics FODO Structure
12 "00 MHz superconducting RF cavities (6 cryostats)
6-Quadrupoles (FD): L = 15 cm, radius = 6 cm, Braj5 = 0.7 KG
4-Chicane Dipoles: L = 25 cm, Gap = 4 cm, B ^ = 1 KG
Chicane length = 2.850 m
Liruc FODO Length = 10.908 m
Total linac plus chicane length = 35.576 m

100 MeV Recirculation Transport Line:
Total Length = 50.622 m
2-Isochronous Arcs: OBOFODOBODOBODOFOBO
(Mirror symmetric powering about central quad)
Total bend angle: 180°
Length each arc: 6.C98 m
8-Bend magnets (B): 60 and 30°, p = 47.7 cm, B = 6.98 KG10-Quads (F,D): L = 25 cm, aperture = 4.5 cm, B <, 1.4 KG
2-Transformers: OFODOFODOFODO
(2nd transformer powered in mirror symmetry to first)
Length each transformer: 17.788 m
12-Quads (F,D): L = 25 cm, aperture = 6.0 cm, B <. 0.7 KG
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180 MeV Recirculation Transport Line;
Total Length = 58.393 m
2-Isochronous, Arcs: OBOFODOFOBOFOFOFOBOFODOFOBO
(Mirror symmetric powering about central quad)
Length each arc = 9.983 m
2-Bend magnets: 36°, p = 90.2 cm, B = 6.98 KG
(A beam spreader and combiner magnets are including in 100 MeV arc)
4-Bend magnets: 54°, p = 74.3, B = 7.63 KG
2~Transformers: OFODOFODOFOD
(2nd transformer powered in mirror symmetry to first)
Length each transformer = 17.788 m
12 Quads (F,D): L = 25 cm, aperture = 6.0 cm, B <_ 0.7 KG

260 MeV Transport to FEL - A Wiggler:
1-Isochronous Arc
Total Bend Angle = 1 8 0 °
Length = 30.404 m
1-Bend Magnet: 27.796°, p = 124.1 cm, B = 6.98 KG
(Beam spreader magnet is included in 100 MeV arc)
2-Bend Magnets: 62.204°, p = 138.2 cm, B = 6.28 KG
1-Superconducting cavity: Vpcak = 0 to 5 MeV
22-Quads: Length = 25 cm, aperture = 4.5 cm, B <_ 1.95 KG
1-Matching Transformer
Length = 9.00 m
6 Quads (F,D): L = 25 cm, aperture = 4.5 cm, B <_ 1.95 KG
2-Superconducting RF cavities (one cryostat) Vprak = 15 MeV

255 MeV Transport Line to FEL - B Wiggler:
1-Isochronous Arc: starting septum in 260 MeV line
Length = 38.552 m
1-Septum bend magnet: 25.26°, p = 158 cm, B = 5.38 KG
2-Bend magnets: 62.204°, p = 138.2 cm, B = 6.28 KG
7-Quads: L = 25 cm, aperture = 4.5 cm, B <_ 1.9 KG
1-Matching Transformer
Length = 9.00 m
6-Quads (F,D): L = 25 cm, aperture = 4.5 cm, B _<. 1.9 KG
2-Superconducting RF cavities (one cryostat) Vpcak = 15 MeV
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B.

Project Background

The proposal for a UV FEL grew from the realization that neither existing lasers
or synchrotrons, nor the third generation synchrotron radiation sources now under construction
address all of the needs of scientists interested in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum,
particularly with respect to the combination of continuous wavelength selection, high peak power
and short pulse duration. Figure 2 summarizes the peak power of proposed and existing sources
in the ultraviolet. To date, FELs have only operated at wavelengths longer than 250 nm, while
this project is designed to extend the range to as short a wavelength as presently appears to be
technically feasible.
Several workshops have been held at BNL and elsewhere which explored
applications and source requirements in the 5 to 30 eV range. A critical requirement is for very
high peak power and short wavelength, especially for applications in chemical physics and nonlinear optics1. The need for wavelength tuning with the ease and agility to which synchrotron
radiation users have become accustomed has also been strongly emphasized. With these initial
parameters in mind, the accelerator physics staff set about devising ways to produce this
radiation2. Their design is for an FEL that has unique characteristics both in terms of possible
applications, and in the range of radiation it could produce. The current technological
limitations for the generation of even shorter wavelength radiation are well understood, so the
facility has been designed to exploit improvements in various elements of the machine as the
technology advances. In addition, the proposed location of the UV FEL adjacent to the NSLS
means that pump-probe experiments involving radiation from both sources will be possible.
Each successive design has been reviewed in consultation with potential users in an iterative
process to arrive at the present proposal design.
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Figure 2. Comparison of peak power as a function of wavelength for existing and proposed
radiation sources. Note the points for the NSLS UVFEL described in the work, and the output
curve for the X-21 wiggler can be used in "pump-probe" experiments with the FEL.
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C.

Facility Description

To provide the tremendous peak power ( « 1 0 8 Watts), wavelength tunability, and
short pulse length ( < 6 ps) required by many of the proposed experiments, a free electron laser
(FEL) seemed the only choice. Because of the short wavelengths desired, a resonator scheme
was deemed impractical, so a laser seeded single pass design was developed3. Overviews of the
machine physics have appeared previously34, while the detailed design study is provided in
section II of this volume, including not only the FEL, but the transport optics and experimental
equipment required to perform the proposed experiments for the initial design. Figure 3 shows
the layout of the accelerator.
The FEL utilizes the radiation of a conventional laser with a wavelength of e.g.
300 nm to energy modulate an electron beam inside a short periodic magnetic structure (wiggler)
also resonant to 300 nm radiation. The energy modulation of the beam is converted into spatial
bunching in a dispersive magnetic device which also introduces a strong third harmonic
component at 100 nm. This beam of electrons enters a long wiggler resonant to 100 nm where
the interaction between the electron beam and the wiggler results in coherent generation of e.g.
100 nm radiation followed by an exponential growth in intensity. The energy in the photon
beam is extracted from the electron beam as they travel down the wiggler together. The loss
of electron beam energy would spoil the resonance condition and cause the photon beam intensity
to saturate, in effect limiting the gain of the device. This effect can, however, be compensated
by introducing tapering of the magnetic field in the last section of the wiggler to obtain the
maximum possible energy extraction from the overall device. By synchronously changing the
energy of the electron beam and the wavelength of the input seed laser, wavelength tuning of
the output radiation is possible.
The electrons for the FEL are generated by a high repetition rate (10 kHz) laser
photo-cathode electron gun which provides intense picosecond electron bunches (ca. 1-2 nC) that
are further accelerated by a super-conducting linac with two recirculations, resulting in electron
beams with energies as high as 285 MeV for the FEL. However, many pump-probe
experiments employing conventional auxiliary lasers cannot fully utilize all of the output of the
FEL since the repetition rates of these lasers are seldom greater than 1 kHz. Thus, the design
provides for electron and photon beam multiplexing that allows for switching of alternating
pulses between several users. The design employs two wigglers, and an extra energy modulating
radio frequency cavity to separate two electron pulses at a septum magnet. Each wiggler can
serve several users by switching of the optical beam.
Since each user could require different wavelength radiation for their experiment,
additional radio frequency (rf) cavities were added before each wiggler to modulate the electron
beam energy. These energy modulation cavities are arranged in pairs. For each wiggler line,
one of the cavities is detuned by half the pulse repetition rate, in that wiggler. Thus a beat
frequency produces two independent energies in the electron bunch stream. By using several
seed lasers coupled to the FEL through an optical switchyard, each user could control the tuning
of their respective seed laser and, in concert with the energy modulation provided by the rf
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Figure 3. Plan view of accelerator components which are below grade level. The large wiggler
magnets are 15 m long. The distribution and energy of electron pulses through the two wigglers
is shown by the insets.
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cavities, control the wavelength of the radiation delivered to the experiment. This arrangement
allows the radiation from the FEL to be shared among up to four independent experimental
stations simultaneously. A layout of the experimental area consisting of eight user laboratories
is shown in Figure 4.
The relay optics design takes advantage of the unique characteristics of the FEL
radiation, and the placement of the laboratory space roughly 5.35 m above the accelerator plant.
This allows the UV radiation to be deflected up to each of the eight stations while keeping the
experiments well out of the bremsstrahlung produced by the FEL. The beamlines are made
with the largest possible included angles to minimize reflection losses. Several optical paths are
provided to allow for FEL on FEL pump-probe experiments, and four of the labs have grazing
incidence angle relay paths to allow for future extensions of the FEL to shorter wavelength
operation.
One of the stations (A-3) has the additional feature of a 2 meter square x-ray
hutch in the lab, since it has the capability to interact with the X-21 insertion device. The x-ray
optics are designed to provide white beam with a 28 keV cutoff energy. This radiation should
be suitable for structural studies using conventional and Laue diffraction techniques. The FEL
clock system operates at a harmonic of the NSLS rf frequency, so FEL pulses can be phased
with respect to the x-ray bunches, making possible structural dynamics studies. Although some
of the proposed pump-probe experiments require the use of two colors of FEL radiation, many
could be performed by an FEL in combination with a suitable laboratory based laser system.
The wavelength range and tuning capabilities of these lasers are more restricted than the FEL,
but especially in applications which require a fixed wavelength beam, they will be very useful.
They must however have high repetition rates to provide a rt,ood match to the FEL output.
These state of the art lasers will be available as part of the facility support of user science.
The third harmonic content of the FEL radiation may be the order of 10'3 of that
in the fundamental which, for certain experiments such as excited state photoemission, represents
a useful intensity. It will, however, be necessary to filter out the fundamental since it could
produce enough photocurrent to cause space charge problems. On the other hand experiments
such as threshold spectroscopies require that the harmonic content be below 10"5 of the intensity
in the fundamental. For some applications, the 10"3 harmonic content of the beam represents no
difficulty. Clearly to satisfy each of these requirements some type of monochromator or order
sorting optics are required. The distribution of the photon beam to several user station's has also
required the development of a novel beam switcher which can alternatively displace or transmit
the UV radiation at a rate of 2.5 kHz or greater. In addition, rar FEL on FEL pump probe
experiments, a high efficiency optical delay line must be available. Each of these optical
systems has been designed and optimized for the operating parameters of the UV FEL, and are
described in Section II. D.
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Figure 4. Plan and elevation views of the laboratory space. The optical systems to relay the
radiation to the laboratories are located below grade level, with the radiation deflected up to the
user laboratories by mirrors systems. The user laboratories are roughly 6 by 13 m.
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D.

Representative Examples of Scientific Opportunities

A great many specific experiments have been proposed for this source, and have
in fact established its design parameters. Before considering the detailed proposals, it is valuable
to first look to the characteristics cf the facility to understand in a general way what types of
science it engenders and then move to a few representative experiments.
Perhaps the most notable of the FEL characteristics is its wavelength range of 300
to 75 nm in the fundamental with 1 mJ pulse energies, and higher harmonics v/ith pulse energies
in the nJ to (JJ range. These wavelengths correspond to the energies of valence and shallow core
level electronic processes. The peak power implies access to dilute systems such as might be
found in molecular beams, trace concentrations in biological or alloy systems, and for low
coverage adsorbates on surfaces. The tunability of the source allows state selective or resonant
processes to be explored. The short pulse length and possibility of pump probe multi-color
experiments suggests the investigation of system dynamics over many decades of time down to
sub-picosecond processes. For some measurements the variable duty factor of the FEL is an
important feature. Examples include phosphorescence spectroscopy of biological systems where
the lifetimes of excited states may be from microseconds to seconds, and the time-of-fiight
techniques used in many experiments where the range of the measurement is determined in part
by the dark time between shots.
Ways in which these attributes of the proposed FEL facility can be exploited are
given in the following examples. The experiments outlined here have been developed by
scientists within the laboratory, and from institutions outside of BNL. Seeing the potential of
the UV FEL concept, these individuals have-invested their time to provide us with guidance in
establishing the baseline parameters for the facility. A list of their names and institutions is
given below, since for the sake of brevity, their written contributions have been edited and
combined for this report and would therefore be difficult to properly credit individually.
The contributors included in this report are: P. Becker (University of Marne la
Vallee), P.H. Bucksbaum (University of Michigan), W.A. Chupka (Yale), L.F. DiMauro
(BNL), D.L. Ederer (Tulane), J.M. Gillet (University of Mame la Vallee), E.R. Grant (Purdue),
J. Hepburn (University of Waterloo), P. Houston (Cornell), W.R. Laws (Mt. Sinai School of
Medicine), J.P. Long (NRL), T.J. Mcllrath (University of Maryland), J.B.A. Ross (Mt. Sinai
School of Medicine), G. Scoles (Princeton), M. Singer (ANL), J.C. Sutherland (BNL), R.M.
Sweet (BNL), and M.G. White (BNL). Many others have contributed their ideas and insights
to the development of the FEL proposal in topical workshops and in informal discussions. Their
input has been vital in shaping the design presented in this report.
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1.

Photofragmentation Spectroscopy

In the last decade, we have witnessed a revolution in the sophistication of
photochemical dynamics studies, driven in large part by laser technology. The single most
significant experimental advance has been "pump and probe" photofragment spectroscopy, in
which laser photolysis of isolated molecules (usually in a supersonic beam) is followed by laser
excitation spectroscopy of the photofragments. These experiments allow one to determine the
details of partitioning of excess energy, through measuring product quantum state distributions,
and to measure fragment vec or properties, such as rotational alignment and recoil velocity
anisotropy.
The current state of the art in photofragment spectroscopy includes the use
of short wavelength laser light, down to below lOOnm, but only for the probe laser, where high
intensity is not necessary. This is because for product detection by linear spectroscopy (such
as laser-induced fluorescence), it is only necessary to excite a small fraction of the product
molecules for detection, so a VUV laser with 109 photons/pulse is sufficient. This is not the
case for the "pump", or photolysis, laser, where a much higher pulse energy is needed. For
product detection schemes currently employed in photofragment spectroscopy, it is necessary to
have on the order of 1015 photons/pulse of photolysis light. This translates into about imJ/pulse
for the photolysis laser, which has to date restricted photofragment spectroscopy experiments
to photolysis wavelengths longer than 200nm, except for fixed wavelength excitation at 157nm
and 193nm, and a few other special cases. In general, it is very difficult to generate more than
1012 photons/pulse of coherent VUV by conventional frequency mixing techniques, and it
requires a tremendous effort to generate 1015 photons/pulse.
Having established the need for a high flux source to carry out
photofragmentation dynamics experiments at photolysis wavelengths below 200nm, it is fair to
ask what new information can be obtained about the dynamics of photodissociation. The most
obvious justification is that many small molecules simply do not absorb light at wavelengths
longer than 2Q0nm, and thus have no photochemistry at those wavelengths. This includes such
important molecules as CH4, H20, CO2, and most of the chloro-fluorohydrocarbons.
Furthermore, since the spectra of some of these molecules is highly structured, even at quite
short wavelengths, they need to be studied with a tunable source in order to learn about their
photochemical behavior. The need for tunability in the photolysis source also arises if one
wishes to study short wavelength photochemical processes that occur at high altitudes, where the
solar spectrum has strong atomic line emission, and where absorption of the solar spectrum by
the atomic and diatomic constituents of the high atmosphere gives rise to a very structured
spectrum in the lOOnm to 200nm range.
On a more fundamental level, the detailed study of photodissociation
dynamics has been limited up until now to low lying electronic states, typically the first or
second excited singlet states in most molecules, because of the wavelength limitations on
photolysis lasers. At wavelengths shorter than 200nm, one begins to observe very strong
absorption to molecular Rydberg states, and highly excited valence states, which can exhibit very
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different photochemistry. Since these sharp absorptions are usually degenerate with underlying
continuum absorption, it is necessary to use a high resolution, tunable photolysis source to
isolate them from the degenerate continuum states. Although physical organic chemists have
made a number of "classical" photochemistry studies on these states, essentially nothing is
known about their detailed dynamics. This is also true of even higher energy Rydberg states in
small molecules, states which are above the lowest ionization potential in these molecules.
While these states can autoionize, it has been found that many will dissociate, and some work
has been done on these states for those cases where a uuorescing product is formed. Use of the
tunable VUV FEL would allow for the study of states that do not produce excited state
fragments, and would in general enable more detailed dynamical studies to be performed.
The proposed VUV FEL facility is ideally suited for all of the work
outlined above. Most importantly, the photon flux from the FEL will be sufficient to carry out
these experiments over the entire range from 70 to 200nm, opening up whole new classes of
systems for study. The other important feature of the FEL facility will be the laser systems that
are synchronized with the FEL. These lasers can be used for product detection, using standard
techniques. These experiments will be able to make measurements on product properties such
as quantum state distributions, recoil angle distributions, and product rotational alignment, thus
providing a very complete picture of the photodusociation dynamics at short wavelength. For
some of these studies, it will be advantageous to use synchronized nanosecond lasers for product
detection, because of their superior resolution. To synchronize such lasers with the FEL will be
trivial, and one can hope for up to kilohertz operation of the detection lasers, to match the FEL
rep rate. It should also be noted that since the base lasers, both UV FEL and associated
visible/uv lasers, are picosecond or subpicosecond lasers, one can also make real time
measurements on these systems, measuring specific product yields (including different quantum
states) as a function of time delay.
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2.

Photoelectron Spectroscopy of Radicals, Complexes, and
Clusters

Over the last two decades, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has provided
a wealth of information on the electronic and vibrational structure of free molecules and
molecular ions. Advances in the molecular physics of photoionization as studied by PES have
paralleled the development of VUV and X-ray radiation sources used to probe valence and core
levels, respectively. Notable examples are synchrotron radiation sources providing wide
tunability throughout the VUV and X-ray spectral regions and the use of UV/VIS lasers in
resonant multiphoton ionization schemes which can probe photoionization from opticallyprepared quantum states. More recently, harmonic generation schemes have been used to
generate coherent VUV radiation with intensities comparable to continuum sources, e.g.,
synchrotron radiation, but with far better bandwidth (_<. I cm 1 ). Such sources have been used
to obtain the rotational state distributions for cations produced by single-photon ionization for
the first time5.
Measurements of rotational distributions are extremely powerful for
elucidating the angular momentum partitioning between the photoelectron and molecular ion core
and thereby probing the dynamical couplings between nuclear and electronic motions in the
photoionization process. The difficulty in tuning laser-based VUV sources, however, severely
limits their application. Furthermore, both synchrotron and laser-based VUV sources are too
weak to be used for studying radicals and molecular complexes which are of current interest but
which can only be made at low number densities in molecular beams. In contrast, the proposed
UV FEL will provide sufficient intensity and tuning range to make high resolution photoelectron
studies of dilute species quite feasible. Moreover, the high repetition rate of the VUV-FEL will
permit electron-ion coincidence measurements which are often necessary to isolate the spectrum
of a specific molecule in a bath of interfering species.
The main thrust of the proposed experiments utilizes threshold
photoelectron spectroscopy (TPES) to study the photoionization dynamics and cation
spectroscopy of free radicals and molecular complexes. The high collection efficiency and high
resolution capabilities of threshold photoelectron spectroscopies (ZEKE and pulsed field
ionization) coupled with a pulsed, transform-limited UV FEL will allow measurements of cation
rovibronic state distributions with an overall resolution of ~ 1 cm 1 . This resolution is sufficient
to resolve the rotational structure of many diatomic and triatomic molecules for dynamical
studies and offers tremendous potential for studying the vibronic structure of weakly bound
systems and polyatomic molecules which are characterized by many low frequency modes. This
approach offers the advantage of tunability and sensitivity over direct infrared spectroscopy of
cations, particularly for molecular beam environments.
Very recent experiments using different variants of TPES have shown this
technique capable of studying the vibrational structure of weakly bound van der Waals
molecules5. For experiments requiring mass selectivity, two approaches are available with a
source such as the UV FEL. The first makes use of the high collection efficiency of TPES and
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the high repetition rate of the VUV-FEL to perform photoelectron-photoion coincidence
measurements to provide mass "tags" for photoelectron spectra. Mass-selected threshold spectra
can also be obtained through the use of drift velocity differences between prompt ions and
neutrals excited to Rydberg states within a few wavenumbers of an ionization threshold7. The
latter are subsequently detected by pulsed field ionization. This second approach can only be
used with a pulsed, high resolution VUV source such as the UV FEL.
Another class of TPES experiments which have remained unexplored
involve the study of decay processes of very high-n Rydberg states which are important in the
pulsed field ionization method5. For very high principal quantum numbers n, the dissociation
or pre-dissociation of the ion core will occur independently of the Rydberg electron, producing
a high-n fragment which can be subsequently pulsed field ionized. PFI measurements of this
type explore ionic dissociation yielding kinetic and thermochemical information. At intermediate
values of n, core dissociation "capture" of the Rydberg electron by the core (e. g. internal
conversion), and energy exchange between the electron and the core (e.g. autoionization) will
compete, yielding information relevant to the general problem of interaction between molecular
ions and slow electrons. Weak electric (magnetic) fields can be used to affect electron-core
interactions by /-mixing without affecting ion core dissociation processes. Such studies must be
carried out on a very dilute gasses, preferably from a molecular beam, and require an intense,
pulsed and tunable, narrow and VUV source such as the proposed UV FEL.
A wide variety of weakly bound molecular complexes produced in a
supersonic expansion, e.g., van der Waals, hydrogen-bonded and charge transfer complexes, can
be studied in an effort to obtain information on the low frequency, intermolecular vibrational
modes. Such systems are often used to model reactive pairs with fixed impact parameters and
orientation. The low frequency intermolecular vibrational modes represent the relative motion
of the two molecules and knowledge of their spectroscopy is essential for constructing
intermolecular potential surfaces. For cation complexes, these measurements are relevant to ionmolecule and charge transfer reactions. In addition to vibrational structure of the cation,
photoionization measurements also provide accurate ionization potentials and dissociation
energies for both the neutral ground state and ionic complex. Larger complexes can be
examined to determine the effects of solvation on the dissociation dynamics of the ion. Metal
atom clusters produced by laser ablation or sputtering can also be studied in an effort to measure
the electronic and thermochemical properties as a function of cluster size. These measurements
should provide new insight into the reactivity of supported metal cluster catalysts.
Free radicals are important class of systems which have proved difficult
to study with conventional photoelectron techniques due to the problems of isolating the radical
of interest from the background precursor molecules used in photolysis or flow-tube sources.
The TPES photoelectron-photoion coincidence technique coupled with the UV FEL will provide
i: general technique for studying the rovibronic structure of radical cations. Of particular interest
are small hydrocarbon radicals (HCO + , C 3 H + 3 , C2H+3) which are of central importance to
chemical ionization, ion-molecule reactions and soot formation in flames.
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3.

Photoionization of Vibrationally Excited Ground States

The high intensity afforded by the UV FEL source will allow the coupling
of external lasers in the infrared with a coherent VUV probe for photoionization of vibrationally
"hot" ground states. In the simplest experiment, it should be possible to perform infrared
spectroscopy on a wide range of molecular beam samples by detecting IR absorption via the
absorption of a second VUV photon which ionizes the molecule. The IR-VUV double-resonance
technique will have very high sensitivity since absorption is detected via the production of ions
which can be detected with high efficiency. More interesting is the use of high resolution TPES
following IR-VUV double resonance ionization for studying the vibrational structure and
ionization dynamics of vibrationally excited states.
Since photoionization projects the initial vibrational level onto the
vibrational levels of the ion, one can infer the vibronic structure of ground state through FranckCondon overlap with the ion. For polyatomic systems, such measurements will probe the
concept of local modes versus delocalized vibrational excitation as the internal energy is
increased. Such information is essential since thermal reactions in processes such as combustion
are dominated by the decomposition and reactions of vibrationally excited ground state
molecules. Again, due to the high intensity of the VUV-FEL source it will be possible to
perform such measurements on free radicals as well as molecular complexes which provide
specific transition state configurations.
Vibrational excitation can be accomplished by direct IR absorption or via
stimulated emission pumping (SEP). SEP involves excitation to an electronically excited state
in the near UV followed by population transfer to high vibration levels of the ground state via
stimulated emission with a second tunable laser. Direct excitation is possible in certain spectral
ranges with c.w. lasers (e.g., F-center lasers), but in general it will be necessary to develop
tunable IR/VIS/UV laser systems which are matched in pulse structure to the UV FEL for
optimal optical pumping.
The short pulse characteristics of the VUV-FEL also permits time resolved
IR-VUV double resonance measurements to be performed through the use of short pulse IR
lasers. By incorporating a time delay between the IR pump pulse and the VUV ionization pulse
it will be possible to examine the time evolution of an initially prepared vibrational level via
time-delayed "snap-shots" provided by photoelectron spectra. Of particular interest is the
redistribution of vibrational energy in polyatomics following excitation of specific "zeroth order"
modes. These experiments address the general question of intramolecular vibrational relaxation
(IVR) and its relationship to the time-dependent evolution of coherently excited levels.
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4.

Photofragment Translational Spectroscopy

An alternative approach to the study of chemical dynamics utilizes
photofragment translational spectroscopy. A great deal of what is currently understood about
the detailed dynamics of molecular photodissociation has been derived from experiments of this
type. The technique, first developed by Kent Wilson in the late 60's, uses a mass spectrometer
to detect photofragments under molecular beam conditions. Because of the detector, this
technique is universal and can be used to study any photodissociation, in contrast with
photofragment spectroscopy using spectroscopic detection, which is restricted to products with
well understood excitation spectra. These features allow the use of translational spectroscopy
to determine the primary photochemistry for most photodissociations, which is frequently not
well known, even for small molecules. To analyze the energy partitioning in the products, time
of flight spectroscopy is used, which allows the measurement of angular distributions and
product internal energy distributions. Although the resulting product energy distributions are
not as highly resolved as those resulting from spectroscopic detection, much can be learned
about the detailed photodissociation dynamics from these measurements.
By using the UV FEL as a light source for photoionization, replacing
electron bombardment, and by using the associated high repetition rate lasers for photolysis, one
can gain many advantages in photofragment translational spectroscopy. The replacement of the
electron bombardment ionizer in the detector by a photoionization ion source will increase the
power of the photofragment spectrometer in many ways, yet will preserve the universality of the
detector. One of the most important advantages is that in contrast with electron bombardment,
the FEL photoionization source will be a "cold" source, meaning that effective cryopumping can
be used in the ion source region, resulting in a significantly decreased background for all gases,
greatly increasing the detector sensitivity. Furthermore, the high intensity of the UV FEL will
ensure efficient ionization, with better than 10% of the products being ionized by a given VUV
laser pulse (based on 0.3 mJ pulses at 75nm, an ionization cross section of 10 Mb, and a cross
section of 1 mm2 for the UV FEL beam in the ionizer). This efficiency is orders of magnitude
better than what can be achieved using electron bombardment ionization, and the ionization
volume will be a factor of 10 smaller, resulting in greatly improved time of flight resolution.
Since the FEL will be a pulsed ionization source, in contrast with the
continuous electron bombardment source, it will be necessary to vary the delay between the
photolysis laser and the FEL to measure the time of flight spectrum. However, because of the
kilohertz repetition rate of the FEL and the photolysis laser, it will only take a fraction of a
second to record a single 200 point time of flight spectrum, while sections of the spectral range
can be obtained with better temporal resolution. It will also be possible to design a modified
detector, where the FEL beams ionizes along a defined path of 1 to 2 cm in length, following
which multiple or imaging detectors can be used to record TOF spectra at several scattering
angles simultaneously, over a range of about 10 degrees in the lab frame.
All of the above results in a tremendous improvement in sensitivity and
resolution in comparison with current photofragment translational spectrometers. This will allow
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for the study of photolysis processes with much smaller absorption cross sections, processes that
can have a tremendous importance in atmospheric photochemistry. However, the FEL detector
will have a further important advantage over conventional ion sources, in that the photoionization
wavelength will be variable, tunable to ionization thresholds, so that it wil! no longer serve as
a universal ionizer, but will ionize only selected products. This will recover some of the
advantages of spectroscopic detection, in that one will be able to measure the time of flight for
selected products, and certain states of those products, in some cases. Outside of that, the use
of threshold ionization will further reduce background signal, since stable background molecules
will not be ionized. In some specific cases, such as H2, the existence of strong autoionizing
resonances in the photoionization spectrum will allow for true state-to-state photofragment
spectroscopy experiments, and make possible the measurement of high resolution time of flight
spectra for specific quantum states of H2 products.
This apparatus will be useful for a wide range of experiments including
the study of the primary photochemistry of molecules, radicals, and clusters, species of
particular interest in atmospheric photochemistry. While more detailed studies can be made on
some systems by utilizing spectroscopic detection, all of the product channels can be probed by
translational spectroscopy. Because this technique provides absolute branching ratios in a direct
fashion, it is the method of choice for studying primary photochemistry. Since it will be
possible to perform experiments using two different FEL beams, it will be possible to study
processes requiring photolysis wavelengths in the vacuum ultraviolet. The increased sensitivity
will allow for the study of the photochemistry of a wider range of systems, from weak absorbers
to unstable species (radicals and clusters) which are present in lower densities in a beam. At
the same time, for products where spectroscopic detection is not possible, translational
spectroscopy will provide information on the energy release in those channels. Even in cases
where products can be detected spectroscopically, previous work has shown that complementary
information can be obtained from translational spectroscopy.
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5.

State Selective Detection of Dilute Species

The characteristics of the FEL are perhaps all best simultaneously exploited
in its use as a state selective detector of dilute species. The comparative advantage in sensitivity
with respect to a "universal beam machine", is often a factor of 1000 or more, even neglecting
the advantages of state selectivity. When combined with an instrument which exploits the cold
background of the FEL ionizer (as described below) gains of up to 10s may be realized. We
arrive at this conclusion by making simple order of magnitude estimates for a conventional
experiment as compared with analogous measurements using the UV FEL.
For an experiment performed with the FEL tuned to 75 nm (i.e., at an
energy, 16.5 eV, at which most atoms and molecules can be ionized) the pulse energy is greater
than 0.2 ml per pulse (i.e. 7xlO13 photons per pulse). Assuming a photoionization cross section
of 0.3 A3 near threshold (to obtain state selectivity) and a typical molecular beam machine
producing a beam 1mm in diameter, by focussing the FEL output on a square millimeter, an
ionization probability for the molecules of the beam of about 3% is obtained. Since the
repetition rate of the FEL (5 kHz) is the same as that of a typical TOF chopper (which is "open"
for 1 ixs every 200 jtts) it follows that the gain of the FEL ionizer, with respect to an electron
beam ionizer (neglecting for the moment that the latter is not state selective, but taking into
account that the electrons are "on" all the time while the photons of the FEL ionize only 1 ps
worth of beam per shot) is only a factor of 30. We arrive at this figure assuming that the
measurement of the velocity distribution of the molecules in the beam needs 50 points (or 50
laser shots) and the electron beam ionizes one molecule in 30,000 of those that pass through it.
However, one can easily enhance the gain by taking into account that the
laser ionizer can, in contrast to the electron beam, ionize several beams at the same time and
that the ions produced in each beam, at different scattering angles, can be all imaged in parallel
on the channel plate detector of a TOF mass spectrometer. A schematic for such a vector
correlation spectrometer is given in Figure 5. If we assume that 30 beams are ionized and
detected simultaneously (a conservative estimate) the gain of the FEL over the electron beam is
a factor of about 250, even neglecting any advantage deriving from the state selectivity of the
experiment.
Even greater gains are realized if we take into account that the noise in
most electron bombardment ionizers is limited by the amount of background gas being ionized
and that this background can only be reduced by differential pumping. One can see that the
laser-based ionizer (which does not have hot components) can make use of cryogenically cooled
surfaces very near the ionization region and therefore can enjoy the further advantage of better
differential pumping. The above arguments, coupled to the fact that the laser-based ionizer has
an ionization volume of lxlmm (while the best e-beam ionizers are at least 5 to 10 mm long and
therefore require longer chopper to detector distances for equal TOF resolution) leads to shorter
distances in the laser-based apparatus which in turn leads to a further gain in intensity of about
a factor of ten. The total gain is therefore of the order of 3000 which, added to the state
selectivity, is an impressive number by any standard.
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Reactive Molecular Beam Scattering
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Figure 5. Schematic view of a surface scattering experiment utilizing an imaging "vector
correlation" spectrometer. The same type of instrument can be used in a molecular beam
experiment.
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6.

Photodesorption and Photodissociation from Surfaces

Similar advantages can be expected in photodissociation experiments from
surfaces. To study photon induced chemical dynamics at surfaces and analyze the state of the
photodesorbed products as a function of surface concentration it is important to minimize the
number of fragments desorbed with each laser shot, otherwise the sample is depleted
excessively and requires replacing, with all the consequent problems and difficulties connected
with poorer reproducibility and increased data collection time. The advantage of an FEL
detector is then readily apparent for such experiments, since those fragments which are produced
are far more efficiently detected than in conventional experimental configurations. The FEL
detector described above would then afford a large improvement in all photodissociation and
photostimulated surface reaction studies leading to a much better understanding of these
technologically important phenomena.
Another class of experiments which would be feasible at a level of detail
well above the present state of the art is that of atom-surface elastic, inelastic, and reactive
scattering. For example, using p-H2 as a probe, one could filter out all inelastically scattered
particles and, with tremendous efficiency, obtain diffraction patterns to provide reliable
information about the structure of surfaces. Of particular interest would be studies of surfaces
of organic adsorbates and crystals which, due to their softness, force the majority of particles
scattered by them to lose significant amounts of energy. By performing an analysis of the
velocity distribution after scattering, the same probe can examine the phonon and vibrational
spectroscopy of the same surfaces, thereby obtaining information of great fundamental and
applied significance. In addition, the reactivity of organic surfaces could also be probed with
respect to reagents such as atomic oxygen, hydrogen, and fluorine. In this case, the sensitivity
of the apparatus would allow the angle resolved analysis of the internal state of the reaction
products and, even more important, would allow the study of atom-surface reactions under
conditions of controlled surface composition and ordering.
State to state reactive experiments would also become possible with well
ordered surfaces. These experiments could be performed at a rate sufficiently low to provide
information on the orientation dependent reactivity of functional groups presently unavailable
from gas phase experiments. It should be noted that orientation dependent reactive scattering
experiments have long been considered the holy grail of chemical dynamics and that the present
lack of data on the surface properties of organic surfaces is not due to the lack of interest in
these extremely relevant systems, but to the lack of techniques with which they can be studied.
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7.

Crossed Beam Radical-Molecule Reaction

The UV FEL will also provide physical chemists with an unmatched
opportunity for studying important radical-molecule reactions. Gas phase radical-molecule
reactions play a critical role in a wide range of important chemical applications. They are the
most important processes affecting atmospheric chemistry, both in the stratosphere where they
control the ozone balance and in the troposphere where they affect both plants and animals and
determine the quality of the air we breathe. They are of crucial importance in all combustion
processes, in the extraction of energy from automobile fuel, in the incineration of wastes, and
in the operation of power plants. Despite their ubiquitous relevance, the details of such reactions
are poorly understood. In some cases the rate constant is not known at the temperature of
interest. In many cases the products of the reaction and the branching ratios are undetermined.
And in nearly all cases, little is known about the differential cross section, the distribution of
product states, the energy dependence, the stereochemistry, etc.; i.e., about the dynamics of the
reaction.
These elementary reactions would be studied with crossed molecular and
radical beams using the UV FEL as a "universal detector." Briefly, a radical beam (containing,
for example, OH, H, or O) would be crossed with a beam containing a stable molecular species,
for example, a fuel species, an atmospheric constituent, or an incinerable waste molecule. The
radical products of the elementary reaction would be photoionized using a tunable VUV photon
generated by the FEL. Product ions would be mass and velocity analyzed using variations on
a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer similar to the Wiley-Mel aren design*. The high
power of the FEL will make it possible to ionize 10-100% of the reaction products within the
time window and diameter of the FEL beam. Its wide tuning range could be used to perform
this ionization near threshold, so that the radical products of the reaction could be detected
without fragmentation and without complications from ionization of stable molecular species.
The apparatus required for this type of experiment is shown schematically
in Figure 6. This instrument would bring together three techniques: crossed beams of radicals
and molecules, photoionization, and TOF mass spectrometry. The configuration shown in the
figure represents a radical source that might be used for production of beams of H atoms. The
pumping systems and the primary source are omitted from the diagram for clarity, but the pumps
should be large enough to operate the pulsed beams at a reasonably high repetition rate, or
provide for continuous beam sources. A molecular beam of a suitable radical precursor, for
example H2S as a precursor to H atoms, would expand from the secondary source through a
collimator and will then be crossed by a polarized 193-nm laser beam at a location about 6 cm
from the interaction region of the Wiley-McLaren mass spectrometer. The polarization of the
photolysis laser, a high repetition rate excimer system, could be adjusted in order to maximize
the number of H atoms which pass through the 0.5-mm aperture separating the source region
from the mass spectrometer. The radical velocity distribution, for a given polarization, is well
determined by the photolysis event. The groups of Gentry, Polanyi, Welge, Lee, Chandler and
Zare, among others, have used this technique to generate beams of H atoms9"14.
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Figure 6. Schematic showing the arrangement of a crossed beam radical-molecule experiment.
The photolysis laser is used to produce radicals, while the FEL beam is used to probe the
reaction products. The detector could be the vector correlation spectrometer shown in Fig. 4.
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Production of OH or O radicals would be accomplished by
photodissociation of HNO3 or SO 2 , respectively, at 193 nm, but with the secondary nozzle
source pointed directly at the interaction region rather than at right angles to it. The OH or O
radicals are thus entrained in the carrier gas and carried to the interaction zone. The Lester
group at the University of Pennsylvania has generated sufficient quantities of OH by dissociation
of HNO3 in argon that they have been able to study the OH-Ar van der Waals complex in great
detail15'17, Kopin Liu and his coworkers at Argonne have generated beams of O atoms by a
similar technique,18 as well as beams of CN and CH l92Q .
After passing through the aperture, the radicals or atoms would intersect
the primary beam where they would react with the molecular species. Radical products of the
reaction would then be ionized by a single vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photon generated by the
FEL at a wavelength tuned to ionize radicals at threshold, so that fragmentation is minimized.
The principal ion peak will then have the mass of the radical, so that identification will be
relatively easy. David Gutman has used low power, tunable photoionization to identify
combustion intermediates,2122 and Anthony Dean has used a laser source, although at a fixed
VUV frequency, to ionize intermediates in hydrocarbon combustion23. However, the range and
sensitivity of the technique could be extended by employing the FEL. The high photon flux
(about 10 u photons/pulse) and wide tuning range (70-200 nm) would make this a sensitive and
general method for detecting intermediates.
The ionized intermediates will be detected by time-of-flight mass
spectrometry using either a linear TOF instrument* or, for even higher mass resolution, a
reflection24. Since the FEL photoionization source can be tuned to ionize the products at
threshold, the resulting ions will retain the mass of the neutral rather than fragmenting to several
daughter ions. This property will greatly simply the identification of the product species.
Furthermore, the time-of-flight mass spectrometer can also be used to measure the product
velocity distributions25-26. The product ions formed by the FEL would be allowed to recoil from
the interaction region with the velocity imparted by the reaction. After a suitable delay, the
cloud of ions, now of a macroscopic dimension, would be accelerated to a channel plate, whose
output electrons would be projected onto a fluorescent screen and photographed using a
digitizing camera. The technique thus provides a two-dimensional projection of the three
dimensional velocity distribution. The latter can be obtained from the projection by the use of
an Abel transform, provide the projection is made in a direction perpendicular to the relative
velocity vector, which is an axis of cylindrical symmetry. The mass spectrometry thus provides
both the identities of product species and their velocity distributions.
The goal of these studies will be to learn about the kinetics and dynamics
of elementary reactions between radicals and molecules. Rather than enumerate the many
reactions amenable to study by this technique, we illustrate it using an example of importance
in the incineration and atmospheric chemistry of pesticides. Atkinson and his group have studied
the reactions of OH radicals with a variety of organophosphates27'29. Although the total rate
constant for removal of OH by trimethyl phosphate, (CH3O)3PO, was determined to be 7.4 x
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IO"12 cm3 molecule1 s"1, it could not be determined whether the initial step was hydrogen
abstraction
OH + (CH3O)3PO -*
H2O + CH2O(CH3O)2PO
or methoxy displacement
OH + (CH3O)3PO -»
CH3O + HO(CH3O)2PO
The absence of H2CO as a final product suggested that the displacement mechanism was a minor
channel, but no direct evidence was obtained for the radical Rt » CH2O(CH3O)2PO.
The proposed facility could easily answer this question (and many others!)
by detecting the radical products, Ri or methoxy, using the single-photon FEL ionization
technique described above. Suppose Rt were the principal product. Since the ionization
potential of nearly any neutral molecules is higher than that of a corresponding radical, it is
almost always possible to find an energy that will ionize the radical reaction product without
ionizing the molecular parent. Thus, with the FEL tuned to the threshold for the ionization of
R,, the only R[+ signal would be due to the reaction product, with none formed from ionization/decomposition of the parent (CH3O)3PO. The energy dependence of the reaction cross
section could then be determined by monitoring the R, + signal either while varying the seeding
conditions or while changing the angle between the radical and molecular beams. By using the
imaging techniques25 briefly described above, it would also be possible to determine the velocity
distribution (speed and angle) of the R! product, i.e., the differential cross section for the
reaction. The overwhelming advantage of this technique comes from the high sensitivity and
universality provided by the FEL. Nearly any reaction could be studied, as long as the radical
could be made in a beam.
In summary, the proposed Brookhaven FEL will provide exciting
opportunities for chemists to investigate radical-molecule reactions important in atmospheric
chemistry and combustion. By combining crossed molecular and radical beams with FEL
photoionization mass spectrometry, the proposed facility would make it possible in neariy any
radical-molecule system to determine the reaction products, their energy dependence, and their
differential cross section.
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8,

UV FEL Detector in an Infrared Laser Molecular Beam
Spectrometer

The highest resolution (Av=10 J cm"1) IR spectrometers presently available
are molecular beam laser-based spectrometers that make use of cryocooled bolometer detectors.
These instruments measure the energy deposited into the molecules by irradiating a molecular
beam with a c.w, infra-red laser with photon beam power the order of 10 mW and a bandwidth
of a few hundred kHz. The laser and molecular beams cross at right angles, to avoid Doppler
broadening, often the major source of broadening in gas phase spectroscopy. The present
sensitivity of these machines is of the order of 5xlO"14 W at the detector, which for a spectrum
taken around 3fnm, indicates that the minimum number of molecules which must be excited to
provide a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 1 is the order of 107.
For small molecules, for which the partition function at the temperatures
produced in the supersonic jet source is small, this means that excellent S/N ratios can be
achieved. For larger molecules (which in practice means molecules with more than a dozen
atoms) one can not produce a sufficient number of molecules per quantum state to obtain a
meaningful spectrum. As an alternative, one could construct a state selective detector utilizing
the UV FEL that would ionize, at threshold, only the molecules that have been excited by the
c.w. IR laser. This instrument would have a sensitivity corresponding to the excitation of one
in 10,000 molecules, which is a factor of 1000 better than a bolometer. This figure of merit is
arrived at by assuming an FEL output of 0.2 mJ per pulse at 75 nm, a lmm beam waist, a 5 kHz
repetition rate, a 3 x 10'2 A ionization cross section and a molecular velocity of 105 cm sec 1 .
Because of the large partition function, even at saturation, only a small fraction (perhaps 10"3)
of the molecules are excited by the IR laser. To keep the contribution of the unexcited
molecules to less than 10% of the signal, their ionization probability must be 10"1 smaller than
that of the excited molecules. What this implies is that the harmonic content of the FEL beam
must be better than this figure.
Several remarks are in order at this point. First we note that electron
beam ionizers cannot be used for these measurements, in spite of their comparable (1/10)
efficiency, because they are not state selective. By the same token, not all vibrationally excited
molecules show a variation in ionization energy upon vibrational excitation, which is required
for the presently proposed method to work. However, many molecules do exhibit this behavior,
and therefore can be studied with this technique. Of course, intramolecular vibrational
redistribution, when present, could be regarded as a problem. In fact it represents a unique
opportunity, since time resolved IR-FEL double resonance experiments would afford a new way
to study this type of phenomena in molecules not accessible with the present technology.
Secondly, we want to note that the above mentioned improvement factor
of 1000 is a conservative number. Further improvements can be obtained considering other
ionization geometries (only the IR laser needs to be perpendicular to the molecular beam; the
FhL beam can be coaxial) and more sophisticated double modulation schemes for the two lasers
such as modulating both lasers at kHz frequencies and detecting the signal at the difference
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frequency (also around 1 kHz for instance). The latter scheme would provide a method to
eliminate unwanted ions from the (IR) unexcited fraction of the beam, which are likely to be the
limiting source of noise in this type of measurements.
In summary, we have shown that the use of FEL ionizer in mass
spectrometer beam detectors would push the sensitivity of high resolution molecular beam IR
spectrometers by more than a factor of thousand. A great number of new experiments would
then become possible, such as high resolution IVR experiments in large molecules and the
spectroscopy of small IR chromophores diluted in relatively large inert gas clusters.
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9.

Applications in Biology

One area of application for the FEL is the study of vacuum UV and
extreme UV radiation damage of biological systems. For DNA and other molecular targets in
living cells exposed to radiation at wavelengths greater than about 200 nm it is known that the
damage is induced by specific absorption and consequent photochemical changes in
chromophours within the target molecule. Shorter wavelengths, in contrast, are absorbed
strongly by water and hence damage cellular components by an indirect mechanism that involves
the generation of reactive chemical species. The mechanisms of such shorter wavelength
radiation damage, i.e. vacuum UV (VUV), are thus much closer to those of x-rays and other
forms of ionizing radiation. One of the great problems of studying the mechanisms of damage
of biological molecules by ionizing radiation is the great number and complexity of reactions that
occur. The advantages of using VUV radiation to elucidate damage mechanisms in DNA,
proteins, membranes, and other biological targets, is that the energy-per-photon is just adequate
to produce a limited number of ionizations. That is, the number of chemical reactions is much
more limited than in the case of x-rays and other types of ionizing radiation, and hence, the
complications resulting from a plethora of secondary reactions are avoided.
While some studies of VUV damage of biological molecules have been
performed with conventional lasers and synchrotron sources, the low intensities available from
such sources have greatly restricted the range of experiments that can be performed. In
particular, the limited intensity available from such sources has prevented many studies of the
chemical products produced by VUV damage of biological targets since, for such studies, doses
must be measured in moles of photons. The UV-FEL would be invaluable in advancing studies
of the molecular mechanisms of radiation damage of biological molecules, as it would provide
both the intensity to produce the quantities of damage products required for chemical
characterizations and also permit analytical studies of the reactive chemical species involved in
such damage by serving as a source for pump-probe experiments such as flash-photolysis and
phosphorescence.
The state of time resolved phosphorescence and fluorescence studies of
biological systems could be generally advanced by exploiting the characteristics of the FEL. In
studies performed to date, the samples are often far more concentrated than would occur in the
native biological system. The quenching rates observed with these techniques are known to be
extremely sensitive to the proximity of ions, other amino acid residues, and dependant upon the
conformation of the molecule. This in fact forms the basis of the structural information derived
from these techniques. The high peak power of the FEL would allow this work to be performed
at the dilute limit, which is far more representative of real biological systems, so ambiguities
due to intermolecular coupling can be avoided. The tunability of the source allows high
resolution probing of specific sites within the molecule, while the flexible time structure provides
the opportunity to optimize the data collection rate for the decay time and damage threshold of
the specific molecule under investigation.
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The proximity of the FEL to an x-ray insertion device represents an ideal
opportunity for another type of experiment which could be used to follow enzyme structure
during catalysis. Radiation from the FEL can be used in conjunction with the white-beam from
the insertion device making possible Lai«e x-ray crystallographic studies of biomolecules as they
perform their biological functions. Pilot studies on the X-25 insertion device30 have shown that
the measurement of a significant portion of the diffraction data necessary for a complete
3-dimensional molecular structural determination of an enzyme molecule can be obtained in a
few milliseconds31. The FEL radiation provides several ways to prepare the sample for study.
For example, an FEL pulse could be used to pump a crystalline enzyme
selectively into an excited state that corresponds to an intermediate of catalysis, allowing the
determination of its structure even if its lifetime is only a few milliseconds. As the time scale
becomes shorter, the ability to synchronize the FEL to the ring should become important in
observing short-lived intermediates. In this approach the FEL radiation is used to trigger a
catalytic reaction, the target for the pulse being one of a variety of photo-labile substrates that
are used by biochemists in solution studies of enzyme catalysis. Structures of intermediate
species at various steps in the catalytic process would be determined by Laue diffraction at
specific delay times following the trigger.
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10.

Applications in Atomic and Molecular Physics

For applications in atomic and molecular physics, it is valuable to examine
the parameters of the UV FEL in the context of existing and probable future competing sources.
From the standpoint of the UV FEL, we take a modest set of baseline parameters which assumes
the output from one or two of the lasers is available with approximately 1 kHz repetition rate,
operating with 1 to 6 psec pulse duration, approximately 1 mJ per pulse, and in a wavelength
in the range 75-150 nm. Were this laser operating today, it would be the most powerful source
of vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) or extreme ultraviolet (XUV) radiation available for atomic and
molecular spectroscopy, both in terms of peak power ( > 100MW) and average power per unit
bandwidth ( - 1W with a spectral width narrower than 10'3). Within a period of eight years
(approximately the time for completion of the laser) it is conceivable that competitive sources
will be available, probably based on conventional laser-pumped VUV and XUV lasers, or
conventional lasers converted to the vacuum ultraviolet using nonlinear optics. These sources
exist now but are currently at least a factor of 1000 less bright than the proposed laser.
However, these potential alternative sources are not widely tuneable at high power, nor are they
likely to become so in the time period being considered.
Very bright laser-induced pulsed plasma sources, and synchrotron storage
rings sources (including undulators) are alternatives that exist now and are rapidly improving.
They are excellent and (relatively) inexpensive sources of XUV photons for linear spectroscopy,
but they do not have the spectral brightness of the FEL envisioned in this proposal. There have
been recent suggestions based on advances in multilayer XUV optics, that focusable intensities
of 1015 W/cm2 are possible from laser-induced plasma sources. The focused energy could also
be in the mJ range with pulse durations near 1 psec, but the bandwidth would be of the order
of 10% and resulting brightness approximately 100 times less than for the proposed laser if
focused with similar optics.
Storage ring light sources are routinely used for high resolution
spectroscopy. They have output powers into an 0.1 % bandwidth of microwatts or lower. These
instruments have proven to be very effective for high resolution absorption spectroscopy and for
photoelectron spectroscopy. Undulator sources such as the existing XI and U13U beamlines at
the NSLS, or the undulators being built for the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory Advanced Light
Source will have an average output power in the milliwatt range for 100-1000 ev photons in a
0.1 % bandwidth, with a peak power 50 times higher. The output wavelengths extend into the
X-ray region. For many linear spectroscopy experiments it is often desirable to keep the peak
power low while achieving a high average power by having a high duty cycle. We conclude that
the FEL amplified laser would not be the light source of choice for conventional linear
spectroscopy; but there is a good likelihood that it would have unique properties that would be
useful for studies of short tirnescale and nonlinear processes in atoms and molecules.
Atoms, and simple molecules such as N2 or CO, have a rich variety of
interactions with ultraviolet light. It is in this region that one sees core-level excitations, and
autoionization and auger emission of electrons. It is also here that atoms and atomic ions have
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been useful emitters of light, in resonance lamps and VUV lasers, and as nonlinear mixing
media for converting longer wavelength radiation into the VUV through parametric processes.
The nonlinear response of atoms to very intense VUV or XUV light is an unknown area of
physics. At longer wavelength (optical) frequencies, the presence of intense laser sources has
opened up a whole new field of nonlinear laser-atom physics. New and largely unpredicted
phenomena have been discovered, such above-threshold ionization, harmonic generation, Raman
scattering, nonlinear refractive index effects, etc. Given the rich absorption spectra of atoms
in the vacuum ultraviolet, there will probably be new discoveries in this regime as well. There
are already a few interesting predictions in this area, such as the suggestion that atoms will not
readily ionize, but may actually become stable in very intense high frequency radiation fields.
We consider several categories of atomic and molecular physics
experiments which might be well adapted for implementation with the UV FEL including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Time resolved experiments on the picosecond scale, using the
XUV pulse as either a pump or a short probe.
Nonlinear XUV physics, such as harmonic generation in atoms.
Superintense laser-atom physics, including above-threshold
ionization, multiple ionization, high intensity stabilization.
Studies of coherent transient phenomena.
Multiphoton pumping of x-ray lasers.

Time resolved experiments
Absorption in the XUV or soft x-ray spectral region in neutral species
almost always involves auto-ionizing or Auger decaying final states. These states have lifetimes
from sub-picosecond to near nanosecond times, so the time structure of the FEL could be
valuable for investigating these levels. At shorter wavelengths the radiative decay rates become
large and the fluorescence yield often increases to a useful value in both solid and gaseous
materials. Furthermore, the ability to produce picosecond XUV for these studies enables
consideration of some new physical processes in atoms. For example, one could study the
formation and decay of Rydberg wave-packets made from core electrons. These should be
autoionizing states that only decay periodically according to the Kepler orbit time of the Rydberg
wavepacket. The wavepacket could be made directly by tuning the XUV pulse; or else the
wavepacket could be made by exciting the valence electron with a conventional picosecond
tunable laser (i.e. a dye laser or Ti:Sapphire laser), and then the XUV pulse could be tuned to
a core-valence transition in delayed coincidence, at a later time when the Rydberg wavepacket
is at its outer turning point.
There are other dynamical processes in atoms and molecules that would
be worthwhile investigating with a short pulse VUV or XUV laser. For example, vibrational
times in diatomic molecules are at the level of a few tens of femtoseconds to a picosecond. One
could study dissociation during and following core excitations in / : for example, where the
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vibration is slow). These experiments would benefit if the pulse were a bit shorter, say 200
fsec.
Autoionization, Auger decay and other phenomena can have much shorter
lifetimes that become more interesting for shorter pulses. Although the laser is designed as a
1-6 psec source, the seed pulse, which conies from a dye laser or mode-locked ThSapphire
laser, could be as short as a 50 fsec. At present, the gain of the amplifying medium is not well
understood for pulses this short. However, given the long lead time for building this device,
the technology may be understood well enough to be able to amplify pulses that are as short as
0.2 psec. This would expand the number of experiments that can take advantage of the time
resolution of a short pulse.
Nonlinear Physics
The intensity of the FEL amplified pulse might be high enough to observe
non-linear parametric processes such as sum frequency generation or resonant Raman scattering
using core excitation. These are interesting in their own right, but they also might provide a
weak probe in the XUV or even the soft x-ray region, that could be used in coincidence
experiments where the pump was the XUV FEL.
Super-intense Laser-Atom Physics
The cross section for ionization of a core electron by a vacuum ultraviolet
photon is often higher than the cross section for ionizing the more weakly bound valence
electron with the same radiation. Furthermore, recent theories of super-intense laser-atom
interactions for short wavelength radiation suggest that as the intensity increases, the probability
of ionizing the valence electron actually decreases. This suggests that it might be possible to
create highly unusual excited states by ionizing deeply bound electrons via ionization with
intense VTJV or XUV laser pulses.
A reasonable benchmark for the intensity threshold for new physics in high
order multiphoton ionization is the ratios of the typical ac Stark shift in the atom to the laser
photon energy. If a 100 nm 1 mJ laser pulse can be focused to 10'8 cm2 (a diffraction-limited
f/10 focus), then shifts of nearly 100 eV, or nearly ten times the photon energy, should be
possible. Thus this laser should be about as effective in very high order multiphoton excitation
and ionization of 100 eV core levels, as a conventional 100 mJ 100 psec Nd: YAG is for abovethreshold ionization of the valence electron in xenon, bound by 13 eV.
Calculations in hydrogen predict that the ground state wave function
distorts into two lobes (so-called dichotomy) when subjected to high intensity XUV radiation.
The amplified FEL might be the first opportunity to check this theory; the two lobes in the
ground state of H should be separated by nearly 10 Bohr in the highest fields of the focused
laser.
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Multiple ionization to very highly stripped ions would be expected to occur
in the focused FEL. Professor Rhode's group at the University of Illinois at Chicago has
already observed highly stripped heavy atoms in the focus of an amplified excimer laser, at 193
nm and at 248 nm. It should be interesting to see the effect of pushing down the wavelength
a factor of 2 to 3.
Coherent Transient Phenomena
With the short pulse, it should be possible to observe absorption rates that
are larger than the spontaneous decay rate of the atom. Then one can begin to study coherent
transient effects. For example, no one has ever before made a ir pulse in a core-level transition
in the VUV. This should be possible with this laser. If coherent transient phenomena can be
observed, another obvious experiment is to look for photon echoes in the vacuum ultraviolet.
X-ray Lasers
In one sense, this laser is in competition with x-ray lasers for some
applications', however, the high intensity pulses might be useful for multiphoton pumping of a
soft x-ray laser. Although the total laser energy is relatively low in this context, if the x-ray
laser were pumped in a collinear geometry in a dense gas or preformed plasma, it might be a
good way to make coherent soft x-rays. The x-ray laser could extend the range of the proposed
system into areas where wiggler tolerance might make an FEL impractical. This process would
yield a high repetition rate for the resultant X-ray laser. This would provide a strong qualitative
advantage over X-ray laser schemes.
Experimental Considerations
A number of technical issues need to be addressed in order to optimize the
system for use as a source in high intensity atomic physics. These include beam focusing;
polarization control; chirp, or temporal dispersion; and beam transport. Focusing is critical.
The VUV and XUV region has rather poor mirror coatings, so in general, one might expect to
lose a large fraction of the pulse energy on the focusing mirror. Special mirrors, such as
multilayers, could be used, but have their own limitations of bandwidth and absorption.
Likewise, the mirror figure and the laser mode determine how well the beam can be focused.
To reach the high order multiphoton regime, we require focused intensities of at least 1016'
17
W/cm2.
Since half-wave plates and quarter wave plates are not available over most
of the wavelength range of the instrument, it would be most convenient if the polarization could
be rotated and retarded for various experiments. It may be possible to chirp the beam that
comes out of the system. This would be useful for a number of experiments in high field
physics. Unfortunately, there are no efficient gratings in the VUV or XUV to be used for
recompressing the chirped pulse.
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The vacuum ultraviolet part of the electromagnetic spectrum presents
special problems for gas phase targets such as atoms and molecules. No transparent window
materials exist below about 120 nm, so experiments must share machine vacuum, and be isolated
by differential pumping or other similar means. Practically any atomic physics experiment is
likely to involve other lasers in addition to the VUV FEL, with their pulses timed to coincide
or lead or lag by a definite amount. Therefore, the facility must provide resources for building
up the conventional lasers that will be used with the UV FEL. At a minimum, atomic
experiments will require broadly tuneable dye or solid state lasers. The experiments described
above will also require the ability to produce picosecond or sub-picosecond pulses in exact time
coincidence with the FEL. In addition, an atomic beam machine, monochromator, VUV
detector systems and an ultiahigh vacuum chamber, must be supplied on the end of the FEL.
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11.

UVFEL as a Probe of Electron Distribution of Excited States

The electron density distribution within many crystalline compounds has
been extensively investigated, although the use of X-ray diffraction for these measurements has,
however, generally limited these studies to providing information about the ground state
distribution. Of course for many purposes, as the "Kohn & Hohenbergh theorem"32 shows, the
ground state electron density provides sufficient information to unambiguously determine the
ground state wave function and thus, all of the ground state properties of the crystal, both
microscopic and macroscopic. To study second order properties such as non-linear optical
activity, similar information about electrons promoted to an excited state must be obtained
experimentally, since even for systems where the spatial behavior of the electrons in the ground
state is well known, it is difficult to predict their distribution in the excited state.
For example, in the case of second harmonic generation (SHG) from a
molecule, an electron is promoted to "virtual" excited states by absorption of two photons of the
same frequency (wj, before it decays by emitting a unique 2« 0 frequency photon. The
amplitude of probability for this transition is therefore proportional to:
(1)

The importance of the excited state distribution is thus obvious; if we know
the optimum electron densities for both the ground and excited state configurations which yield
large transition matrix elements, we can select or design compounds which possess these
properties to provide the best non-linear optical performance. The UV FEL facility would be
an important tool for studies of these systems.
Since very accurate X-ray diffraction experiments have been performed
utilizing synchrotron radiation sources, it is very appealing exploit their characteristics in the
study of state prepared samples. The major difficulty arises from the very short lifetime of most
excited states. It is in most cases impossible to prepare an excited state sample and then carry
it to the synchrotron to perform the diffraction experiment. Thus, the whole process should be
achieved in-situ. An example of such an experiment is the first measurement of the piezo
electric effect in 2-Methyl-4-Nitroaniline using X-ray diffraction33. The crystal was placed in
a static electric field while a diffraction experiment was performed to estimate the distortion of
the unit cells by measuring shifts of the Bragg peaks. The major problem in this kind of
experiment is that the effect is so small that no one has ever succeeded in interpreting the slight
variation of peak intensity in terms of charge displacement within the crystal.
For measurements of this type, it would be desirable to select a resonant
state for which the signal would be much larger. Such a resonance necessitates a time dependent
external potential that would be precise enough to promote a specific electron (a valence electron
for the organic molecules typically used in non-linear optics) to a unique unoccupied electronic
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state, Figure 7 describes the process in terms of energy while the Feynmann diagram in Figure
8 shows one of the possible paths for this transition.
In this process, an incoming UV photon is first resonantly absorbed
followed by an X-ray photon which is absorbed and simultaneously re-emitted as would occur
in a normal Thomson scattering event. Without going into much detail, the cross section of such
a process can be shown to be proportional to:

^ ~ r f ( 0 I 2 n** Q = k0 - kx +q

[e-e'} _ L _

(2)

Where E^ is the electric field (in the dipole approximation) carried by the laser beam, and /x' is
the transition dipole moment between the ground and excited state. F c is the width of the excited
state, Q is the laser photon energy, Qo is the energy difference between the two states, while «
is the X-ray probe energy. Here the more fundamental quantity is f (Q) the transition form
factor given by:

(3)

AQ) =

^

Where ¥ g is the ground state molecular wave function and ¥ e is the excited state wave function.
Since ^ s can be found by other techniques (X-ray diffraction34 or Compton Scattering35) it is
always feasible to refine a model for ¥ e from a set of data corresponding to different Q.
In the case of an almost perfect resonant excitation it can be shown that
the ratio of the intensity for this process compared to the regular elastic Thomson scattering is:

(0

(4)

where F (Q) is the structure factor.
In the case of a molecule basically made of two similar groups A and B
separated by a distance R, if Z is the number of electrons in the cell, it is straight forward to
show that

/(0

„

F(Q)
Hence with a (ix of a few debyes and E^ at least equal to 107 V/m, the ratio could be of the order
of 1 (taking for arguments sake an average life time of r ~ 10"10 s). This mixing of optical and
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Figure 7. Energy level representation of the transitions in an excited state electron distribution
measurement.
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Figure 8. Feynmann diagram of the scattering process in an experiment to probe the electron
distribution of an excited state system.
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X-ray photons has already been observed in down conversion process by Eisenberger and
McCall36.
Experimental Requirements
Although we have demonstrated that the signal can be of the same order
of magnitude as the Thomson scattering, it may be significantly less for compounds with
exceptionally short lifetime excited states, or small dipole allowed transitions. In those cases
the cross section can drop dramatically, the effect becoming rather small with no relaxation of
the requisite energy resolution which must be the order of 1Q4. The use of high flux x-ray
source (such as X-21) is of course the only way to overcome the problem.
In most of the relevant compounds the excited states of greatest interest
can be reached with an excitation energy varying between visible and UV (500 to 50 nm).
Seeking a new excited state is not expected to be an easy task, so flexible accurate tuning and
a high degree of spectral purity will be required. In addition to the obvious problems, a lack
of monochromaticity would produce a multilevel excited system, degrade the mixing process
yield for a given state, and heat up (and possibly damage) the sample. A constant calibration
of this response by subtracting almost instantaneously the mixing optical X-ray signal to
Thomson signal would certainly increase the reliability of the data.
Advantages of having a UV FEL at the NSLS
For the X-ray part of the experiment, synchrotron sources have proved
their ability to probe tiny effects, which certainly meets the requirements of the present
experiment. Regarding the laser beam, few conventional sources can match the spectral purity
of the FEL, and none can offer the tunability necessary to allow a survey study of a wide variety
of crystals. Finally, since the timing of the X-ray beam pulses can be synchronized to those of
the FEL, coincidence experiments are possible where, for example, successive measurements
of one mixed process and one Thomson process in a two channel analyzer could be made.
The UV FEL facility, as it is proposed, allows for a wide variety of
experiments which simultaneously utilize both X-ray and laser beams. Apart from the spacial
localization advantages, the tunability of the FEL enables us to study many types of materials
which would be otherwise inaccessible with conventional laser sources.
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12.

Excited State Photoemission

Within the last decade, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) using laser
derived, UV-probes has proven to be a fruitful approach for investigating laser-excited electronic
states on the surfaces of metals, semiconductors, and insulators. These experiments first use a
laser pump pulse to photopopulate normally unoccupied states, and then photoemit from this
transient intermediate population with a UV pulse generated from a portion of the pump with
harmonic generation techniques. In addition to characterizing the binding energy, momentum,
and parity of the excited states, as is commonly done for ground states with ordinary PES, these
experiments have also measured the dynamics of the transient populations. For example, a
characteristic lime of 0.4 ps has been deduced for the intervaUey scattering rate between states
at r and K in the surface BriUouin zone of GaAs (HO)37.
The measurements are significant because they provide an understanding
of the role of electronic excitations to diverse nonequilibrium surface phenomena such as surface
recombination and surface photochemical reactions. Unfortunately, a purely laser-based
technique is severely limited in probe wavelength and ease of tunability. Thus much important
information, such as can be learned, for instance, at wavelengths which yield resonant
enhancements through core level absorption or through direct transitions to final Bloch states,
remains inaccessible. It is therefore desirable to consider alternative pulsed, tunable UV sources
such as synchrotron-based bending magnets or insertion devices, laser generated plasmas, or
ultraviolet free electron lasers (UV FEL's). Of these, the UV-FEL offers the best time
resolution and provides excellent signal rates. It thus overcomes the tuning limitations of laserbased sources while delivering superior count rates and retaining comparable time resolution.
Although we develop the discussion based on opportunities for studying
semiconductors which are laser-excited far from equilibrium, many comments apply to the
probing of excited electron distributions in metals as well. Figure 9 is useful when surveying
the semiconductor physics which is accessible with various pump and probe characteristics. It
plots the bulk photoexcited electron density near the surface, n", as a function of pump-laser
pulse duration for various absorbed pump fluences. The electron population n* equilibrates with
itself at the bottom of the conduction band on time scales much less than 1 ps. Interestingly,
the unambiguous observation of bulk carriers has proven elusive except for hu very near
threshold. Thus most studies have concentrated on excited surface states and surface resonances;
n* is nevertheless relevant because the excited populations in surface states scale with it in many
cases.
Figure 9 also presents estimates of the peak instantaneous lattice and
electron temperatures incurred by the end of the pump pulse. The calculations pertain to the
case of GaAs pumped by a 2.33 eV laser pulse. The results should be regarded as approximate
because of the assumptions employed to account for nonlinearities introduced by Auger
recombination, luminescence recombination, and the temperature dependence of thermal
diffusivity. The electron temperatures are estimated assuming an electron-lattice energy
relaxation time of 1 ps. The data in Figure 9 can be used to estimate various pump and probe
I.D.12-1

requirements. For example, to obtain n*=1020 cm'3 without unduly heating the surface, 1 ps
pulses with intensity sufficient to obtain 1 mJ/cm2 are desirable. The pump pulse energy
available at the experiment then determines the required spot size, which in turn dictates the
focus required of the FEL probe.
As a basis for comparison, the signal rates to be realized with the UV-FEL
are documented for a specific experiment for which we have concrete parameters: the
photoelectron spectroscopy of transient, laser-populated surface states in semiconductors. Signal
rates are determined by comparing to results recently obtained during single-bunch operations
at NSLS. A normally unoccupied surface state on GaAs (UO) was populated with a 5-ns pulse
from a copper vapor laser and simultaneously probed with synchrotron pulses monochromatized
by the plane grating monochromator on the bending magnet beam line X24C. Pulse fluences
near I mJ/cm2 created an n* of about IQ18 cm"3. The bulk carriers scattered jnto a normally
unoccupied surface state band and thereby populated a minimum located at X in the surface
Brillouin zone. Figure 10 displays the weak photoemission feature measured from this
population in single bunch operations. A cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) was used and
overall system resolution was 0.18 eV.
The ratio of signal rates from an FEL-based experiment (subscripted 0 to
those from the bending magnet case (subscripted b) can be roughly expressed as:

j r B Rfn tNs^i

(6)

The quantities are defined in Table I.
Table L Definitions of quantities appearing in Eq. I and their values measured from the
X24C experiment and estimated for an FEL experiment.

Quantity

Definition

X24C

FEL

Units

S

counts detected per second in 0.18 eV
bandwidth

1

210

s"1

R

pulse repetition rate

6

2.5

kHz

n*

density of excited bulk electrons near the
semiconductor surface

1018

1019

cm"3

N

total number of photoelectrons emitted per
pulse

400

2X104

e"

relative efficiency of electron energy analyzer

=1

1

The total number of photoelectrons per pulse, N, (which includes
secondaries) has been chosen as the measure of the signals because it allows the space charge
issue to be
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addressed in a natural way. If the exoelectrons are dense enough, their mutual coulomb
repulsion will lead to a spread and distortion of their kinetic energy distribution. Because PES
aspires to relate the measured kinetic energy distribution of photoelectrons to the energy
distribution within the sample, the experiment is spoiled in the presence of such space charge
effects. The intensity of the UV FEL will permit experiments to be limited by this fundamental
constraint and we therefore wish to know it quantitatively.
In general, a theoretical treatment of transient space charge problems is
d;fficult because the equations of electron motion must be integrated simultaneously with the
coupled Poisson equation. Consequently, the literature contains many (often numerical)
examples pertinent to specific cases from which it is difficult to extract scaling laws applicable
to this particular discussion. For short pulses and the typical PES geometry, however, it is
possib.e to derive an order of magnitude estimate of the number of photoelectrons per pulse,
N , ^ , which can be tolerated before a small space-charge induced spreading of AE* is manifested
in the spectrum. The surprisingly simple result is:
AEt - 5x10'*!^

( )

a
Here a is the spot radius in cm, AE* is in eV, and N ^ , a number, is dimensionless. Eq. (7)
does not apply in the extreme space charge limit when AEk becomes comparable a typical
photoelectron energy. This equation correctly estimates the onset of observable distortions (10' s
of meV) in the photoelectron energy distribution curves (EDC's) cited in the literature38"40 for
spots sizes ranging from 1.5 fim to 3 mm in diameter and pulse lengths from 2 ps to 8 ns.
We now return to the evaluation of the signal ratio of Eq. (6). We take
a in Eq. (7) to be 0.5 mm, the same value as in the bending magnet experiment. Then for
AEfc — 20 meV, Eq. 2 gives N mix =2xlO 4 electrons/pulse, which is the value used for N f in Table
I. An N of this magnitude was found to be acceptable with 60 ps pulses and a 1x3 mm2 focal
spot.3* In single bunch and at he=10.5 eV, we measured Nb = 400 electrons/pulse,
approximately. We assume n* in the FEL experiment to be ten times that of the bending magnet
case since shorter pump pulses presumably would be employed: short pulses allow one to obtain
larger pumped electron densities for the same thermal penalty (see Figure 9). For equal detector
efficiencies ij, Eq. (6) predicts the FEL would have produced a count rate 200 times more than
the bending magnet experiment. Note that an additional order of magnitude is feasible if 1 ps,
1 mJ/cm2 pump pulses are used to produce n* — 1020 cm 3 .
The time required to achieve a given signal-to-noise could be reduced by
an order of magnitude if the CM A used in the X24C experiment were replaced with a time-offlight (TOF) analyzer. Thus if the X24C experiment had been performed with a TOF analyzer
and an FEL, the 0.5 hour averaging times typically required to obtain a spectrum would have
been reduced to about a second, clearly providing the opportunity for experiments with much
higher energy and angle resolution.
Furthermore, rapid data rates are desirable for
photosensitive surfaces since photodissociation of the GaAs (110) surfaces has been found to
cause a significant reduction in signal at extended laser exposure. It should be noted that the
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FEL output must be attenuated strongly to avoid space charge. For example, the space charge
limit of 2x10* electrons calculated for a 1 mm diameter spot will be attained for only 10s
10.5-eV photons, or 2 pJ, given the 0,02 photoyield, defined as the number of photoelectrons
per incident photon. Even smaller FEL pulse energies must be used at larger hi> where the
photoyield increases to typically 0.1. Thus higher harmonics of the FEL output will in general
be useful, extending the photon energy range available.
A comparison with other sources provides valuable insights into the
advantages of an FEL based experiment. For example, in addition to providing tunability, a
laser-pumped PES experiment using the FEL-probe will also deliver larger count rates than
presently available from laser-based UV sources. The FEL repetition rate of 2.5 kHz exceeds
by 10 to 100 the excimer-pumped amplifiers used to boost dye laser pulses to the point were
they can be used to create VUV through harmonic generation techniques. Presently, there are
also laser-based experiments which operate with hi* not much above the photoionization
threshold, so that space charge is negligible. These experiments use unamplified pulses and can
work at mode-locked or cavity dumped frequencies (many MHz) and have produced large
excited state count rates. However, they are limited to such a small range of hv that only the
center of the surface Brillouin zone is accessible for excited surface state studies. Similarly, for
investigations of excited bulk states, these experiments must rely on indirect transitions.
The UV FEL will surpass laser-plasma sources, in the energy range over
which they overlap, because of its greater intensity on the sample at short pulse lengths,
polarized output, larger repetition rate, ease of eliminating obscuring wavelengths (a laser plasma
emits a continuum in this wavelength range), and better-defined pulse length, which for plasma
sources lengthens at longer wavelengths.
It is perhaps most interesting to compare the FEL experiment with an
undulator based source such as the ALS. Because the FEL output must be severely curtailed
to eliminate space charge spreading of the photoelectron spectrum, it does not offer the full
advantage in signal rates over third generation synchrotron sources one might have expected
from the total number of photons delivered per second per reasonable bandwidth. Thus, if the
problems associated with small excitation spots can be resolved, the focusability of the Advanced
Light Source can be exploited so that it can be matched to an unamplified mode-lockea laser.
The 100 MHz pulse repetition rate yields large count rates even with few electrons emitted per
pulse: space charge distortions can thus be avoided. As an example, consider a mode locked,
frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser. The pulse duration is approximately matched to the ALS 30
ps bunch length. If focused to a 100 ^m spot, a carrier density comparable to that achieved in
the X24C experiment results (~ 1018 cm 3 ). The ALS thus appears to be an attractive source for
some experiments. Its disadvantages relative to the FEL are that it requires special operations
(to match the repetition rate of the mode-locked laser), is limited to a time resolution of 30 ps,
is constrained to studying dynamic responses that decay within the interpulse period of 10 ns,
and requires very tight focusing to achieve comparable carrier densities. If Q-switched or
amplified pulses are used, then the repetition rate of course falls to the same realm as the FEL,
and the ALS offers few advantages.
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While comparisons with existing experiments are valuable, it is far more
exciting to consider science which could only be realized by the development of a source with
the characteristics of the UV FEL. The short pulses supplied by the FEL may permit
investigations of the energy loss processes which cool the initially hot electron distribution
generated by a pump pulse. Thus electron temperatures exceeding the lattice temperature may
be observed in the high energy edges of EDC's, thereby permitting study of energy loss
processes directly from the energy distributions. Furthermore, non-Fermi distributions of hot
electrons may be observable with the shortest pulses, A convincing demonstration of these
phenomena requires a dynamic range only barely achievable with present laser-based sources.
For metals, such investigations will further benefit from the increased signal at the Fermi-level
obtainable by tuning hv to the well known surface-electrodynamic resonance at ~0.8w p , where
wp is the plasma frequency.
It has recently been discovered that compound semiconductors can undergo
photochemical dissociation of the surface after repeated exposure to even modest laser pump
fluences.41 The large signal rates expected from FEL-based experiments will enable these and
other photosensitive surfaces to be studied in detail before significant surface degradation can
accumulate. Thus, examination of the surface photochemical processes themselves can also be
aptly undertaken.
The study of surface defects with energy levels in the semiconductor band
gap will become increasingly beneficial as device dimensions shrink. Scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) studies, the natural choice for investigations of defects, are often usefully
complemented by PES experiments. Until now, PES has been hindered as a tool for defect
studies by sensitivity issues, including the background from higher orders when broadband
sources are monochromatized. Defects states were observed in the gap of GaAs in the laserpumped experiment performed on X24C, but only after a LiF filter removed higher order light.
The spectral purity of the FEL will alleviate the background issue. Furthermore, studies of the
electron dynamics of photopopulated or photodepleted surface defects, which control surface
recombination processes for example, are perturbed in STM work by the large current tunneling
through the defect. The high angle and energy resolution which the FEL makes possible will
lead to k-space, energy, and dynamical characterizations of gap states.
Shallow core levels are accessible for the first time with the FEL, the more
so if harmonics can be employed. Thus resonant photoemission of laser excited intrinsic and
defect states becomes possible, aiding identification of the atomic species associated with the
excited state.
To date, bulk photoexcited electrons appear to have been observed only
in Si probed with hi>=4.66 eV. Because a tunable source will enable direct transitions to be
made to final states, the FEL may finally allow PES studies of transient bulk electron
populations. This makes possible direct comparisons of the dynamics of bulk levels and the
surface states with which they interact.
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The FEL may also prove an ideal source for tunable two photon
photoemission experiments which involve intermediate states above the conduction band
minimum. Attempts to understand the role of virtual intermediate states compared to real
intermediate states, for example, have been hampered both by a lack of tunability and by small
signal rates which make angle resolved studies difficult.
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E.

Interaction with Existing Facilities and Programs

The project described in this proposal has the express aim of providing unique
sources of VUV radiation, and the support infrastructure to enable the research community to
fully exploit their potential. The project is organized in a way which draws on the experience
at BNL in creating outside user facilities, providing ready access to them, and ensuring that the
research engendered by these resources is state of the art. One important vehicle for achieving
these objectives is the establishment of scientific staff positions within the research departments
at BNL which will be focused on participation in research programs carried out at the UV FEL
facility. The concept is very similar to the process which lead to the construction of beamlines
at the NSLS by the biology, chemistry, and physics departments.
The UV FEL proposed for this project provides an unprecedented combination
of high repetition rate (up to 10 kHz), high peak power (up to 1 mJ/pulse), short wavelength
operation (as low as 700 A.), and exceptional tuning capability (as much as 30% in wavelength).
Clearly the UV FEL is certainly the largest technical challenge and center piece of the project,
but many of the experiments which rely upon its capabilities will also require a second source
of radiation. Research problems of this nature are often generically referred to as Pump-Probe
experiments, in which some state of the system is preferentially populated using one color of
radiation and subsequently examined by a second color probe beam. The introduction of
adjustable phase delay between these events allows system dynamics to be explored. As
described in the accelerator section of this document, two FEL beams can be brought to the
same experiment, but in some cases, a second more conventional laser source would suffice, or
perhaps even be superior to light from the FEL. In point of fact, the FEL itself relies on
advanced laser technology to provide radiation for the photocathode, and the FEL seed.
For these reasons, part of the project will be to establish a laser physics group
with the charge of providing the development capability to refine the lasers required for the U VFEL, and to develop lasers as a resource for the experimental programs. An additional vehicle
for advancing laser technology using the resources of BNL will be to create a Center for Laser
Physics patterned after the highly successful Center for Accelerator Physics at Brookhaven
National Lab which supports the activities of accelerator physicists in many departments
throughout the laboratory. In a similar way, the Center for Laser Physics would take advantage
of the expertise already extant in the ATF, biology, chemistry, instrumentation, and physics
departments.
Another important class of two color experiments is made possible by the location
of the UV FEL project next to the NSLS. This allows radiation from the NSLS X-21 beamline
to be relayed to one of the FEL laboratories. Such a resource would have a major impact on
studies of structural dynamics photoexcited systems.
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F.

Limitations and Future Extensions of the UV FEL Facility

As is the case for any endeavor, the UV FEL has its limitations, and opportunity
for growth in directions beyond the scope of the present proposal. Although it is difficult to
forecast these characteristics with certainty, some discussion of the future potential of the facility
is warranted.
Accelerator
In many respects, the accelerator plant described here may seem a daunting
prospect in terms of its design and construction. It is, however, important to realize that all of
the major components have been demonstrated, and rated in a conservative manner in the
conceptual design. The BNL photocathode gun has demonstrated the kind of current and
brightness required by the FEL while the superconducting linac has been designed to operate at
a field gradient significantly lower than that already demonstrated for such devices. The
superconducting wiggler technology developed at the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) appears
to be viable for the UV FEL. Harmonic generation in the electron beam has a solid theoretical
foundation, although it has yet to be experimentally demonstrated. Again, a program to verify
the predictions of the theory by an actual experiment is scheduled for 1994 at the ATF.
Many of the current limitations in the parameters of the facility will be subject
to revision as the field progresses. The performance of photocathode guns has improved
dramatically over the past few years, including increased peak currents and reduced emittances.
Improvements in emittance would allow the FEL to operate at shorter wavelength. This could
be achieved by running the linac at higher gradient since the radiation wavelength scales as the
inverse square of the electron beam energy. This assumes of course that suitable seed lasers or
multiple harmonic generation cascades in the wiggler are utilized. The repetition rate of the
current gun is limited by the thermal load imposed by the rf power in the gun cavity. If the
work at several laboratories in superconducting gun technology development is realized, the
repetition rate could become limited only by the seed laser pulse rate up to MHz frequencies.
The shortest pulse length produced by the FEL is determined by the overlap of
the seed laser pulse with the electron beam. This should be true to the limit of the photon
wavefront slipping to the leading edge of the electron bunch. This so called slippage limit is
about 150 fs for the proposed facility at 100 nm wavelength. For pulses shorter than this, our
understanding of the gain characteristics is incomplete at best, although this is an active area of
research in accelerator physics. It is therefore unreasonable, based on our current level of
understanding, to suppose that the facility will be capable of shorter pulses in the design
wavelength range. It is true however that the slippage limited time scales with wavelength, so
as the energy of the photon beam is increased, the minimum pulse length will decrease.
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Beamline Systems
At this writing, ongoing work includes further developments of the lab optical
system to provide optics for polarization manipulation and a detailed ray tracing of the entire
system. This will include a review of the available optical data and measurements where
practical to confirm the predictions of overall system performance. A full study of the effects
of mirror figure, finish, and aberration is to be undertaken. A more detailed design study of the
X-21 to FEL transport optics must also be completed. It is thought that the results of this work
should have minimal impact on the design of the facility or its costv but must be concluded to
provide the best possible data for the design of experiments to be performed at the FEL facility.

The overall layout of the optical system should allow extension to shorter
wavelength operation with relatively little difficulty. In addition, the facility has been designed
to allow the construction of future experimental stations on the same floor level as the
accelerator plant, in the event that the FEL becomes capable of producing radiation in the nm
regime.
Experimental Stations
The equipment for the experimental stations is in most cases within the range of
equipment already extent, and therefore requires minimal detailed design study. The most
notable exception is the molecular beam apparatus found in several of the labs. They have been
design and sized for cw operation, since at the present time, pulsed beam sources operating at
kHz rates do not exist.
Significant cost savings and equipment size reductions could be realized it such
a source were developed. This could also have an impact on the range of experiments possible
since higher densities could be achieved in a pulsed source as compared to a cw source for the
same pumping equipment. This is perhaps the single area in which advances could have the
greatest impact. In addition, the design of the end station apparatus should be refined as the
facility approaches realization to be consistent with the experimental proposals which are active
at that time.
Scientific Program
The scientific program, and in fact the facility design, has been driven primarily
by the chemical physics community for whom its benefits are most obvious. The material
presented in the CDR represents an abbreviated selection of the excellent work which has been
provided in support of this proposal by this community. Applications in other fields have lagged
behind until quite recently. This may be due in part to the overlap of the research interests of
the staff involved in preparing the proposal with members of the chemical and physical sciences
communities.
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It is clear that important applications of the UV FEL exist within other fields
including biology, materials science, and atomic physics. A concerted effort to communicate
the potential of this facility with these researchers must be successfully mounted to guide the
design of the facility so it will not later preclude their participation in its benefits. Efforts in this
direction are being made at the NSLS, including the development of proof of principle
experiments in these fields using the currently available beamlines.
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H. DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. Accelerator
1. Theory and Simulation
a. General Considerations
The accelerator which has been chosen for the production of the electron beam
of the UV FEL is a superconducting, recirculating linac with a laser photocathode rf gun and
real time (pulse by pulse) beam sharing capability between a number of independently tuned
FELs.
There are a number of reasons for the choice of a superconducting linac.
These include the high energy stability which is obtainable with a cw machine, the ability to
match the electron pulse structure to high repetition rate lasers (used either as seed for the FEL
or as tools at the experimental area) and the possibility of using a low rf frequency and large
apertures, A low linac frequency has the advantages of low wake fields and the possibility of
using a long electron bunch. The large aperture also contributes to the reduction of wake fields
and thus to a lower energy spread.
The accelerator and wiggler set-up are shown in Figure 3 (pg. I.C-3). The
superconducting linac will provide an energy gain of about 80 MeV per pass by using 12 four
cell cavities in 6 cryostats. Additional cryostats (with two cavities per cryostat) provide
independent energy tuning for each of the FELs sharing the main recirculating linac through the
pulse switching system.
The task of the linac is to accelerate the high charge, low emittance electron
bunches from 10 MeV to 250 MeV. This task must be accomplished with minimal increase in
absolute energy spread and emittance. Furthermore, the linac must accommodate the time
structure of the FEL pulses, a mukikilohertz rate at any of the FELs. These requirements can
be met most effectively with a superconducting linac.
Superconducting linacs are available commercially from a number of
manufacturers at a few frequencies, such as 350 MHz, 500 MHz and 1300 MHz. The basic
considerations for the choice of the operating frequency are shunt impedance, operating
temperature, degradation of emittance or energy spread due to wake fields, the bunch pulse
length and its relation to the fundamental mode curvature, cost and size. Presently, the
superconducting material of choice is bulk high heat conductivity niobium. Although there are
competing technologies, in particular niobium sputtered on copper, we shall assume bulk
niobium as the resonator material.
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The shunt impedance and operating temperature are linked through the
temperature and frequency dependence of the surface resistance, which is given to a good
approximation by the following expression:

-wyr

where Rt is the residual surface resistance which is temperature and frequency independent, and
RBCS is the BCS surface resistance (A is a constant).
Practical, high power helium refrigerators can operate between about 1.8K
to 4.6K. Refrigeration becomes more expensive a' v w e r temperatures (for a given power).
However, the exponential nature of the 3CS surface resistance more than compensate for this
at the above mentioned temperature range. Thus the cost of the refrigeration system as well as
operating costs are reduced with the operating temperature as long as R, is dominated by the
BCS term. Hence there is an optimum temperature for the operation of a superconducting linac.
This temperature depends on material properties and on the frequency. A lower frequency
generally leads to a lower cost refrigeration system.
At about 500 MHz it is possible to operate at 4.5K, simplifying the cryogenic
system. In addition to reduction of costs, this temperature has a great technical advantage of
operating above atmospheric pressure.
The linac structure would be similar to the HERA or ARES structure. These
500 MHz, four cell niobium structures have R/Q = 470 Ohm at the TM010 mode. These
structures have demonstrated performance well over 5 MV/m at Q larger than 2 x 109. We shall
assume conservatively a gradient of G=5.5 MV/m. At this gradient a bunch of charge q will
change the voltage of the cavity by A r = ^ 4 • The voltage change for the 1.2 m structure at
5.5 MV/m beam loaded by a 3 nC bunch will be a negligible 3 x 10 4 . Thus beam loading is not
expected to contribute to the bunch to bunch energy spread. The accelerating field and phase
stabilizations in a cw operated superconducting linacs are excellent and can reach the 10"4 level.
For a discussion of wake field effects, see Section II. A.2.
The energy spread produced by the curvature of the rf waveform is about
2 x 10"4 due to the low frequency of the linac.
To reduce the cost of the linac a recirculation scheme with about three passes
through the linac will be used. This arrangement has additional advantages, such as the
possibility of extracting bunches at various energies, destined for a number of FELs operating
at various wavelengths as well as the option to do bunch compression at an intermediate energy.
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An Infra Red FEL could operate off the same linac, using as independent
electron gun with extraction of the accelerated beam after a single pass in the linac, at about 80
MeV. The operation of such an IR FEL would not interfere with the UV FELs.
The linac main parameters are summarized in the following table:
Half Cell length
Linac final energy
(including all elements)
Linac total length
Frequency
Cavity: four cell,
Active length
Physical length
Aperture
Cavities/cryostat
Cryostats (main linac)
Cryostats (total)
Gradient

4.6 m

r/Q

470 Ohm
2xlO 9
80 MeV

Unloaded Q at 5.5 MV/m
Total energy gain (one pass)

285 MeV
32.725 m
500 MHz
TM010
1.2 m
1.7 m
16 cm

2

6
9
5.5 MV/m
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b.

The Multi-User Energy Modulation Section

The wavelength tuning method employed at the UV FEL will be based on the
change of energy of the electron beam rather than on changing the wiggler parameters. This
will be accomplished by placing a Unac cavity section in front of each of the two wigglers. Let
us assume that such a section is capable of a voltage gain V. Then the beam energy can be
changed from the original energy W to a continuous range of values between W-eV to W + e V ,
allowing tuning range of the FEL wavelength from X(l +2eV/W) to X(l-2eV/W). The value of
the cavity voltage can be changed continuously from 0 to V with a time constant QL/W, which
is a small fraction of a second.
The advantages of this method are clear: The wiggler is simplified, the tuning
can be faster than mechanical wiggler tuning and the wiggler may always operate at the highest
magnetic field value to achieve maximum gain. However there are requirements which the
system must meet. They are the following:
1.

There should be as few beam optics components as possible between the modulating cavity
and the wiggler, so that as corrections to the optics would be minimal.

2.

In each wiggler we should have alternating beam pulses with two independently set
energies, corresponding to two optical FEL output beams.

3.

These two modulations should be tunable independently by the users. The tuning rate
should be relatively fast, that is as fast as the seed lasers can be tuned.

The technical solution for these requirements is in providing two modulation
cavities per wiggler. One operates at the fundamental linac frequency, 500 MHz, and the other
is detuned by half the pulse repetition rate going into the wiggler. The basic repetition rate of
beam pulses into each wiggler is 5 kHz, thus the second modulation cavity will be detuned by
2.5 kHz. Let us assume that for one pulse both cavities are adjusted to a synchronous phase of
0°, and they operate at voltages VA and VB, respectively. Then for the next pulse cavity A will
still present a phase of 0°, but cavity B will be 180° out of phase. Thus the voltage gain for
pulse 1 will be V A +V B , but for pulse 2 the voltage gain will be VA-VD. Since both VA and VB
are independent in amplitude and may also be flipped in polarity, one may program the two
pulses for an independent voltage within the limits imposed by the voltage performance of the
two cavities. Thus the beam in each wiggler consists of two pulse streams, each with an
independent energy settng for a total of four beams for the facility. (The system can be
expanded to eight beams with four wigglers). This results in four independent FEL resonant
wavelength. The seed lasers are multiplexed to provide four independent seed pulses, two per
wiggler (see Section II.B.4). The FEL output beams are separated to the individual user stations
as described in Section II.D.2.b.
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c.

Multi-Pass Beam Breakup
Introduction

A superconducting recirculation RF linac with N = 3 passes will be used as
the UV FEL driver. Recirculating a beam through a linac cavity several times can lead to beam
instability in which transverse displacement on successive recirculations can excite self fields
(wakefields) in a cavity that further deflect the initial beam. For the bunch-to-bunch case
considered here, the dominant effect for wakefields is the multi-bunch transverse interaction.
The recirculated beam and cavities may form a feedback loop that can be driven unstable at
sufficiently high currents. This results in both emittance growth and beam size blow-up at the
entrance of the FEL wiggler. This phenomenon has been called regenerative multipass beam
breakup. It is worsened by the higher Q-values associated with higher order modes (HQM's)
of a superconducting cavity (SCC). The SCC drift tube therefore carries HOM couplers for
damping these modes by extracting the energy deposited by the bunched beam in the
corresponding modes of oscillation of the electromagnetic field in the cavity. Steady state is
maintained if the bunch excitation compensates for losses in the cavity walls and HOM couplers.
At higher current levels there will be instability. The exponential growth of the transverse beam
displacement as a function of time due to exponential growth of the cavity wakefields therefore
provides the diagnostic in determining threshold currents. We note that in respect to transverse
beam instabilities considered here there is no difference in simulating the cumulative beam
breakup either in a single beam pulse calculation or in a cw beam calculation as long as the
average current is the same.
•*«?*•

Simulation
The beam dynamics has been simulated using the vectorized two-dimensional
beam breakup code TDBBU. This code has been used to simulate inter/intrabunch collective
effects in the recirculating continuous electron accelerator facility (CEBAF) and has been tested
in detail against several analytic models12. Because the electron beam is highly relativistic,
changes in the electrons longitudinal coordinates can be neglected in the simulation. The
simulation code follows the transverse phase space coordinates and the longitudinal momentum
of the electrons within a rigid bunch. The electrons energy distribution, therefore, is fixed. The
electron energy is updated during the tracking through the linac optics, but not the phases. A
uniform macroparticle spacing is assumed and a delta functional distribution for the
microbunches.
The UV FEL driver design consists of a 3 cell FODO lattice for the linac and
two isochronous recirculation arcs. The ener;-' per pass through the linac is 80 MeV. The linac
FODO lattice has variable focal length for the first path as calculated with TRANSPORT (see
Chapter II.A.5.a). One linac cell consists of 4 cavities with a quadrupole lens after every
second cavity. The energy gain per cavity is 6.67 MeV. For each cavity eight modes are
assumed with the parameters shown in Table I. In this table typical dampings of the dominant
and well assigned modes of the KEK 5-cell SCC operating at 508 MHz are summarized1.
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Table I. Loss Factor Calculations - Longitudinal
f(MHz)

Polarization

R/Q(Q)

Q

TEm4/5x

689
689

0°
90°

32
32

8 x 10*
8 x 104

TMU03/5T

739
739

0°
90Q

26
26

4 x 10s
4 x 105

TM011QT

944
944

0°
90°

103
103

6 x 103
6 x 103

TM 1U

1000
1000

0°
90°

63
63

1 x 10*
1 x 104

Mode

For the simulation the injection of a 10 MeV beam into the linac was turned
on for 300 jts. An offset of 0.1 cm is introduced at injection to initiate the instability. The
machine bunch dynamics was simulated through 1.016*10* RF cycles or for a period of 200 us
(f=508 MHz). Therefore, charge is constantly injected and this 200 /*s long macropulse
represents to a good approximation a cw beam. TDBBU performs one iteration step per RF
cycle where a bunch is moved to the next machine element and all cavity excitation levels are
updated based on the transverse position of the bunches entering the cavity. The possible
transport matrices within the linac are those for a lens and a drift. The simulations discussed
here used the code in its thin lens approximation. A bunch is passed to the next linac segment
by multiplying the coordinates of the bunch by the correct transport matrix before injecting into
the next linac segment. Recirculation is accomplished by multiplying the coordinates of the
bunch leaving the final linac segment by the 4x4 transport matrices as specified by the
recirculation beam optics. The result is used for reinjection of the beam into the first linac
segment.
An appropriate time delay in terms of RF cycles is introduced during which
the coordinates of a bunch reside in a buffer before being reinjected for the next pass through
the linac. As the beam enters the linac it is necessary to match the recirculation lattice functions
to those of the Unac to keep transverse wake effects small. The best strategy to control
instabilities is to keep the R2, matrix element in the full transfer matrix for one cavity to itself
as small as possible as well as the /3-function in the recirculation path.
Results
Examples of simulation results are shown in Figures la and lb. The
horizontal beam displacement after two recirculations at the accelerator exit is shown as a
function of bunch number (i.e., time). In Figure la the average current is 1=30 mA,
approximately at threshold. In Figure lb, the current is 35 mA and the beam envelope is
growing due to the instability. Note that the beam offset of x=0.11 cm observed in the figures
II.A.l.c-2
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Figure la. Bunch displacement vs. bunch number for 1=30 mA, approximately at threshold.
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Figure lb. Bunch displacement vs. bunch number for 1=35 mA, above threshold.
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is to some extent due to the initial offset used in these simulations. This value for the threshold
current has to be compared to I,v=50 ^A, the maximum average current needed to drive the UV
FEL. Further studies will include beam stability simulations for a pulsed beam with high peak
current.
References
1. G.A. Krafft and J J . Bisognano, CEBAF-PR-87-008.
2. J.J. Bisognano and G.A. Krafft, CEBAF-PR-86-001.
3. S. Noguchi, E. Kako, and K. Kubo, KEK Report 89-21.
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2. Wakefield Policy in the UV FEL Accelerator
a.

Introduction

In any accelerator, the particle beam generates an electromagnetic field as it
passes through cavities, cavity-like structures, discontinuities, and variations in the crosssectional shape or size of the vacuum chamber. Stability of the ultrarelativistic particle motion
depends mostly (apart from the beam-beam interaction) on the forces experienced by the
particles due to electromagnetic wake fields generated in the accelerator strucures by the
particles moving ahead of it. This effect is normally characterized in terms of wake impedance.
Here, we would like to consider the effects of the high frequency wake
impedance of the accelerator and transport system on the short electron bunches. The low
frequency resonances are treated independently in another section. The high frequency wake
fields affect the machine design in three areas: longitudinal energy spread in the bunches,
emittance growth and (last and least) the total energy spread of the bunches. We shall use MKS
units. Integrals are from - « to oo unless otherwise mentioned.

b.

Definitions and Relationships
The material in this part is based on Bane and Sands1.

Longitudinal wake: The longitudinal wake of a structure, W,(s), is related
to the energy loss 5U(s) of a charge q traveling a distance s from a reference point in a bunch
of charge Q by W,(s)=5U(s)/qQ. Thus Wf is a property of both the structure and the bunch
charge distribution. The commonly used units are Volt/pC.
Impulse wake: The "impulse" wake function (point-like, unit charge bunch)
is denoted W,0(s). Then,
(1)

where X(s) is the the longitudinal charge density.
Loss Factor: The total energy loss by a bunch of unit charge during one
passage through a cavity is called the loss factor k ( , and it is given by
(2)

The units of k£ are also V/pC.
For a Gaussian bunch with an rms length a, k,(a)=[ J W,(s,cr)exp(s2/2o2)ds]/(2-ir)'''(T.
Wake impedance: The longitudinal wake impedance Zf(co) is the Fourier
transform of the impulse wake function,

The units of Z, R and X are Ohms. The loss factor is related to the longitudinal resistance by
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where,

For a Gaussian charge distribution we obtain for ke
*

(6)

For ver>- short Gaussian bunches there is an approximate relationship

dkjjo)
da

cR^cja)
nn

(7)

2

Transverse wake: The transverse wake function for a dipole mode (we
consider only the dipole mode) is defined by the total transverse impulse Spx(s):
W,(s)=c5px(s)/qQx, where x is the bunch offset from the axis. Common units for W< are
V/pC/m.
Transverse impedance: The transverse impedance is defined as
(8)

Zt(u)=Rt\
c

Transverse impulse factor: The transverse impulse factor kt is defined as
c/Q times the total transverse momentum given to the bunch by its own wake. Its units are
V/pC/m.
2

The transverse impulse factor of a Gaussian bunch is related to the transverse
wake resistance Rt by

n
(10)

D(x) tends to x for small x, and to l/(2x) for large x.
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Transverse wake slope: The transverse wake slope, W\, is defined using
the implicit approximation Wt(s) =• sW',. For a short Gaussian bunch we have the following
useful approximation: W' t =ir*k,/a. The units of W , are V/pC/m2.
Relationship to Beam Dynamics
The total bunch energy loss in a structure is given by Q 2 ^, and the induced
bunch energy spread is given approximately by 5U»2Qk,. Usually one can sum all the
longitudinal and transverse loss factors or wake impedances of an accelerator. The exception is
for a periodic structure, where the wake impedance adds as the square root of the number of
cells. For a very long periodic structure, where the number of cells M is M = a2/(ag), there is
a transition to a linear impedance as a function of the number of cells, (a is the radius of a cell,
g is its length and a is the rms size of the bunch).
The emittance growth can be estimated by the two particle model (see, for
example, Ruth2). In this model, the bunch is represented by two particles, one at x, (head of the
bunch) wirh betatron wavenumber k and the other at x2 (tail of the bunch) with betatron
wavenumber k+Ak. The difference Ak is due to the (possible) energy difference between the
head and tail of the bunch, and usually Ak/k=AE/E. Let the distance between the particles be
l=2a, and each of the particles has half the charge of the bunch. Then the equations of motion
of the two particles are:

(12)
EL
where * is the displacement of the bunch off axis, L is the effective length along the accelerator
contributing the wake W , N is the number of electrons in the bunch and W is the transverse
wake slope. Furthermore, we can use the connection between lq and W' t for short, Gaussian
bunches, W',=x*kyff. Then
~^—

=(2-Fw)iSIN(^ yj**w*

JN
-'
'
F
w

(13)

°4)

ELkkk

Since we expect to have a small energy difference between the head and tail of the bunch, there
is a maximum amplification Ax/^ of the bunch head to tail transverse offset relative to the total
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bunch offset given by
(15)

**,~F
w
7 which results in an effective emittance growth.
For a zero head-tail energy difference, Ak=0 and then we have
/

¥

(16)

2Ek

where Ax grows linearly with lq as the transverse impedance accumulates along the accelerator.
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c.

Wake Impsflanges for Various Geometrical Structures

Unless otherwise stated, all units are rationalized MKS. Bunches are assumed
to have Gaussian distributions.
Cavity
Given a cavity of length g, radius b and aperture radius a,
1
1
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Figure 1. A Single-Cell Cavity.
and bunches of length 1 which are short enough to satisfy (g+ViO'/jKft-aJ 2 , Gaussian bunches
are truncated at ±4ff and satisfy [2g(r/(b2-a2)]< 1, then
T{V*)Zac

g

(17)

\

where Z0=(Ju/e)'/! and c is the speed of light. V is the gamma function. Since T(V*)/ir= 1.154...,
we get

\
a\J o [pC

(18)

The transverse impulse factor is given by
(19)

which is
(20)
pC m
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Step and collimator
A step is a change in pipe radius, from either a large radius b to a small
radius a or in the inverse order. A collimator of radius a in a pipe of radius b is equivalent to
a pair of steps, (double the wake of a step from b to a).
The longitudinal wake of a step is given by

which is
Mb/a)
Ua) =0.0203
a

\V]

(22)

[pC

The transverse wake is given by
(23)
2

2

2ft*

a

resulting in

()

2

a

[

(24)

[pC m

Taper, shielded bellows
(See discussion in Bisognano, Heifets and Yunn3).
A shielded bellows with good sliding contacts presents a negligible wake
impedance.
A taper can reduce the wake impedance of a step. The taper becomes effective
only if its length gl satisfies gl >(b-a)2/2<r. However, this is a realizable taper at the UV-FEL
accelerator transitions between the long transport line and the arcs. In the arcs we will maintain
a constant diameter pipe with no steps.
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d.

Numerical Estimates for Longitudinal Wake Field Effects
Cavities

The Linac in the UV FEL accelerator is composed of 12 superconducting
cavities. Every two cavities are housed in one module (cryostat). Each cavity is made of four
coupled cells. The fundamental frequency is 500 MHz. In Figure 2, we show one-fourth of
the 500 MHz cavity.
The longitudinal loss factor for a cavity of n coupled cells is given by4,
(25)

where kfceU is given by Eq. (18).
In our case, each cell can be approximated by a cell for which g = 0.3 m and
a = 0.085 m for a bunch length of 2 ps; a = 6 x 10"4 m, giving kf(CBU = 1.54 V/pC.
For the cavity (n=4), we get from Eq. 25;

Steps
As can be seen in Figure 2, the beam pipe of the cavity structure changes
dimensions from a = 0.070 m to b = 0.101 m. Using Eq. 21 for a = 6 x 10^ m as above, we
get
ka = 12.40 V/pC
From the vacuum chamber to cavity module there is another change in radii from a = 0.0575
m to b = 0.07 m giving
ka = 6.66 V/pC
For modules of separation and modulation cavities, the beam pipe changes from a = 0.02 m to
b = 0.07 m given
kn = 42.39 V/pC

Crams-
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Figure 2. Cross-section of the 4-celI accelerating cavity (one quadrant is shown).
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Outside the module, the vacuum chamber changes radii between a = 0.02 m and b = 0.0575
m giving
kH = 35.73 VjpC
The results of the above calculations are summarized in Table I.
Table I. Loss Factor Calculations - Longitudinal
Bunch lengh

3
4

kl(cr) for steps
Upstream Rad. (cnrt
Downstream Rad. (cm)
2
5.75
5.75
7
10.1
7
7
2

Cavity
4 cells

Aperture
8.5

2

V/pC
35.7
6.66
12.4
42.4

kir<ri for cavities

(cro.)

Gap (cm)
30

V/pC
3.08

Loss Factor for the Sections of Accelerator
i. Linac
For each cavity module in the linac we have two steps and two cavities giving
the following loss factor for one pass
*•»** = 2 (K* + k n ) = 30.96 V/pC
This loss factor is dominated by the step loss factor k,,. We expect that an improved cavity
design, with a gentler step may lead to a significant improvement in the linac's wake impedance.
For three passes we get
= 3 x k ^

= 92.88 V/pC

The Linac is composed of six modules where there is a change in radius of vacuum chamber
between modules. We should also include effect of steps at the circulating paths giving the total
linac loss as:
+ 3xk,2) + 2kM
= 6(92.88 + 3 x 6.66) + 2 x 35.73
= 748.62 V/pC
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ii. Injection cavity (IC)
k{2 = 37.62 V/pC
iii. S e p a ^ i o " Cavity ( S O
k,.sc = K™ + k n + k,3 - 57.87 V/pC
iv. Modulating Cavities ( M O
k,.MC = 2(k,,OM<!u!e + k,3) = 146.7 V/pC
Total Longitudinal Loss
ke.iouj = k f i c + k(-linis + k!%K + kf-MC = 991 V/pC
v.

Wake Induced Energy Spread

Tne energy loss of the bunch is proportional to the number of particles in the
bunch. Thus,

If large, this energy deposition can lead to excess load on the cryogenic system or destruction
of components from localized heating. Obviously, this would be the case for high currents (or
large charge per bunch). In the case of the UV FEL,
AE - (1.6 x 10-19 * 1 x 1010)2 * 991 x 1012 = 2.5 x 10"3 Joules
At a bunch rate of 10 kHz, we get a power load of
P = 2.5 x 10 3 x 104 = 25 W
Another effect to the longitudinal wake energy loss is the energy spread in the bunch du;
difference in energy loss between the head and tail of the bunch. For reasonable charge
distributions, this energy spread can be approximated by5:
AE = 2e2NBkf

(27)

In our case
AE = 5 x 1013 Joules = 3.1 MeV
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For linac final energy of E = 250 MeV, the relative energy spread due to wake fields is:
i.25 x lO"2
This energy spread can be corrected by about one order of magnitude by a proper choice of the
Unac's stable phase.6 Thus, the total energy spread across the full bunch can be estimated at
AE/E - 10"3. This is global energy spread. From the discussion in Section II.B.l.e, it can be
seen that this global energy spread is acceptable and will not degrade the performance of the
FEL.
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e.

Numerical Estimates for Transverse Wake Field Effects

In this section we estimate the total transverse impulse factor, lq, for the
accelerating structure of the UV FEL. We follow the same procedure we used for the
longitudinal wake above. The results of the calculation for different steps in the vacuum
chamber and for the cavity are summarized in Table II.
Table II. Loss Factor Calculations - Longitudinal
Bunch length (pS) = 2

3
4

kt(ff) for steps
Upstream Rad. (cm)
Downstream Rad. (cm)
7
10.1
5.75
7
2
7
2
5.75

kt(ff) V/pC/m
1.48x10°
1.13xlO3
6.0xl0 2
4.9xlO 2

Cavity
4 cells

ktf a) for cavities
Aperture (cm)
8.5

kt(a) V/pC
8.4E-03

Step #
•>.

i

Gap (cm)
30

Calculations for different sections of accelerator:
i. Linac
For each cryomodule
2(k,c., + k.,)
= 2(8.4 x 1Q-3 + 1.48 x 10"3) = 19.76 x 10"3 V/pC/m
For three passes,
* = 5-93 x lO"2 V/pC/m
Total linac transverse impulse factor
k,.nn.c = 6(k,.modl3 + 3xk,2) + 2k4
= 6(5.93 x 10"2 + 3x1.13 x 103) + 2x4.9 x 102
= 0.16 V/pC/m

ii. Injection Cavity (IC)
k,ic = K*« + ka = 2.09 x 10"3 V/pC/m
iii. Separation Cavity (SO

= 8.4 x 10J + 1.47 x 10-3 + 1.13 x 10 3 = 11 x 103 V/pC/m
iv. Modulation Cavities (MC)

= 2(19.76 x iO"3 + 5.95 x 10-) = 0.16 V/pC/m
Total transverse impulse factor

- 0.333 V/pC/m
Effect of Transverse Wake on Emittance
Using the approximate two-particle model outlines above, we obtained Eq. (16)

t

2Ek

where
k, = transverse impulse factor
N s # of electrons in the bunch
k s Betatron wavenumber ~ 1//3
E = Energy of beam
Ax = the maximum difference in the transverse offset between head and tail
¥ s bunch displacement off axis
K = 0.333 V/PC
..
2nc
2 x 10'9
, , rtl010 .,
.
N =
=
= 1 x 10
e bunch
19
e
1.6 x 10
E = 100 MeV
* = 0.2 mm
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= 1 = - L = o,O5 m'1
P 20
= ^

0.333 x 1Q12 (V/C m) (1.6 x 1Q-I9c) x 10 t0
2 x 100 x 1 0 € F * 0 . 0 5 m 1

For * = 0.2 x 10-3 m

Ax = 1 x
Ax = 0.02 urn

and for
^ = 1 mm, we get Ax = 0.1 ^m
Thus, even for a large bunch displacement, the head-tail offset is negligible relative to the bunch
transverse size of about 200
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3.

Injection
a.

Electron Gun
Design Considerations

The electron gun is required to produce 2 pulses separated by 10 ns every 200
iusec. The emittance of the electron bunches is required to be below 7 T mm-mrad (normalized
RMS) with peak currents of 300 A after compression. The RF filling times of the gun is on the
order of 1-2 ^tsec, thus the RF duty factor is nearly 1%.
Design and construction of such a gun (Gun II) has begun under a joint
Grumman-Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) research collaboration. The starting point
for our design is the present V/2 cell BNL photocathode RF gun (Gun 1) shown in Figure I.
The beam dynamics of the gun have been modeled with the PARMELA1 and MAGIC2 particle
codes. These codes have been used to study the emittance growth of the electron bunch as it
is accelerated through the gun, as well as to determine how the operational parameters effect its
characteristics (i.e. divergence, momentum spread, energy, current).
The thermal and mechanical properties of the gun were modeled with the
ANSYS3 finite element code. Power deposition profiles were calculated with SUPERFISH.4
A thermal/structural analysis has been performed to determine the temperature profiles and the
pressure and thermally induced stresses. The Von Mises (equivalent)5 Stress Criteria was used
to determine stress level margins.
Beam Dynamics Modeling
The majority of the beam dynamics modeling has been done with the MAGIC
particle-in-cell code. This code includes the effect of image currents, space charge, and
wakefields. The axisymmetric gun geometry (2-D) was modelled with the exact gun fields.
This is accomplished by prescribing the magnetic field for the fundamental TM01 cylindrical
cavity mode and allowing the cavity to ring while numerically damping out higher order modes.
The ratios of the electric and magnetic fields are compared at various times to verify that the
higher order modes are greater than 60 db down from the fundamental mode. The fields are
then stored and used for later runs with particles. The damping of higher order modes is turned
off for the particle runs. Figure 2 shows a vector plot of the electric fields for a 3 l / 2 cell gun.
The advantage of using the MAGIC codes is that the field components at the
cavity apertures and beam exit are continuous and the method of calculating the space charge
forces is inherently more stable. To properly resolve the electric fields of the electron bunch
near the cathode, whore they are rapidly accelerated, the numerical grid for calculating the fields
is made very fine near Z, R = 0. In addition, the time steps are small enough to avoid plasma
frequency and grid type instabilities, and to properly resolve the temporal behavior of the
wakefields*. Typical simulations for a 3'/ 2 cell gun consisted of a grid 2000 x 90 (Z x R), 1500
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Figure 1. Schematic of the present BNL l'/ 3 cell gun (Gun I).
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Figure 2. Vector plot from MAGIC of the electric field in the 37 3 cell gun iGun IT).
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particles, and required nearly 6 hours of computer time (Stardent 3000). Particles are emitted
in nearly any functional form in radius and time to model the laser illumination of the cathode.
Figure 3 shows contours of the wake field created by the bunch as it is accelerated through the
gun.
The majority of our simulations used Gaussian profiles with a temporal extent
of ± 2crt (cr, = 2 psec), and a radial extent of la, ( = 1 - 5 mm). Table 1 lists the operational
parameters for Gun II. Statistics of the particles are tracked through the length of the gun.
Figure 4. shows the emittance (calculated from the mechanical momentum), divergence,
momentum and momentum spread through the gun. The emitted electron bunch could be
modeled as initial cold (en = 0 ), or thermalized (by an amount equal to the difference between
the photon energy of the laser and the work function of the cathode material). The most recent
experiments at BNL7 have utilized a copper photocathode whose work function is better matched
to the photon energy of the laser than the previous Yttrium cathode. The thermal energy for
electrons emitted from the Cu cathode is 0.4 eV versus 1.5 eV for the Yt cathode. To improve
the resolution of space charge and RF emittance contributions, the particles were emitted cold
in the majority of our simulations. Emittance values are always reported with the addition (in
quadrature) of the thermal emittance.
Most of our simulations were done for a l'/ 2 cell gun since they require V4
of the computer time and uncover most of the underlying physics. A number of aspects of the
gun design were investigated: temporal and spatial laser illumination profile shaping; total
charge; electric field strength; launch phase; field tilt; aperture shaping; and the length of the
first cell. The brightness, B, was used as one figure of merit for our gun design. We use the
definition:

where I is the peak current, eo is the RMS invariant emittance, Q is the total charge, and ab is
the bunch length (divided by the speed of light). After the beam exits the gun, it enters a
transport line whose function is to match the beam to the linac. In addition, the transport line
may serve to magnetically compress the bunch length, resulting in peak currents > 1000 amps.
The compression results from differing path lengths for particles of differing momentum in
bending magnets. The compressibility was determined analytically and used to determine the
ideally compressed current.
The divergence of the beam is inversely proportional to 7, the relativistic
factor, and the space charge forces are inversely proportional to y2. Simulations of the full 3'/ 2
cell gun show that the addition of 2 full cells for the gun (Gun II) will double the momentum
of electrons to 10 MeV/c which should result in a bunch that is more easily transported and
compressed. Figure 5 shows the longitudinal phase space (1 nC bunch) at the gun exit (<rb =
0.55 mm, dP/P = 1.5%) and after being ideally compressed (ab = 0.029 mm). Figure 6 shows
the transverse phase space at the gun exit (aK = 3.5 mm, ax. = 8.3 mrad).
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Figure 3 Wakefield contours of the electric field (Log of the magnitude) of the bunch at
various times a) 130°b) 145° c) 160° d) 175°.
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Figure 4. Variation of parameters through the 3-1/2 cell gun for a 1 nC bunch, a) Emittance
and divergence, b) momentum (P) and momentum spread (dP/P).
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A study has been made to determine the effect of varying the length of the
half cell on the emittance, divergence and compressibility. It was found that by increasing the
length of the half cell from 2.625 cm (V4) to 3.5 cm, the divergence was reduced by 20%, the
compressibility increased by a factor of 2, and the effect on the emittance was negligible. The
3.5 cm first cell offers a number of other advantages. The peak electric field is on the cathode
rather than on the aperture as in the previous case. This should allow the cathode field to reach
110 MV/m with the same conditioning that it takes to reach 100 MV/m in the present BNL, gun.
The launch phase may be adjusted to minimize the emittance for a given beam charge.
The final two cells of the gun will have independent phase control which will
compensate for the early arrival of the particles. This provides a means of controlling the
longitudinal phase space (decreasing the momentum spread or increasing the compressibility),
as well as a means for matching the beam to the compression system.
It had been suggested that the transverse non-linear fields at the apertures
between cavities could contribute significantly to the emittance of the beam as it passed through
the aperture. To reduce the non-linear field components, the aperture can be shaped according
to the prescription:6

where a is the aperture radius and d is the length of the cell. We have verified that this
prescription does indeed significantly reduce the non-linear transverse fields, but does little to
reduce the emittance of the bunch. This results from the fact that most of the emittance growth
occurs very close to the cathode where the particle velocities are much less than the speed of
light. Table 2 gives best results to date.
Thermal and Mechanical Design
Operation at duty factors of 1% present significant challenges in the heat
removal aspects of the gun as well as the pressure and thermally induced stresses and
deformations. The half cell of the gun will be 3.5 cm long followed by 3 full cells each 5.25
cm (Vj) in length. The longer cell simplifies the construction of the gun by reduced the space
constraints.
We have chosen to use GlidCop-15, an aluminum oxide dispersion
strengthened copper alloy, which combines good thermal, electrical, and structural properties.
The GlidCop will be electroplated with 0.001" of OFHC copper to provide the good electrical
conductivity for the cavity and a barrier for the silver based braze alloys.
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Uncompressed current: 220 amps
Compressed current: 4224 amps
Compression factor: 19.2

0.0

1.5

dz (mm)

Figure 5. Longitudinal phase space at the exit of Gun II and the longitudinal phase space after
ideally compressing the bunch (1 nc).
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Figure 6. Transverse phase space at the exit of Gun II (I nc).
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8.4

The thermal/structural analysis entails determining the temperature
distributions and the corresponding deformations and stresses imposed on the cavity by the
applied RF and laser loading. The results are evaluated to insure that the design can adequately
perform its function and meet the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. 9
The Swanson Analysis System, ANSYS, was chosen as the finite element
thermal/structural code to perform the evaluation of the design. ANSYS provides 2-D and 3-D
modeling capability with thermal and structural elements compatible with the analysis
requirements. Steady state and transient analysis with temperature dependent material properties
can be performed. It is capable of post-processing the resulting stresses to check compliance
with the criteria of the ASME code.
The thermal management of the gun requires heat removal from a cavity only
8.31 cm in diameter with peak power densities of 22 kW/cm3. Preliminary calculations
indicated that I % duty factor is viable. The mode of heat transfer chosen is turbulent forced
convection, the Dittus-Boelter heat transfer correlation was used. The heat removal is provided
by pumping pressurized water through strategically placed coolant channels. Pressure drops
through the channels were addressed, to ensure that boiling does not occur, and to comply with
facility capabilities. The flow rates were limited by erosion considerations. Flow velocity limits
for copper were within the recommended guidelines10.
The power density was supplied by the SUPERFISH code for the cavity
configurations evaluated. The power density in the longer half cell is decreased by nearly 15 %.
Various 2-Ei axisymmetric models of the gun were generated to determine flow rates, and the
positions and sizes of the coolant channels. Steady state thermal analysis was performed for the
various evaluations. A transient analysis with 2 /*sec pulses and 5 kHz was performed and
compared with a steady state analysis, the bulk and through the thickness temperature
distributions were in good agreement, and only a 15°C peak surface temperature variation was
experienced.
The operating pressure and temperature distributions are input to the structural
model and the pressure and thermally induced deformations and stresses are calculated. The
resulting displacements are evaluated to determine the variation in cavity deformations impacting
the frequency and tuning of the cavity. The stresses are evaluated and compared to the various
stress categories in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The combination of the stresses
used for comparing the ASME allowables are conservative, since they include the thermally
induced membrane stress in the Primary+Bending stress category, and the peak thermal stresses
in the Primary+Secondary stress category.
The temperature distribution and a Von Mises Stress Intensity contour plot
of the most recent analyses are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, for a 2-D model of the
first two cells of the gun. The peak temperature reported is 130°C, with a corresponding
frequency shift of 4.4 MHz. The maximum stress intensity is less than 18 ksi (124 MPa) with
an allowable of 31 ksi (214 MPa).
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Figure 7. Steady-state temperature distribution of the first cell and half of the following full cell
for Gun II operating at an accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m, 1% duty factor.
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Figure 8. Von Mises Stress Intensity contours that result from the temperature distribution show
in Figure 7.
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The effect of the waveguides and electric field pickup probes will be evaluated
using a 3-D model. The cavity inner diameters will be sized so that thermal growth will tune
the cavities for the operating frequency. Hot water will raise the temperature to proper levels
to tune the cavities for low power operation. Water circulation flow rates will be controlled
to selectively detune cavities so as to introduce field tilts between adjacent cells,
of Gun II

3V2

Number of cells
Laser radius (l<rr)
Pulse length ( + 2<T,)
Cathode electric field (nominal)
Beam momentum
Peak power
Duty factor
RF frequency

4 (mm)
8 (psee)
100 (MV/m)
10 (MeV/c)
12.5 (MW)

1%
2.856 (GHz)

Table 2. Modeling results for Gun II for electron bunch of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 nC
Charge (nC)

0.1

0.5

1.0

3.0

Transverse emittance(ir mm-mrad)

1.9

2.3

3.4

8.9

Divergence (mrad)

6.9

7.9

8.3

9.5

Momentum spread (%)

0.7

1.1

1.5

2.3

Exit radius (crr)(mm)

4.2

4.6

4.9

5.4

Launch Phase (Degrees)

49

55

59

63

Current: (A) Uncompress.

25

118

220

571

428

2705

4224

7429

6.9

22.3

19.0

7.2

119

511

365

93.7

Compressed
Brightness: Uncompress. (10l2A/m2)
Compressed (1012A/m2)
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b.

Laser for the Electron Gun
Design Considerations

The electron gun will operate at a maximum repetition rate of 5 kHz, emitting
a pair of 2-nC pulses spaced by 2 to 20 ns at 200 MS intervals. When the maximum output
energy per pulse is needed from the FEL, a peak current of 300 A or more is needed for at least
6 ps. The pulse duration may also be adjusted from 5 to 15 ps (full width at half maximum),
with a corresponding change in the peak current. To produce this electron beam, laser pulses
of appropriate duration and repetition rate will excite the photocathode of the gun. Ttvs gun's
emittance and brightness can be optimized by selecting the laser's intensity, wavelength, and
diameter on the cathode. High-brightness, long-life, met?.! r'ko«/x-?fho<!e:\ Wrch v.x JtraviolC:
wavelengths near 250 nm, are being developed by the BNL Instrumentation Division and tested
at the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF).
The photocathode lasei •••: ATF provides a suitable starting point for the
design1, since it produces 5- to 10-ps pulses at a wavelength of 266 nm. The system uses a CW
mode-locked Nd:YAG oscillator, whhh lases at 1064 nm with a pulse width of 80 to 100 ps
(FWHM). The light passes through 200 m of single-mode optical fiber to acquire the frequency
chirp (through the nonlintarity of the refractive index) needed for pulse compression. Then one
pulse from this train is amplified and compressed by six round trips in the cavity of an Nd: YAG
regenerative amplifier, resulting in pulses with an energy of 10 mJ and a duration of 10 to 20
ps (depending on the amount of chirp). Frequency-quadrupling gives 5 to 10 ps pulses of 300
/xJ at 266 nm.
The ATF gun has produced a charge of 2 nC using a copper cathode excited
by 170 fd of 266-nm light2; this result corresponds to a quantum efficiency of 6 x 10'5 (including
any losses in the electron collection optics between the gun and the momentum-selection slit).
For copper, the maximum quantum efficiency measured by the Instrumentation Division is 10"*.
The efficiency may be increased by a factor of 2 or 3 with grazing incidence and polarization
nearly normal to the surface. An yttrium photocathode may be up to an order of magnitude
more efficient, but with a lower damage threshold and with a greater thermal emittance due to
the lower work function. The gun for the UV FEL will use an all-copper design in which the
photocathode is simply the back wall of the rf cavity, illuminated by the laser at grazing
incidence.
Extending the ATF laser design to the requirements of the UV FEL involves
a substantial increase in the pulse repetition rate and the corresponding average laser power. The
ATF gun produces up to 2 nC, but at only 3 Hz. The gun for the UV FEL will operate at 5 kHz
and produce pairs of 2-nC electron bunches. Since the double pulses are best obtained by
splitting the ultraviolet puise and delaying one half by, for example, 10 ns (3 m of optical path),
we require an output (before splitting) of at least 0.4 mJ per pulse in order to produce this
charge from a copper cathode with the quantum efficiency measured at ATF. Although the
higher efficiency of grazing incidence should reduce this requirement, to allow for losses in the
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optics and declines in cathode efficiency, up to 0.8 mJ of ultraviolet is desirable, giving a
time-average ultraviolet power of 4 W. These specifications are possible, but not standard, and
require developing a custom system.
As in the ATF design, the ultraviolet can be produced by harmonic generation
from the output of a solid-state laser amplifier. Wavelengths near 1000 nm (Nd: YAG, Nd; YLF)
with frequency quadrupling, and near 750 nm (Ti: sapphire, alexandrite) with frequency tripling
are both possible. We first estimate the harmonic-generation efficiency achievable on a routine
basis, and then determine the time-average power required at the fundamental for these two
choices.
Nd;YLF
First consider frequency quadrupling. Efficiencies of up to 80% have been
reported for frequency doubling of 8-ns, 1064-nm pulses using KTP3, but such high conversion
efficiencies would be difficult to maintain at high repetition rates and on a daily basis, and would
broaden and steepen picosecond Gaussian pulses. At ATF, an efficiency of 30% is regularly
obtained witlti KD*P; we expect to try KTP in the future. Here we assume a doubling efficiency
of 40%. (Later this constraint will be relaxed, since non-Gaussian pulses may be desirable and
higher efficiency is always helpful.) For the second doubling, from green to ultraviolet,
efficiencies of 40% have been measured at ATF using BBO, but 30% is more representative of
daily results. As a result, although overall quadrupling efficiencies over 20% have been
reported4, we will begin with a conservative value of 10%, The required time-average infrared
power is then 40 W.
Regenerative amplifiers have been operated with picosecond pulses at kilohertz
rates5, primarily using Nd:YLF (1053 or 1047 nm)6-9, which is preferable to Nd: YAG (1064 nm)
because of reduced thermal lensing and thermal birefringence, and a shorter inherent
mode-locked pulse width (30 ps) due to its larger bandwidth10. Recently, Lightwave Electronics
has introduced a laser-diode-pumped Nd:YLF oscillator with a 10-ps pulse width. Since
frequency-quadrupling will reduce the width of the ultraviolet pulse to 5 ps, no further
compression is required. The oscillator incorporates a feedback loop locking the pulses to an
external timing reference to within 1 ps rms by comparing the phase of the laser pulses on a
photodiode to the rf phase, and modulating the mode-locking crystal to correct the error. Any
reference frequency between 75 and 250 MHz may be used, with no change in the pulse
duration; for synchronization, we would use 83.3 MHz, a subharmonic of the linac's 500 MHz.
The cavity round-trip is also matched to this frequency by placing one mirror on a feedbackdriven piezoelectric mount. Pulses from this oscillator would be selected and amplified by a
regenerative Nd: YLF amplifier. Since the fluorescent lifetime of the upper state of Nd: YLF is
500 (is, longer than the gun laser's repetition interval, the regenerative amplifier could be
pumped with CW lamps. The required power should be possible: while typical Nd: YLF systems
produce 10 W of infrared of less, up to 16 W in the second harmonic has been attained at 1 kHz
with Nd:YLF.
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Titanium Sapphire and Alexandrite
Frequency tripling is much more efficient than quadrupling. The process
involves a frequency doubling, followed by a second crystal combining the second harmonic with
the remaining fundamental. A conversion of up to 50% from 750 nm is achievable, while at
least 20% is possible on a routine basis. The time-average infrared power for the gun laser is
then reduced (compared to Nd:YLF) by a factor of two, to 20 W. Two solid-state lasers are
available near 750 nm: titanium sapphire and alexandrite. This section considers using
Tusapphire for the oscillator and alexandrite for the amplifier, as shown in Figure 1.
Ti:sapphire is a relatively new laser medium, tunable from 680 to 1100 nm,
and new products are rapidly coming to market. For example, Spectra-Physics has introduced
a commercial, CW mode-locked, Ti:sapphire oscillator (the Tsunami), which produces 1.6 W
of time-averaged power at 750 r,m, with an 82-MHz pulse spacing (20 nJ per pulse). A variety
of optics are available to produce pulse widths from 0.1 to 60 ps, all near the Fourier-transformlimited bandwidth. Thus suitable pulse widths for the electron gun may be made directly,
without compression. The laser is pumped by a 15-W CW argon-ion laser. Spectra-Physics is
now introducing an option to mode lock the Tsunami with an external frequency source; the
cavity length will then be controlled by a mirror on a feedback-driven piezo-electric mount. A
pulse-timing feedback system somewhat similar to that used in the Nd:YLF oscillator is
incorporated in this version of the Tsunami; synchronization within 2 ps is promised. SpectraPhysics is the only manufacturer presently offering this synchronization feature, although it is
being developed by others.
Although Ti: sapphire is an excellent choice for the oscillator, it is not as
suitable for the photocathode's laser amplifier. Tirsapphire has been used in a regenerative
amplifier at 764 nm, producing over 1 W at 5 kHz11. A further increase to 20 W would be
difficult. Ti:sapphire is usually laser pumped, because its pump band peaks near 500 nm, an
excellent match for a CW argon-ion laser (as above) or for doubled Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF. In
addition, the fluorescent lifetime of 3 /xs is much too short for CW or pulsed-lamp pumping of
a kilohertz amplifier. A Tirsapphire regenerative amplifier for the gun would need to be pumped
by a Q-switched, doubled Nd:YLF laser running at 5 kHz. Since the pump efficiency is 10 to
20%, and doubling efficiency is 40 to 50%, the Nd: YLF pump must have an average power of
at least 200 W to pump a Ti:sapphire amplifier. This is, of course, far more difficult than using
the Nd:YLF directly, as discussed above.
Alexandrite121310 is also a tunable gain medium, operating between 700 and
810 nm and peaking at 750 nm. It has not been used as a CW actively-mode-locked oscillator.
However, alexandrite has been used as a regenerative amplifier1415 at lower repetition rates with
pulsed-lamp pumping. A 250-Hz, pulse-pumped, alexandrite regenerative amplifier16 built for
Los Alamos National Laboratory comes closest to the requirements for the electron gun: it
produced an output energy of 400 mJ per pulse (multimode), corresponding to a time average
of 100 \V. In the regenerative configuration, alexandrite offers strong advantages. It has a high
saturation fluence13 of - 2 0 J/cm2, allowing large energy storage and extraction. It has a high
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damage threshold and good thermal properties, including no thermal birefringence (due to its
naturally birefringent crystal structure), greater thermal conductivity than Nd: YAG or Nd: YLF,
and an ability to withstand high average pump powers without fracture. Pump powers of 20 kW
CW per rod have been used17. Pumping is also somewhat more efficient in alexandrite than in
Nd:YLF, These arguments, combined with the need for 20 W rather than 40 W (due to the
higher harmonic-generation efficiency), make alexandrite a strong candidate for the gun's laser
amplifier.
The rod temperature, which can be adjusted by control of the cooling, affects
both the gain and fluorescence lifetime. The gain increases by a factor of 3 (depending on
wavelength) between 300 and 475 K, while the lifetime decreases from 260 to 130 p,s between
300 and 380 K. Operation at a 5-kHz repetition rate with CW pumping will require a trade-off
between these two effects. Adequate gain and energy should be possible with CW pumping: over
50 W (multimode) has been obtained from a CW, arc-lamp pumped, alexandrite oscillator18.
Alexandrite's low emission cross-section leads to low gain but a high
saturation fluence. With CW arc-lamp pumping for operation at 5 kHz, a two-rod regenerative
amplifier would have only 10% round-trip gain. However, the stored energy is high and the
number of round trips in a regenerative amplifier is unrestricted. About 130 round trips (in
perhaps 2 us.) would give 4 mJ. A conversion of 20% to 250 nm would then give the desired
0.8 mJ.
In amplifiers for picosecond and especially sub-picosecond pulses, it is often
necessary to reduce the peak power and thus avoid nonlinearities and optical damage.. The
Tksapphire oscillator can produce a short (0.1 to 1 ps) pulse with a large bandwidth. The
dispersion of a grating pair can then stretch the pulse to tens or hundreds of picoseconds, so that
the peak power is reduced before amplification. The stretching results from having different
wavelengths in the pulse take different optical paths, and so correlating time, space and
wavelength (chirping the pulse). After amplification, the process can be reversed to recompress
the pulse. This technique, known as chirped-pulse amplification,19 could be incorporated in the
alexandrite sytem.
Diode Pumping
Lamp pumping of laser rods has a wall-plug efficiency well below 1 %,
because of losses in obtaining emission from the lamp, losses in coupling light into the rod, and
a mismatch between the lamp's emission spectrum and the rod's absoption. There is now
considerable interest in pumping rods (Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF, alexandrite, and other media) with
diode lasers. The diode light can be aimed directly into the rod, and, with suitable diodes, the
emission wavelength can lie within the absorption curve. The resulting efficiency could be 25%
or more, considerably reducing the thermal difficulties in reaching the desired output power.
This technique has already found an application in the diode-pumped Nd:YLF oscillator
discussed earlier. However, diode arrays of sufficient power for the amplifier's requirements
have not yet been developed, and the wavelength range and lifetime of laser diodes are still
II.A.3.b-4

being extended. This technology is moving rapidly, and it may provide the best choice in <;he
near future, as the UV FEL program gets underway.
Flat-Topped Pulses
One of the requirements for the gun is a peak current of 300 A or more for
at least 6 ps, which corresponds to at least 1.8 nC of charge. A temporal Gaussian pulse having
these characteristics must have over 3 nC in the full pulse. However, a Gaussian is not
necessary; given the limitations discussed above in providing 2-nC, it is useful to consider ways
to make electron pulses that are more square, with steeper sides and flatter tops, by shaping the
laser pulses. In addition, simulations of the BNL rf electron gun have shown that electrons
emitted during the tails of a Gaussian pulse occupy a different region of phase space than those
emitted near the middle. With a flatter laser pulse, the electrons are more tightly clustered and
su have a lower emittance over the full pulse, although the instantaneous emittance (the "slice"
emittance) is similar.
One technique was alluded to earlier. Very high harmonic-conversion
efficiency leads to broader pulses with steeper sides. For example, at lower efficiencies (below
— 50%), converting a Gaussian pulse to the second harmonic gives a Gaussian whose width is
reduced by V2 (when dispersion in the crystal is not significant), because the output depends on
the square of the input. At higher efficiencies, conversion near the peak of the pulse saturates,
the width is no longer reduced, and the Gaussian tails are suppressed. For the Ti:sapphire
system, the greater width is'not a problem, since the oscillator's pulse width is adjustable. The
peak of the pulse is not flat, but almost the same Gaussian as the input. However, the
suppression of the tails and the higher harmonic conversion both help in providing the high peak
current. Since frequency tripling makes use of the residual power at the fundamental after
doubling, the efficiency of the doubling stage should be limited to lower values, and so pulse
broadening will not occur; during the peak of the pulse, the conversion should be no more than
67%, implying a lower efficiency for the full pulse. The tripling stage should be as efficient as
possible, with the resulted broadening.
It was noted earlier that the large bandwidth of the sub-picosecond pulses from
a Ti:sapphire oscillator allows the pulses to be stretched using a grating pair. At the same time,
pulse shaping could be simply accomplished in the dispersive region between the gratings, by
using a spatially varying filter to selectively attenuate the wavelengths corresponding to different
times. More sophisticated shaping, including the production of square picosecond pulses, has
been achieved using both amplitude and phase masks to manipulate the pulse's Fourier
transform20. These masks are placed in a low-power region, before the amplifier, as shown in
Figure 1. The flatness of the resulting pulse is limited by the bandwidth of the input pulse,
which varies with the width used. For lower-resolution shaping, an interesting possiblilty is the
use of a linear array of liquid crystals to form a voltage-controlled, spatially varying, amplitude
mask, allowing active control of the pulse shape. Guided by streak-camera measurements of the
amplified ultraviolet output, a computer could provide a feedforward, adaptive control system.
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A third method involves splitting a narrow (~ 1 ps) laser pulse into several
pulses, each with optical paths differing by about 1 ps, and all aimed at the photocathode. The
sum of these delayed pulses is then an approximation to a square pulse. The splitting and
delaying could be implemented with a reflection21 or transmission22 echelon (a mirror or glass
block cut like a staircase). This technique may be limited by the echelon's diffractive losses in
propagating to the photocathode.
Controls, Diagnostics, and Layout
Proper operation of the photocathode requires control of several laser
parameters. It was already noted above that the grating pair controls the pulse width, and can
also be used for pulse shaping. A streak camera can be used as a diagnostic for both.
Autocorrelation is a more convenient and far less expensive technique for measuring short
pulses; however, it is difficult to interpret when the pulse shape is not known in advance, and
it can be used only in the infrared and visible, but not at the final 250-nm wavelength. As a
result, the streak camera is preferable. Synchronization of the pulses with the gun's rf phase
was also discussed above.
The final steering and focusing of the laser light onto the photocathode will
be controlled with optics on a platform close to the gun. Before the light passes through the
window into the beamline vacuum, a fraction will be split off for measurement. The aim and
spot size will be detected with a video camera and digital frame grabber; corrections can be
made remotely using a motorized mirror and lens. The energy in the pulse can be measured with
a fast joulemeter probe and corrected by controlling the polarization of the light into the
second-harmonic crystal using a motorized half-wave plate. Larger energy adjustments can be
made by changing the number of round trips in the amplifier. The use of CW lamp pumping for
the amplifier should provide good energy stability.
Although a single amplifier should be able to satisfy the requirements for the
gun laser, for reasons of redundancy, maintenance, and provision of an adequate engineering
safety margin, it is preferable to have two complete laser systems. One could operate while
maintenance is performed on the other, or they could operate in alternation at 2.5 kHz when
especially high currents are demanded. The laser room will be above the gun area (see Figure
2), and will have room for two systems with diagnostics and appropriate switching optics.
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c.

Electron Beam Injection Line

The physics of free electron laser requires the electron beam emittance to be
ea < \ . The emittance growth in the entire transport line is mainly taking place in the low
energy transport line. Therefore, a major concern in the design of the low energy injection line
is to minimize the electron beam emittance growth. The emittance discussed here is the rms
normalized emittance defined by

in the projected two-dimensional phase space. In a linear system, in which horizontal (x),
vertical (y) and longitudinal (z) motion are decoupled, the emittance is a invariant in absence
of energy spread. The emittance dilution is the result of nonlinearity of magnetic elements,
energy spread, space charge, and the coupling between x, y and z phase spaces. In addition
the emittance growth can also be caused by a mismatched beam.
The magnetic nonlinearity can be caused either by nonlinear devices or by the
edge or end effects of linear devices without considering the distortion or error of the magnets
themselves. The coupling of the phase space planes is intrinsic to the dynamics of the RF
electron gun and to the external magnetic focussing forces. To minimize the emittance dilution
due to nonlinear magnetic field, the transport line is designed with only linear elements with no
coupling and the size of the beam is kept small in the good field regions.
The canonical definition of the emittance makes it non-constant even in drift
spaces when the beam has energy spread; this fact is not present in the unnormalized definition.
The emittance variation arising from energy spread depends on the transverse velocities of the
beam. To minimize the emittance dilution, it is best to maintain the beam parallel to the
propagation axis, over focussing should be avoided.
A major cause of emittance growth in low energy beam is the space charge
force.
This Coulomb self force is complicated because the field depends upon the
time(phase)-varying charge density of the beam; in general, it is nonlinear and time dependent.
It also enhances energy spread and generates coupling between the three phase space planes.
In turn these noniinearity, energy spread and coupling produce an emittance increase. The
emittance increment due to the space charge is proportional to beam size and inversely
proportional to the third power of the beam energy. To minimize the space charge effects for
emittance preservation, it is desirable to go to high energy immediately after the gun and to keep
the beam size small.
Transport Line Description
The low energy beam transport line from the end of the photocathode rf gun
to the entrance of the superconducting linac is shown in Figure 1. This 10 meter long line can
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Figure 1. Schematic of the low energy beam transport line.
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to linac

be separated into two distinct parts, an accelerator section and a 45° bend section. Each section
is about 5 meter long.
The input beam is adopted from simulations of a 3-1/2 cell photocathode RF
gun,1 as generated by the particle-in-cell code MAGIC2. The parameters of the input beam are
listed in Table I 3 . The initial beam profiles in phase space are shown in Figure 2 where the
average slope < r r * > / < r 2 > has been subtracted to exhibit the tau-like structure of the beam.
The output of MAGIC is used as an input to the three-dimensional code PARMELA4 with a two
dimensional space charge model. PARMELA is the chosen design code for the low energy
transport line in conjunction with the transfer matrix base code TRACE3D. 5
Table 1. Injected Beam Parameters
Energy, [MeV]
Charge, [nCJ
Normalized RMS Emittance x,[mm-mrad]
Normalized RMS Emittance y,[mm-mradj
Longitudinal RMS Emittance,[KeV-deg]
Horizontal Beam Radius [mm]
Vertical Beam Radius [mm]
Pulse Length [ps]
Horizontal Beam Div.[mrad]
Vertical Beam Div. [mrad]
RMS Energy Spread [%]

9.5
1.0
3.23
2.92
2.78
3.50
3.55
1.87
8.16
8.30
0.39

The accelerator section consist of a solenoid and a superconducting RF cavity.
The solenoid is needed to provide equal focusing in both transverse directions and convert the
divergent beam into a convergent beam. The superconducting cavity has two 4-cell accelerating
parts separated by a one rf wavelength drift distance. This cavity is used to increase the beam
energy from 10 MeV to 20 MeV in order to reduce space charge effects.
The length and strength of the solenoid is adjusted to present a convergent
beam to the superconducting cavity and to focus the beam to a waist at the first dipoie of the
bend. This arrangement smooths the beam envelope and reduces the emittance growth; also, it
provides a necessary matching for the beam entering the bend. In Figure 3, we show the
electron envelope for the accelerating section.
The initial beam pulse length is about 2 ps which is equivalent to 0.36% of
RF phase at 500 MHz. Since the pulse length is just one-thousandth of the RF wavelength, the
energy spread induced by the cavity is negligible. To have the maximum acceleration, the beam
is placed on the peak of the RF field. This gives relatively smaller transverse emittance but
larger energy spread arising from longitudinal space charge forces. A different choice is to place
the beam off peak field, accelerate the tail of the pulse with the field larger than that of the front
to compensate the effects due to longitudinal space charge; however, this in turn gives larger
transverse emittance.
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up and this effect may become stronger. The emittance growth due to natural energy spread
(about 0.4%) is responsible for the initial fast emittance growth. This effect depends on both the
energy spread and the transverse divergence of the beam, which is about 8.3 mrad in both
transverse plane for our case. To reduce this effect, the beam with small energy spread and
small angle divergence is desirable.
When the space charge effect is included, the strengths of the solenoid and
the quadruples are readjustee to achieve the beam waist at the first dipole magnet and
isochronous condition, A similar behavior of the emittance in both horizontal and vertical planes
before the bend is observed with or without tha space charge induced energy spread. Therefore,
the emittance dilution in this part is mainly due to the nonlinear forces and coupling introduced
by the space charge. Inside the bend, the vertical emittance grows almost linearly with axial
distance.
The difference between the case when we include space charge induced energy
spread and the case of excluding it, is coming from the chromatic effects due to the space
charge, since the focussing strength is energy dependent. The horizontal emittance is different
from the vertical one because of dispersion.
When the beam passes through dipole magnets, the emittance was observed
to jump. The value of the jump depends on the energy spread and phase space shape of the
beam, In the case with space charge induced energy spread, the energy spread at the first dipole
is 0.57% instead of 0.17% for the case without space charge induced energy spread. And the
energy spread increase to 0.71% at the middle dipole and to 0.83% at the last dipole. In this
case the energy spread makes strong chromatic effects. Furthermore, the achromatic and
isochronous conditions are difficult to achieve in this case. As a result, the emittance is hard to
be totally recovered after the final bend. To minimum these effects, it is desirable that the
beam has a waist at each dipole magnet. A shorter achromatic bend and small dispersion are
preferred, which translate into an smaller bending angle and radius. Finally, over focussing
should be avoided for the emittance increase due to energy spread and large angle divergence.
The emittance discussed so far is the overall emittance of the entire electron
bunch. However, the more important quantity for an FEL is an axial slice emittance and the
corresponding current. The concept of slice emittance of the beam has been emphasized in Ref.
6 and 7. In the case we are studying each slice has a very small emittance, but the overall
emittance of the beam is larger as different slices project ellipsis of different orientation in the
transverse phase space (x,x'), yielding a significant larger total ellipse.
The main responsible for the slice emittance differences is the space charge
which acts differently as we move along the length of the pulse. The back and the front of the
electron pulse have in general larger ellipses than the core of the beam. In our studies we have
divided the electron pulse into five slices of equal extend and computed the transverse and
longitudinal emittance and the current carried by each of them.
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The beam at the end of the injection line is shown in Figure 10. In x-y plane,
the beam is seen as a solid spot with a halo. If the beam pulse is divided longitudinally into five
equal slices, the particles in the halo are mainly from the last slice. In the transverse phase
space, these particles occupy a much larger area in phase space and consequently they makes
a significant contribution to the total emittance. In Table 2, the emittance and current of each
slice at end of the transport line are listed.
If the last slice containing about 6% of the particles is discarded, the beam
satisfy the FEL emittance requirement although the current is still below the specified value of
300A.
Present studies with 2 nC indicate that it will be possible to satisfy the FEL
constraints on current and emittance.
Table 2. Slice emittance and current.
Slice

6y (mm-mrad)
2.486

1
2
3

3.382
6.913
7.052
13.337

4

5

ey (mm-mrad)
4.524
3.215
1.843
7.989
10.955

eT (KeV-deg)
5.980
5.110
8.097
4.627
4.099

I3lice (A
"61.8
115.3
158.4
115.0
28.7

Conclusions
We have presented the design of a low energy transport line for the proposed UV-FEL at
BNL. We have used the output of the 3-D fully relativistic code MAGIC as an input for the
simulation codes which include space charge, PARMELA and TRACE3D. Detailed simulations
show that is possible to transport a 1 nC electron beam without serious emittance dilution if we
ignore the contribution of the back of the pulse (less than 6% of the charge).
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4. Linac
a.

Superconducting Linac
General Considerations

Within the last fifteen years, Niobium radio-frequency superconductivity has
grown to a mature technology as is amply evident from the large number of superconducting
cavities being built throughout the world. At present, there are at least four companies (ATEA,
PQRNIER, INTERATOM and NTG) which have manufactured Nb cavities suitable for the
VUV-FEL Project.
Some of the advances which made RF superconductivity possible are:
1. Suppression of multipactoring by utilizing spherical surface inner cavity
walls.
2. Defocussed electron beam welding to eliminate vacuum voids which
cause breakdown by interfering with heat transport.
3.

High thermal conductivity niobium.

4.

Surface treatments.

5. Input coupler and heavily coupled higher order mode (HOM) couplers
mounted directly on the caviiy to suppress beam instabilities, to avoid local
field enhancement and to minimize multipactoring.
Excellent results have also been obtained at CERN with high purity Nb, and
also with sputtered Nb on pure copper.
A superconducting linac is mandatory to achieve the required low energy
spread of the electron beam. Advantages of CW operation are discussed in other sections of the
proposal. Since most of the experience has been accumulated using pure Nb cavities, i.e., at
CERN, DESY, KEK, Cornell, etc., we will adopt this material for the construction of our FEL
superconducting linnc.
Once the material has been selected, it is necessary to optimize the operating
frequency and temperature. A lower frequency offers certain advantages:
1.
Since Q « 1/f2, a large saving in the cryostat and operating cost is
realized.

2. Higher shunt impedance and lower HOM power can be realized by
optimizing beam hole size.
3.

Larger absolute tolerances.

4.

Larger surface area for power dissipation.

5.

Operation at 4.2 K or even higher temperatures is feasible.

Considering the frequencies (350, 500, 1300, 1500 and 2850 MHz) at which
many cavities have been constructed and extensively tested, 500 MHz appears to be the most
suitable. In fact, evidence is available from work at DESY, KEK and INFN that Q of 2 x 109
and a field gradient of 5.5 MV/m can easily be attained at 4.2 K.
Linac
The basic parameters of the Linac are tabulated in the UV-FEL parameter list.
Six cryogenic modules containing two superconducting cavities, each having accelerating field
gradient of 5.5 MV/m, will provide total energy gain of 80 MeV per pass. Taking the
numerical values from the parameter list, i.e., total charge q = 3 nC, 10 kHz repetition rate and
three passes through the linac yields average current I,ve of 90 ft A. This represents a beam
loading PB of 600 W per cavity.
Referring again to the parameter list, with Qo = 2 x i09 and R/Q = 470 ft,
the dissipation per cavity becomes
PD = —
D

= 40 W

(RIQ)Q

With 5 kW of power P s available when the cavity is on frequency, yields the
following coupling coefficient 0

PD

ps - p

40

-

B

~

4400 _ (P 2 +0 2
40
4p 2
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440

p = P, + p 2 = 455
which implies loaded Q of 4.5 x 106 resulting in a bandwidth of -

110 Hz.

Judging from the experience at other laboratories, this bandwidth will be
sufficient to cope with the problems of microphonics as well as other fast detuning phenomena.
Fast tuning will be accomplished by applying additional power to the cavities through a phase
loop known as Complex Phasor Modulator. 5 kW of RF power will rapidly compensate
frequency drifts within one full bandwidth and a 10 kW amplifier will therefore be installed.
The reflected power will be absorbed by a circulator. Since RF power is expensive, we are at
present studying various methods to reduce both the frequency and amplitude of this noise by
careful cryovessel design and by stiffening superconducting cavities. Any improvement will
lower the cost of the RF system. A discussion on superconducting cavity stabilization with
relevant references can be found in Appendix A.
The fundamental building block of the linac is a self-contained cryomodule
(Figure 1) containing the following components:
A. Cryostat with insulating vacuum
B. Two superconducting Nb cavities
C. A room temperature intercryostat UHV system.
Due to extensive development and excellent results at accelerator laboratories
and in private industry, it is expected that the complete cryomodule will be purchased from one
of the companies and that little additional development will be required. Upon delivery, each
cryomodule will be assembled, evacuated, cooled down to 4.2 K and its cavities will be brought
to the operating frequency of 500 MHz. After thorough testing, the module will be transported
to the linac area under vacuum and cryostat filled with liquid helium.
The descriptions that follow are based on experience with already fabricated
and tested hardware.
i. Cryostat
The cryostat has to provide the proper environment for superconducting
cavities. The cleanliness of the inner cavity surfaces will be maintained by an all-metal UHV
system (10"'° Torr). Low heat load will be achieved by a separate insulating vacuum system
operating below 10'5 Torr. Completely automated liquid level and temperature measuring
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Figure 1. UV FEL superconducting cavities in a cryostat.
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systems will be installed. The cryostat will be connected to a liquid helium supply via cold
valves and bayonet joints in order that the entire module can be kept and be transported to a
desired location in operating condition. For the same reason, an all-metal gate valve with rf
shield will terminate the beam tube at each end.
The main components of the cryostat are:
-

outer vacuum vessel
GHe cooled radiation shield
magnetic shield
LHe vessel
insulating vacuum.

Vacuum Vessel
A stainless-steel (AISI 316 LN) bar to which two rings of the same
material are welded is the main support structure; aluminum-alloy staves are then bolted to the
stainless steel rings circumference. Two covering plates and a stainless-steel outer shell give
the vacuum vessel the final required stiffness.
After assembly the vessel is He-leak checked and pressure tested.
Gaseous Helium Cooled Radiation Shield
The GHe cooled radiation shield is made of high conductivity,
phosphorous-free ETP or OF copper plates. The shield surface temperature is kept
approximately constant by the GHe evaporated from the LHe bath; the cold gas flows inside
copper pipes brazed on the copper sheets. The radiation shield is surrounded by a multilayer,
aluminized mylar (NRC-2) "superinsulation" blanket to decrease the radiant heat load on the
shield; the blanket also provides low thermal conductivity path for residual gas molecules.
Magnetic Shield
Any magnetic flux in the vicinity of the cavity is "captured" within the
niobium during cool down and produces a degradation of the SC cavity performance.
In addition to avoiding the use of magnetic materials in the construction
of the cryostat, the cavity has to be shielded, during cool-down, from external magnetic fields;
a ji-metal shield will therefore be incorporated in the cryostat.
Nevertheless, other precautions must be observed during the cool-down
sequence of operations; for example, the tuner may be switched on only when the cavity is
already cold because magnetic fields may appear during tuner activation.
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LHe Vessel
The LHe tank is a low magnetic permeability stainless-steel (AISI316 LN)
container built from two half-shells. It is matched to the cavity as closely as possible, but
without following the exact shape in the iris region between the cells. Its volume is reduced as
much as possible by welding the helium container closely around the beam tubes and having
extensions for the HOM and fundamental coupler ports. A total volume of approximately 150
1 stored helium is thereby achieved.
The final weld is performed after mechanically tuning the cavity, an
operation involving plastic deformation of each individual cell.
An additional NRC2
superinsulation blanket is inserted between the vessel and the heat shield.
Insulating Vacuum
Each cryostat (Figure 2) will have its own vacuum system including Pirani
and cold cathode gauges to measure pressure from atmosphere to 10"8 Torr. A pneumatic valve
will be inserted between the cryostat and a turbomolecular pump. Its roughing pump will be
used primarily during the initial evacuation and cool-down. If there are no helium leaks (normal
cold operation) no pumping will be required due to the large cryopumping capacity of the helium
vessel. The valve will be closed, and the pumps will be switched off.
ii. Superconducting Cavities
The twin cavity system is based on the DESY design. Many cavities have
been manufactured and successfully tested at Interatom. A "turn-key" system consisting of 4
single cavities in their 4 cryostats has been delivered to IFNF in Frascati (Appendix B, this
section). There follow descriptions of the:
-

cavity
main coupler
higher order mode couplers, and
tuning system.

iii. Cavity
The inner shape of the cavity will follow closely that of the DESY design.
The material will be high resistance ratio (RRR > 150) niobium for the cells and standard
reactor grade niobium for the beam tubes and HOM couplers.
Fabrication of cavities will begin with an inspection of the Nb-sheet
material for inclusions, surface defects and other imperfections. After forming the shells anodic
oxidation will be applied as another diagnostic tool for the detection of imperfections. Typical
fabrication steps are carried out including damage layer removal by etching.
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The helium container will be welded around the cavity. The connection
of the Nb tubes with the He-container will be high temperature brazing of niobium with stainless
steel flanges. As mentioned previously, the cavity will be tuned mechanically by plastic
deformation of each individual cell before the final welding of the LHe container. The
deformation should produce the desired RF field flatness and at the same time preserve the
elastic behavior of the four-cell cavity necessary for the operation of the tuning system.
It should be pointed out that during the initial acceptance tests the cavity
must always be evacuated by a contamination free pumping system in order not to degrade its
Q and field gradient. Only magnetic bearing TMPs, dry pumps and UHV components will be
used.
Main Coupler
Each superconducting cavity is coupled to its RF driver via a coaxial line.
The coupler transforms the electromagnetic field configuration existing in the coaxial line into
the configuration most suitable for exciting the fundamental accelerating mode in the resonator.
The fundamental mode coupler will also be fabricated along the DESY
design (coax to waveguide transition) incorporating the ceramic window with brazed collars and
welded to the outer conductor. The window will be titanium sputtered on the inside wall. The
titanium layer on the inner wall of the ceramic reduces the secondary emission coefficient and
thus the danger of multipacting and sparking.
The cooling of the inner conductor of the main coupler may be
accomplished by cold GHe, but may not be needed for our low input power of 10 kW. The
external Q value of the main coupler will be adjusted to the required value of - 4 x 105. We
plan to install an adjustable coupler since we want to have the possibility of high power
conditioning. The present coupler is easily modified by inserting bellows and motor drive.
Higher Order Mode Couplers
The function of these couplers is to damp the HOMs by extracting the
energy deposited in them by the bunched beam. This is necessary because the interaction of a
bunch with a high order mode electromagnetic field left in the cavity by preceding bunches can
lead to instability or emittance growth.
The HOM couplers are essentially high pass filters which do not couple
to the fundamental mode but only to the higher frequency modes, resulting in lowering their Qs.
They are connected to a resistive load placed inside or outside the cryostat, depending on the
power to be dissipated. Expected HOMs are tabulated in Table I. For a beam current of 3 nC
the resulting power dissipation is ~ 1 W. Three couplers per cavity are planned but more ports
may be provided since additional unwanted modes may be encountered.
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Tuning System
Beam current changes, vibration induced by vacuum pumps, LHe bath
pressure changes induced by the liquid level control valves and temperature drifts of the support
temperatures affecting their length will all lead to undesirable resonant frequency variations.
Due to the inherently narrow bandwidth of superconducting cavities, some mechanical tuners
will be needed. The degree of tuning can be influenced by increasing the coupling coefficient
which, however, would demand more rf power. The final design will clearly be a compromise
depending on the rf power system chosen. Fast and coarse tuning systems have been designed
and tested at various laboratories. In a coarse tuning system, the cavity is fixed with its beam
tube in the center of the cryostat and pushed/pulled with the tuning device. For fine and fast
tuning, a phase loop controling power input to the cavity will be provided as mentioned
elsewhere in the report (II.A.3.5).
iii. UHV System
The cryomodules will be delivered fully operational to their locations in
the Unac with both all-metal valves closed and will be connected to the UHV system via bellows
(see Figure II.A.3.2). This all-metal bakeable system will contain the following hardware:
cold cathode gauge capable of measuring pressure down to 1 x 10"" Torr.
convectron gauge to be used during pump-down
301/s ion pump
2 3/4" all-metal roughing valve
2 bellows
titanium sublimator
desired diagnostics and bakeout system.
After assembly, the system will be pumped down by a portable roughing
station consisting of a magnetic bearing TMP and a dry roughing pump. Following a leak
check, a 200°C bake-out and Ti flash, the system will operate in low 10"11 Torr range when
cold. Only in this condition can the cavity valves be opened without danger of surface
degradation.
Summary
In addition to the six cryomodules in the linac, four additional cryomodules
are to be installed, one for preaccelerator, one for rf separator and one for each undulator to
vary the electron beam energy. This brings the total number of cryomodules to ten.
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Table!. HOM Data
E. Haebel and J. Sekutowicz, DESY M-86-06 (1986)
Mode
T/4

Freq.
[MHz]

R/Q
[Ohm]

624.17

0.6

48370

624.40
634,21

i/2

4.3

3/4-ir

651.71

17

651.91
674.10

IT

701.26

14.6

717.37

4.3

T/2

728.73

22.4

734.14

15.4

TMlil

8367
15850

1.4

734.34

TMOU

4253
7036

729.01
T/4

3885
5130

717.64

TMUO

4800
3639

701.41
3/4x

6200
4216

674.32
T

14215
10930

634.47

TEU1

28630

32050
66730

885.57

0.0

37054

3/4T

895.05

5.4

4786

T/2

905.02

47.6

595

x/4

909.82

10.6

526

IT

977.82

51.8

15030

977.57

8460

T/4

1413.7

0.2

1000

T/2

1425.7

8.4

4975

3/4T

1428.69

6.1

900

T

1430.84

27.4

2979

TM020

T/4

1044.44

1.8

54183

TM021

T/2

1336.47

1.5

5060

T/4

1386.04

2.8

1753

x/4

1487.94

2.7

2300

TT/2

1505.44

4.C

1020

T/2

1104.08

4.8

1142

TM012

TM030

TM112

1107.58
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916

The parameters listed below are estimated from available data in the
literature. They are provided to give a basis for the design of the cryogenic system.
LHe capacity
1501
Static heat load @ 4.2 K
10W
@80K
40 W
Cold valve and bayonet joint @ 4.2 K 9 W
@ 80 K
15 W
80 W
RF loss
@ 4.2 K
HOM loss
@ 4.2 K
3W
8W
Tuners & safety margin
Total heat load per cryomodule = 1 1 0 W @ 4 . 2 K a n d 6 0 W
Cold Mass Nb
stainless steel,
Total
Warm Mass

550 kg
250 kg
800 kg
1200 Kg

80 K

b.

Superconducting Cavity Stabilization
Statement of the Problem

A linac that is composed of a number of accelerating cavities must have these
cavities phase-locked to a common signal generator and amplitude stabilized. An electron linac
operates near a, stable phase of 0° (with a small offset to correct longitudinal wake fields). The
phase has to be stabilized to about a few tenths of a degree to obtain an energy-spread of part
in 10*. The amplitude of the total voltage gain in the cavity has to be stabilized to a few parts
in 10\ depending on the number of cavities.
The quality factor of superconducting cavities is so much larger than the
common copper cavities that it causes new effects that must be considered in the stabilization
of the cavities. These effects are the ponderomotive instability and sensitivity to mechanical
vibrations. Both effects are related to the fact that the walls of the cavity are not infinitely rigid
and can be distorted by the radiation pressure. Thus we have a coupling between the electrical
modes of the cavity and the mechanical modes of the cavity. This coupling is caused by the
electromagnetic field in the cavity. The field exerts a radiation pressure on the walls of the
cavity, given at any point by the local value of the magnetic and electric fields,
p =
This pressure, which is proportional to the energy contents of the electric
mode, deforms the walls of the cavity. This leads to a change in the electric resonant frequency
Aw which is proportional to the deflection of the walls but to the square of the accelerating
voltage V,
Au = -kV2
The ponderomotive instability occurs when the power flow from an electrical
mode to a mechanical mode is larger than the losses of the mechanical mode. The parameters
of the modes can lead either to an oscillatory instability (in which the mechanical mode will start
oscillating near its fundamental frequency) or a monotonic instability, in which the amplitude
of the mechanical coordinate (and thus the electric frequency) will make a discontinuous
transition.
Sensitivity to mechanical vibrations is another consequence of the
electromechanical coupling. Mechanical noise that excites the mechanical modes disturbs the
electrical eigenfrequency and may prevent, or at least degrade, the phase lock of the cavity to
a reference signal generator. Historically the problem has been most severe in superconducting
resonators for heavy ion accelerators. The slow velocity of the ions makes it necessary to build
loaded (and thus complicated) cavities, which exhibit high degree of flexibility of the wall as
well as large departures from symmetry. Superconducting rf (SRF) in electron accelerators was
characterized by high frequency, rigid cavities as well as strong electrical coupling to the
cavities. The strong coupling is a consequence of the high current for which these cavities were

designed, and the result is a significant alleviation of the coupling problem (as we shall see later
on).
Recent developments in SRF electron accelerators have led to new concern
about electromechanical coupling problems. These are the interest in low average current
accelerators as well as unprecedented requirements for energy stability. The low current means
that we may lower cost by reducing the rf power drive per cavity, thus reducing the coupling
(higher external Qe). This, in combination with the need to obtain a high quality phase lock and
amplitude lock to maintain a low energy spread, requires consideration of the electromechanical
coupling in SRF electron accelerator cavities.
Ponderomotive instability of a cavity with a mechanical mode
Following the notation of Delayen1, let us start by considering a cavity that
is described by a single electrical mode at frequency wc, with an amplitude decay time T and a
voltage V. We shall also assume a single mechanical mode at a frequency QM, amplitude decay
time T^. Since the quantity of interest is the electric mode frequency, we will measure the
amplitude of the mechanical mode by AOJ. The instability of a cavity driven by a signal generator
at frequency u 0 with no phase or amplitude lock was investigated by Schulze. He has shown that
the threshold for the onset of the monotonic instability in terms of y=r(u-aj 0 ) (the normalized
detuning between the signal generator and the instantaneous cavity frequency) is given by2:
-ykV()2 < (l+y 2 )/(2r)
where y has to be negative, and the threshold for the oscillatory instability is:
ykV02 < [(l-0
where here y has to be positive (the signal generator is tuned above the cavity's frequency). We
have also assumed that the amplitude decay time of the electrical mode is much smaller than that
of the mechanical mode, T
The large r and k values of superconducting cavities for heavy ion accelerators
make most of them susceptible to these instabilities. However the threshold can be moved
considerably higher by applying phase lock and amplitude lock loops. Then even the most
sensitive resonators can be stabilized under normal operating conditions.
For example, if we operate the cavity as part of a Self Excited Loop (SEL),
the monotonic instability can never occur, and the threshold for oscillatory instability become1:

kV

2

This condition is not satisfied under any conceivable operating conditions.
However, the introduction of phase and amplitude lock of the SEL leads to modified thresnolds.
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These depend on the transfer functions of the phase and amplitude feedback loops, k* and k,,
(essentially to the open loop gains). The threshold limit of the monotonic instability is shown by
Delayen to be:
-y,kV02 < ( l + y o O a + l O / B f ]
where in the phase locked SEL we have a new set of normalized (multiplied by T) frequency
differences, y, (or yr) is the normalized frequency difference between the unlocked SEL (or the
phase reference) and the steady state eigenfrequency of the resonator.
The threshold of the dynamic instability is given under normal operating
conditions (k,, k^ > > TO^; y, 2 < < 1, ly,y r | 2 < < 1) by:
y,kV02 < k,(k.+ l)2/[73T,OM2(ki+k«+l)]
We see that the threshold can be increased by increasing the open loop gains
in the amplitude and phase feedback loops. We conclude that under normal operating conditions
the unlocked and the locked SELs are stable against both monotonic and dynamic instabilities.
Acoustical noise in SRF cavities
The phase and amplitude of the stable, locked cavities have an rms noise error
that is the result of acoustical noise. This noise excites the mechanical mode of the resonator and
couples to the electric mode through the electromechanical coupling term k.
We describe the mechanical characteristics of the resonator as a single
mechanical oscillator,
Aw" + 2Au>7rfl + Q^Aw = (Noise drive term)
where a prime denoted differentiation with respect to time and the variable is the electrical
mode's eigenfrequency shift.
Let Sn(Q) be the spectral noise density of the external noise driving the
mechanical modes of the cavity. Since the mechanical oscillator is assumed to be a linear
system, the spectral density of the eigenfrequency shift SU(Q) is given by

The spectrum of the noise depends on the details of the accelerator
construction and environment. Clearly the most significant part of the noise spectrum is that near
the eigenfrequency of the mechanical mode. Let us then approximate the noise as white with a
spectral density S n =A 2 (chosen as the power at Q,J. A is related to the measured rms frequency
deviation <5w cx 2 > of the cavity and its mechanical mode parameters through the following:
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Making a few simplifying approximations, such as k, and k^ much larger than
1, The rms fractional amplitude error < 3 v 2 > is given then by:
<5v 2 >
We notice that if we operate the SEL at the (unperturbed) eigenfrequency of
the cavity, that is yi=0, than the amplitude error is zero. Of course there is a residual error in
the adjustment, however y! can be made quite small. In heavy ion accelerators, where one needs
phase focussing, phase errors can lead to amplitude errors. In this case there is an optimal y( that
is not necessarily 0 l . In electron machines we can aim at y,=0 since the stable phase angle is
0.
At y,=0 the rms phase error has a particularly simple expression,

Although we have discussed a SEL, as Delayen has shown the case of a cavity
driven by a phase locked VCO with an infinite gain is exactly equivalent.
Methods of decreasing acoustical noise in cavities
To understand the rms amplitude error of superconducting cavities, we shall
discuss the various terms that appear on the RHS of the expression for < 5v2 > .
We have already discussed y, and the fact that it may be minimized. We will
defer the discussion of its minimization procedure for later on.
Next let us discuss the noise amplitude A. Several rather obvious observations
may be made: A can be reduced by making the environment of the cavity quieter. This includes
isolation from ground vibrations, reducing the level of air vibrations, and elimination of motors
as fans, mechanical and turbo-molecuiar pumps) in good contact with the cryostat.
Particular attention should be paid to the refrigeration system. Liquid helium
systems can exhibit thermoacoustic instabilities that will be a strong source of noise for the
cavities. Liquid nitrogen bubbling noises and noise from fast flow of gas (nitrogen or helium)
can be detrimental too.
The next remark about the noise amplitude A is less trivial. A is the amplitude
of the noise spectrum as measured in terms of the cavity eigenfrequency perturbation. For a
given absolute movement of the wall of the cavity, some cavities will produce a larger frequency
shift than others. We can design a cavity that will show no first order frequency change for a
displacement of a particular wall. The fractional frequency shift 5CJ/CJ is given by the work done
II.A.4.b-4

against radiation pressure by a small movement of the cavity wall. Since the radiation pressure
exerted by the cavity magnetic field has an opposite sign than that of the electric field, we design
a cavity that, upon certain distortions, will have a negligibly small frequency shift. A good
example (though impractical for actual cavity design) is the length of a TMQl0 cavity, which does
not affect the frequency. Another example is a quarter wave resonator, which has a symmetric
field around its center conductor and thus is insensitive to movement of this metallic boundary
relative to the outer conductor.
The next term in the expression for <8v 2 > is the amplitude decay time of
the mechanical mode, r^. The smaller this term is, the smaller is the amplitude rms noise. Thus
we want the mechanical mode to be lossy, that is to have a poor mechanical Q. Unfortunately
materials at low temperature exhibit very low mechanical losses. One goou method of damping
the high quality factor is to have the mechanical oscillator coupled to a large, lossy body.
Isolation from the environment can than be achieved between that body (say, the liquid helium
vessel) and the external environment. By a good mechanical coupling of the cavity mode to the
liquid helium vessel we can reduce rM considerably. Naturally the liquid helium vessel itself
should be kept 'quiet'.
Finally, the obvious term 1/QM2. The higher is the mechanical eigenfrequency,
the better. To this strong dependence we may add the fact that the acoustical noise spectrum is
not white, but decreases very rapidly with frequency. One has only to avoid particular
frequencies such as the line frequency and its harmonics. To increase Q,, we have to make the
cavity stiffer. This may be done by adding struts in appropriate places. However, the post
production fine tuning of the cavity relies on deforming it using 'tuners'. Thui some compromise
must be made between the complexity of the tuner mechanism and the amplitude stability.
The dynamic phase lock technique
A cavity that has a resonant frequency a>c, an unloaded quality factor Qo, a
coupling coefficient j8 and an incident power P^. from a source at a frequency u, will have a
stored energy U(w) given by:
U(«) = 4/3QPioc/[oJc(l+/S)(l+(Q5)2)]
where Q=Qo/(l+j3) is the loaded quality factor and 5=l-« 2 /w e 2 .
The phase shift across the cavity 9C is given by:
tan e c = Q5
Let us operate the cavity in a self excited loop, where a sample of the cavity's
stored energy is amplified and fed back to the cavity with a loop phase shift 9, (up to multiples
of 2TT). We assume that a limiter is incorporated into the loop so that the incident power is
constant. Then the loop will oscillate at a frequency such that 0C + 9,=O. As long as 9, is
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constant, then 8C stays constant. Thus 5 is constant even if the cavity changes its resonant
frequency « c . Thus the stored energy (and accelerating field) will stay constant.
Now suppose that we want to change the frequency of the SEL, exercising
our control of variables like the loop phase shift 6,. If we simply change 6|, then U will change
since 5 will not remain constant. Let us change the loop phase shift in another way, by adding
power in quadrature (at 90° to the original phase of P ^ . Let the in-quadrature signal have the
amplitude Aq=Aitan<p, where A; is the amplitude of the original incident power P o . Then the
SEL frequency will be determined by 9,.+0,+<£=(), and the incident power on the cavity will
increase to P ins =P 0 (l+A q ? /A i 2 )=5P 0 (l+tan^). Thus the application of power in quadrature at
will change the resonant frequency of the loop by Q5=tan(0,+<f>) and the stored energy will be
given by
U(w) = 4/3QP0(l+ta^4>)/[u>c(l+/3)(l+(Q5)2)]
The dynamic phase lock technique uses reactive power phase shifting to lock
the phase of the SEL to an external reference source. A phase detector provides a control voltage
that is proportional to -tan<£e, where 4>e is the phase error of the cavity with respect to the
reference. Now, the source of the phase error will be a shift of the resonant frequency of the
cavity, thus tan<£,.= Q5. The control voltage is thus proportional to -Q5, We apply this control
voltage to an electronic device that adds power in-quadrature to a given power in phase such that
the amplitude of the power in-quadrature Aq is proportional to the product of the control voltage
and the in-phase power. Octave bandwidth devices that perform this function at most of the
frequencies used for linacs are commercially available under the name of Complex Phasor
Modulators (CPMs) or Vector Modulators.
Using a CPM, the reactive power amplitude will be Aq=Ajtan0e. As we have
seen, this reactive power will shift the SEL frequency. Thus we have established a negative feedback control of the loop frequency. Furthermore, if we substitute tan24>=tan2#c=(Q5)2 in the
expression for U, we find that
U(«) - 4/3QP 0 (l+(Q5) 2 )/[ Wc (l+/3)(l+(QS) 2 )]

Since Po is maintained constant, being the in-phase incident power, we find
that the stored energy of the cavity is constant even though we are exercising phase lock with
a fluctuating level of in-quadrature power.
Let us assume that the maximum frequency deviation that the cavity exhibits
(or which we care to control) is A w ^ . Since we can approximate 5 by 5=2(coc-aj)/a;c,
omaj,=2Acjmax/oj,, Then the maximum incident power is given by
majt/ajc)

2

) = P, ) (l+(2Aa) max /Ao J ,) 2 )
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Where we have replaced Q by Qo/(1+|3), and defined the loaded bandwidth
4wL of the cavity as Aw L =cd 5 /Q=a) c (l+0)/Qo=Aw o (l+|S), and Aw0 is the unloaded bandwidth.
We express P o in terms of the stored energy:
Po = Uue(l+/3)2/(4j3Q0)
and substitute this in the expression for ?,„„,

There is an optimum coupling jS^ which minimizes P , ^ , that is given by

and the maximum incident power which is required when we use this optimal coupling is given
by

For ACJ IMX > >ACJ 0 the maximum power expression simplifies to

We have seen that a SEL can be phase locked to a frequency reference under
fluctuations of the cavity's resonant frequency by a circuit that applies a phase shift using inquadrature power that is added to the in-phase power in proportion to the phase error signal. To
do this we need extra power in the rf amplifier. For a given stored energy in the cavity and in
the presence of a bound frequency excursion, there is an optimal coupling that minimizes the
peak power demand from the rf amplifier. The optimized maximum power of the amplifier is
given by the product of the stored energy and the maximum angular frequency deviation of the
cavity.
The particular advantage of this method of phase lock is that under normal
conditions (the unlocked, unperturbed cavity is adjusted to the reference frequency), the phase
lock operation does not perturb the stored energy in the cavity. That is to say that the phase lock
is decoupled from the amplitude lock, thus leading to a high stability of the circuit.
Multi-cell cavities
When we stabilize an accelerator cavity, the quantities that we seek to stabilize
are the amplitude and phase of the accelerating field. The phase and amplitude lock circuits rely
on the availability of a signal from the cavity that are proportional to the phase and amplitude
of the accelerating field. In a single cell cavity, any pick-up (monitor) probe which is coupled
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to the field of the cavity will do. However, in a multi-cell cavity, a single pick-up probe
provides information on the field just in a single cell.
Marziali and Schwettman3 have shown that multi-cell accelerating structures
support longitudinal and transverse mechanica1 modes that produce a complicated behavior of
the structure. The lowest (and most significant) modes can be understood in terms of a chain of
point masses connected by springs. The point masses represent the center of individual cells
while the springs represent the (rather narrow) iris regions that connect the cells. The
longitudinal mechanical modes move the masses longitudinally, changing the frequency of some
cells. The sign and magnitude of the frequency change of individual cells depend on the details
of the mode as well as whether the ends of the cavity are clamped, hinged, free or combination
of these conditions. The transverse modes can also change the pointing of the electric field
vectors and thus deflect the beam transversely.
Marziali and Schwettman have also shown that by adding longitudinal support
rods on the circumference of the cavities, the mode frequencies were increased by a factor of
more than three for the longitudinal modes and more than six for the transverse modes. Thus
it is possible to stiffen such cavities very dramatically. It is noted that the Stanford SCA4 has
achieved an electron-beam energy-stability of 5xlO"5, a pointing stability of 0.1 mr and a
positional stability of 0.1 mm. This may be due in part to the longitudinal struts that have been
integrated into the SCA structure.
Schwettman5 has further shown that, when the accelerating mode of the
complete cavity is considered, it is possible that stabilization of a cavity that derives the feed
back information from a single cell may actually worsen the stability. This is possible since
certain mechanical modes do not change the total voltage gain even as the field in individual
cells may be modulated by the mechanical mode. It is important to provide acoustical isolation,
mechanical Q damping as well as stiffeners of the cavities. One should also consider an
improvement of the amplitude and phase lock by providing pick-up signals from a number of
cells in the same cavity.
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c.

RF and Control
Scope

This specification summarizes various aspects and requirements of the FEL
rf system. The timing and modulation schemes that pertain to this system are included. A brief
functional description of the controller will also be given.
System Overview
Rf power and/or control must be provided to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

lasers which drive gun photo-cathodes
frequency source for guns
linac
rf beam separator
seed lasers
energy separator cavities
rotating mirrors

Significant parameters:
a) Resonators - superconducting, TM010, 4 cell
b) Q (loaded) - 5 x 10s
c) No. of resonators - 17
1) Linac - 12 (500 Mhz)
2) RF separator - 1 (450 Mhz)
3) Wigglers (AE) - 4 (500 Mhz)
4) Amplitude stability of cavity field - 3 x 10 4
d) Phase stability of cavity field - 0.1°
e) Final power amplifier - 10 Kw (50 Q) per resonator
0 No. of controllers - 1 per resonator
g) Gun and laser frequency - 3000 mHZ
t/oper synchronization of the pulse modulated beam must be maintained
throughout the system, as well as amplitude and phase control of the rf drive power to the
cavities, all being locked to a master oscillator.
Master Oscillator
The 10 Mhz master oscillator provides the reference frequencies for all the
resonator controllers in the system. This is accomplished through the use of frequency
multipliers, phase locked circuits, power splitters and phase shifters. Oscillators with long term
stabilities in the 1010 range, with very low S/N ratios ( > 135 db, 100 hz) are readily available.
Distribution of frequencies to the resonators, guns, and lasers shown schematically in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Frequency and timing distribution.
Frequency dividers, including delay lines and pulse width modulators provide
the necessary timing elements to properly synchronize the system.
Resonator Controller
The controller will be designed to provide a cavity field operating amplitude
stability of 3 x 10"*, and phase stability of 0.1° as required by the FEL parameters. The
controller is based on a self-excited loop, phase locked to the master oscillator. It will be a P.C.
board similar design to one in operation at the Weizmann Institute of Science1. A computer
interface board will allow for remote operation and continuous monitoring of the system, and
will produce all of the operational functions such as gain, phase and frequency control.
Self-excited loops will oscillate if given sufficient gain and phase shift around
the loop. The superconducting resonator acting as a narrow band filter that determines the
bandpass of the system. Figure 2 shows a simplified closed loop system operating in the
self-excited mode.
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Tracing the signal path around the loop (Figure 2) starting at the signal Vc,
sampled at the cavity monitor, the signal is first fed to the input of a saturating limiter, insuring
a constant level output VR. The following variable gain amplifier allows the level to be set to
the resonator cavity drive amplifiers, thus setting its field amplitude, while the loop phase
shifter, LPS, is set to satisfy the phase condition for self-oscillation. Varying LPS allows the
operating frequency to be tuned across the resonant curve of the cavity. If an element (CPM)
is added at this point to control the loop phase shift, the operating frequency can be phase locked
to the master oscillator. The level of the resonator field is stabilized by the amplitude lock
circuit. To obtain the proper frequency range of operation, the resonator cavities must first be
tuned carefully with stepper-driven squeezers. The high QL of the resonators creates the lowest
frequency pole in the system. Once the frequency has been set, it remains relatively stable, and
the amplitude and phase control components may be added.
Both amplitude and phase feedback signals will be isolated from the main
signal path with directional couplers, and processed. These samples are compared with the
amplitude and phase reference signals, the error voltages processed and sent to a Complex
Phasor Modulator (CPM). Operation of the CPM is thoroughly explained in Reference 1.
The CPM has two control inputs (see Figure 2) which for small error signals,
act as fairly linear control ports. Since the controller is designed to keep the errors small, the
CPM operates in such a way that phase corrections cause corresponding output amplitude
changes that do not perturb the resonator field level.
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Stability of the system is a function of the open loop gain and phase shift in
the loop. The gain must go below 0 db before the phase shift approaches 180° (135° for a safe
margin). Since the cavity Q is very high and the mechanical noise due to the cryostat is in the
order of 10s of Hz, fast error amplifiers can be used to achieve high dc gain levels in this noise
region and still maintain unity gain at their first poles. Total loop length and
circuit delays will determine the maximum cutoff frequency but will be higher than the upper
frequency of the loop for the design line lengths.
The controller contain also a low frequency section, parts of which are shown
in Figure 2, such as the error amplifiers. Furthermore, an on-board cmputer provides various
control, diagnostic and monitoring functions.
As shown in Figure 2, the amplified error signals are fed to the vector
modulator thorugh analog switches, these 'lock switches' are necessary because the cavity can
not be locked before the field has been set to the desired value with a zero amplitude error and
the frequency error has been brought into the bandwidth limits of the resonator.
The resonator controller has been designed to operate internally at a constant
rf power level. To enable operation of the cavity at arbitrary field levels, a voltage controlled
attenuator is provided at the rf input port of the controller. The dc level to control the attenuator
is provided by the on-board computer. To set the field in the cavity to any level, the input
attenuator is adjusted to a pre-determined level. The field level in the cavity is adjusted by
adjusting the variable input coupler of the cavity or by the gain on the rf power amplifier which
drives the cavity. The adjustment is monitored by the amplitude error signal of the controller
and setting it to zero.
Once the self-excited loop is oscillating near the iinac frequency and the field
level is adjusted to minimize the amplitude error signal, the computer controlled amplitude lock
and phase lock switches can be thrown to 'on' to provide amplitude and phase lock. The gain
of the error amplifiers is variable through the use of fast analog multipliers. This gain is
controlled by dc levels set by Digital to Analog Converters (DACs) of the local computer, which
also provides dc offset levels for the phase error amplifers to permit on-line adjustment of these
critical parameters. Other levels which are provided by DACs are the field reference and the
power reference. The latter controls the quiescent (no lock) output of the controller.
The error amplifiers are designed to provide a highly stable dc offset level and
high gain bandwidth product. The high gain-bandwidth requirement has to do with the stability
of the feedback loops. This was covered in detail in the discussion of the stability of the cavity.
However, a simple argument can be made by using the principle of unconditioned stability: In
the Bode plot, the gain as a function of frequency must go down to below unit by the time the
phase shift across the loop reaches 180°. The dominant pole of the circuit is determined by the
filling time of the superconducting cavity which is a few tens of Hertz. From this corner
frequency the gain drops at 20 dB per decade to below one at the frequency corresponding to
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the first pole of the error amplifier. Thus the open loop gain at lower frequencies is
proportional to the frequency of the error amplifier's first pole.
The on-board computer is a 68000 CPU with 384 kb of RAM/EPROM. The
link to the host computer is made through a RS-232 serial internee. Beyond the immediate
advantage of reducing the number of external connections to the controller board and thus
eliminating a traditional trouble spot), the microprocessor makes possible some self-calibration
features and improvement of reliability by means of extensive diagnostics of the controller
functions. Most of the internal control program has been written in PASCAL (with a few
assembler procedures) and it runs under a ROM based operating system. The computer has 8
channels of 12 bit DAC and 24 channels of 12 bit ADC as well as three binary I/O 8 channel
registers which control among other things the loop power, phase lock and amplitude lock.
Another function which is controlled by the binary reisters is the 'analog bus 1 , a line which
connects to a few controllers in parallel and which carries an analog error signal of phase,
frequency or amplitude from any of these controllers. The request to connect any particular
error signal to the analog bus is provided by an operator who wants to examine a particular error
signal on an oscilloscope. Other binardy signals may be used to control an external reference
phase shifter to set the relative phase of the civity.
Drive Power
The goal of the RF cavity drive systems is to provide amplitude and phase
stable power to drive the resonators which are overcoupled by a factor of about 50-100 for
increased bandwidth. The overcoupled resonator presents a large impedance mismatch to the
power source, reflecting a considerable amount of drive power back to the source. The high
reflected power will be absorbed by a circulator maintaining a reasonable match between
amplifier and load.
All 17 resonators will be powered by 17 separate 10-15 Kw, solid-state, 500
Mhz amplifiers (450 Mhz for the RF separator). The power sources consideed are either solidstate or Klystron.
Modular, solid-state final amplifiers produce reliable power output to 4 KW
and are readily available at a reasonable price. These amplifiers operate class AB and should not
hinder self-starting of the self-excited loops. The package is modular design, such that a unit
could run with a failed module, still be operational and the module replaced while in operation
to limit downtime of the system. UHF Klystron amplifiers are commercially available in the
15 Kw power ranige.
AC Power Requirements
The AC service requirement for the resonator RF systems and related
components is approximately 400 Kw (480 V - 3 phase - 600 A service).
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d.

Cryogenic System
Introduction

The cryogenic system consists of four major components: the
refrigerator/liquefier, the liquid storage/distribution system, the ambient gas storage/piping
system, and the process control system.
The cryogenic systems prime function will be to assure a continuous supply
of liquid helium to the superconducting RF cavities and wigglers, at a maximum heat load of
1.74 Kw and a maximum operating temperature of 4.4° K. Since this operating temperature is
a function of cryostat pressure, it is crucial that the pressure in the cold helium return is low
enough to allow control of the temperature of each cryostat, at 4,4° K. Therefore, each
cryostats pressure will be controlled by a proportional control valve, which will regulate the LHe
vapor pressure. In order to assure good pressure (temperature) control, pressure drops and flow
characteristics of the entire return circuit will be studied.
The system (see Figure I) will allow other modes of operation: total load
cooldown/warmup, partial load cooldown/warmup, and 4.4°K holding mode. The system will
also maintain a spare cryostat at 4.4°K which may be exchanged with an on-line, but defective
unit. The piping systems will be configured to allow for easy removal/replacement of cryostats,
in the event of failure.
Refrigerator/Liquefier
The refrigerator/liquefier system will consist of a cold box with reciprocating
expansion engines, process compressors, and a full flow cryogenic adsorber. The R/L system
will be designed for a 2.2 Kw load @ 4.4° K, this will give us reserve capacity for any
unexpected losses, or an extra .5 Kw which gives us a safety factor - 1 . 2 5 .
The cold box will house heat exchangers, piping, and valving (specifications
will include automatic actuators for total system automation) in an insulating vacuum
environment, with bayonet couplings for expansion engine and cryogenic piping connections.
The expansion engines will be of the reciprocating piston type, which are an
industry standard, and are much less susceptible to process gas stream contamination than
turbine expanders. Reciprocating expanders also have a higher thermodynamic efficiency, and
therefore require less compressor power to achieve the desired cooling capacity. The engines
will be housed in separate vacuum boxes, in a modular fashion, to allow fcr easy
replacement/repair, and eliminate any down time during such periods. There will be multiple
sets of dry expanders, in the design, which could be activated/deactivated with varying system
load. The Final JT valve is omitted in this R/L design and in its place will be a wet expansion
engine; this design increases the thermodynamic efficiency as well as providing a final two phase
flow with a higher liquid fraction.
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Figure 1. UV FEL Cryogenics.
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The helium process compressors will be screw type and will incorporate oil
removal systems to reduce oil levels to < 1 PPM. They will be self contained and skid mounted
for easy servicing and replacement. Lastly they will be multiple and mounted in parallel, so that
they may be activated/deactivated when load demands vary. Multiple compressors also increase
system reliability. In the event of a compressor failure the system could run at a reduced
capacity until repairs are made.
The cryogenic adsorber, located between the compressor discharge and the
high sic'e R/L inlet, will remove any trace impurities from the helium stream that would
otherwise have an adverse effect on the R/L performance. It will be sized so that long running
periods ivre possible before needing regeneration.
Liquid Storage/Distribution
Storage of both LHe and LN2 will be in dewars, suitable for their respective
cryogens, with an insulation comprised of vacuum and superinsulation so that the standing heat
load and, therefore, the loss of cryogen are minimized. All connections, of cryogenic piping,
will be via vacuum jacketed bayonets. This storage and distribution system will assure that the
losses are negligible in comparison to the main heat load, and will assure the transfer of the
highest quality liquid.
As shown in Figure 2, all cryostats are connected to the main distribution
supply and return lines by their respective branch lines. These branch lines will incorporate Utube type connections to facilitate ease of cryostat removal, in the event of failure. Both of the
main branch lines will be vacuum jacketed with superinsulation and will incorporate trace
shielding, of LN2 or cold (70K) helium gas, in order to minimize the heat load into the
transported cryogen. The effect will be the minimization of cryogen boiling and therefore the
effects of two phase flow that could produce high flow impedance and thermal acoustic
oscillations. Each supply and return branch line will incorporate proportional control valving.
The branch supply line valve is part of a control loop and is complemented by an LHe level
sensor and a proportional controller to assure that the LHe level in each cryostat is held
constant. The branch return line valve is part of a control loop and is complemented by a
pressure sensor and a proportional controller to assure that the pressure in each cryostat is held
constant. This will assure a constant operating temperature in each cryostat.
In a cryogenic system of the type described throughout this text, the design
and selection of the transfer lines is the most crucial element. To assure proper operation of the
system, proper design of each transfer line is required. The transfer lines are in place for the
transport of cryogens used to refrigerate the loads. They should not introduce any perturbations
into the operation of the system that would cause unstable operation. Therefore, in order to
assure stable operation of the system, the following transfer line design considerations must be
addressed: 1) the lines must be optimized for minimum pressure drop in steady state and
transient conditions; 2) the lines should be designed as to prevent patterns of two-phase flow
or low flow conditions that will cause instabilities in pressure and therefore control; 3) the lines
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should be designed to facilitate easy removal and to allow easy evacuation of the vacuum space;
4) instrumentation should be included to monitor critical parameters as needed for reliability;
5) the lines shall introduce less than five percent of the total heat load to the system.
Ambient Gas Storage/Piping System
The ambient gas storage and piping system function is to handle, store and
distribute the helium gas that is at ambient temperatures. It consists of medium pressure/low
pressure piping, process control valves, and gas storage tanks. The total volume, of the storage
tanks, is 135,000 ft3 at 250 psia; this is the equivalent gas required to liquefy 5000 liters of LHe.
System Process Control
The system as a whole will be completely automatic, ail valving involved in
sequential operations during thermal cycles, as well as proportional control valves (controlling
steady state operation), will be interfaced to computer control. Sensors indicating pressure,
level, and temperature are also interfaced to the control computer to complete the feedback
control loop, as well as providing information for the systems data logging feature. Lastly, the
control software will be a simple if/then sequential type with system operating parameters
displayed on a local monitor. Details of hardware used in the control system will be discussed
in Section C of this report.
Operational Modes
The system will be capable of the required modes of operation (See
Introduction) to thermally cycle the load(s) and maintain various cold states.
The cooldown mode, from 300°K to 4.4°K, will be handled by the use of a
GHe/LN2 heat exchange followed by the transfer of LHe from the storage dewar to the load.
This process will take approximately 48 hours.
The 4.4° cryostat holding mode is defined as unpowered but cold running
periods. The refrigerator system will have a very high "turn down ratio" so that power savings
may be realized during these time periods.
The system may be warmed to room temperature, in a controlled fashion, by
the use of clean helium gas. This gas is available at the discharge side of the compressor.
The final design will enable the operator to thermally cycle any component
of the load, the total load, thus allowing much flexibility in operation and maintenance.
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5. Beam Transport
a.

Superconducting Linac Beam Optics

The beam transport system for the accelerator is divided into several major
sections: superconducting linac, injection transport lines, recirculation lines, and transport lines
to the FEL undulator. The design and tuning of each of these lines has required that all bending
arcs be isochronous (therefore achromatic) to first order, have reduced second order distortions
and have reduced betatron functions and quad strengths in order to reduce the transport line
sensitivity to errors and nonlinear effects of the magnets.
The linac optics are designed using a simple FODO lattice structure with the
first section having approximately a 90 degree phase advance. Latter sections have a
progressively higher phase advance, in order to provide additional focusing for the second and
third pass. A single quadrupole is placed between linac cryostats containing two multi-cell
cavities with an assumed energy gain of 6.667 MeV per cavity. The six quadrupoles are
independently powered, room temperature, iron pole magnets of quite low power. The
quadrupole aperture is enlarged to a 6 cm radius to provide for a large beampipe in order to
reduce the wakefield effects coming from the transitions between superconducting cavities.
Adequate space has been provided for diagnostics and vacuum system components in the
quadrupole region. Alignment of the cavities and quadrupoles will be primarily by shifting the
position and angles of these elements to minimize the steering for the beam when they are
powered. However, weak air core steering magnets or quadrupole shunts will be used to correct
the beam steering in order to verify the adjustments needed.
The actual tune of the linac quadrupole has been achieved by attempting to
match the output of each pass through the linac to the desired input beam ellipse for the
recircuiation arc. Since the recirculation transport lines are tuned to a unit transform, in order
to minimize beam break-up effects, a single fit was performed on each of the four twiss
parameters (j8^, ax, &y and a y ) at the end of each of the three linac passes. With 12 constraints
and only 6 linac quadrupoles, a reasonable fit was possible only by varying the input beam
ellipse from the injection system. This still gave too few variables to satisfy the constraints
exactly and therefore the constraints for the last pass (input to the FEL transport lines) were
relaxed in order to provide optimum matching to the two recirculation arcs. Figures (1,2 and
3) show the twiss functions and beam sizes for each pass through the linac. The first two passes
have a waist at their output, as required by the periodic tune condition for the recirculation arcs.
The last pass shows the influence of the reduced focusing at the higher momentum. Tuning of
the last recirculation transformer can improve the matching condition from the last pass through
the linac but breaks the symmetry of the last arc in that recirculation, contributing to slightly
higher quadrupole error sensitivity.
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Figure 1. (a) Beta functions and (b) beam sizes for the 20 to 100 MeV pass in the linac.
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Figure 2. (a) Beta functions and (b) beam sizes for the 100 to 180 MeV pass in the linac.
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Recirculation Transport Line
Each of the recirculation transport lines is composed of two isochronous 180
degree bend arcs connected by a symmetric transformer. At the end of the linac, a single dipole
(beam spreader) provides the dispersion necessary to separate the passes into the different
transport lines. The bending arcs are tuned to be isochronous and are therefore achromatic to
first order at both ends. This simplifies the tuning of the long transformer straight sections since
the dispersion is maintained zero throughout its length and the beta functions can be tuned with
considerable freedom. The quadrupoles in both the arcs and the transformers have been tuned
assuming a mirror symmetry about their mid-points. The assumption that the arcs are symmetric
produce a symmetric dispersion function in the arcs making the achromatic condition easily
satisfied, a necessary condition for the arcs to be isochronous. A minimum of three dipoles and
two-pair of quads3 are required to achieve the isochronous condition for the arcs. Although two
quads are sufficient the extra quads provides an isochronous condition independent of the drift
lengths between the quadrupoles.
There are four dipoles instead of the minimum in both the 100 MeV and 180
MeV arcs. The dipoles in the 100 MeV arc are all sector magnets to reduce vertical focussing.
The 180 MeV arc suffers additional vertical focussing from the non-orthogonal exit angle from
the beam spreader dipole and its symmetric pair, but the other two dipoles at the center of the
arc are sector magnets. To compensate for the additional vertical focussing from the dipoles,
the 180 MeV arc uses five quadrupole families rather than the three families in the 100 MeV
arc.
The optimization of the input beam ellipse conditions for each arc has been
the subject of considerable effort. With the increased number of quadrupole there are so many
solutions that it was difficult to track them, while trying to reduce second order effects and error
sensitivity for the arcs. One approach which has proved helpful is to tune the arcs to a periodic
lattice condition with zero momentum compaction factor. Then properties of the arc could be
tracked by varying the betatron tunes, vx and v r Figure 4 shows that the maximum value of
beta-functions, & and 0y, and the chromaticities, £x and ? y , (for one of our better solutions in
the 100 MeV arc) as the vertical betatron tune vy was varied. The optimum value of vertical
tune was found to be vy « 0.272 and the periodic lattice functions for this optimum value are
shown ia Fig. 5(a). The quadrupole strength in the arc of the 100 MeV recirculation line are
set for this tune. The beam at the entrance of the 100 MeV arc needs to be matched to this
periodic solution. This gives the matching conditions for setting the linac quadrupoles.
However, the condition of a = 0 required by the periodic solution for the arc, may not be
achieved when the required value of the beta-functions is tuned. This phase error causes the
machine function to be shifted slightly from the values of the periodic solution. The same
procedure is applied for the lattice of the 180 MeV line. The optimum value of tune was found
to be vy » 0.292.
The beta functions for the 180 MeV periodic solution are shown in Figure
5(b). The vertical beta function has quite a different shape and somewhat larger value than for
II.A.5.a-5
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the 100 MeV solution. This is due largely to the strong horizontal focusing required to match
the dispersion between the stronger inner dipoles and the weaker outer dipoles.
Figures 6 and 7 show the actual values of the beta functions for both
recirculations achieved by matching through the two passes of the linac. The difference from
the functions in Figure 5 result from the ability to match into the periodic conditions. The long
straight sections (transformer) consist of two mirror symmetrical sections, each with six
quadrupoles. Initially this section is tuned to provide a unit transform between input and output
of recirculation pass, but the injection chicane breaks the symmetry and the unit transform is
maintained between the output of the linac and input to the next pass. Consequently, the second
bend arc differs somewhat more from the periodic solution than does the first arc. Relaxing the
unit transform could provide improved matching through subsequent linac j: -:ses and into the
next recirculation arc, however this hasn't been done at present in order to minimize the beam
breakup for these subsequent linac passes.
Higher Order Analysis of Transport Line Optics
The beam sizes shown in the figures presented here assume an initial beam
having a elliptical phase space distribution with an rms normalized emittance of 3.4 irmm-mrad.
The first order mapping of this phase space remains elliptical with rms beam size shown in the
enclosed figures. Higher order distortions of the phase space may be examined by looking at
the changes in the first and second moments of the beam distribution due to second and third
order expansion of the particle mapping function. Dave Carey1 has shown that these moments
can be obtained if the initial elliptical distribution is assumed to have a Gaussian density
distribution. The first and second moments of the particle density function up to second order
at any point, s, in the transport line are given by

=E

where o-fc(0) = beam size matrix at start of the transport line and R* and T^, are the accumulated
first and second order expansion of the particle mapping functions.
Although the particle density distribution determination would require tracking
individual particles, the magnitude of the distortions can be estimated by the mapping functions.
Therefore an estimate_of the distortions can be obtained by comparing the beam size cr,(s) and
the steering function X(s) with the beam size predicted by the first order expansion of the
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Figure 6. Beam sizes and dispersion function for the 100 MeV recirculation line for the (a) 1st
bending arc, (b) transformer section and (c) 2nd bending arc and re-injection chicane.
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mapping function. Table I shows the dependence of these functions on the order of expansion.
The 100 MeV recirculation line shows the greatest distortions of less than 20% of ax(s) and
additional tunes will be studied for this line. Another approach may be to reduce bend radius
in the dipole magnets, which are the greatest contribution to this distortion.
Reference
1. "Second order contributions to beam dimensions," D.C. Carey, FN-243 (1972).

Table I. Influence of higher order expansion of the beam optics on the first and second
moments of the particle density function.
Beam
parameters
(order expan,)

Linac
20-100 MeV

Retire.
100 MeV

Linac
100-180

Retire.
180 MeV

Linac
180-260

(^(lst) mm

0.27

0.26

0.14

0.30

0.59

crx(2nd) mm

0.35

0.27

0.16

0.30

0.63

ffx(3rd) mm

0.32

0.28

0.17

0.30

0.63

X(lst) mm

0

0

0

0

0

X(2nd) mm

0.06

0.05

0.02

-0.01

.02

X(3rd) mm

0.03

0.05

0.02

-0.01

-0.01

<ry(lst) mm

0.20

0.28

0.33

0.40

0.32

ffy(2nd) mm

0.29

0.30

0.32

0.40

0.33

(Ty(3rd) mm

0.26

0.29

0.31

0.40

0.33

Y(lst) mm

0

0

0

0

0

Y(2nd) mm

-0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

Y(3rd) mm

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

<0.01

Transport Lines to the FEL Undulators
The goals of transport lines to the FEL undulators are:
1) to transport the beam to the undulators without distorting the beam pulse
(i.e. isochronous transport),
2) to provide a beam pulse separation to two FEL undulators at a pulse rate
of at least 10 kHz,
3) to provide an energy modulation of beam pulses to the undulators in order
to tune the resonant wavelength for different pulses, and
4) to match the transverse phase space of the beam to the undulator phase
space.

II.A.5.a-12

To meet these goals the transport lines was divided up into two sections
bending arcs and undulator matching sections. The bending arcs handling the first two goals and
the matching sections handling the last two.
The bending arcs not only provide an isochronous transport from the linac to
the FEL matching sections, but also provide a flexible method of switching beam pulses to either
of the two FEL wigglers. This switching function is achieved by modulating alternate beam
pulse by + 5 or -5 MeV using a short linac section operating on odd harmonic of the accelerating
frequency. The dispersion function following the third bending magnet in the arc provides more
than 4 cm separation of the beams at a distance of 75 cm. This provides sufficient separation
for a DC septum magnet to divert the beam pulses to the two FEL wigglers.
The higher energy beam passes undeflected by the septum magnet through the
remaining quads and one dipole to complete the isochronous transport line. The lower energy
beam passes through the septum magnet which provides additional angular separation between
the two beams. Two additional dipole magnets and seven quadrupoles are provided to complete
the isochronous transport of this beam to the second FEL wiggler. This lower energy arc must
also provide sufficient space between the two wigglers for shielding in order to allow completely
independent operation and access to either wiggler while the other is operating.
Figure 8 shows the beam functions and sizes for the undeflected beam (higher
energy beam). Ahead of the accelerating cavity the quadrupoles and dipole magnets are tuned
for 260 MeV linac output energy, but after the cavity they are tuned for 265 MeV, in order to
compensate for the energy gain. The large number of qudrupoles in this transport line allows
considerable flexibility in beam size tuning, while maintaining the isochronous condition for this
transport line. Reducing the number of quads is possible, but the beam size tends to increase
if the isochronous condition is maintained. For the presently assumed bunch length of 6 psec,
this doesn't appear to be a problem. However, if additional bunch compression is required, the
isochronous condition will be essential.
Figure 9 shows the beam functions and sizes for the beam deflected (lower
energy beam) by the septum. The quads and dipole between the accelerating cavity and the
septum are tuned for the higher energy beam. After the septum there are eight independently
powered quadrupoles for completing the isochronous tune for this beamline.
The two matching section into the FEL undulators are identical in layout.
Both have a quadrupole triplet, followed by a two cavity rf (full cryostat) section and a second
quadrupole triplet. The first triplet provides the initial matching into the rf cavity and the second
into the undulator. The use of triplets provides a reduced sensitivity of the matching of the
beam phase space into the undulator natural betatron amplitude and phase as the energy is tuned.
Two methods of tuning have been studied one matches the higher energy beam into the undulator
and allows the lower energy beam to be mismatched and the other method tunes for a matched
condition at an energy midway between the two desired energies. Figures 10 and 11 show
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the beam size and beta functions for the 255 MeV (septum separated beam) modulated by ± 13
MeV. Variation from the assumed waist condition are quite small in the beam size and beta
function with an | a i jC. 5.
Following each undulator is a quadrupole doublet and dipole magnet that is
necessary to provide a momentum focus for a momentum spectrometer for the diagnostics of the
FEL gain and tuning. The bend angle of 40° will easily give a momentum resolution of - 2 x
10"4 for a position resolution of 0.25mm. With 1 to 3 Kwatts of average beam power, these
elements also provtf,; for the efficient dumping of the remaining electron beam into a shielded
and cooled beam dump. Although shown as a horizontal bend the dipole is planned to bend
vertically down into the ground to use earth shielding for the dump. The earth plus concrete
shield wall separating the users photon beam components from the FEL wigglers, provides
sufficient radiation shielding to allow personnel access during FEL operation. In addition, the
shielding between the two FEL wiggler rooms is sufficient to allow access to one of them while
the other is operating at full power.
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b.

R F Beamsw^qh for Fa^t Time-Sharing the UV FEL Electron Beam

Using the superconducting linear accelerator to service more than one
undulator is a principal design objective of the FEL facility. As many undulators and optical
systems as functionally and economically reasonable should be installed. Independently
operating FELs, each one a separately tunable radiation source, will time-share the use of the
electron beam. Each FEL will operate without any interruption related to the operating state of
other FELs, and all may be operated simultaneously at a high pulse repetition rate, limited only
by the total capacity of the electron accelerator.
Rapid sequential switching of electron bunches between several FEL beamlines
is essential to this plan. A CW superconducting RF-Unac is uniquely suited to accomplish it.
A CW linac allows a flexible bucket filling pattern that may be uniform, and it will have very
good phase control which may be important for accurate and rapid switching.
Beamswitching is accomplished by steering consecutive bunches to different
beamlines. Following separation by deflection, the beam is transported to different undulator
beamlines. To provide fast switching the deflection must be modulated at the arrival rate of the
electron bunches. The highest anticipated rate for the facility, as determined by beamloading
limits of the superconducting linac and photocathode RF gun, is 3000 per second.
The quality of the beam must not be degraded by the beamswitch. To
conserve the low 6 mm-mrad transverse emittance and short 6 picosecond bunch length the
deflection and transport systems must be achromatic and very nearly isochronous.
Three practical methods for deflecting and separating the beams were
considered. They all use DC magnets to amplify small modulations. In the first two, deflected
beams initially diverging by 0.01 radian are further separated by a double magnetic septum.
The initial deflection is obtained with a transverse RF field in the first method, and with an
AC magnet modulated at 1.5 KHz in the second. The deflecting fields are, of course,
synchronized with the superconducting RF linac.
The beam separation method chosen involves a longitudinal energy modulation
using an additional superconducting RF linac cavity. Consecutive bunches having different
momentum are then separated in a dispersive section by a septum magnet. Although it requires
an additional linac section, the method is easy to implement as an achromatic, isochronous block
of beam transport elements. It has been successfully modeled in a TRANSPORT computation.
The transport line for the RF beamswitch methods has two branches that take
the 260 MeV beam from the linac to two FELs. This transport line is another 180 degree bend
similar to the recirculation bends. One branch has four bending magnets including the
separation magnet of the recirculation bend in the linac. The second branch follows the same
path until the beam is deflected by a septum magnet into a dogleg bend leading to the second

FEL. Beam separation is accomplished by modulating the momentum of the beam in a short
linac section.
The RF drive phase of the short linac section is adjusted so that the peak of
the waveform is simultaneous with the arrival of the electron bunch intended for the outer FEL.
The momentum of this bunch is augmented by 5 MeV/c. The emerging 265 MeV beam is
deflected by the third bend so that it clears the septum, continuing undeflected to the fourth
magnet of the 180° bend and on to the outer FEL.
The next electron bunch arrives at the short linac section at the bottom of the
waveform. The emerging 255 MeV bunch is deflected 3.5° more by the third bending magnet,
drifts 0.75 meters and enters the septum magnet. It then passes through two more bending
magnets following a dogleg path to the inner FEL.
Each path is isochronous and achromatic. Achieving these requirements while
keeping the beam size under control was the subject of some considerable effort.
The first step in the development of the beam transport optics was computation
of a quadrupole lattice for the outer 180° bend without momentum modulation. The symmetric
solution was similar to those obtained for the 100 MeV and 180 MeV recirculation bends. This
solution was modified by readjusting the quadrupoles after the short section linac to recover
isochronous, achromatic transport with 5 MeV/c augmentation of the beam momentum. Leaving
the quadrupoles in the outer bend at these values, the quadrupoles in the inner path that come
after the septum were adjusted for isochronous achromatic transport of the 255 MeV beam.
After some adjustment of the locations of the quadrupoles an acceptable
solution was found. There are some positions (particularly in the 255 MeV segment) where the
beta functions are high. Nevertheless, there is sufficient aperture tolerance for transmission of
the beam. There may be some consequences regarding excitation and alignment tolerances of
the quadrupole magnets. These are to be discussed below.
The facility plan shows the RF beamswitch described above. The emphasis
of the design effort was upon achieving a compact switching system. This lead to a global
treatment of the transport optics, such that each path was designed to be isochronous and
achromatic from beginning to end. There are no separate achromatic and isochronous segments
inside the path.
Excitation and Misalignment Errors in the RF Beamswitch
The 260-265 MeV section of the RF beamswitch is considered. There are 22
quadrupole magnets and 4 dipole bending magnets in the 260-265 MeV section. Isochronous,
achromatic transport may be compromised by quadrupole excitation errors. Misalignments may
lead to steering errors.

II.A.5.b-2

Quadrupole misalignments include displacements and rotations with respect
to each of the 3 axes. Dipole misalignments mainly involve tilts and also pole face
misalignments with gradients leading to spurious focussing. The effects of excitation errors and
misalignments have been studied in order to estimate accuracy requirements for building,
installing and operating the elements of this section. The program TRANSPORT was used for
this study.
Quadrupole Excitation Errors
The quadrupoles in the RF beamswitch are all 25 cm long and have 4.5 cm
aperture radius. They are excited to achieve pole tip field ranging from 200 to 2000 Gauss.
Errors were assigned to the pole tip fields. At first the effect of an error in a single magnet was
investigated. It was found that an uncertainty of 20 Gauss in the pole tip field of any quadrupole
did not shift the centroid of the beam beyond an assumed 5 mm aperture limit.
Using a zero transverse emittance beam with the nominal 0.04 percent
momentum spread, the same 20 Gauss uncertainty lead to no significant chromatic aberrations.
These chromatic aberrations are understood to represent departures from first order
achromaticity.
To test the combined effect of excitation errors in all the quadrupoles, fixed
errors were assigned to each one by applying a uniformly distributed random multiplier to a
maximum error magnitude. For this test, the maximum error magnitude was set at 2 Gauss.
The RMS additions to the chromatic terms of the first order transfer matrix were computed for
an ensemble of identical transport lines differing only by the seed used for the random variable
assignments. The results for a set of 7 random variable assignments were:
= 00898 cmfpc

= 04014 mrfpc
= .00351 cmlpc
These values, corresponding to an RMS field error of 0.66 Gauss, are small in consideration of
the 0.04 percent momentum spread of the beam. In terms of excitation tolerances, it is
sufficient to stabilize the quadrupoie currents to plus or minus 0.03 percent in order to maintain
the required first order achromatic and isochronous beam transport in the lattice.
Quadrupole Misalignments
a. Single magnet displacements: While excitation errors cause defocussing
and create chromatic aberrations, displacements also create steering errors. Although they may
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be corrected locally, it would be desirable to keep alignment tolerances small enough to keep
lateral displacements within a 5 mm envelope. TRANSPORT creates a table showing the beam
centroid shift due to each misalignment of each magnet individually acting on '.u-. beam. There
are six misalignments for each magnet corresponding to the horizontal, venical and longitudinal
axes and rotations about each one of them.
An input beam with zero transverse emittance was used for this test. The
misalignments were treated as uncertainties so that the apparent beam dimensions represented
the magnitude of the expected centroid shift. This method assures that the full range of
displacement amplitude and direction is sampled. Examining misalignment tables at various
positions along the transport line, it was determined that at certain sensitive regions
misalignments of a single quadrupole magnet by 0.1 mm and 1.0 mr could cause the beam to
shift 5 mm from the boresight trajectory. Misalignments along the longitudinal axis had
negligible
effect.
B"O'
U

Sensitive quadrupole magnets are the pair immediately before and the pair
immediately after bending magnet BM2A and also the pairs before and after bending magnet
BM2C. These are the inner dipoles of the 180 degree bend. As would be expected, the
sensitive quadrupoles are located at high beta positions.
b . Combined displacements: Magnet displacements are actually fixed errors.
To study the results of displacing all of the quadrupoles, each one was displaced according to
the assignment of a random variable multiplier for each displacement direction. Then the
random variables were re-seeded and another equivalent beamline was computed. In this way
the average overall effect could be assessed.
The beam matrix was examined at the high beta regions near dipole magnet
BM2C and at the end of the section. The transfer matrix for the section was also examined.
Because of the rotations there is a considerable mixing of horizontal and vertical motion and
chromatic effects appear in the vertical plane. Averaging over 9 different random variable
assignments, the RMS values for the chromatic terms in the transfer matrix were:
l

= .00061 cm/pc

= .00307 mrlpc

= .02225 cmlpc

= .07653 mrlpc
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= .00030 cmlpc
The chromatic effect on a beam with 0.04 percent momentum spread is small.
The maximum beam centroid shift was 4.5 mm in the vertical plane occurring
near dipole BM2C and 2.5 mm in the horizontal plane at the end of the section. It would bt
expected that steering corrections would correct these displacements in the actual system.
Dipole Misalignments
Similar procedures were followed to study the effects of tilts and translations
of bending magnets. Expressing the errors as uncertainties, the spread of the beam ellipse was
examined at several points, and expressing them as known errors, the displacement of the
centroid of the ellipse was examined. Translation of a bending magnet in any direction by 0.5
mm deflected the beam not more than 5 mm and tilting it about any axis by 1.0 mr did not
deflect the beam more than 5 mm. In the statistical analysis uniformly distributed, random
displacements and rotations of maximum magnitude 0.5 mm and 1.0 mr were used.
Eight computations were made assigning differently seeded random multipliers
to the error magnitudes for each of 3 displacements and 3 rotations of all 4 dipoles. RMS
averages of the chromatic elements of the transfer matrix were calculated with the following
results:
\/<Rl6> = .00122 cmlpc

jf6> = .00556 mrlpc

= .00128 cmlpc

= .00655 mrfpc
= .00036 cmlpc
For the nominal momentum spread of 0.04 percent the chromatic effects introduced by the
rotations and displacements of the bending magnets are unimportant. Second order aberrations
associated with dipole misalignment* have not been checked because the version of
TRANSPORT used for these computations has a programming error that prevented the use of
dipole misalignment instructions in the second order computation. Second order effects for the
aligned dipoles were negligible.
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Dipole excitation errors are essentially steering errors. They should be low
enough to keep steering errors as low as 0.1 mr. Therefore, excitation currents should be
regulated to plus or minus 0.01 percent.
Gradient errors in the dipoles are not misalignment;: but construction mistakes.
To place uniformity requirements on the dipole field in the neighborhood of the central orbit,
the dipoles were assigned non-zero gradient indeces N, the normalized logarithmic gradient of
the vertical field in the horizontal direction. Using randomly assigned values within a maximum
range, it was determined that RMS values of 0.033 for N of all the 4 dipoles did not affect the
focussing or significantly diminish the achromaticity of the section. The corresponding field
gradient is about 1.6 Gauss/cm. In other words, the dipole field in the region of the beam
envelope should be uniform to within 0.025 percent, A quick calculation shows that this result
is consistent with the quadrupole excitation error tolerances discussed above.
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Figure 1. Detailed Layout of the RF Beamswitch.
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c.

Magnets
Bending Magnets

There will be a total of 43 bending magnets that will be required and these
magnets are divided into ten (10) basic categories as shown in the table below. AU magnets are
considered conventional magnets and are composed of water-cooled conducting coils and solid
iron yokes. The dipoles are sector magnets, except for the chicane magnets (types D and Dl
in Table II) and the phase delay magnets (type F), which are rectangular. The basic parameters
of the bending magnets are shown in Table I.
Quadrapoles
There will be a total of 109 conventional quadrupole magnets for the facility,
and like the bending magnets, they will be made of solid iron yokes. The quadrupoles,
however, can be divided into two basic categories, namely: (1) water-cooled, and (2) nonwatercooled. The first category has an operating range of 0,7 to 4 Kg, while the 2nd category
from 0 to 0,7 Kg. The basic parameters are shown in Table II:
Trims
Trim magnets will be required to correct beam position and angular deviation
at various locations throughout the beam path. It is estimated that approximately 50 such
magnets will be required, with the final quantity to be determined subsequent to final design of
all other magnets. The trims will be of an air-core design with steel yokes. These magnets will
be non-watercooled, and will require approximately 500 amp-turns to produce a field on the
order of 500 gauss.
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Table I
DIPOLE PARAMETERS
Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

Type

A

Al

A2

B

C

D

Dl

E

F

S

Gap (cm)

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

Length (cm)

50

50

25

70

100

25

25

26.2

50

40

Width (cm)

8

20

29

6

6

6

15

6

25

60

Current (a)

265

265

265

286

250

167

167

94

149

232

Amp-Turns

25440

25440

25440

27456

24000

2672

2672

3000

7164

27852

Field (Kg)

6.98

6.98

6.98

7.54

6.424

0.75

0.75

0.75

2.0

7.0

Water (gpm)

1.53

1.53

1.53

1.53

1.53

0.19

0.19

0.76

0.38

1.00

Parameter

Table Q
Parameter
Inscribed Circle Dia. (cm)
Length of Pole (cm)
Width of Pole (cm)
Current (amps)
Ampere-Turns
Max. Pole-Tip Field (Kg)
Water Requirement (gpm)

Type A (water-cooled)
9
25
7
500
10000
4
1.53
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Type B (non-watercooled)
12 or 9
15 or 25
9
5
1528
0.7

N/A

d.

Transport Magnet Power Supplies

Both dipole and quadrupole power supplies will be commercially available
units, such as those made by EMI (Electronic Measurements Inc.). The smaller units will run
on 120 V, single phase, 60 Hz units which are larger than 1 KW will be fed by 460 V, three
phase, 60 Hz. These units are air cooled and fit into standard 19" racks, with extra bracing and
angle aluminum supports for the supply itself. The cooling should be ducted conditioned air.
Each rack will hold either four or five supplies. Any dipoles which are in mirror symmetry can
be wired in series for better tracking, if desired. This will also cut down the number of
supplies. The location of the supplies will determine the length of cable required. This should
be minimized for the supplies of over 100 amperes, since the cable is heavy, bulky and costs
approximately $6.50 per foot. External shunts will be used for the readback function. For high
stability or accuracy requirements, DCCTs must be used. These supplies are programmed by
an analog input voltage, 0-10 vdc, and an interface will be required.
Magnet Type

Amps

Volts Watts

Model

Quantity

Dip A

458

2.47 1100

6T600

2

Dip B

500

3.24

1600

6T600

4

DipC

500

3.60 1800

6T600

3

DipD

100

0.80

80

7.5S115

5

Dip E

200

0.97

192

7.5T300

1

Dip A**

458

2.47

1100

6T600

4

Quad A

400

8.8

3500

10T500

18

Pair A

400

19.6

8000

20T500

17

5

9.8

50

ATR100B

32

Quad

e.

Transport Vacuum System

General: The transport vacuum system is an all-metal system designed to
reduce contamination of the superconducting linac. Pressure in the transport system adjacent
to the linac will be 2 x 10"10 Torr or less so there will not be a source of gas to the linac.
Monolayer formation time is 3 hours at this pressure. Average pressure in the 10"8 Torr range
is anticipated for the straight sections of the re-circulation lines. The entire transport system will
be baked-out (150-20Q°C).
The beam pipe through the quadrupoles will be stainless steel, circular 82 mm
QD, and 1.6 mm wall thickness. The dipole magnet vacuum chamber will have a rectangular
cross-section with internal height of 35 mm. Copper sealed conflat flanged joints will be used
throughout. Standard ultra-high vacuum cleaning procedures will be followed to achieve the
required clean vacuum conditions.
Gun to Linac
The gun-to-Unac transport line will have differential pumping so that (possibly)
high pressure (up to 10* Torr during arcing) at the gun does not effect the linac entrance
pressure requirements of IQ"10 Torr. The differentially pumped section will consist of closely
spaced sputter-ion pumps separated by low conductance beam tubes 25 mm in diameter.
Pumps
Experience has shown that a non-contaminating vacuum system of this type
can be achieved using a combination of sputter-ion pumps (SIP) and titanium sublimation pumps
(TSP); a sputter-ion pump for general pumpdown, for pumping noble gases and methane, and
titanium sublimination pumps for pumping hydrogen and achieving the required ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) at the ends of the superconducting linac rf cavities. Rough pumping and
pumping during bakeout will be done with an oil-free pump station consisting of a
turbomolecular pump in senes with a molecular drag and a diaphragm pump. These pump
stations are portable and will be used where needed. A total of four pump stations will be
needed. Two of them will be equipped with residual gas analyzer (RGA) tubes to facilitate
troubleshooting and leak testing.
Valves
All metal UHV gate valves will be used to isolate the gun, linac, rf cavities
and wigglers. These valves will incorporate rf shields to minimize instabilities caused by the
interaction between the electron bunches and the valve cavity. RF shields will also be installed
in all beam line bellows.
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In addition to the gate valves, fast beam shutters (10-20 msec operation) are
being considered for use at either end of the superconducting linac to prevent contamination the
linac in the event of an accidental vacuum failure in any of the transport lines.
Gauges
A number of cold cathode ionization gauges are to be installed on the rf
cavities; and on the transport lines. In addition to the obvious advantage of standardization, the
cold cathode gauge has no filament to burn-out and should require in less maintenance.
Two residual gas analyzers will be permanently installed in the transport lines,
one at either end of the Unac. They will be used to monitor contamination before opening the
beam line valves to the linac.
Bakeout
The entire transport line will be baked out to 150-200° C with an electrical
heater to provide a clean vacuum environment.
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6. Mechanical Systems
a.

Alignment

Precise positioning and location of magnetic components and accelerating cavities
is crucial to optimum operation of the UY FEL facility. The consequences of misalignment, relative
to Us severity, range from minor beam attenuation to complete beam disruption. Prudent planning
requires consideration of all factors relevant to accurate component placement, as follows:
*

Component positioning tolerances - This is a function of beam dynamics as a minimum, but
must also take into account limitations and tolerance inherent in mechanical factors.
Consequently, this specification is bounded by the beam integrity on the maximum side and
mechanical design limitations and measurement accuracy on the minimum side. Positional
tolerances thus determined for the UV FEL magnetic components and accelerating cavities are
as follows:
Dipole
Magnets

Quadrupole
Magnets

Accelerating
Cavities

Wigglers

vertical, mm:

+/- 0.2

+/-0.1

+/- 0.3

+/-0.1

horizontal, mm:

+/- 0.3

+/-0.1

+/- 0.3

+/-0.1

longitudinal, mm: + /- 1.0

+/- 1.0

+/-3.0

+/- 1.0

angular, mrad

+/- .10

+/- 1.0

+/- 0.05

+/- .05

Component design tolerances - Tight dimensional tolerance of component subassemblies and
details will reduce the effective lower bound of positional tolerance. Components for the UV
FEL will be designed with mechanical tolerances (which relate to beam nominal axis position)
as small as reliably achievable, within the current state of the, art.
Component design for positioning - All UV FEL components requiring positional alignment will
have manual adjustment designed-in to the component/support assemblies to permit precise
positional refinement both initially and as required subsequent to initial placement, in all
relevant directions. All magnetic components are designed with built-in pads to accommodate
surveying targets. The pads are precision machined to accurately locate the magnetic axis from
external targets. These locators are used for both initial placement and periodic verification.
Magnetic measurement - Accurate measurement of the magnetic axis for all magnetic
components is fundamental to the system's operation. Dipoles and quadrupoles will be
magnetically mapped using rotating coils and precision measurement tools, technology which
is mature at BNL. Accelerating cavities axes are defined geometrically by their symmetry to
an acceptable degree of accuracy. Magnetic mapping of the wigglers, on the other hand.

requires development of customized procedures to achieve the required linearity of their
magnetic axes, 50 microns over their entire lengths. The procedure will include Hall probe
mapping and laser alignment techniques. Some of the equipment required is commercially
available. The rest of the equipment and techniques will be developed at BNL.
*

Settling and creep - Components and component supports will be subjected to a variety of
internal and external loads. These loads will tend to vary from component to component
resulting in differential drifting from the initial reference beam axis, thus reducing the margin
between operating beam position and unacceptable beam attenuation. In addition, the foundation
supporting the entire facility is subject to settling over time.
Such settling is unlikely to be uniform, thus tending to further degrade component positioning
tolerance. To minimize the effects of settling and creep, these factors will be carefully analyzed
during the design of the facility's foundation, component support members, and load
distribution.

*

Initial installation positioning and placement - Accurate measurement for component placement
requires skilled measurement (technician) and precision (machine). BNL surveying technicians
with ample experience in measurement and positioning of accelerator components will be
assigned to the initial positioning and installation and subsequent surveys. Acquisition of stateof-the-art surveying equipment (described below) will minimize precision error.
BNL proposes to acquire an integrated computerized surveying system to be utilized for the
installation and subsequent surveys of the UV FEL components and assembly. The system,
MANCAT by Leica Heerbrug AG, utilizes two or more (3 are proposed) theodolites actively
communicating with a PC and dedicated software. The system allows for fast, accurate,
repeatable measurements from multiple targets, permanent records, and data exchange
capability using ASCII files. Records obtained from initial installation can be compared to
subsequent surveys automatically to aid in system diagnostics and corrective actions.
The MANCAT system will be utilized to accomplish all major surveying efforts for the UV
FEL equipment as follows:

*

Major components will be rough positioned with preprogrammed coordinates from design
calculations, referenced to fixed facility monument(s). These coordinates are located
conventionally using the theodolites, optical levels, distomats, etc.

*

A reference plane (nominal beam plane) and reference component targets are established (three
points fix the reference plane).
Computer routines then determine the smooth path position for all components and the
corresponding position for their targets.
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The calculated data is then transferred to the theodolites such that each position ca be matched
to its optimum.
Subsequent surveying operations can compare each component target to its initial position
referenced to the site monument(s) and automatically referenced to the initial reference plane
and to an automatically generated updated reference plane (new nominal beam plane based on
target measurements for all components).
The specific advantages of the proposed measuring system are as follows:
Equipment accuracy (.003 mrad with 0.001 mrad resolution), with achievable positional
accuracy consistently better than + / - .001" in all directions.
Automated positional calculation, eliminating manual data conversion error.
Automatic record keeping, with automatic comparison among surveys.
Automatic compensation for changes to nominal beam plane, due to differential drifting of
components (i.e. creep and settling).
Automatic conversion of target positioning from absolute (with respect to monument(s) to
relative (with respect to nominal beam path).
The MANCAT system is expected to manifest its benefits in the form of increased UV FEL
availability. Reduced installation and tuning time, reduced scheduled maintenance down-time,
and improved fault isolation will maximize system operating time. In addition, data collected
by the system can be exported intact to tracking and simulations to improve maintenance
planning and future system modifications.
After the alignment of the beam axis to all component magnetic axes has been accomplished
the alignment of the FEL seed lasers to the beam and wigglers must be achieved. Specifications
indicate that the laser axis must be coaxial with the electron beam in the wiggler to wiihin 80
microns. This will be accomplished by first aligning the laser to the wiggler magnetic axis by
transferring coordinates from the wiggler targets, then fine tuning the position by active beam
and laser tests until optimum alignment is achieved.
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7. Shielding and Radiation Safety
a.

Radiation Qutside Building Perimeter

The location of the accelerator and wigglers in the basement level is an optimum
choice in terms of isolation of the primary 250-MeV beam from non-radiation workers and the
general public for whom current BNL radiation limits are 25 mrem/year.1 For the present analysis
the peak operating intensity is taken as 2-nC/pulse at the 10-kHz rep rate which gives a maximum
average beam current < I > r a = 20 MA. For a worst case accident involving beam dumped into the
building perimeter, say failure of bending magnet B2 in Figure 1, the beam will stop in the south
foundation wall since the range of 250-MeV electrons in light elements2 is about 50 gm/cm2 and the
density of ordinary concrete is3 pc = 2.35 gm/cm3, giving range R = 21.3-cm. The resultant
electromagnetic cascade will be attenuated in the external sand fill along direction A in Figure 1.
The bremsstrahlung dose rate at the ground surface can be evaluated from the expression given by
the National Council on Radiation Protection4 (hereafter referred to as NCRP-51) as

(1)

1.67 10-W
where D l 0 (rad-m2/min) is the source dose rate index given by NCRP-51, App. E.I as Dj 0 (90°,
concrete) = 120 rad-m2/min. The distance d (meters) from the linac elevation of 1.4 m above the
basement floor to the ground surface is about d = 5.84 m from the Architect-Engineer's5 elevation
drawing A-6, and the shielding transmission ratio B* through soil of density p - 2.15 gm/cm3 can
be obtained from NCRP-51, App. E. 12 for the equivalent 534-cm of concrete as B, = 1.035 1 0 ' ' .
The factor of 1.67 10 s in Eq. 1 converts H to mrem/hr. Eq. 1 then gives the external ground
surface bremsstrahlung dose rate of only H l d x = 2.2 10"6 mrem/hr. A similarly negligible dose rate
for neutrons from photonuclear reactions generated by the bremsstrahlung can be estimated from
the methods of NCRP-51 where the neutron dose rate is given as6

ld

*

2.8 l

where the source fluence <f>o is estimated from the total (4ir) thick target yield Y of NCRP-51, App'.
F.3 as Y = 6 10 u neut/sec for < I > = 2 0 /xA and <j>o (90°) = 5 10"5 Y = 3 107 neut-m2/cm2-sec
from NCRP-51, App. F.4. The neutron shielding transmission ratio Bn can be obtained by
extrapolation of NCRP-51, App. F.6 for the soil thickness d = 5.84 m (1255 gm/cm2) using the
tenth-value layer (TVL) of TVL « 70 gm/cm2 from NCRP-51, App. F.10 to obtain Bn - 10 M
rem-cm2. The factor 2.8 10"7 in Eq. (2) converts H to mrem/hr. Eq. 2 then gives the completely
negligible neutron dose rate Hld.tt - 3 1013 mrem/hr. We can now consider beam losses within the
building under normal and accident conditions.
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b.

Normal Operations Beam Losses
Beam Dump and FEL Vault

Under ideal conditions the beam losses will be small along the entire beam path
and the full intensity < I > = 2Q fiA beam will be stopped in a range-thick (4.1 cm) Cu disk in a
Faraday cup at dump locations D t or D2 in Figure I following a 45° deflection in magnets BDj and
BD2. These should be permanent magnets since a failure would result in a primary beam dump in
the mirror vault - a controlled area which must be accessible to radiation workers when the machine
is operating. The beam dump will be sufficiently far off the axis of the UV beam from the FEL
that there will be no direct line-of-sighi from the dump through the photon beam pipe penetration
of the shielding wall. The bremsstrahlung dose rate in the mirror vault can be calculated from Eq.
I and the source dose rate index at 0° for a 250-MeV, < I > = 20 ^A beam in Cu of D10 (0°, Cu)
= 5.6 10s rad-nr/min from NCRP-51, App. E.I and E.3. The transmission ratio through the 6'7"
concrete shielding wall5 at a 45° slant angle, giving a 283.8 cm slant thickness, is obtained from
NCRP-51, App. E.8 as B, = 2 10"6 and the source to vault distance d = 5.85 m from Figure 1
results in a bremsstrahlung dose rate of Hld>x = i960 mrem/hr. This rate exceeds the BNL
administrative tolerance of 1250 mrem/year for radiation workers1 for an assumed 2000 hr/year
occupancy. To reduce the dose to one-half of the BNL tolerance, an additional attenuation factor
of 1.59 10~* is required. From Swanson's data7 the required lead thickness is 18 cm. The dose rate
from photoneutrons emanating from the Cu and Pb can be similarly computed from Eq. 2 and the
previously quoted source fluence <j>a in Section a. The perpendicular distance from dump D, to the
mirror vault is d = 4.146 m and the shielding transmission ratio through the 200.66 cm (472
gm/cnr) concrete wall is given by NCRP-51, App. F.6 as Bn = 5 10"15 rem-cm'. Eq. 2 then gives
the neutron dose rate of H U n = 0.031 mrem/hr which is an annual dose of 62 mrem for a 2000
hr/yr occupancy. Thus, the concrete wall thickness is adequate in the horizontal plane.
The experimental area directly above the beam dump on the first floor level
presents a greater challenge. This area is occupied by shops, labs and visiting scientists - badged
personnel subject to a 25 mrem/yr BNL administrative maximum dose. The bremsstrahlung source
dose rate index from NCRP-51, App. E.I is D10(90°) = 130 rad-irr/min and the transmission ratio
for the 200.7 cm concrete ceiling above the dump is, from NCRP-51, App. E-8, Bx = 1.5 10 4 .
The dose rate at a distance d = 3.96 m vertically above the dumps D, and D2 to the surface of the
first floor is, from Eq. 1, H l d x = 74.5 mrem/hr. To reduce the annual (2000 hr) dose to one-half
the BNL tolerance level requires an attenuation factor of 8.39 1Q"5 which, from Swanson's
attenuation data7, is achieved with about 19.5 cm of Pb. For neutrons the calculation is similar to
the mirror vault case previously considered and gives the dose rate from Eq. 2 of H l d n = 0.034
mrem/hr. The annual neutron dose of 68 mrem exceeds the BNL. tolerance; a reduction of this dose
to one-half the tolerance dose requires only a factor of 5.44 attenuation, which is accomplished using
Swanson's8 tenth-value-layer (TVL) thickness of concrete of TVL = 31 cm, with addition of 22.8
cm of concrete above the 19.5 cm of Pb.
During normal operation, access by radiation workers to the wiggler vault is also
required with the 20 ,uA electron beam traversing the other wiggler. If we assume a 1 % beam loss

along the beamline on the south and east side of the vault as well as the wiggler in use, the
bremsstrahlung dose rate through the wiggler vault shielding wall is given from Eq. 1 by scaling
the previously calculated source dose rate to D10 (90°) = 1.3 rad-m2/min, use of the same
transmission ratio B* = 1.5 10"\ and a distance d = 4.88 m from the beamline to the vault inner
wall. The resulting dose rate HWiX = .49 mrem/hr results in a lower annual (2000 hr) dose then
the BNL radiation worker tolerance level. The neutron contribution to this annual dose is negligible
" Hid,a = 0.45 mrem/yr from Eq. 2.
Bremsstrahlung from Gas Scattering in FEL
Electron scattering from the nuclei of residual gas (primarily hydrogen) atoms in
the vacuum pipe produce bremsstrahlung photons with a spectrum from the incident electron energy
Eo to zero. Bethe and Ashkin9 give the cross section for production of a bremsstrahlung photon of
energy k in the limit of total screening of the target nucleus by the atomic electrons (high energy
approximation) as
do
dk

IA

(3)

9 E

where Z is the atomic number of the target nucleus, a = Q2IHC = 1/137.0359895 is the fine
structure constant, ro = e2/mc2 = 2.81794092 10"13 cm is the classical electron radius, and E = E0-k
is the energy of the scattered electron. Following Tsai10 the small term E/9E0 can be neglected.
Also, using Bethe and Ashkin's definition of the radiation length Xo
-l

)J

(4)

where N is the number of target nuclei per unit volume, and the approximation for high Z targets
that Z(Z-f£) -» Z2 has been used since £ ~ 1.3 is a small correction factor, the cross section
expression Eq. 3 can be rewritten in the more compact form
do
k
1 (A _ 4
y=—
y + y
—
3
X0Nk (3
dk
The rate of photon production in a length of target material dx is then
dN..
dt

" M3

Y

(5)

dkdz

(6)

where r = x/Xo is the target thickness in units of radiation lengths and Nc is the rate of incident
electrons. To accurately compute the absorbed X-ray dose rate received by a person at the end of
the long beam pipe in the mirror vault downstream of the wiggler, it would be necessary to integrate
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the product of Eq. 6 and the fraction of the energy of the incident photons deposited per unit volume
in tissue. For present purposes we can approximate the dose rate by first computing the weighted
average photon energy in the spectrum of Eq. 5.

<k> = J kdaf | do = Et<J

(7)

where ym = k ^ / E ^ It is necessary to provide a low energy cut-off kmte to the bremsstrahlung
spectrum since Eq. 5 diverges as k -* 0. A reasonable (but arbitrary) choice of k,nin can be made
by inspection of the linear absorption coefficient /n* for a reasonable choice of metallic vacuum
window such as Cu which would be required in any case as the end of the UV beampipe both for
vacuum purposes and as a UV beam stop. Bethe and Ashkin12 show that the coefficient is rising
rapidly below k = 0.5 (me-), and we choose k ^ = 0.2 (me2) = 0.1-MeV here. Eq. 7 is given
in Figure 2 for this choice of k ^ , and results in an average photon energy for Eo = 250-MeV
electrons of < k > = 26.5-MeV.
The total rate of photons impinging on tissue at the end of the UV beampipe is
then given by integration of Eq, 6 over k and over the target length L of gas in the FEL and mirror
vault beampipe

fL5 t 1 - ^ - 4 d-y-) - 4 info.)]

t

±- N.

(8)

The incident electron beam intensity for < I > = 2 0 /*A is Nc = 1.2 10 u e/sec, the path length of
electrons through the wiggler to the beam dump deflecting magnet is taken from Figure 1 to be
about L = 2659 cm, and the radiation length in H2 can be evaluated from Eq. 4 and the density3
(STP) of p = 9 10"5 gm/cm3. At a typical operating pressure of 10"9 Torr the hydrogen atom density
is then N =• 7.105 !07/cm3 and Xo = 1.165 10!8 cm, giving a photon rate of N7 = 4.453 103/hr
incident on tissue. The rate at which these photons interact in a thickness Ax of tissue is

where ^ is the linear absorption coefficient (cm 1 ) and fix = y^p with fim the mass absorption
coefficient (enr/gm).
The radial extent of the photon flux can be estimated from the bremsstrahlung
angular distribution given by Bethe and Ashkin'3 in small angle approximation as
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(V2+^J

where here /x = electron rest energy me2, x = EO0, E = electron energy after scattering E0-k,
f ~ln(2EgE/Mk) and B is the polar angle between the incident electron and radiated photon. The
coefficient B can be evaluated by integrating Eq. 10 and comparison to Eq. 3. Bethe notes that
Sommerfeld has integrated the exact expression for d 2 a/d0dk to obtain the zero-screening result for
the spectrum dcr/dk; here we obtain Eq. 3 after dropping a small term 2E/3EO with the value of B

B

rcJfc
Eq. 10 gives the surprisingly simple result that the average angle in the bremsstrahlung angular
distribution is <0> = /x/Eo, independeut of k. If we assume that 1/2 of the interactions of Eq.
9 occur within a circle of radius R = d < 0 > where the mean distance from the bremsstrahlung
source is taken as the distance from the midpoint of the wiggler to the exit window in the mirror
vault, d = 4513 cm, then R = 9.223 cm. The energy deposition rate in tissue (assumed H2O with
p = 1) within a volume irR2Ax for photons of mean energy < k > = 2 6 . 5 MeV can then be
obtained from Eq. 9 and the total mass absorption coefficient of water, / ^ = 0.017 cm2/gm given
by Bethe and Ashkin1*. The photon entrance dose rate is then computed from the definition 1 Rad
= 100 ergs/gm as
Dx = 1.201

10"4 mrem/hr.

(12)

which is clearly negligible even for a 2000 hr/year occupancy. Eq. 12 is clearly an upper limit
since the energy loss absorption coefficient ^ E is less than the total absorption coefficient /xm used
here. The calculations of Chapman15, reproduced here as Figure 3, show that, at k = 1-MeV, /*E/jum
= .44. However, at higher energies the results of Hubbell16 as quoted by the Particle Data Group3
show that ME approaches fxm at higher energies; for light nuclei such as H and C, nv/fxm = .75 at
k = 10 MeV.
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c.

Radiation from Accidental Beam Losses
Gas Bremsstrahlung from Vacuum Accident

If the end window of the mirror vault is punctured or a window in one of the
mirror boxes breaks, an atmospheric shock wave will propagate down the wiggler beam pipe and
into the linac before the linac RF turns off due to overload. If we assume that the shock wave
travels at sonic velocity - 10s cm/sec, the beam will stay on for - 1 2 7 msec and the bremsstrahlung
production rate, Eq. 8, will increase by the ratio of the radiation length in air to that in vacuum.
With3 Xo (air, STP) = 30420 cm, the multiplicative factor is 3.83 1013 and the dose rate of Eq. 12
increases to
Dx = 4.60

10* mremjhr.

<l3>

The resulting dose during the effective time interval of - 81.6 msec that the beam is traversing the
air-filled wiggler beam pipe is then Dx = 104.1 rem. To reduce this dose to 1/2 of the annual BNL
administrative limit, an attenuation factor of 166.6 is required and can be realized using Swanson's
attenuation curve7 for Pb with tn -- 10.2 cm at the end of the beampipe. The radiation emerging
through the side of the pipe from Compton scattering of the bremsstrahlung will be negligible.
Radiation from Bending Magnet Failures
Clearly, if maintenance personnel are to be permitted access to wiggler vault 1
^Figure i) with normal operating beam in vault 2, the power supply for magnet B5 must be locked
out and interlocked to the electron gun. Similarly, access to wiggler vault 2 requires lockout of
power supply B6. In the latter case, radiation accidents could occur from mis-setting of magnets
B4 or failure of B5. In these cases, the primary beam would target on the backleg iron and the
resultant bremsstrahlung beam would penetrate the concrete shield wall. We assume that these 45°
bends will use H- magnets of the type used in similar applications at this laboratory, with an iron
backleg thickness of 6 cm. The resulting slant thickness of 8.48 cm is longer than the 4.45 cm
range2 of 250 MeV electrons in iron. The distance from the target point is d = 3.17 m and the Xray attenuation factor Bx = 2 10"6 is the same as for the dump discussed in Section b, as is the X-ray
source strength of D10(0°,Fe) = 5.6 10s rad-m2/min. The resulting X-ray dose rate in vault 2 is,
from Eq. 1, H ld x = 6674 mrem/hr. Since this is an accident situation, an occupancy factor of 20
hrs/yr is reasonable; thus, to reduce the annual dose to 1/2 of the 1250 mrem/yr BNL tolerance
level, an attenuation factor of 213.6 is required which, from Swanson's curves7 would require tpb
= 10.9 cm in the 0° direction at B4 and B5. No credit is taken for the remaining 4 cm of Fe in
the magnet backleg. In the above analysis of the accidental dump in magnet B6, it is assumed that
the aperture through the shield wall into vault 2 is sufficiently small so that there is no line-of-sight
from the target point into the vault. A similar situation pertains for the shield wall penetration into
vault 1 in the event of failure of the lockout procedure for B5. Since, from Figure 1, it is seen that
there are three quadrupole magnets in the shield wall to wiggler vault 2, the aperture of this
penetration through the shield wall is appreciable and should be packed around the beampipe with
lead and concrete to fill the available space. (See discussion of Maximum Credible Accident for
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further comments on the vault wall penetrations). For photoneutrons from a beam dump in the yoke
of magnets B5 and B6, the source fluence 4>0 = 3 107 neut-m2/cm2-sec. is as given in Section a and
the neutron attenuation factor Bn = 5 10"15 rem-cm2 is as given in Section b through the 6'7"
concrete wall. The distance from the dump point in B6 to the interior of vault 2 is d = 2,44 m and
Eq. 2 then gives a dose rate of H l d n = 0.90 mrem/hr. For a 20 hr/yr accident the resulting dose
of 18 mrem is well below the BNL radiation worker tolerance; thus no additional 0° concrete shield
is needed.
In the vertical direction above magnets B5 and B6, the bremsstrahlung source
dose rate function is the sanv, value D10 (90°) = 130 rad-nvVmin used in Section b for the beam
dump, as is the bremsstrahlung shielding transmission ratio Bx = 1.5 10"4 through the 6'7" concrete
ceiling and the distance d = 3.96 m from the source point to the surface of the first floor
experimental area. Thus, without credit for the attenuation of the iron yoke of the magnet, the Xray dose rate at the experimental hall floor is the same value HldiX = 74.5 mrem/hr. Assuming that
the H-magnet will be similar to that employed in the NSLS 200-MeV linac project,17 the magnet will
provide 14.75 cm of iron above the source point and the linear absorption coefficient for Fe
(actually Cu) from Bethe and Ashkin12 of jt, = 0.3 cm 1 results in an additional attenuation factor
exp(mt) of 83.5 in the iron. The resulting X-ray dose rate of H, dx = 0.89 mrem/hr gives an annual
dose of 17,8 mrem for a 20 hr/yr accident which is less than the BNL non-radiation worker
tolerance. The photoneutron dose rate from this accident without credit for neutron attenuation in
the iron yoke is also identical to that calculated in Section b above the beam dump, H l d a = 0.034
mrem/hr which is negligible for a 20 hr/year accident. Thus, no additional shielding is needed
above any transport line magnets in the facility.
Although the present discussion is not a comprehensive analysis of all possible
accidents, we should consider one additional accident situation involving a failure of magnet Bl of
Figure I and the resultant dose rate at Gate 1 from the Eo = 90-MeV electron beam dump in the
magnet yoke. The bremsstrahlung source dose rate index from NCRP-51, App. E-l is D10
(90°,Fe,90 MeV) = 80 rad-nr/min, and the distance from the dump point to Gate 1 is d = 3.415
m. With no shielding between these points, the X-ray attenuation transmission ratio Bx = 1 and Eq.
1 gives the dose rate H IlU = 4.11 105 mrem/hr. The additional attenuation from the 6 cm iron
backleg yoke of magnet Bl from Swanson's attenuation graph7 reduces this dose rate to 1.23 105
mrem/hr. Thus, we would be required to add additional Pb shielding along the outside of the
magnet to protect personnel at the gate. However, since such accidents could occur at numerous
other points in the vicinity of the gate, it would be impractical to shield the entire beam transport
to avoid over exposure at the gate. We recommend that the security gate be relocated to the first
floor level so that the stairwell area forms a reentrant maze with no line-of-sight to the linac beam
transport area in the basement. Similar comments apply to Gates 2 and 3 of Figure 1.
Maximum Credible Radiation Accident
We regard the possibility of primary beam transport into the wiggler vault while
maintenance personnel are occupying the area as a life-threatening accident. Such an occurrence
would require the failure of the hard-wired interlock indicating lockout of the B5 anu B6 power
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supplies, or disabling the interlock for power supply maintenance - essentially a failure of
administrative procedures. It would be advisable to provide a redundant interlock from radiation
monitors such as Ml, M2 and M3 of Figure 1, hard-wired to turn off the electron gun if radiation
in the vault exceeds pre-set levels. However, such "soft" interlocks are not fail-safe, and it is the
policy of this Laboratory not to rely on such devices in potentially lethal radiation areas. We
strongly recommend that fail-safe, interlocked beam shutters be installed in the beamlines leading
to the wiggler vaults. The effective iron thickness of a shutter in the wall penetration into vault 1
can be calculated from the 0Q source dose rate index given in Section b as D10(0°,Fe) = 5.6 10s
rad-nr/min, the distance d = 2.007 m through the wall, and the zero attenuation transmission ratio
Bx = 1. Then Eq. 1 gives an X-ray dose rate of H l ( U = 8.325 1Q9 mrem/hr in the wiggler vault.
To reduce the resulting 20 hr/yr accident dose to 1/2 of the BNL tolerance for radiation workers,
we use the attenuation factor B, for Fe from Swanson's curve7 together with the tenth-value-layer
(TVL) ior X-rays in Fe given by Swanson18 as TVL (Fe) =* 85 gm/cm2 = 10.8 cm to obtain an
overall Fe thickness of tFe = 96.3 cm for the shutter. For photoneutrons generated by the full beam
dump in the shutter, the previously quoted neutron source fluence in Section a of # 0 =3 1Q7 neutm 2 /cnr-sec is used in Eq. 2 with d = 2.007 m and the zero-thickness dose equivalent index per unit
neutron fluence from NCRP-51, App. F-6 of Ba (t=0) = 3.5 10 8 rem-cm2 to get an unshielded
neutron dose rate in the wiggler vault of H Mn = 9.31 10s mrem/hr. The above-quoted 96.3 cm of
Fe required for X-ray shielding will, using the most conservative value of the TVL for neutrons in
iron quoted by Swanson19 as TVL = 330 gm/cm2 = 41.93 cm, reduce the neutron dose rate in the
vault to H 1(U = 5990 mrem/hr which is still too large for radiation workers. Thus, additional
concrete shielding is needed. The neutron dose in wiggler vault 1 from a 20 hr/yr accident can be
reduced to 1/2 the BNL annual tolerance dose with the addition of t = 74.6 cm of concrete in the
beam line downstream of the iron.
A beam shutter of the size discussed above through the wall penetration into
wiggler vault 2 is clearly not possible since, in Figure 1, it is seen that this penetration is occupied
by three quadrupole magnets. However, there is space in the beamline upstream of magnet B6 to
accommodate a compact lead beam stop. Following the procedure used for the beam dump
calculation of Section b, we note first that the range of 250-MeV electrons2 in Pb is R (250-MeV
e", Pb) = 2.13 cm. The bremsstrahlung source dose rate index in the forward direction from this
target is, from NCRP-51, App. E.I and E.3, D10 (0°, Pb, 250-MeV e ) = 8 105 rad-m2/min for the
< I > = 20 nA beam, and the transmission ratio through the 6'7" vault concrete wall with a slant
thickness of 283.8 cm is, from NCRP-51, App. E.8, the same value of B* = 2 10 6 as in Section
b. The distance from the beam stop to the inside surface of the vault wall is d = 4.39 m. Then
Eq. 1 gives an X-ray dose rate in the vault of HId x = 4971 mrem/hr. For a 20 hr/yr. accident the
total X-ray dose would then be 99.43 rem. To reduce this dose to 625 mrem, 1/2 the BNL annual
administrative tolerance, requires an attenuation factor of 6.29 10"3 which, from Swanson7, is
accomplished with 10.2 cm of Pb shielding. Thus the total beam stop thickness for X-rays is tn =
12.3 cm. For photoneutrons, the 0° dose rate through the concrete wall is even smaller than the
negligible rate calculated for the beam dump in Section b, since the accident occupancy time here
is a factor of 100 smaller than that used for the beam dump calculation. Thus no additional concrete
neutron shielding is needed. In the vertical direction through the 6'7" concrete ceiling to the
experimental area first floor level, the X-ray dose rate is the same value of H,dx (90°) = 74.5
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mrem/hr, as in Section b. A 20 hr/yr. accident then would result in an annual dose of 1490 mrem
whi'h requires an attenuation factor of 8.4 IO"J to reduce the dose to 1/2 the BNL non-radiation
worker tolerance. This attenuation is accomplished7 with 9.8 cm of Pb. For photoneutrons, the
results of Section b show the concrete roof is adequate without additional concrete above the beam
stop. It should be noted that the compact lead beam stop discussed above would be an adequate
substitute for the more elaborate iron-concrete shutter previously described for wi^gler vault I if
space exists between bending magnets B4 and B5.
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B. FEL
1. Calculation for the Subharmonically Seeded Single Pass FEL
a.

Introduction

The development of a high power UV free electron laser (FEL) operating in the
wavelength range from 300 nm to 100 nm or shorter could have a significant impact on experimental
studies of photo-induced processes in chemistry, physics and biology1. The design of such a device
using an input seed laser and an FEL amplifier was recently discussed2. Here we present an
analysis of a subharmonically seeded single pass FEL utilizing two wiggler magnets separated by
a dispersion section (see Figure 1, Scheme 2). To be specific, suppose the seed to be laser light
at 300 nm. A first wiggler this bright is used to energy modulate the electron beam. It is followed
by a dispersion section to produce spatial bunching, and a second wiggler to resonate with light at
to 100 nin. Upon passing through the second wiggler the prebunched electron beam radiates
coherently, and as it propagates, this radiation is exponentially amplified. Finally, a tapered section
is used to extract additional power from the electron beam. Thus, we can achieve pulses of duration
v io psec with 1 mJ per pulse in 10 4 bandwidth, with continuously tunable wavelength in the range
100-300 nm.
We assume an electron pulse at 250 MeV and UP to IS ps long from a linac
housing a laser driven photocathode RF gun. The electron beam has a peak current of 300 amp,
normalized emittance (rms) 8 mm-mrad, local energy spread 0.1% FWHM, and global energy
spread 0.3%. This set of electron beam parameters (see Table 1, column 3) has been realized in
the recent Los Alamos high brightness injector experiment except that the beam energy3 was only
15 MeV. Later in Section 2.B, we will explain the concept of the local energy spread, and show
that the assumed 0.1 % local energy spread is a conservative estimate.
The FEL consists of an initial 2 m long wiggler resonant to 300 nm, a dispersion
section of length 20cm and 2.8 k gauss magnetic field, and a second wiggler resonant to 100 nm
of length l l m . The interaction of the 300 nm, 4.2 MW seed pulse with the electron beam produces
an energy modulation of 300 nm. This energy modulation is converted in the dispersion section into
spatial bunching having a strong third harmonic component at 100 nm. When the coherently
bunched beam enters the second wiggler magnet, coherent generation of 100 nm radiation rapidly
occurs within the first meter. The radiation has a characteristic quadratic dependence on distance
traversed in the wiggler. There follows a transition to exponential growth which continues until 7
m into the wiggler where the 100 nm radiation approaches saturation. At this point the tapering
begins, leading to large energy extraction from the electron beam. The three distinct stages in the
second wiggler (the quadratic "superradiance" growth, the exponential growth, and the quadratic
growth in th.e tapered section) are shown clearly when the radiation power is plotted along the
. wiggler Length as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Radiation power vs. distance in the second wiggier of the 300 nm seeded FEL for LANL
gun parameters.
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In the following, we discuss the detailed analysis of the physical processes in the
different sections of this device, analytical and numerical calculations, and the parameter
optimization.
The idea of using two wigglers, with the second wiggler resonant to one of the
harmonics of the first, has been proposed by Bonifacio and Scharlemann for the generation of UV
radiation at the several megawatt level4. In their approach, the first wiggler is long enough to reach
saturation and produce strong spatial bunching, which is rich in harmonics. The second wiggler
immediately follows the first, using the bunched beam to generate coherent "superradiation." This
radiation reaches saturation at a few megawatts at about two meters into the second wiggler. We
introduce the following modifications:
1.

We significantly shorten the first wiggler, and control the input laser power so
that the maximum energy modulation is about equal to the energy spread, but still
far away from saturation.

2.

We introduce a dispersion section between the two wigglers, and optimize the
dispersion strength to generate maximum harmonics in the spatial bunching as in
a transverse optical klystron.*

3.

We extend the second wiggler so that there is an exponential growth after the
initial "superradiation." This is possible because of the proper control of the
energy modulation in the first wiggler. If the energy modulation is too small, the
harmonic component in the spatial bunching after the dispersion section is too
small even when the dispersion strength is optimized. If the energy modulation
is too large, on the other hand, it behaves as an equivalent energy spread in the
second wiggler, and reaches saturation is reached too early, without achieving
exponential growth after the "superradiance" section. In addition, the number of
electrons trapped in the bucket in the tapered section is reduced, and energy
extraction efficiency drops.

4.

At the end of the exponential section, near but before saturation, we start
tapering the magnetic field. This allows a much larger energy extraction, to
achieve the level, of one hundred megawatts at the end of the tapered section.

Before we selected this subharmonically seeded single pass FEL, we considered
other configurations, starting from the oscillator configuration. In the case of an oscillator, it is
difficult to achieve output power of the same level as the radiation power inside the cavity, because
there is no Q-switch in this wavelength range to carry out a cavity dump. Kence the output can only
be realized by output coupling. Therefore, to achieve output power in the level of hundreds of
megawatt, the inside cavity radiation power should be much higher, putting very stringent
requirements on the mirror damage thresholds for the cavity. To avoid this difficulty, we
considered the "master oscillator power amplifier" (MOPA) configuration.6 The result of our
estimate was that the sum of the wiggler lengths inside and outside the cavity would be 17 m to
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achieve the radiation power of 1 mJ within 3 ps. using a set of electron beam parameters based upon
an earlier Advanced Test Facility (ATF) gun design at BNL (see Tabie i, column i).
The oscillator configuration requires an electron beam time structure with each
macro-pulse comprised of a train of hundreds of micro-pulses. To satisfy the output frequency
stability requirement, which is critically important for a user facility, this configuration requires very
high energy stability between micro pulses. Therefore, we considered instead the seeded single pass
FEL as shown in Figure 1 (Scheme 1). Using harmonic generation from a conventional laser by
nonlinear media (e.g., gas cell), it is possible to achieve continuously tunable UV radiation of a few
hundred watts with a pulse length of a few ps2. This seed is amplified in an exponential growth
section to near saturation before tapering. We used an analytical tool developed recently to analyze
this process. The growth rate in the exponential section was calculated in terms of a universal
scaling gain function, which incorporated the energy spread, emittance, and the focusing of the
electron beam, and the diffraction and guiding of the radiation7. The high speed of this method
made it particularly easy to optimize the parameters for the wiggler and the electron beam. The
estimate on the start-up, the saturation, and the tapering are based on a one-dimensional analysis.
Our analytical estimate using the ATF gun parameters and optimized wiggler parameters give the
total wiggler length as 21 m to achieve the 1 mJ radiation energy for a 3 ps pulse. This estimate
of the output power, even though only a crude one, was later found to agree with numerical
simulation within 30% using a code TDA provided by J. Wurtele8.
The required wiggler length is comparable with that required for the oscillator
configuration. However, the seeded single pass FEL h-is many advantages. The output bandwidth
is controlled by the input seed, and is only limited by the pulse length, ard hence it is possible to
achieve a bandwidth of 10"*. Similarly, the frequency stability is also controlled by the seed, hence
the electron beam energy stability only influences the output intensity fluctuation, and the
requirement on the energy stability is largely relaxed. Another evident advantage is that the mirror
damage problem is eliminated. In addition, there is no need for a long train of micro pulses, the
electron beam could be made of individual micropuJses with very high repetition rate, as can be
achieved by a superconducting linac. Thus it is possible to achieve very good energy stability and
high average power.
Next, we proceeded to consider the possibility of using a 300 nm seed instead of
100 nm, because it is much easier to tune at this wavelength. This is the subharmonicaily seeded
scheme illustrated in Figure 1 (Scheme 2), mentioned earlier. Using the ATF gun parameters, we
optimized both the 100 nm seeded and 300 nm subharmonicaily seeded cases. In Figure 3, we plot
the radiation power verses distance along the wiggler for both cases. This plot shows that, at first,
the subharmonicaily seeded scheme gives much larger output power because of the initial fast
generation of coherent radiation. However, since the energy modulation produces an effective
energy spread, its growth rate in the exponential section is lower, and finally the power of the 100
nm seed scheme surpasses it.
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The calculation was carried out by modifying the code TDA to include harmonic
generation. The modification has been checked by an analytical calculation, developed for an
one-dimensional model in the small energy spread limit.
These simulation results have been reported at the 12th International FEL
Conference in Paris2. During the conference, we obtained the new LANL gun parameters, based
on which we optimized our design parameters again. The results show that since the new
parameters have much higher current and longer pulse, the radiation power for the subharmonically
seeded case reaches the required level before the 100 nm seeded scheme catches up. Therefore, the
subharmonicaUy seeded single pass FEL is far superior for the new LANL gun parameters,
requiring much shorter wiggler length to achieve 1 mJ output.
In addition to this, the
subharmonically seeded approach provides the possibility of obtaining output at wavelengths shorter
than 100 nm.
In Section B.l.b, we describe our modification of the simulation code TDA to
include harmonic generation from a 300 nm seed. We then compare it with the simulation for the
100 nm seed. Next, in Section B.l.c, we describe an analytical one-dimensional model for the
subharmonically seeded single pass FEL in the small energy spread limit. This has been used to
check our modified version of Wurtele's TDA code. It also tends to explain in a more quantitative
way, why the energy modulation in the first wiggler should be about equal to the energy spread.
We conclude, in Section B. l.d, we conclude with a description of our parameter optimization using
the new LANL gun parameters.
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b.

Numerical Simulation and the System Parameters
The Code TDA

Our calculation is carried out by modifying the simulation code TDA, provided
by J. Wurtele." In this code, the electron motion is described three-dimensionally and the radiation
field is assumed to be axially symmetric.
The longitudinal motion is governed by the following differential equations
governing the change of the Lorentz facf >r 7 and the electron phase 0 = (k, + kjz-« 5 t;

(1)

dz

- - k

w

(2)

- k s
2

In these equations, the radiation field is characterized by the wavenumber k, = 2v/\, = w3/c, the
dimensionless vector potential rms value a, = eA,/mc and phase 4>3, while the wiggler field is
specified by the wavenumber k,, = 2T/X,, and dimensionless vector potential rms value ^ =
eBw/(>/2mck,v). For a planar wiggler, the Bessel factor [JJ] is given by:
2

[JJ\ = J
2(1 +

aj

"A

(3)
2

2(1 - a w)

For a helical wiggler it is necessary to substitute [JJ] = l. In Eq. 2, p,,p y are the transverse
momentum normalized by me, averaged over a wiggler period to cancel out the fast wiggler
oscillations. They evolve according to:

dpx _
1 8
dz
" 2 Y dx
dp, _
di

2

(4)

1 a _2
" 2 Y ~dy

(5)

where the wiggler field a,, has a transverse profile
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(6)
because we assume our wiggler is a planar wiggler with the pole faces shaped to produce equal
focusing in both horizontal and vertical planes.9 The equations for the averaged transverse position
are:

^
dz

=

E*t

& = £JI,
dz

(7)

Y

(8)

Y

These single-particle equations of motion are coupled to the Maxwell equations
written in terms of the slowly varying amplitude and phase and assuming a single frequency and the
paraxial approximation:

where Zu = 3770 is the vacuum impedance. On the right hand side, each of the N simulation
particles carries the partial current IQ/N. Since the code assumes axial symmetry, as and <£, are
functions of radius r = >/x2 + y2 only.
The TDA code uses the Runge-Kutta method to solve these coupled equations,
and find the particle position, momentum, and the radiation field, step by step, in the z direction.
The System Parameters
Before discussing our application of the code TDA and its modification to
introduce the harmonic generation, let us first consider the electron beam and wiggler parameters.
When we compare the 100 nm seed and the 300 nm seed configurations, we use a set of electron
beam parameters based on the ATF (Accelerator Test Facility at 3NL) laser driven photocathode
RF gun: Io =100 amp, en = 6 mm-mrad, and the FWHM energy read is 0.1%. This set of
parameters is conservatively selected to have less current than the ATF gun design current (160
amp).
Let us develop further the concept of local energy spread which determines the
gain in our calculations. During the passage of an electron bunch through the whole wiggler (about
1000 wiggler periods) its slippage distance is only 0.1 mm, as compared with the bunch length 2
mm for a 6 ps pulse. We call the energy spread within this slippage distance the local energy
II.B.l.b-2

spread. Since the energy spread of the electron gun is about 20 keV, and we do not expect this to
be significantly increased in the linac, we believe 0.1 % is a conservative estimate for the local
energy spread (at 250 Mev, 20 keV energy spread gives the fractional energy spread 0.008%). The
global energy spread, including the energy chirp within an electron bunch introduced by the wake
field and the curvature of the accelerating gradient in the linac, and the fluctuation between bunches,
will be taken into account as a detuning, as will be discussed later.
The total length of the wiggler is mainly determined by the power gain length LG,
the length of the wiggler for the radir iv-• jower to increase by a factor e. Therefore, the selection
of the system parameters she;«Ui start from the gain length calculation. The analytical tool we
developed for the rapid gain calculation7 is particularly convenient in the optimization procedure.
Our analysis gives a universal scaling gain function for the exponential growth regime. This method
takes into account the energy spread, emittance, and focusing of the electron beam, and diffraction
and optical guiding. The waterbag transverse electron distribution we use in the calculation is a
model that is widely used in many simulation codes, including TDA. For a detailed description of
this model and the solution for gain length, and parameter optimization, we refer to Reference 7.
The waterbag distribution has a uniform longitudinal density, and a uniform
distribution inside a four-dimensional sphere in the four dimensional transverse phase space R =
(x,y), R' = dR/dz = (x',y'). The transverse electron density has a parabolic profile within the
edge beam size RQ. Outside Ro, the density is zero. The electron beam's energy distribution is
gaussian, with average energy 7 O mc\ and rms spread
The static wiggler magnetic field has period length Xw and wavenumber kw =
ZTT/X^.
The resonant radiation frequency u, = k,c of the FEL is determined by k3 =
27o 2 kw/(l+a w 2 ), where a w =eB w V2k w mc) and Bw is the peak on axis magnetic field. We assume
a planar wiggler with parabolic pole faces providing equal natural focusing on both vertical and
horizontal plane with the betatron wave number9 ka = aj^ixf 2y).
When the electron beam is matched to the natural focusing, the beam distribution
remains invariant, and the edge beam radius RQ is related to the rms emittance e by:
e = (<x2><Jtf2>)lti = (<y 2 xy' 2 >) 1 / 2 = * ^ / 6 .

(10)

Our theory shows that the power gain length LQ can be expressed in a scaled
form. The scaled growth rate 1/(21^^0) is a function of the ratio of emittance over wavelength
k,e, the scaled energy spread a/D, the scaled focusing strength ^/(kJO), and the scaled detuning

1

2kLJ>

-o

D> kwD>

where D is a scaling parameter (a measure of transverse current):
with [JJ] defined by Eq. 3.
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\l/2

D =

—

[JJ\

The function G can be calculated by solving two coupled equations using
Newton's root finding routines. The results have been checked against the simulation codes
FELEX10 and FRED11 for several cases, and yield agreement to within 5%. For maximum gain,
the detuning can be chosen to be
(13)
which we found to yield near-maximum gain.
Let us now consider the optimization. The required radiation wavelength Xs is
specified as 100 nm, and we are given the set of electron beam parameters: current Io = 100 amp,
normalized emittance eB = ey = 6 mm-mrad, and a fractional FWHM energy spread of 0.1 %. If
we select a wiggler period \ , and an on-axis magnetic field Bw, the wiggler parameter a^, would be
determined, and through the resonance condition the electron beam energy would also be
determined. Following this prescription, the emittance e, the betatron wavenumber k,,, the scaling
parameter D, and the optimum detuning can all be calculated. Now all these parameters can be
substituted into the gain function G to obtain the
gain length LG.
For a given wiggler type, there is a relation between the wiggler period Xw and
wiggler field Bw. For example, we assume the wiggler to be of design with Nd-Fe-B magnet blocks
and vanadium-Permendur pole tips. The magnetic field is related to g/Xw (the gap-to-period ratio)
by Halbach's relation12 (g/X w <0.722):
Bw = 3.Utxp[-5.0Q(glXJ

+ I.54(g/Xw)2] .

(14)

w

Therefore, once the gap g is fixed, we can consider the gain length as a function of the wiggler
period Xw, and minimize it using our rapid calculation method. When we fix the wiggler gap at 4
mm, the gain length as a function of the wiggler period as plotted in Figure 4, giving the minimum
gain length LG = 1.1m at X^ = 1.75cm, with electron beam energy 250Mev, edge beam radius
0.3 mm, the wiggler peak-on-axis field 1.19 Tesla, and a^, = 1.37. This result is compared with
numerical simulation in Figure 5. The radiation power gain in logarithmic scale, as a function of
the wiggler distance, is shown as a straight line. The slope of the straight line gives the gain length
1.1 m, in agreement with the analytical result. The straight line intersects the vertical axis at a point
determined by the coupling between the input laser beam and the electron beam Because there is
a lethargy distance13 before the radiation starts to grow exponentially the power awe is flat near 2 = 0
as seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Power gain length as a function of wiggler period for ATF gun parameters.
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Figure 5. Radiation power vs. distance for a 100 nm seeded FEL with ATF gun parameters. This
plot is used to calculate the gain length from the simulation, and to test with the analytical result.
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Next, we consider the effect of the global energy spread. If the global energy
spread is within an electron bunch, as induced by wakefield or the curvature of the accelerating
field, its effect is that a part of the electron bunch with energy outside a certain energy detuning
bandwidth would contribute u>Ue to the output. On the other hand, if the energy spread is referred
to the energy fluctuation between bunches, and if the energy spread within a bunch is smaller than
the bandwidth, the effect would be an intensity fluctuation from pulse to pulse. The average
electron beam energy is selected to have the maximum gain at the input laser frequency. If the
electron beam energy deviates from this average energy, the wavelength for the maximum gain
would shift away from the input laser frequency, corresponding to a detuning reducing the gain.
When the deviation is within ±0.12%, the gain length varies between 1.1m and 1.4m. If we select
1.4 m as the gain length to design the system, the energy detuning bandwidth would be 0.24%.
Direct Amplification of the 100 nm Seed
Let us first consider the case of the UV seed at 100 nm. The FEL amplifier is
comprised of a 21 m constant period wiggler. The magnetic field is constant over the first 11 m
and the amplification in this section is exponential. The magnetic field is tapered quadratically over
the last IC m,

B... = Bh

(15)

with T) = 0.018, yielding an approximately quadratic power growth.
We optimized the position of the beginning of the tapered section, and- the
tapering coefficient r; by individually varying these quantities to find the maximum output power.
The input seed pube at 100 nm has a pulse length of 6 ps and an energy of 4 nJ corresponding to
a peak power of 700 watts, in a bandwidth AX/X = 10"*. We assume the laser beam is gaussian,
the beam waist is equal to the electron beam size, and coincides with it at the entrance of the
wiggler. In the exponential section, the power gain length is 1.1 m, and the amplified power after
11 m has reached 3.2 Mw, which is near but before saturation of the exponential process. In the 10
m tapered section, the power is increased from the initial 3.2 Mw to an output value of 160 Mw.
The exponential growth in the untapered section and the nearly quadratic growth in the tapered
section are shown in Figure 3.
These results have been compared with a one-dimensional estimate of saturation
in the exponential section and of the output power in the tapered section (see Appendix B). The
estimate predicts the starting position of tapering to be at 11.7 m, with saturation power of 3.2 Mw,
and the output power of 210 Mw at the end of the tapered section, in good agreement with the
simulation, considering the approximate nature of the estimate.

II.B.l.b-7

Modification of the Code TDA to Include Harmonic Generation
Now we consider the subharmonically seeded FEL process. The 300 nm seed
laser light interacts with the electron beam in the first wiggler resonant at 300 nm, it is amplified
by a factor of about 1.4, and produces an energy modulation in the electron beam with amplitude
about equal to the rms energy spread. The modulated electron beam then passes through a
dispersion section, where the electron energy modulation is converted into spatial microbunching.
With proper choice of the input laser power and dispersion section parameters the spatial density
modulation will have significant harmonic components. This bunched beam, when traversing the
second wiggler resonant at 100 nm, produces coherent 100 nm radiation. It experiences a rapid
power growth within a few meters, where U is composed of many modes, some exponentially
growing, and some oscillating or decaying. The fundamental guided mode dominates, and the
power grows exponentially until 8 m at which point it approaches saturation and tapering starts.
In the tapered section, a significant portion of the electrons are trapped into buckets and form
microbunches spaced by 100 nm. These microbunches again radiate coherently, and the power
grows quadratically until the end of the wiggler.
Now we discuss the modifications of the code TDA required to carry out the
calculation of the harmonic generation. For ATF gun parameters, the first wiggler should be 2.5
m long, have a period X,,, = 2.8cm, and peak magnetic field B wl = 1.14T. The. second wiggler
should have a period X*2 = 1.75cm. Its field should be Bw2 = 1.19T over the first 8 meters and
tapered over the last 12 m according to
fl

= 1.191-0.016

(16)

12

The parameters of the second wiggler are the same as those specified for the 100 nm seed case.
The first wiggler parameters were selected to give resonance to 300 nm, and to yield approximately
the same betatron wavelength as the second wiggler, hence the electron beam profile remains the
same in both the wigglers.
The initial seed pulse at 300 nm has a power of 1.5 Mw, and is focused to have
the beam waist coincide with the electron beam at the entrance with the same beam size. At the
end of the first wiggler, the longitudinal phase space (0,7) distribution is shown in Figure 6. The
energy is modulated with the peak to peak value of 2A7/7 * 1.6xlCT3, about equal to ihe energy
spread. We modified the code TDA to output the electron parameters x, y, p x , p y , 7,61 for all the
simulation particles into a file to be processed by a simulation of the dispersion section.
In the dispersion section, the parameters x, y, px, p y , 7 remain the unchanged,
but the longitudinal phases of different particles change with the variation proportional to their
deviation from the average energy. We assume the idealized dispersion section is divided into three
sections with total length Ld, the field is14
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Figure 6. Phase space (y,d) distribution at the end of the first wiggler for the 300 nm seeded FEL
with ATF gun parameters.
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BQ O s z < - ^
(17)

Biz) =

3L,

This configuration satisfies the condition that the first and second integrals over z of the magnetic
field vanish so as to have no transverse and angular displacements. However the particles with the
same longitudinal coordinate z but different energy have different transit time in the dispersion
section. The difference of the transit time is
A,

<*

(18)

A

dy
where A7 is the difference of the particle energy, and

(19)
dy

mVv3

48

This relation between transit time and energy converts energy modulation into coherent bunching.
Now we will rewrite this time-energy relation as the phase-energy relation at the entrance of the
second wiggler. The phase of particle j at the end of the first wiggler z, is

where tj, is the time of arrival. Correspondingly, at the entrance z> of the second wiggler the phase
is
(21)
The arrival time t^ at the second wiggler % is related to tj, by

*» '*»

%

(Y

>" Yo)

(22)

where to is a constant dependent on the position of the second wiggler. From (2.20-22) we obtain
the phase-energy relation in the second wiggler.
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CO

CO

(23)
e

Although we will not write out the specific expression for d0/d7 and 0O, we do point out that they
are dependent on the length and magnetic field of the dispersion section and the position of the
second wiggler, md independent of the particle index j . The ratio n s aj2/«i is equal to the harmonic
number 3 in our example. Our simulation gives d0/d7=O.33. For harmonic generation, the output
power is independent of 90, so we choose SoAfter determining 0 at the end of the dispersion section for all the particles, x,
y, p,, p y , 7, d for all the particles are written into a file as an input to the simulation of the process
in the second wiggler. The phase space distribution given in Figure 7 shows the enhancement of
the bunching introduced by the dispersion section. We modified the code TDA so that these particle
variables are used as initial conditions for the second wiggler (instead of the water bag model initial
distribution used at the beginning of the first wiggler). Since the 100 nm component of the radiation
field is generated by coherent micro bunching, the initial field a, is taken to be zero. Another
modification concerns the range of the phase 0. In the original code, it is modular from -ir to y,
and when the particle phase increases past x, the code automatically subtracts 2x to keep it within
the range. For third harmonic generation the phase range for the second wiggler must increase by
a factor 3, becoming -3x to 3x, as easily seen from (2.23). Physically this means that the electrons
distributed in one 300 nm wavelength now occupy three harmonic 100 nm wavelengths. In the
second wiggler, even though the fundamental radiation wavelength is 100 nm, the periodicity of the
electron distribution is 300 nm.
For the calculation in the second wiggler, we neglect the higher harmonics of 100
nm: 33 nm, 20 nm, etc., because the growth rate is smaller due to the more stringent requirement
on the emittance-wavelength ratio and different detuning of maximum gain as given by (2.13).
After the exponential growth section in the second wiggler, they are all dominated by the
fundamental guided mode at 100 nm. In the tapered section, the micro bunching on the 100 nm
scale becomes significant. In Figure 8, we plot the phase space distribution at the beginning of the
tapered section, near saturation of the exponential growth, and we see that the periodicity is still 300
nm, but 100 nm bunching is clearly visible. We also plotted the boundary of one separatrix to show
that a significant portion of the particles is trapped in a bucket. The modulation is rich in
harmonics, and there will be coherent spontaneous harmonic radiation. We expect the intensity of
higher harmonics to be much lower than at 100 nm, and they may be reduced easily by spatial
filtering since in the output beam these higher harmonics have smaller angular divergence than the
fundamental. We do not expect the existence of these harmonics to influence the accuracy of our
calculation of the 100 nm output power.
In Figure 3, we plot radiation power vs. the distance in the second wiggler. As
pointed out in the Introduction, the process is shown to be distinctly divided into three stages: the
coherent harmonic generation with quadratic growth, the exponential growth, and the energy
extraction in the tapered section with quadratic growth again. On the same figure, we also plot the
II.B.l.b-12
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Figure 8. Phase space distribution at the beginning of the tapered section.
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power of the 100 nm seed FEL as a comparison. In the first two meters, while its coherent
bunching is generating a rapid quadratic growth, the 100 nm seeded FEL is still in lethargy. But
after 2 meters, when it is in exponential regime, the slope in the case of harmonic generation is
smaller than the other, because there is an effective energy spread introduced by the energy
modulation in the first wiggler. As a result, the harmonically generated power grows slower, and
at about 18 meters, it is passed by the 100 nm seeded FEL. Finally, at the end of the wiggler, the
harmonically generated power is less. We will show that when we use the LANL new gun
parameters, we are working in the regime similar to the situation in Figure 3 at about 11 meters,
and the subharmonically seeded FEL is evidently superior.
Optimization of the Parameters
The parameters used in the examples have been optimized. The wiggler period
and electron beam energy have been selected based on the analytical calculation as explained in
Section B.l.b, The System Parameters. We now discuss further optimization of the input laser
power, dispersion strength, starting position of the tapering, and the percent of tapering the wiggler
field.
The input 300 nm laser power and the optimum dispersion section strength d0/d7
are closely related. For fixed laser power, the energy modulation at the exit of the second wiggler
is fixed, and there is an optimum dispersion strength for best microbunching and maximum
harmonic components. When the input laser power increases, and the energy modulation increases,
the corresponding harmonic components also increase. Hence increasing the input laser power
enhances the harmonic generation in the first 2 meters, but the exponential growth rate after the first
2 meters drops because of the larger effective energy spread resulting from the increased
modulation. Therefore, when we calculate the 100 nm radiation power at 5 meters into the second
wiggler, for a set of input laser powers and corresponding optimum dispersion strengths, we find
there is an optimum input laser power. For the example based on the ATF gun parameters, the
laser power is found to be 1.5 Mw with a dispersion strength of d0/d7=O.33. With these
parameters, the energy modulation (peak to peak) at the end of the first wiggler is 2A7/7 =
1.6xl0 3 , comparable to energy spread (FWHM) 0 . 1 % .
Next, the starting position of the tapering of the second wiggler is varied to
maximize the output power for both the 100 nm and 300 nm seeded cases. If the tapering is started
too early, the radiation power is too low so the trapping efficiency into the separatrix is low. But
if the tapering is started too late, the exponential growth saturates and eventually the radiation power
drops before the tapering starts, so the output power is reduced. Therefore there is an optimum
position. In Figure 9, for the 100 nm seeded case we plot the output vs. the starting position of the
tapering, with 1.8% tapering at 21 m.
Finally, the percent of tapering 17 is also varied to find maximum output for both
the 100 nm and 300 nm seeded FEL. Larger tapering gives larger energy extraction from the
trapped electrons, but more electrons are detrapped, so that even though at the end of the wiggler
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Figure 9. Output power vs. the starting position of the tapering, with 1.8% tapering at 21 m for
the 100 nm seed FEL.
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the bucket has a lower resonant energy, the number of particles in the bucket is small. There is a
tradeoff between these two trends. For the ATF parameters, for the 100 nm seeded case, we find
the optimum is the starting position at 11 m with a 1.75% tapering at the end of the wiggler. In
Figure 11 we plot the output vs. TJ with the tapering starting position fixed at 11 m. The phase
space distribution of electrons and one of the buckets at the end of the tapered section is shown in
Figure 10. This shows that with the optimized parameters, a significant portion of the electrons
have leaked out from the bucket at the end. The results of the parameter optimization for both cases
are shown in Table 1 (column 1,2).
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Figure 10. Phase space distribution at the end of the tapered section.
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Figure 11. Output power vs. r\ with the tapering starting position fixed at 11 m tor the 100 nm
seeded FEL.
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c.

One-Dimensional Analytical Model

To check the simulation, we developed several analytical models. As explained
earlier, the simulation for the exponential regime was checked against our analytical result with good
agreement. This not only tested the code, but also checked our selection of calculation parameters
such as the number of simulation particles, the longitudinal step size, the transverse mesh size, etc.
The tapered section was checked with a crude one-dimensional estimate, giving a correct prediction
of the length of the exponential section and tapered section necessary to achieve the required power
(see Appendix B and Section B. 1 .b, Direct Amplification). An accurate analytical calculation would
be difficult. To test the simulation of the harmonic generation and the following exponential
growth, for small initial energy spread, the one-dimensional problem can be solved analytically. By
increasing the electron beam size and reducing the energy spread until the growth rate approaches
the solvable one-dimensional limit, we have checked our modified version of the TDA against the
analytical solution. The full test of the exponential section, the one-dimensional test of our modified
TDA calculation of harmonic generation, and the one-dimensional estimate of the tapered section,
provide a reliable check of the whole simulation process, and a convenient way to estimate the
performance before the simulation.
We can solve the problem in the small energy spread limit, because in this case
only a very small energy modulation is enough to create strong microbunching in the dispersion
section. Then, after the first two gain lengths of coherent harmonic generation in the second
wiggler, the effective energy spread due to the modulation can be neglected, and the exponential
growth rate is the same as without energy spread. The criterion to determine whether the energy
spread is small is to compare it with the Pierce parameter p 1315 defined by
(2 P Y o ) 3 = e%nQal[JJ]2l2mckl

(I)

where n0 is the electron density. In one-dimensional theory, when the energy spread is very small,
and the detuning is zero, the power exponential growth is proportional to e x p ^ p k ^ z ) . For both
the 100 nm and 300 nm seed examples, the Pierce parameter in the exponential section is p =
1.29xlO'3, comparable to the energy spread. When the energy modulation is comparable or larger
than K, the analytical calculation is difficult, because the effective energy spread due to the energy
modulation has a rather complicated distribution. As can be seen in Figure 7, the period of the
modulation is 300 nm, so in the second wiggler it covers three 100 nm periods, each of which has
different energy distribution and remains different at the end of the second wiggler (Figures 8 and
10).
Now let us give the one-dimensional analytical description of this process. First
we describe the microbunching process for a beam with a gaussian energy distribution, and then we
proceed to the harmonic radiation generation and the exponential growth, for the case with small
energy spread.

II.B.l.c-1

Suppose that before entering the first wiggler, the electron distribution is gaussian
in energy and uniform in phase 6

/0(5Y) =

l

where 67 = 7-70. At the end of the first wiggler, there is an energy modulation A7 sin0. Then
the distribution function at the entrance to the dispersion section is

After passing through the dispersion section with dispersion strength d0/d7, the electrons of phase
6 will have a new phase 0 + 57d0/d0 + 0o, as described in Section B. l.b, Modification of TDA.
Hence the distribution function becomes

Atfi) =/ 0 (SY-AY sin(0 - f- SY-do)).

(4)

The integration of this distribution over energy yields the phase distribution, and
the Fourier expansion of this function gives the harmonic components of the density modulation
converted from the energy modulation5,

2
n=l

In this expansion, only the third harmonic component contributes significantly to the 100 nm
coherent radiation, because the second wiggler is resonant to this wavelength. The other
components can be neglected either because they are not resonant (e.g., the fundamental), or
produce radiation with much lower intensity and lower growth rate, dominated by the 100 nm
radiation, as explained in Section B.l.b, Modification of TDA. Therefore, we can consider that
there is only the 100 nm density modulation at the entrance of the second wiggler. It is easy to see
that its amplitude can also be expressed as twice the value j <e"in8j> | , which is called the bunching
factor:
1 2 i/dfl\ 2

* :

= 2|<«"*'>| = 2 e ~2 " ™ J > A Y — ) ,

where the harmonic number n = 3 in our example, corresponding to 100 nm.
The Bessel function factor represents the microbunching. In its argument, the
factor A7d0/d7 is the phase shift due to the energy modulation in the dispersion section. If this
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factor is much smaller than I, the microbunching would be reduced proportional to its n'th power.
Hence, d0/d7 must be comparable to WA7. The first exponential factor shows that the energy
spread erases the microbunching when o1d0/dy*>oJA'Y> 1, hence the energy modulation must be
larger or equal to the energy spread in order to have large harmonic components.
Therefore, if the energy spread is comparable to the Pierce parameter p, as is the
case for our examples, the energy modulation should be even larger. However, this in turn will
reduce the growth rate in the second wiggler, so the optimized value of energy modulation should
be comparable to the energy spread. Optimization utilizing computer simulation has confirmed this,
as explained in Section B. l.b, Optimization,
Now we consider the FEL process in the second wiggler. In the linear regime,
the FEL problem can be formulated as solving the initial value problem for the coupled Vlasov and
Maxwell equations, and a detailed discussion can bs found, for example, in reference 15. The
initial conditions include the input radiation field strength, and the electron distribution at the
entrance to the second wiggler. Since we are discussing the harmonic generation process, we take
the input 100 nm power to be zero. If we assume the energy spread is much smaller than p, then
the vnergy modulation can be selected to be comparable to the energy spread, but still much smaller
than13 p, so that the equations can be linearized. Therefore, we can solve this problem by assuming
zero energy spread, and a density modulation

dy
In the following, we present the results of this calculation, leaving a brief
description of the derivation to Appendix A. To compare with the simulation, it is convenient to
write the solution in the two asymptotic limits: pk*z < < 1, and pkwz > > 1. They correspond to
the "superradiance" and the exponential growth regimes respectively. The dimensionless vector
potential for the radiation field, as a function of distance z, is
(8)

where

An =

V

(9)

kflJM

In the first "superradiance" regime, the field grows linearly with z, so the power
grows quadratically. This is because the electron distribution has not changed very much in the
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short distance, and we can approximate this process as many rigid microbunches, spaced by integral
number of wavelengths, radiating coherently. After about one or two gain lengths (pk»,z> 1), the
energy modulation of the electrons induced by the 100 nm radiation becomes important, hence we
can no longer consider the microbunches as rigid, and the growth becomes exponential.
The results of Eq. 8 have been used to test our modification of the TD A code to
include harmonic generation. To test the code, we simulated a situation close to one-dimensional
approximation. We started from the set of parameters used for the 300 nm seeded FEL based on
the ATF gun design, as given in Sections B. l.b and B, l.d, but increased the current and beam cross
section proportionally by a factor 16 so that the current density remained the same as before, but
the radiation beam size was sufficiently large to justify neglecting the diffraction. Next, we set the
emittance to zero and the fractional energy spread ajy = 3xlQ'5 so that it was much smaller than
the Pierce parameter 7. Then, to maintain a parallel beam with a finite but longitudinally invariant
electron beam profile for zero emittance, we set the transverse wiggler field to be constant
transversely, so that there was no focusing effect. The input 300 nm laser beam was assumed to
have very large beam waist and Rayleigh range so that it could be taken as a plane wave. Under
these circumstances, the electron beam energy was taken to be 7 = 502.63, the wiggler period 1.75
cmwitha,, = 1.37, and the Pierce parameter p-1.29xlQ" 3 . We adjusted the input laser power such
that the energy modulation A7 = 0.016 at the end of the first wiggler was comparable to the energy
spread ay = 0.015, but A7/7 = 3.2xlO s < < p, thus the effective energy spread due to this energy
modulation in the second wiggler could be ignored. The dispersion section strength was chosen to
be d0/d7=3O, giving the maximum phase shift 3A7d0/d7=1.44, and the phase shift due to energy
spread 3a 7 d0/d7 = 1.35. Thus the bunching factor
1

' *'

= 0.022.

With all these provisions, we obtained good agreement with the analytical result
Eq. 8. In Figure 12, we plot the logarithm of the on-axis radiation field a,, (divided by the constant
Ao), verses the scaled wiggler distance pk^z, and 1-D result of Eq. 8. In this plot, the
"superradiance" regime is represented by a logarithmic curve, and the exponential growth section
by a straight line.
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Figure 12. One-dimensional calculation checked with simulation.
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dL A Design Example
Now let us consider the design based on the LANL gun parameters. As explained
in the Introduction, we assume an electron pulse length 15 ps from a Unac with a laser driven
photocathode RF gun. The electron beam has a peak current of 300 amp, normalized emittance
(rms) 8 mm-mrad, local energy spread 0.1% FWHM, and global energy spread 0.3% (see Table
1, column 3). As discussed in Section B. 1 .b, The System Parameters, the assumption of 0.1 % local
energy spread is a conservative estimate. Because the current is higher and the pulse length is
longer than what has been discussed in Section B.l.b, The System Parameters, the required wiggler
length to achieve 1 mJ pulse energy becomes much shorter, and we can consider relaxing the
requirements on the wigglers. We assume the wiggler is of a SmCo5 magnet type rather than
Nd-Fe-B, because it has less temperature dependence and better resistance to radiation damage. The
on-axis magnetic field, with a 92% contingency factor, is given by Halbach's relation12:

Bw = 0.92 x 3.16 expl-SAKglkJ+l.ZiglXJ1].

(1)

w

To reduce the effect of the wake field in the vacuum chamber the wiggler gap is increased from 4
mm to 6 mm.
The first step of design is to optimize the wiggler period by minimizing the gain
length for the exponential section of the second wiggler. Using the analytical method, as discussed
in Section B.l.b, The System Parameters, we find the optimized parameters: wiggler period Xw2 =
2.2cm, with maximum on-axis magnetic field B ^ = 0.75 Tesla and aw2 = 1.09, electron beam
energy 7=490, edge beam size R o =0.47 mm, and the power gain length LG = 1.07 m at 100 nm.
Next, the period and magnetic field of the first wiggler (the modulator) are chosen to be resonant
to 300 nm, and with approximately the same betatron wavelength. The result gives a wiggler period
of Ki = 3.5 cm, with Bw, = 0.76 Tesla and a*, = 1.77.
After selecting the wiggler parameters, we optimize the input 300 nm laser power
and the dispersion strength by finding the maximum radiation power at a few gain lengths into the
second wiggler, in the exponential regime. We assume the first wiggler is 2 m long, then we find
the optimized laser power to be 4.2 Mw, with an optimized dispersion strength d0/d7=O.83. For
a dispersion section of total length of 20cm, this corresponds to a magnetic field of 2.8 kgauss.
This set of parameters gives an energy modulation A7/7 = 1.43xl0"3 at the end of the first wiggler.
This is comparable to the FHWM energy spread 0 . 1 % , and the Pierce parameter p = 1.53xlO'3.
Because *his is equivalent to an energy spread, the power gain length is increased slightly to 1.37
m, as compared to the gain length 1.07 m for electron beam without energy modulation.
Next, based on a one-dimensional estimate, we choose the length of the second
wiggler to be 11 m. Then utilizing the modified TDA code we vary the starting position of tapering
and the percent of tapering at the end of the wiggler individually, until we find the maximum output
power. The result is to start tapering at 7 m and to taper 1.2% at the end of the wiggler, with an
output power of 155 Mw. For a pulse width of 10 ps, this produces 1.55 mJ per pulse. The
radiation power vs. distance in the second wiggler is plotted in Figure 2.
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Finally, we consider the effect of the global energy spread. Assuming that the
average electron energy deviates from the optimum value 70 = 490, but all the other parameters
remain fixed, we calculate the output power as a function of this energy detuning. The result is
plotted in Figure 13, with a FWHM width of about 0.25% detuning range. Thus, if the energy
fluctuation from bunch to bunch is within 0.25%, the output power would fluctuate between 75 Mw
and 155 Mw from pulse to pulse. If the energy is stabilized to better than 0.25%, but the energy
variation within one bunch is still 0.25%, then the intensity fluctuation between pulses would be
reduced, and the energy per pulse would stabilized around a certain average value between 0,75 mJ
and 1.55 mJ for a pulse length of 10 ps. The FWHM energy detuning range for this example and
the two previous examples for the ATF gun parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 13. Output power as a function of energy detuning for the 300 nm seeded FEL with LANL
gun parameters.
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e.

UV FEL Design
Extension to 75 nm

The user community has shown strong interests in wavelength
down to about 75nm. We extend our design to cover this range, and hence the optimization of
parameters for the UV FEL design is carried out at 75nm. The electron beam beam parameters
are as follows: the peak current is 300 ampere, the local energy spread is 0.1 % FWHM, the
normalized emittance is 8mm-mrad. Based on these parameters, the optimization procedure
described in previous sections leads to an electron beam energy of 356Mev, with a
corresponding wiggler period of 2.5cm for the minimum gain length of the exponential growth
section. Reducing the electron beam energy and hence reducing the accelerator cost would
increase the gain length and increase the wiggler length. However, slightly reducing the energy
does not increase the gain length significantly. As a compromise, we lower the energy to
283Mev with wiggler period of 2.2cm. Thus the wiggler design is the same as the example in
section 4 for the lOOnm FEL design, but the gain length is 1,34m for 75nm. Next, similar to
Section 4, the modulator wiggler is selected to have a period of 3.9cm with maximum axial
magnetic field of 0.77 Tesla. This wiggler is resonant with 300nm input seed. The 4'th
harmonic generation in the dispersion section and beginning section of the second wiggler
produces 75nm radiation.
If the modulator wiggler is chosen to be 3m long then the
optimization leads to an input seed laser power of 2.6Mw , and for a 12m long second wiggler,
the final output power at 75nm is 42Mw, after the tapering is also optimized as described in
Section B. l.d. If the modulator is 2m long, the input laser power is increased to 5.5 Mw, but
the output is also increased to 55Mw. Since 5.5 Mw is within the reasonable power range
available at 300nm, we choose the modulator wiggler to be 2m, The tapering starts at 7m into
the second wiggler, the tapering over the 5m section is 0.5%. Starting the tapering earlier
would increase the output power slightly, but not dramatically, so we choose the starting
position at 7m to lower the cost of the wiggler. Depending on the future selection of the
wiggler design, if tapering does not increase the cost significantly, the longer tapering section
still remains an option. This 75nm design, compared to the lOOnm example and the 75nm design
with 3m long modulator and tapering starting at beginning of the second wiggler, are listed in
Table 2.
Since the gain length for 75nm is longer than for lOOnm, compared
to the lOQnm example in Section B.l.d, the tapering is much smaller (0.5%, as compared to
1.2%), and the exponential growth almost extends to the end, with much shorter quadratic
growth section than the lOOnm example (see Figure 14 for the output power as a function of
wiggler distance). As a result, at 75nm, the device is a little more sensitive to the fluctuation of
electron beam parameters.
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Figure 14. Output power as a function of wiggler distance.
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The output power of this design at lOOnm is 206Mw, with 3'rd
harmonic generation from 300nni seed laser of 4.2Mw. For a 6ps flat micropulse the output
energy is 1.2mJ. Evidently, this improved performance at lOOnm is due to a longer wiggler
(12m), compared to the example of Section B. 1 ,d. For this design, we also calculated the output
power at 150, 200, 250 nm respectively, assuming 3rd harmonic generation. For each
wavelength, the input seed laser power and dispersion section strength, and tapering are
optimized. The output power verses wavelength is plotted in Figure 28.
Up to now the design is based upon one set of electron beam
parameters: the current of 300 ampere and normalized emittance of 8 mm-mrad, corresponding
to a certain operation condition of the photo-cathode RF gun. However, these parameters can
be varied, providing a relation between the current and the emittance. One example is the
current-emittance relation provided by I.Lehrman for an RF gun design l8, as shown in Figure
15. According to this relation, near the parameter range we are interested in, the emittance is
approximately proportional to the current, although the current drops a little faster than the
linear relation when the current is largely reduced. To determine the best operating region,
we carried out optimization design for several sets of parameters, with a 3m modulator, as we
did for the second column of Table 2, increasing the current and emittance according same
proportions, for example, reducing the current and emUtance both by 20%. The results are
plotted in Figure 16, indicating that the results are rather insensitive to this variation, and our
parameters (300 ampere with 8 mm-mrad) are nearly at optimum. When both emittance and
current are reduced at the same proportion, the gain length is reduced, but the electron beam
power is also reduced, as a result, below 180 ampere, the output power drops significantly.
When the current and emittance are increased, the gain length increases, and the output power
also drops.
Bandwidth, Pulse Shape, and Energy Chirping
Ideally, if the input laser pulse is longer than the electron
micropulse, and the electron beam energy is constant the electron micropulse width and shape
determine the Fourier transform limited output bandwidth. However, due to the the gradient and
curvature of the accelerating field in the linac and wakefield, there is an energy chirping in the
micropulse, which we defined as the global energy spread of the electron bunch. This energy
chirping causes a detuning of the FEL amplifier, and induces a phase shift of the output radiation
across the bunch, relative to the input radiation, and an amplitude variation across the bunch,
in addition to the variation due to the current variation within the pulse. This variation of
amplitude and phase increases the output bandwidth, which is an important characteristic of the
output performance for many users.
To study the effect of energy chirping, we first assume a flat pulse
of lOps (the current is 300 ampere constant within lOps), comparing the bandwidth with and
without energy chirping, for the example in the second column of Table 2. Without energy
chirping, the output spectrum is shown in Figure 17, with bandwidth of 3.4 x 10 s .
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Figure 15. RF gun current as a function of normalized emittance.
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Figure 16. Optimized output power as a function of current, assuming the emittance is
proportional to emittance.
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Figure 17. (a) Current vs. time for a plat pulse, (b) Frequency spectrum for the flat pulse
without energy chirping.
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Next, we introduce energy chirping. For simplicity, we only study
the spectrum on the wiggler axis, and calculate the amplitude a, and phase <j>3 on the axis as
functions of the energy as shown in Figures 18 and 19. Figure 19 shows that the phase shift
changes linearly with energy. Therefore, if the energy chirping is linear with time, the phase
change linearly with time too, resulting a frequency shift. We assume a ±0.15% linear energy
chirping within the 10 ps, and carry out a Fourier transform of the function:
ajY(*)]cos(YV+<j>s[Y(*)])

(1)

The spectrum is shown in Figure 20. The result shows that there is only a frequency shift, but
the bandwidth remains approximately the same as without energy chirping, indicating the
amplitude effect is small.
We then assume a nonlinear energy chirping

±l=*t>

(2)

with a a constant such that at t=5ps, the energy detuning is 0.15%, thus the global energy
spread is 0.3% over the lOps pulse, when the wakefield and the accelerating field is properly
phased, it is possible to reduce the global energy spread and the resulting energy chirping can
be approximated by this cubic relation19. The spectrum is shown in Figure 21, with the
bandwidth tripled to 1x10"*, evidently this is because the energy n
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Figure 18. Output radiation electric field strength as a function of energy detuning.
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Figure 19. Output radiation electric field phase as a function of energy detuning.
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Figure 20. (a) Current vs. time for a flat pulse, (b) energy detuning as a function of time for
the flat pulse, (c) frequency spectrum for the flat pulse with linear energy chirping Of 0.3%
within ±5 ps.
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Figure 21. (a) Current vs. time for a flat pulse, (b) energy detuning as a cubic function of time
for the flat pulse, (c.) frequency spectrum for the flat pulse with cubic energy chirping of 0.3%
within ± 5 ps.
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dependence without energy chirping.
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Figure 24. Output power as a function of time for a pulse with Gaussian current time
dependence with cubic energy chirping of 0.4% within ±6.5 ps.
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energy chirping range within ±6.5ps should be less than 0.4%. Thus the global energy spread
requirement is not very stringent.
Performance Sensitivity to System Parameter Variations
We need to specify the tolerable ranges for system parameters.
Now we discuss the sensitivity to the variation of emittance, current, locai energy spread, and
input laser power.
For the example of the second column of Table 2, if we increase
the emittance of the electron beam from 8 mm-mrad to 9 mm-mrad, the output power drops to
16 Mw from 42 Mw. If we readjust the electron beam size at the entrance of the modulator
and optimize the input laser power and dispersion section strength, the output power slightly
recovers to 20 Mw. If the current drops from 300 ampere to 270 ampere (10% drop), the
ouvput power drops to 24 Mw from 42 Mw. The sensitivity to local energy spread is shown in
Figure 26, where the output power is plotted against the local energy spread when the input
laser power and dispersion strength are optimized for different energy spread. The power drops
from 42 Mw to 25 Mw when the energy spread increases from 0.1 % FWHM by 20% to 0.12%.
These results show that the system is rather sensitive to the emittance, current and local energy
spread, we should specify the upper limit of the normalized emittance and FWHM local energy
spread as 8 mm-mrad and 0.1% respectively, and specify the lower limit of the peak current as
300 ampere. To keep the output intensity fluctuation within 50%, we need these parameters
fluctuate less than 10%. The global energy spread and micro pulse length influence the output
bandwidth and pulse energy, as we has already discussed in the subsection (5.2).
For the example of the second column in Table 2, we plotted in
Figure 27 the output power as a function of the input seed power, with all other parameters
fixed. This plot shows that the output is not very sensitive to the input laser power, 10% of
fluctuation only causes negligible output fluctuation.
Wavelength Tuning by Electron Beam Energy
In order to achieve output of two pulses with different wavelengths
and spaced by a few hundreds of micro-second, as is required by multi-user application, we need
to send through the wiggler two electron pulses spaced by a few nano-second, with different
energy and different laser seeds, but all other parameters should remain the same. It is
important that for both the modulator and the second wiggler the wavelengths and the electron
energy are matched to the wigglers to achieve maximum gain. The question is now that when
the electron energy changes to a different value, we can adjust the input seed wavelength such
that in the first wiggler there is a maximum gain for a certain detuning given by Eq 13, whether
the harmonic of this wavelength will also match to the maximum gain in the second wiggler,
also determined by Eq. 13? It turns out that the wavelength detuning - energy
relation Eq. 13 scales the same way as the spontaneous radiation wavelength - energy relation
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KThat is, both X, and the detuning are inversely proportional to 7 2 , thus satisfying the condition
of maximum gain matching, as shown in the following. From Eq. 13 we have:

^=3^*,e

(5)

K K
For natural focusing, krf = a j c ^ j 27) (see Section 2), thus we have for the detuning
^

fit

(6)
2 "

Since the wiggler parameters and the normalized emittance are fixed during the wavelength
tuning, this wavelength detuning is also inversely proportional to y2. The maximum
gain wavelength is:

&1

i

(7)

If we label the parameters of the first and second wiggler by I and 2, we have for the ratio
of the maximum gain wavelengths:

=n

(8)

Therefore, if the system parameters is selected such that n is an integer and both wigglers are
at maximum gain for one electron beam energy, it remains to be the same when the
energy is tuned to lase at another pair of wavelengths, still providing maximum gain. Thus fast
tuning within a few hundreds of microsecond is possible.
We have given a description of the principles and calculation of a
subharmonically seeded single pass UV FEL. However, there are still many questions to be
addressed before a more detailed design can be carried out. The requirement on the tolerances
of the wiggler errors is under study. Using a one-dimensional analytical method, we have
studied the gain reduction due to longitudinal phase shift caused by wiggler field amplitude error
and steering errors with and without trajectory correction. The analysis shows that in the
exponential regime, the rms random phase shift per wiggler period times the square root of the
II.B.l.e-20

number of period within one gain length determines whether this effect is important. Therefore,
when gain length is small, the tolerances on the the amplitude error of the wiggler field are
relaxed. It also shows that the effects caused by the transverse steering of wiggler error are
more critical than the amplitude error. However, steering error can be corrected by trim dipole
magnets. Our analysis provides a quantitative relation between wiggler error tolerances and
number of correction stations. Detailed numerical simulation of both longitudinal and transverse
effects due to wiggler errors is in progress.
A quantitative calculation of the higher harmonics in the second
wiggler, which coexist with the fundamental wavelength (100 nm), should be carried out in the
future to justify our neglect of them.
In the exponential section, the fundamental mode gradually
dominates other modes, so that before tapering the radiation has evolved into single mode, and
the beam profile becomes constant (optical guiding). However, in the tapered section, the
growth rate becomes smaller, so diffraction starts to increase the radiation beam size. How this
influences the transverse coherence of the output radiation is a question worth further study.
Other questions to be addressed include: a more detailed simulation of the dispersion section,
and an analysis of the effect of wakefields in the vacuum chamber.
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Table 1. FEL Parameters at 100 nm
UV

Harmonic

Harmonic

Seed

Generation

Generation

100

300

300

Input seed power (MW)

0.0007

1.5

42

Electron beam energy 7

503

503

490

Current (amp.)

100

100

300

6

6

8

FWHM local energy spread (%)

0.1

0.1

0.1

Global energy detuning range (%)

0.18

0.2

0.25

-

0.33

0.83

p in the exponential section* (x 10"3)

1.29

1.29

1.53

Period of the first wiggler (cm)

1.75

2.8

3.5

Period of the second wiggler (cm)

-

1.75

2.2

Magnetic field of the first wiggler (tesia)

1.19

1.14

0.76

Magnetic field of the second wiggler
(tesia)

-

1.19

0.75

Magnetic field of the wiggler (mm)

4

4

6

Length of untapered section* (m)

11

8

7

Length of tapered section* (m)

10

12

4

Tapering* (%)

1.8

1.6

1.2

Output radiated power (MW)

160

100

155

Electron pulse length (ps)

6

6

10

Output radiation energy per pulse (mJ)

1

0.6

1.6

Input seed wavelength (nm)

Normalized rms emittance (mm-mrad)

Dispersion d6/d7
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Table 2. Compare FEL Parameters for 100 and 75 nm
100 nm

75 nm

75 nm

Input seed wavelength (nm)

300

300

300

Input seed power (MW)

4.2

2.6

5.5

Electron beam energy 7

490

566

566

Current (amp.)

300

300

300

8

3

8

FWHM local energy spread (%)

0.1

0.1

0.1

Global energy detuning range (%)

0.25

0.2

0.2

Dispersion d0/d7

0.83

0.8

1.0

p in the exponential section* (x 10'3)

1.53

1.32

1.32

Period of the first wiggler (cm)

3.5

3.9

3.9

Normalized rms emittance (mm-mrad)

Period of the second wiggler (cm)

2.2

2.2

2.2

Magnetic field of the first wiggler (tesla)

0.76

0.77

0.77

Magnetic field of the second v/iggler
(tesla)

0.75

0.75

0.75

Magnetic gap of the wiggler (mm)

6

6

6

Length of modulator

2

3

i.

Length of untapered section* (m)

7

0

7

Length of tapered section* (m)

4

12

5

Tapering* (%)

1.2

0.3

0.5

Output radiated power (MW)

155

42

55

Electron pulse length (ps)

6

6

6

0.24

0.3

Output radiation energy per milse (mJ)
6
"in narmomc generanon cases these refer to second wiggler.
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Appendix A:
One-Dimensional Analytical Analysis of
Subharmonically Seeded High Gain FEL

For a detailed formulation of high gain FEL theory, we refer to one
of our earlier papers15. With slight modifications to consider a planar wiggler, instead of helical
wiggler, we wili use the formulation in Reference 15 to derive the formulas for our
one-dimensional analysis of the subharmonically seeded FEL.
We start from the
Vlasov-Maxwell equations. Let E(z,t) be the slowly varying envelope function of the electric
field:
e = £ E cos(Jfc^ - ay)

(1)

where % is the unit vector. The electron distribution function is also expressed by the slowly
varying envelope
/(T,*)

= F(T,\|f,Y)«''* + c.c,

(2)

where r = k,z, and * = (k, + k j z - w,t corresponding to the ^ defined by Eq. 21. For
simplicity, we neglect the subscript H 2" for the wavenumbers and the frequency in these
formulas, which refers to the second wiggler.
The equations (7.2-7.3) of the Reference 15, the Vlasov-Maxwell
equations, can be written as

3x

I3T

x

dty)

Y0

13*

J

(3)
Y

)\

Y 3Y

where

ea
D2 »

w

2

[JJ]

(6)

2fimc kw
with ^ 0 the vacuum magnetic permiability. The initial electron distribution function f0, as
explained in Reference 15, is assumed to be monoenergetic and uniform f() = 5(7-7,,). The
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constant D t and D, axe related to the Pierce parameter p by
(7)

Because we are considering the one-dimensional problem, the transverse Laplacian in equations
(7.2-7.3) of the Reference 15 is dropped.
We introduce Fourier transform over •

(8)

(9)

and Laplace transform over T,
(10)

M

=/

(11)

where ImQ is positive and large enough to guarantee convergence of the integral over T.
Applying Fourier-Laplace transform to Eq. (A3-A4) yields
F + E( = 0),

(12)

9) F = D, - ^ E + F ( T = 0 ) .
Y 3y

(13)

(id + iq)E = D. f ^J

-iQ + i2

Yo

Y

We assume the initial value of the radiation field E = 0, and the
initial energy-density modulation is monochromatic, with the wavelength resonant to the second
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wiggler, i.e., we take the detuning of the coherently generated radiation q = 5w/w=0, hence
all the Fourier transformed functions E and F are proportional to 5(q). If the energy modulation
is much smaller than the Pierce parameter p, then we can show that in equation (A 13), Q is the
same order of magnitude as p, and the energy deviation term (7-70)^70 is much smaller than the
other term, so it can be neglected. Now Eq. (A13) is used to solve for F and substituted into
Eq. (A 12) to solve for E. The solution for E is then inverse Laplace transformed to calculate
the Fourier transform F at position T:

where s is a sufficiently large positive number such that the integration path is above all the
singular points of E(fi,q). The integral can be carried out around the poles in the complex Q
plane. Using the fact that f0 is a 5 function and the initial value of F has very small energy
modulation around 70, these poles are found to be the three roots of the well known cubic
equation for the high gain FEL:

Then all the integrals involved in this solution can be carried out
yielding:
;n

~

-iQ.x

3

£—/

dyF{x=O,q\

(16)

and the inverse Fourier transform yields the field:
m

3

-«

U
Since the the detuning q is zero, and the Fourier coefficients are all proportional to <5(q), E is
independent of ¥ , and (Bj = 2p exp(j(i2x/3)), (j = 1,3)) are the roots of the cubic equations Eq.
(A15) with q=0. Examining the Eq. (A2), we can write

j dyF = fdyfe-* = <e^>,
where
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(18)

is the phase of the particle j at the entrance of the second wiggler with !• the time of arrival, and
the angle bracket is an average over one period of the phase. Now let di be the phase referenced
to the first wiggler, but also at the entrance of the second wiggler, with the same z and t-:

we have
~

Oj • % = "0,

+

%.

<21>

where 0O is independent of the index j . Therefore, we have

=e
which is the bunching factor in Eq. 6. Thus we obtained the field as a function of the wiggler
distance r = pk^z:

Finally, it is useful to calculate the asymptotic limits in the
exponential growth regime pk^z > > 1, and the "superradiance" regime pl^z < < 1. We use the
following relation

D £
2l i

=Ta«\

m

a

*

(24)

to convert the electric field strength E to the rms dimenionless vector potential as, and use T =
l^z to derive the results Eq. 8-9.
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Appendix B: Analytical Estimate;. ...of Saftirajion
Output Power of the Tapered Section

and

the

To estimate starting position of the tapered section, we need to
estimate the saturation of the exponential growth. It is well known that in the small gain regime,
the longitudinal equations of motion of the electrons Eqs. 1-2 are the pendulum equations with
a pendulum frequency

Q ^ 2 ^

[JJ\,

(1)

2

K Y

if we use the variable k«z as "time". In the small gain regime, a, is nearly a constant, and so
is Qs, hence the electrons follow approximately the pendulum equations, and rotate in the buckets
with frequency Qs. However, in the exponential regime, a, and fi, increase exponentially, before
the electrons rotate a significant angle in the bucket, and bucket height has increased so much
that the rotation in the bucket is negligible. If we use lm(y) to represent the growth rate, and
the radiation field a, is proportional to expC-i/n^z), then the condition for exponential growth is
Q,< <Im(/i). It is easy to recognize that Im(M) is related to the power gain length LQ by
ImO*)=l/^kJLo). When Z, increases to be comparable to Im(jt), the electrons start to rotate
significantly in the bucket and the growth rate starts to decrease and reach saturation. The
position of saturation is not a precisely defined position and we define the saturation condition
to be when the ratio Q s /Im(/*)sa reaches a certain number of order of magnitude one.
To estimate the radiation power, we relate it to the synchrotron
rotation frequency Qs. The energy loss of the electron beam is converted to the radiation energy.
It is proportional to a,2, and hence proportional to fl34. Using energy conservation we find the
average fractional energy loss:

Vo

(4p) 3

where p is the Pierce parameter defined by (3.1). In one-dimensional theory, for zero initial
energy spread, near saturation the the fractional energy loss is empirically found to be equal13
to p. To generalize this, we define the saturation condition as
Q, = a /m(|i) = yi/3 /m(n)«1.6 Im(\i).

(3)

For one-dimensional case with zero energy spread we have13 Im(/x)=V3p, inserting this into (B3)
we can verify that the fractional energy loss is equal to p.
Now, as an example, we estimate the saturation power for the 100
nm seeded FEL (see Section B. 1 .b, Direct Amplification). Whether our system can be described
by one-dimensional theory, is determined15 by a quantity a = 2pV2k,kl,R0, which is a scaled
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electron beam size, and is related to the ratio of Rayleigh range of a radiation beam with waist
equal to the electron beam size, over the gain length calculated by 1-D theory. In our example,
a * 3.5 is moderately larger than one, and 1-D theory provides a reasonably good estimate.
Using LG =1.1 m and p = 1.29xiO3, we find Im(/x)~0.98p, Then (B3) yields fis = 1.6p, and
(B2) yields the fractional energy loss O.lp. Hence the saturation power is estimated from the
electron beam power Pc:
Pm = 0.1 p ? t = 0.1 x 1.29 x 10"3 x 250Afv x \0Qamp*32Mw.

(4)

The wiggler length required to reach saturation is then obtained
from the following formula, derived for one-dimensional approximation:
T

o

(5)

When L o is accurate, this formula is a good approximation if the input laser focusing is
optimized. Substituting PippM,=700w and P = PM * 3.2 Mw into (B5), we find the exponential
growth section length is L=10.6L o * 11.7m.
Next, let us estimate the output power of the tapered section. Using
the 1-D formula Eq. 31 of the Reference 17, given by Kroll, Morton and Rosenbluth, assuming
the resonance phase ^ r to be constant and the energy extraction is only a very small fraction of
the electron beam, we derived approximately:
(6)

where Nw is the number of periods of the tapered section, and f^ is the fraction of the number
of electrons trapped in the bucket. In our example, the Rayleigh range of a gaussian radiation
beam with waist equal to the electron beam radius RQ =0.3 mm is k,Ro2=5.6 m. If the tapered
section is 10 m long, as an estimate we can ignore the diffraction and use the 1-D formula.
Assuming 50% trapping, and sin^ r =0.5, we have

where the electron beam beam power Pe is in units of watts. For a 10 m tapered section with
K = 1.75cm, N w =571, and using the parameters given in Section B. 1 .b, The System Parameters,
R,,=0.3 mm, Pc = 250 Mv x lOOamp = 25Gw, and X = 10 7 m, we obtained [JJ] = 0.81,
and P^, - 2 1 0 Mw.
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In summary, using analytic estimate, we have found that the
wiggler should have an 11.7 m exponential growth section and a 10 m tapered section for the
100 nm seeded FEL. Using ATF gun parameters, the estimated saturation power is 3.2 Mw,
and the estimated output power is 210 Mw. This is to be compared with the simulation: for
a 21 m wiggler, the optimized tapering starting position is at 11 m, with saturation at 3.2 Mw
and the output power 160 Mw. Considering the rough nature of the analytic estimate, agreement
of the output power is good. The analytic estimate are very useful in considering preliminary
FEL designs.
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2. Single Bunch Beam Breakup in the Wiggler
A Theoretical Summary
The equation of motion for a particle within a uniform bunch is:

dz2

i

where z > 0 is the location in the beam pipe with z = 0 the pipe entrance, r~t-z/v>Q
the position within the bunch with r = 0 as the bunch head, and

describes

is the wakefield.
For the case of the resistive wall wakefield in a circularly cylindrical beam pipe,
g(t)=G5/2/2vVr ,

(2a)

where 0 s ' 2 = (2eIWirmc7b3)v/l/Te0ff v^ith a the conductivity and b the radius of the cylindrical
beam pipe. Caporaso et al.1 found the solution of (1) to be

where A = v/TTz05/2/4kyj'2, and the initial displacement of each particle at the entrance to the
pipe is taken to be a constant d0. The exponential part of the asymptotic behavior of (3) is1'2.
y - expO^)* 3
with the growth length given by
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(4)

The method these authors employed in finding the solution (3) does not apply to
the cases of wakefields other than that given by (2). Nor does the method apply to the resistive
wall case when the external focusing wave number ky = 0.
The solution corresponding to a general wakefield g including the case of vanishing
kj, can be obtained3 by correlating the present bunch breakup problem to the eigenmodss of a
coasting beam where T runs from -«»to <», (we shall refer to this problem of the extended beam
as the "extended problem.") The correlation is possible because for v»c, the force from the
tail of the beam on the head of the beam is negligible.
In the presence of the wakefield g, the coherent mode of (1) corresponding to the
frequency « is
(

c

) ]

(6a)

with the coherent wave number k,. given by

The procedure of solution is as follows: The solution to the initial value problem
of (1) of the extended problem can be found as a superposition of the eigenmode functions (6a)
with the coefficients of expansion related to yo(r) = y(r,O) and y' u (r) = y'(r,0). The solution to
the bunch breakup problem is then obtained by setting
y o and y' o = 0

for r < 0 .

We thus find the solution to the bunch breakup problem to be

y . ~ fdse*
where yQ(s) and y' 0 (s) are, respectively, the Laplace transforms of yo(r) and y' 0 (r). If we
assume y 0 (r)=d 0 =constant, and y' 0 (T)=0, then (7) becomes

-,.*
The solution (7) or (8) applies to any wakefield g and the external focusing ky.
For a special case of the resistive wall wake, take g as given by (2), and change the variable
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in (8), then we obtain the Caporaso et al. result (3). Note that this change of variable is singular
when ky=0; this explains why their method is not applicable for the case of vanishing ky.
For a beam breakup problem without external focusing, k y =0, in a circularly
cylindrical resistive beam pipe, (8) yields the following asymptotic result,
y -» exp(z/l0)4'5

(9)

with the growth length

Application to the Wiggler Beam Pipe at UV FEL
We apply now the above theoretical results to the wiggler section in UV FEL.
The ponderomotive potential modulation of the beam distribution is average out, and the beam
is assumed to be uniform longitudinally. The effect of wiggler tapering will also be ignored.
The parameters we use are as follows:
E = 250Mev, Bw = .65tesla., I = 300amp, bunch length = lOpsec,
beam pipe radius = 2.5mm, pipe length = 12m, pipe conductivity = 106/(ohm m).
The results:
For planar faced wiggler magnet,
vertical growth length = 26m, horizontal growth length = 6m.
For parabolically faced wiggler magnet,
vertical growth length = horizontal growth length = 18m.
For a pipe length of 12m, the parabolically faced wiggler is clearly preferable.
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3. Wiggler Errors
Introduction
The problem of errors in the magnetic field of wigglers has a great significance
when designing an FEL.1"11-19 Wiggler technology has greatly advanced since the early days of
FEL with the development of clever designs of the magnet configuration and placement12"14, new
machining techniques, better magnetic materials, and superconducting wigglers11. However, the
minimal average error in the wiggler field is still no less than several tenths of a percent. That
error, although it may seem small, can decrease the FEL gain significantly, and even totally
destroy it.
The causes for the field errors are numerous, including error in the placement of
the magnets, error in the magnet sizes, errors in the magnetization, etc. In an electromagnetic
wiggler the errors will include errors in the machining of the core, errors in the coils, errors in
the composition of the core, etc.
a.

Classification of Wiggler Errors

An error in the wiggler field changes the transverse velocity of the electron
beam. This effect changes the trajectory of the beam, but it also modifies the longitudinal
velocity of the electron, since the wiggler cannot change the electron energy. This creates two
main effects on the FEL operation: I) longitudinal phase errors where a phase error is
accumulating between the electrons and the ponderomotive wave and 2) reduction of transverse
mode overlap due to trajectory wander causing the electron beam to walk out of the
electromagnetic mode.
Longitudinal Phase Errors
Due to the change in the transverse velocity of the electron beam resulting
from an error in the wiggler, the longitudinal velocity aiso changes to keep the energy constant.
This creates an error in the phase between the electrons and the ponderomotive force and thus,
a reduction in gain. This phase effect can be further classified into two categories:

•
1.

Magnet field amplitude errors - which result in a noncumulative modulation of the
electron longitudinal velocity.

2.

Steering errors - random "kicks" to the electron beam which create an ever increasing
transverse velocity component in the beam. As a result, the longitudinal velocity
random walks further and further from resonance with the ponderomotive force. In
most cases, this steering effect is much stronger than the amplitude effect and hence
is the key one to be addressed in the FEL design, by providing for electron trajectory
correction.

To be more specific, denote by xo(z) the trajectory of an electron in the ideal
wiggler. The corresponding angular deviation and longitudinal velocity are:

dz

Y

and
v
c 1
where v is the magnitude of the total velocity vector. For the wiggler with errors the trajectory
is denoted xo(z) + Ax(z), and the longitudinal velocity becomes
v|| v (*o + h'*')1
c c
2

^

We define the longitudinal ponderomotive phase error by:
\

(4)

/
dz—

[V|(Y,2) - v| (Y»Z)]

Here k = 272k,v/(l-t-KV2) is the resonant radiation wavenumber for the ideal wiggler. The
average longitudinal velocity in the ideal wiggler is v0 = v,, 0(7,z).
Employing Eqs. 1-3 in Eq. 4, we find

J

1

The magnetic field amplitude errors give rise to a deviation Ax'(z) varying on the scale of a
wiggler period, and the dominant effect of these terms arises from the first term in Eq. 5.
Steering errors produce a slow drift away from the ideal trajectory, and the dominant effect of
steering errors arises from the second term in Eq. 5.
Trajectory Wander
The ever increasing transverse velocity component of the electron beam causes
the beam to wander off axis.
Thus, the interaction between the electrons and the
electromagnetic field becomes weaker as the overlap between the electron beam and the main
electromagnetic mode is reduced.
In a single pass FEL, the wander can widen the
electromagnetic mode.
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b.

Review of the Analytical Results in Linear Regime
General Formulation

The effect of wiggler errors on the FEL gain was presented in Ref. 8 by
calculating the FEL gain for a known set of wiggler errors (using perturbation theory), and then
averaging over the wiggler error distribution. This procedure resulted in a formula for the
average gain reduction and for the standard deviation of the gain. The formula (derived using
a one-dimensional theory) for FEL power in the linear regime in the presence of wiggler errors
was found to be:

<?-£= - I exp {0 - Ad fi
"tit

(6)

y

where T is the Bonifacio scaled wiggler distance,
<7>

T - 4rcp - L

p is the Pierce parameter16 and X« is the wiggler period. Ag represents the average change in
growth rate. It is important to note that Eq. 1 corresponds to averaging over many different
wigglers. For any given wiggler the errors are known and the result is deterministic.
In most cases presented in Ref. 8, all four error parameters in Eq. 1 can be
expressed in terms of a single parameter W which is the average of the square of the
longitudinal phase shift per gain length [LQ = KJ(Airp)].
W 3 ±J
T\ o

dt

?

<8)

Given W, one finds:

Ai - | W

(9)

Amplitude Errors (No Net Steering Errors)
In the case where the wiggler poles are matched so in every period os the
wiggler there is no net steering of the electron, the parameter W is simply the number of periods
per gain length times the square of the phase error accumulated per period 5P. It was shown in
Ref. 8 that where Ko is the ideal wiggier strength and AB/B is the relative error in the magnetic
field for the period. It follows that

(10)

(1 + JCj/2)2

P

Amplitude Errors (With Net Steering Errors)
It was assumed in Ref. 8 that for a wiggler where the poles were not matched
to null the steering errors, the steering errors are the dominant effect and thus, the amplitude
errors could be neglected. However, this is not always the case. In a wiggler where the beam
position is monitored and corrected periodically, the error due to beam steering could become
very small and the amplitude error could dominate. It is, therefore> important to calculate the
amplitude error for an uncompensated wiggler. The formulation in Ref. 3 can be easily
extended to this case with the following argument. Since the errors in the two halfs of the
wiggler periods are now not correlated, the square of the phase error per gain length should now
be the number of poles per gain length times the average of the square of the phase error
accumulated per pole.
As it was shown in Ref. 8 the error per period is an integral over a period.
It follows that since all the poles have the same statistics, the average error per pole which is
the integral over that poie is only a fraction of the error per period proportional to the length
of that pole divided by the length of the period. In all cases examined in this paper, there are
two poles per period. Hence, the phase error per pole is 1/2 Bp. The average of the square of
the longitudinal phase error per gain length W becomes

At first look it is somewhat surprising that in that case the error is half that of the previous case.
However, the physical reason for this is clear. In the case of correlated poles resulting in no
net field integral in a period, both poles are either too strong or too weak, and hence the phase
errors resulting from each pole add up. For uncorrelated poles, the phase errors resulting from
two poles in a period may have opposite signs and hence they sometimes cancel, resulting in a
smaller total longitudinal phase error.
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Steering Errors Without Corrections
In this case, the steering error of the beam is expected to accumulate along
the wiggler. Hence, the reduction in the growth of the FEL gain will become worse as the beam
progresses along the wiggler. Indeed Yu, et al.8 found that the gain reduction AgQ is quadratic
as a function of the number of errors, N T :

f

1
2p(l

(13)

where
(14)

NT =

is the total number of errors (2ND is the number of errors per wiggler period and NP is the
number of periods), 6 2 is the average of the square of the steering per pole (& =
4(KO/7)2(AB/B)2raw).
Steering Error With Trajectory Correction
In this case, a scheme is examined where beam position monitors are placed
periodically along the wiggler. The beam is "kicked" at the monitoring station so that it will
be on axis at the next monitoring station. In that case Yu et al calculated the parameter W to
be
W =

2ir Y 2 6 2

(15)

105

where N s is the number of periods between correction stations and N c is the number of errors
between correction stations (N c = 2NDNS). Note that while the dependence of the growth rate
reduction on the distance between the stations goes like the cubic power of that distance, it goes
like the fourth power of the error.
Trajectory Wander
The effect of the beam trajectory wander on the FEL gain is a threedimensional effect, since the errors steer the beam only in one transverse direction causing
widening of the electromagnetic mode only in that direction. We will present here the maximum
average beam disp! i-.'ement between correction stations. This calculation can be used to impose
some limit on the beam wander and consequently calculate the number of correction stations.
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It is shown in Ref. 8 that the average angle of the electron beam in the steering correction
scheme is

To calculate the average of the maximum t;ajectory wander, we write the trajectory wander at
the end of correction station n
(17)

where e L s is the distance between two consecutive correction stations and:
Ls

(18)

is the distance between the j-th pole and the correction station n. In order for the beam position
to be zero, the kick Ax' a introduce at the correction station n is such that

7=0

The maximum trajectory wander is found to be half the way between correction stations. Hence,
""

(L,

\

(20)

To find the average of the maximum we square Eq. 20 and average over the errors 0j assuming
that the errors in the different poles are not correlated. This results in

In Eq. (13) it was assumed that N c > > 1.
In the case where the betatron oscillation period (K$) is not much larger than the
distance between correction station this result has to be recalculated. In this case Eq. 17
becomes
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/AA\

^

V,

•

sin k,(Ls-z})

where
(

2

3

)

Following the same procedure as before results
_ ^rc

i

(

(24)

i

Nc
For Ls > > X3 this result reduces to Eq. 13 by Taylor expansion of the term under the square
root to second order in
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c.

The TDA Code

In order to simulate the effect of wiggler errors, we utilized the TDA code15,
which was modified to include wiggler errors.
General Description of the Code
TDA is a 2 1/2 dimension code for simulating FELs15. By "2 1/2" it is meant
that the particles are calculated in three dimensions while the electromagnetic field is calculated
in two dimensions, assuming a radial symmetry. The code uses staggering between the particles
and the field. It advances the particles one step and then calculates the effective current in each
grid cell of the field and advances the field half a step ahead. All the equations are in frequency
domain, using one pre-set frequency and the independent variable is the distance along the
wiggler axis (z). A detailed description of the code is found in Ref. 15.
Simulating Wiggler Errors
The task of simulating wiggler errors in a computer codes adds some
additional complications to it. Usually an FEL simulation uses reduced equations in which the
wiggling of the electrons due to the wiggler field and the electromagnetic force is taken into
account beforehand and only the centroid of the wiggler is followed15. Thus, the code only deals
with changes that are slow relative to the wiggling of the electron beam, and can use coarse
steps which are larger than a wiggler period. However, when simulating wiggler error, there
is a change at every pole of the wiggler and the step size must be find enough to incorporate
these changes into the electron motion. A rule of thumb is to use the Nyquiste theorem15 which
states that the sampling frequency should be four times the largest frequency taken into account
in the simulation. In the case of an FEL with wiggler errors, this frequency is the wiggler
frequency times the number of poles per wiggler period. To multiply this frequency by four
means that the step size should be one fourth of the pole to pole distance. In deed, running the
code several times with a different step size demonstrates that when the step size is smaller or
equal to one fourth the wiggler pole to pole distance, the results do not change as a function of
step size.
Running a code with such a small step size gives rise to another problem.
The change in energy induced on the electron in one step becomes very small compared to the
total electron energy. Thus, the precision of the simulation goes down with decreasing step size.
It may even get to a point where the change in energy is smaller than the computer round-off
error, thus producing no change or a random change.
Improvements to the Code
In order to solve the problem of the deterioration of precision due to step size,
the equations were changed to use A7 s 7 - yo instead of 7. Where 7 is the electron energy
and 7O is the average beam energy. Now the change per step 57 is compared to a small quantity
II.B.3.C-1

and the coda works properly in single precision mode. The requirement of a small step size
makes the efficiency and speed of the code crucial factors. Thus, the code was made more
efficient to a point where it runs 10-20 times faster than the original code. In addition the code
can now allocate its own memory dynamically while running. Hence, it can be used with a
large number of particles without recompiling and by using the system resources more sparingly
and efficiently.
The scheme for periodic beam monitoring and steering was incorporated into
the code in the following way: The angle at station n 4- I is

' £ a

(25)

where dt is the angle imposed on the beam by the error in the j\th pole. Consequently, the
position at n + 1 is described by Eq. 17 and the "kick" Ax'n applied in correction station n is
calculated in Eq. 19. This formulation simulates a scheme where the position at station n + 1
is measured and fed back to station n to generate the "kick".
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d.

Analytical vs. Numerical Results

In order to compare the analytical results to the numerical ones, we averaged
over thirty runs with different sets of random errors for each case. The FEL parameters used
were K = 1.75 cm, X = 502.63, Ko = 1.9493,1 = 160 KAmp, p = 1.29 x 10 3 . In all cases,
we used a large beam radius with zero emittance in order to simulate a uni-dimensional case.
Testing the Different Regimes
In comparing the analytical results to the numerical simulation, all the effects
mentioned in the previous chapters were tested. Since the purpose of the test was to check the
validity of the analytical results and the consistency with the simulation code, the wiggler error
was different for the different cases and sometimes was chosen to be exaggerated to produce
visible results.
Amplitude Errors (compensated wiggler): In this case the theory predicts
the wiggler errors effect to be small, thus we chose an exaggerated error of AB/B = 2 % .
Figure 1 illustrates the theoretical results for a perfect wiggler and the simulation for a perfect
wiggler which are in excellent agreement. The theoretical results for a nonperfect wiggler is
compared point by point to the average of simulations for thirty different wigglers. In the linear
regime, the theory Eq. 5 and simulation seem to be in very good agreement. The small
difference between the theoretical line and the simulation line is due to the fact that the
simulation only averages over thirty wigglers while the theory averages over an infinite ensemble
of wiggler. The difference between the lines decreases as more wigglers are taken into the
average.
Amplitude Errors (uncompensated wiggler): In this case it is necessary to
isolate the steering error from the amplitude errors. This isolation of the effect cannot be
achieved in any practical case. However, it was necessary to create such a setup in order to
verify the theory. Hence, we defined a wiggler where the trajectory is corrected after each
wiggler period, i.e. we use the correction algorithm of Eqs. 14-17 with Lg = X,, and N c = 2.
This is, of course, not a practical case. However, in this casr there are no cumulative steering
errors. Hence, the amplitude errors effect is isolated. The wiggler error was again taken to be
AB/B = 2%. The results ae shown in Figure 2 and there is a very good agreement between
theory Eq. 6 and simulation.
Steering Errors (no trajectory corrections): In this case, the wiggler Field
errors have to be much smaller than the previous cases, since the sensitivity is much larger. We
chose a relative field error of AB/B = 0 . 1 % . This error is a little larger than the state-of-the-art
in wiggler technology. However, such an error will be achieved in the near future. The results
are shown in Figure 3. As is seen in the figure, the theory Eq. 7 is more pessimistic than the
simulation and predicts earlier saturation. This pessimism of the theory could be due to the fact
that the theory is one dimensional and when the beam is steered off axis, the theory predicts a
loss of synchronization between the electrons and the ponderomotive force. In practice,
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One Dimensional Test Case (Correction Every Period, 2%)

10° h
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Figure 2. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles (AB/B = 2%). In order to isolate the amplitude errors, the beam trajectory is corrected
after each period.
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One Dimensional Test Case (No Corrections, 0.1%)
/i
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Figure 3. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles (AB/B = 0.1 %). The trajectory is not corrected, hence the steering errors are dominant.
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however, when the electron beam is steered off axis, it starts emitting radiation which is also
off axis. Thus, in the high gain regime, active guiding takes place and the reduction in gain is
less than predicted by theory. Still, in the linear regime there is a pretty good agreement
between theory and simulation. This result is very promising as it predicts that for wiggler field
errors which are slightly smaller than the state-of-the-art, a long single pass FEL will operate
successfully even without monitoring and correcting the beam trajectory in the middle of the
wiggler.
Steering Errors with Trajectory Corrections: In this case, the theory in
Ref. 8 assumes that there are many correction stations per gain length (Ns < < NG) but does
not specify a limit to the validity of the theory. The number of wiggler periods per gain length
for the above parameters is NQ - 62. We ran four cases with N s = 8,16,24,32 respectively.
As it was noted in the previous section, the average angle of the electron beam is given in Eq.
12. This implies that for maximum gain, the energy of the beam has to be increased to
compensate for that angle. The amount of increase is
1

b

Nr

2

(26)

The simulation results are shown in Figure 4. In the first case where N s = 8 (Figure 4a), the
theory Eqs. 6 and 10 predicts that the effect of amplitude errors Eq. 6 is dominant, and indeed,
the simulation confirms that, and shows a good matching with the amplitude errors result. In
all other cases, there is also a very good agreement between the theory and the simulation.
Test of the Limits of the Analytical Theory
In Ref. 8 Yu et al. used perturbation theory to get the results. In all the cases
it was assumed that AB/B < < 1 and in the case of steering errors with orbit corrections it was
also assumed that N s < < NG. Thus, it is expected to get a growing disagreement between
theory and simulation ad AB/B and NS/NG grow. Another cause of disagreement between theory
and simulation could be the fact that the theory assumes the radiation to be a plan wave
propagating in the direction parallel to the wiggler axis. According to the theory any steering
of the beam off axis causes a loss of synchronization with the ponderomotive force. In reality,
when the beam is steered off axis it interacts with the part of the electromagnetic mode which
propagates parallel to it. Moreover, in the high gain regime, there is active guiding8 and the
electromagnetic mode follows the beam. It is thus expected that for large errors and large
distance between steering stations, the theory will tend to be too pessimistic. In order to check
the validity of the theory, we run several cases where the wiggler field errors are large and the
distance between steering sections is comparable to a gain length. Figures 5 and 6 show a
number of runs that were done with a compensated wiggler and steering errors with orbit
corrections. In all cases, it seems that the theory tends to predict a larger reduction in gain than
the simulation for large errors as expected. In the case of steering errors with orbit corrections
(Figure 6), it looks like both the magnitude of the error and the distance between correction
stations determine the validity of the theory. As the distance between correction stations grows,
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Figure 4a. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles and beam correction stations. Correction every 8 periods (AB/B = 2%).
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One Dimensional Test Case (N = 16, 1%)
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Figure 4b. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles and beam correction stations. Correction every 16 periods (AB/B = 1%).
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One Dimensional Test Cap i (N - 2 4 , 1%)
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Figure 4c. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a v. iggler with uncompensated
poles and beam correction stations. Correction every 24 periods (AB/B = 1 % ) .
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Figure 4d. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles and beam correction stations. Correction every 32 periods (AB/B = 0.7%).
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One Dimensional Test Case (Compensated Wiggler,
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Figure 5. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles and a large field error (AB/B = 4%).
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Figure 6a. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles and beam correction stations. A case with a large field error (AB/B = 2%) and small
distance between correction stations.

One Dimensional Test Case (N = 32, 1%)
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Figure 6a. Analytical and theoretical results for the FEL gain in a wiggler with uncompensated
poles and beam correction stations. A case with small field error (AB/B = 1%) but large
distance between correction stations.
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the perturbation theory becomes limited to smaller errors. This is also expected because
increasing the distance between correction stations or the errors create the same effect of
increasing the steering of the electron beam.
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e.

UV FEL Results

Some of the parameters are AB/B = 0.3%, p = 1.32 x 1 0 \ N o - 61, Xw
= 2.2 cm. It is obvious from Eq. 7 that in this case the steering error is very large and is
beyond the limit of validity of the perturbation theory. Two-dimensional computer simulations
show that, indeed, the gain is reduced significantly, arid that orbit corrections are necessary.
Choosing to space the correction stations by N s = 40 periods, the theory predicts W = 1.76 x
I G \ 24r g = -3.92 x 10'3. The relative reduction in growth rate is:
reduction in growth rate _
Ideal growth rate

To make sure that the maximum beam wander is smaller than 10% the size of the beam (5x <
0.1 ffj = 20 jim), we find that the orbit correction stations have to be spaced at intervals less
than 93 cm apart. This is in accord with the number we choose from phase error consideration
(L s = 88 cm). To test these parameters, we simulated this case on the computer. This time
with the actual design parameters of emittance and beam size and the results indicate a small
reduction in gain as expected (Figure 7). As the theory predicts the reduction in gain is too
small to be noticed on the curves of Figure 6. In actuality, the reduction of gain is smaller than
the precision of the code.
Alignment Errors
Alignment errors can be classified into two types: 1. Error in the positioning
of the beam; 2. Errors in the angle of the beam. Since the beam experiences focusing when
moving through the wiggler, both classes of misalignment will create the same effect on the FEL
interaction.
To simulate alignment errors we wrote a new version of the FEL code TDA3D which is a revision of TDA in which the electromagnetic field is also described in three
dimensions by expanding it in terms of modes.
•

(28)

The code was then run with the UV FEL parameters, but the electron beam was positioned off
axis. Several cases were examined and for each case we looked at the reduction of total power
and the reduction of the mode quality, which is the power in the TEoo mode divided by the total
power. The effect of widening the TEoo mode was not examined since the mode can be
refocussed with optics if needed. The results are presented in Table 1.

UV FEL Test Case (N = 40, 0.3%)
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Figure 7. Simulation of the proposed UV FEL with a perfect wiggler and with an
uncompensated wiggler (AB/B = 0.3%) and a correction station every 40 periods.
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Table 1. Misalignment Simulation Results
Ax

20

50

100

200

Ap/p

0.83

0,57
0,96

0.17
0.82

0.04
0.81

The results in Table 1 indicate that a misalignment of 50 ^m will reduce the
output power by less than a half. Even a misalignment of 100 urn will leave more than 10%
of the power. This result suggests that if the FEL is aligned to a 100 jttm accuracy, the FEL
radiation could be used to further align it.
The computer simulation of the misalignment also suggests that our wiggler
error calculations are too pessimistic, since wiggler errors are equivalent to misalignment. Thus,
we recalculate the spacing of the correction station. This time allowing a beam wander of 50

The results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Allowed spacing between correction stations.

AB/B

ILL

y

y

y

Ls

3m

2,4 m 1.7 m 0.9 m

From Table 2 it is clear that either the requirement on spacing of correction
stations or on the wiggler error can be greatly reduced with these results.
Summary and Further Exploration
We have demonstrated that the wiggler error theory developed in Ref. [] and
the computer simulation are consistent in the one-dimensional cases examined. Hence, both may
be considered a reliable tool in the design of FELs. In the actual FEL with beam monitoring
and correction, there are errors in the measurements of the beam position. This effect has to
be taken into account. We have also demonstrated that 3D simulation of wiggler errors are
expected to relax the requirement on the wiggler field errors or the sparing between beam
monitoring stations.
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4. UV Seed Lasers
Introduction
The FEL will produce an output wavelength XFEL between 75 and 300 nm through
interaction of the electron beam with light from a tunable seed laser operating at an integral
multiple of the FEL wavelength: Xs = nFE1XFEL. The final harmonic conversion will take place
within the FEL itself, using harmonics nFEL between 1 and 4, depending on the tuning of the
undulator K parameter in each of the two components of the undulator. Thus the seeding
wavelength can be much longer than the desired FEL wavelength. The use of harmonicgenerating crystals between the seed source and the FEL input further broadens the range of
possible source wavelengths.
Each of the two undulators operates at 5 kHz. Ordinarily, two users will share
each undulator, obtaining pulses in alternation. All of these four users can independently select
the FEL wavelength over a 30% range by adjusting the electron beam energy with the final RF
cavities in front of the two undulators. All four will then need an independently selected seed
wavelength, requiring at least four seed lasers operating at 2.5 kHz. To provide redundancy and
to facilitate tuning, six lasers will be available, each capable of servicing any user. While four
beams seed the FELs, the other two are available for service or adjustment. It is highly desirable
that each of these lasers share a common technology and can be adjusted to cover any part of
the tuning range.
Tuning Range
The laser material most capable of fulfilling these requirements has already been
introduced in the discussion of the laser for the electron gun (Section II.A.3.b). Titanium
sapphire provides a solid-state laser source covering a broad tuning range, with XTS between 680
and 1100 nm. Table 1 shows that this range can be sufficient to seed all the FEL wavelengths,
using a combination of harmonic-generating crystals (XTS = ncXJ and harmonics generated in
the FEL. For the shortest wavelengths generated in the crystals (fourth harmonic), a cutoff of
205 nm is used, since crystals are not available below this value.
In contrast to the electron-gun laser, the seed laser system will use Ti: sapphire for
both the oscillator and the regenerative amplifier in order to retain the broad Usability (see
Figure 1). Continuous (CW) Ti:sapphire oscillators have been operated throughout the 680 to
1100 nm range. The CW mode-locked oscillators of interest here have been operated from 695
to 1080 nm. Operating the Thsapphire oscillator and amplifier over a minimum range of 700
to 1050 nm will alllow the FEL to cover its full range from 75 to 300 nm. To date, all
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifiers have been operated at a number of single wavelengths
(without scanning), mostly near 790 nm, where the gain and efficiency are highest.1 One system
has been operated at 1053 nm.2 In principle, these devices should be readily tunable throughout
the bandwidth of the optical coatings used, and tunable over the full range when appropriate
optics sets are substituted. We intend to develop this broad tuning. To allow for the possibility
II.B. 4-1

Argon-Ion CVV Laser

X

Ti: Sapphire Oscillator

340 to
550 nm
SHG

580 to 1100 nm

Ti: Sapphire Regenerative Amp
527 nm

Doubled Nd: YLF Laser

Figure 1. A sketch of the Ti:sapphire system, showing the oscillator, regenerative amplifier,
harmonic generation crystal, the argon-ion pump laser for the oscillator, and the intracavityfrequency-doubled, Q-switched, Nd:YLF pump for the amplifier.
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of a reduction in output near the edges, we have included a dye laser system, covering the 600
to 700 nm range, as one of the six seed lasers (see Figure 2). To begin development of the
Ti:sapphire laser, BNL has provided exploratory-research funds to Di Mauro, White, and Saeed
of the Chemistry Department for building an oscillator-amplifier system. Further work at NSLS
on a full prototype is anticipated. After a broadly tunable Ti:sapphire amplifier is demonstrated,
it is likely that a sixth Ti:sapphire system will be purchased instead of the dye system, in order
to have identical lasers, all with the greater stability of a solid-state gain medium.
Table I shows that a desired FEL wavelength can often be generated with more
than one combination of Ti:sapphire harmonics. Three factors influence this choice. First, when
two users share an undulator, they must operate it at the same harmonic n FEU because K tuning
between two harmonics is not possible at 2.5 kHz. This requirement is satisfied over most of
the tuning range by operating the FEL at the ihirc harmonic. Hear 20u am, both users can
operate at the second harmonic. Second, the efficiency of harmonic generation in crystals
decreases with harmonic number ne, and so more seed power (see below) will be available with
n0 = 2 or 3 than with 4. Third, as was noted above, it may be desirable to operate away from
the edges of the Ti:sapphire tunn.g range.
warns

XFEL
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3
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367 227 122
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4

3

12

275

205

92

68

3 4

12

367 227

92

57
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3

(nm)

Table 1. Possible FEL wavelengths XFnL using a Tirsapphire laser at wavelengths XTS from 1100
to 680 nm. Harmonics nc of this light are generated in crystals (down to 205 nm) and used to
seed the FEL at X,. A final harmonic nFEL is generated within the FEL. Note that a desired
wavelength can often be obtained with more than one combination.
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Figure 2. A sketch of the dye laser system, showing the dye oscillator and amplifiers, the
oscillator's mode-locked Nd:YLF pump laser, the Nd:YLF regenerative amplifier for pumping
the amplifier, and various harmonic-generation crystals.
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Seed Power
The FEL seed power- is limited by the time-average pump power to the
regenerative amplifier. Titanium sapphire has a pump band in the green and an upper-state
lifetime of about 3 ps, much shorter than the 400-/*s repetition rate of the amplifier. While the
CW mode-locked Ti: sapphire oscillator can be pumped with a 15 or 20-W CW argon-ion laser,
the amplifier must have a pulsed pump, using a Q-switched, frequency-doubled, Nd:YLF or
Nd:YAG laser. Such sources are available with 10 W of infrared, and 5 W of green. Between
10 and 20% of the pump power (0.5 to 1 W) can be extracted from the Tirsapphire, depending
on wavelength. This power corresponds to at least 200 / J per pulse at 2.5 kHz. As with the gun
laser, we then choose conservative values, achievable on a daily basis, for the efficiency of the
harmonic-generation crystals: 10% for the fourth harmonic, 20% for the third, and 30% for the
second, giving energies of 20, 40, and 60 / J , respectively. A typical long seed pulse
(corresponding to a low peak power) might have a duration of 5 ps FWHM. (The infrared pulse
length will be greater by V'TT,..) The seed power then ranges between 4 and 12 MW, depending
on the harmonic, and so satisfies the requirement for a 4-MW input.
It is instructive to compare these numbers with measured values. A titaniumsapphire oscillator and regenerative amplifier has produced over 1 W of 764 nm light, in 150
fs pulses at repetition rates from 1 to 7 kHz.1 The pump laser was a Laser Photonics intracavity
doubled, Q-switched Nd:YLF producing 10 W of green. To reduce the peak power in the
amplifier, and thus avoid nonlinearities and optical damage, the pulse was first chirped and
stretched to 500 ps by the dispersion of a grating pair (since different wavelengths have different
path lengths), then amplified, and finally recompressed by another grating pair. This technique,
known as chirped-pulse amplification, is especially important for femtosecond pulses. Even
higher pump powers are possible: a CW-lamp-pumped, Q-switched, intra-cavity-doubled,
Nd:YAG laser,3 designed for 4.1- to 25-kHz operation, has produced up to 53.5 W at 532 nm
and 25 kHz with a single rod, and up to 106 W with two rods.
Complete commercial systems are also becoming available. For example, SpectraPhysics and Quantronix have introduced a new product pairing the Spectra-Physics Tsunami
oscillator (see Section II.A.3.b) with a Quantronix Tr.sapphire regenerative amplifier and
frequency-doubled, 9-W (multimode, at 527 nm and 3 kHz) Nd:YLF pump. They promise an
energy of 100 j J in 150 fs pulses at 2.5 kHz, using various wavelengths from 740 to 860 nm.
Again, chirped-pulse amplification is used. We see that the required seed energy will be
available from a state-of-the-art system, although, as was noted above, full and rapid tunability
has not yet been explored.
Bandwidth
The bandwidth of the seed is controlled by the oscillator. Various optics sets are
available for the Tsunami to produce Gaussian pulses having widths from 0.1 to 60 ps FWHM
(full width at half maximum). In all cases, the bandwidth is 1.5 times the Fourier-transform
limit, which is given by
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where the pulse width At and spectral width AX are FWHM values of power. By selecting the
correct infrared pulse width, and by taking care to preserve the Gaussian shape during harmonic
generation, it is possible to seed pulses over the desired 0.1 to 15-ps range with near-transformlimited bandwidths. For example, a 5-ps seed pulse at 300 nm requires an 8.7-ps oscillator pulse
at 900 nm. The bandwidth at 300 nm is then 1.3 x 10".
Controls, Diagnostics, and Layout
The six seed laser systems will be located in a common laser room above the
beginning of the undulators, as shown in Figure 3. Computer-controlled translation stages will
move switching mirrors to select the two seed lasers for each undulator. These two lasers will
pulse in alternation every 200 pts. A polarizer and Pockels cell will merge the two beam paths.
The beams will then be directed downward to the final focusing and steering optics, and injected
into the vacuum system.
To allow users to scan the FEL wavelength, seed-laser tuning should be rapid and
computer controlled. Because of the limited bandwidth of the optical coatings, several mirror
sets wili be required to tune the titanium-sapphire system over the full 680 to 1100 nm range.
Since there are six laser systems, all the mirror sets needed for a scan could be available by
switching among different lasers. A more elaborate and flexible arrangement could involve
interchanging mirror sets under computer control. Within the range of each mirror set, tuning
is accomplished by adjusting the birefringent filter while monitoring the wavelength with a
spectrometer, and optimizing the pulse shape with the dispersion-compensation elements (GiresTournois interferometer or prisms) in the oscillator, using an autocorrelator (before harmonic
conversion) or a streak camera (after conversion) to monitor the shape. Both of these
adjustments could be adapted to computer control. It should be possible to measure and
maintain the central wavelength to an accuracy of 0.01 %. Tuning will also require scanning the
angles of the harmonic-generating crystals and switching among the various crystals. For each
wavelength, the computer might translate the appropriate crystal into place; active feedback for
the crystal angle is commercially available.
To change the oscillator pulse width over the anticipated 0.1 to 30-ps range, other
changes in the oscillator's optics must be made. Different elements to compensate for groupvelocity dispersion, and so adjust the pulse width and shape, are used in the 0.1, 1, and 10 ps
regimes. These changes may be made in a few minutes by hand, since it is unlikely that a user
will want to jump rapidly to a different width. An automated substitution is also possible. The
pulse width can be monitored with an autocorrelator. It is expected that chirped-pulse
amplification will be necessary to avoid optical damage, especially for the shorter pulses. The
amount of stretching must then be varied as the oscillator width is changed. The stretching must
be linear (as with grating pairs), in order to retain the narrow bandwidth. Synchrotronization
II.B.4-6
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Figure 3. Layout of the seed lasers and undulators. The lasers are shown with dashed lines to
indicate that they are on the floor above the accelerator.
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of the pulses with the electron beam can be controlled to 2 ps rms with the Tsunami's externalclock option (see Section H.A,3,b).
The amplifier output energy and the seed energy can be measured with
photodiodes, fast joulemeters, or average-power meters. They can be adjusted by attenuating
the power from the amplifier, using a motorized half-wave plate and polarizer. A seed-energy
stability of 5% should be possible.
The final steering and focusing of the laser light into the FEL will be controlled
with optics on a platform next to the final dipole magnet (see Figure 3). Before the light passes
through the window into the beamiine vacuum, a fraction will be split off for measurement. The
aim and spot size will be detected with a video camera and digital frame grabber; corrections
can be made remotely using a motorized mirror and lens.
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5.

FEL Wiggler
a.

Introduction

Two identical wiggler beamlines are proposed, each operated as a
subharmonicaily seeded single pass FEL at a repetition rate of 5 kHz. Each beamline uses two
wiggler magnets separated by a dispersive section as shown in Figure 1 of Chapter H.B. 1.
The first wiggler is tuned to the seed laser wavelength. The energy
modulation of the electron beam produced in the first wiggler is spatially bunched after the
dispersive section. In the second wiggler, tuned to a higher harmonic, the prepunched electron
beam first radiates coherently, and then this radiation is exponentially amplified. Finally a
tapered section is used to extract additional power from the electron beam. The basic wiggler
parameters are summarized in Table 1.
With these parameters the radiator would be tuned to the third
harmonic. Although the FEL tunabiliiy is mainly accomplished by changing the electron energy,
a tunable wiggler parameter K in both the modulator and the radiator is also required. In order
to have a continuously tunable FEL output wavelength between 75 and 300 nm the wiggler
beamlines must be operational in the second harmonic also. This implies a K tunability of 25 %.
The FEL tunability is discussed in more detail in the preceding Chapter II.B.4 .
Because the electron beam wander in the wiggle plane caused by
random magnetic field fluctuations scales as Nw3/2 (number of periods Nw), high precision
wigglers are needed with rms field errors at or below the state-of-the-art of 0.2-0.3% rms, but
for several hundred periods. A detailed analysis of magnetic field, errors in a high gain single
pass amplifier is given in Chapter II.B.3. The tolerable field errors must be determined, along
with the number of correction field and beam position diagnostic locations. Therefore electron
beam diagnostic and steering stations become integral parts of the wiggler beamline which have
to fit inside the available gap. In summary, the wiggler technology to be chosen has to allow for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Operation at several kHz repetition rates.
Easy K-tuning for long wigglers (L = 14m).
Maximum wiggler field amplitudes at short periods.
Adjustable magnetic field "taper" to ensure optimum
resonance between the electrons and the radiation field.
Transverse natural wiggler focussing to prevent electron
beam emittance growth.
Low random field errors to minimize electron beam
steering.
Integration of electron beam diagnostic and control.

These requirements can be met with either of the two main types
of high performance wigglers: the hybrid wiggler or the electromagnetic (EM) wiggler. The EM
wiggler can be built as a pulsed system or as a dc magnet, powered either by water-cooled Cu
or superconducting NbTi coils.
Various other wiggler technologies have been proposed in the
literature, like RF wigglers, electromagnetic field (laser) wigglers, "field synthesizers" and
plasma wigglers. Besides the RF undulator whose proof of principle has been demonstrated,
these various wiggler schemes are in a conceptual design stage. The quality of the wiggler field
is yet to be established. Their usefulness in an user facility environment awaits demonstration
and therefore these technologies are not considered here.
In what follows we focus on wiggler technologies whose field
quality has been established. They have to be suitable for construction of long wigglers with
short periods. The region of interest would be 4mm <X W < 40mm.
The hybrid wiggler assembly consists of a sequence of permanent
magnets plus iron pole pieces. Because of Us high radiation resistance samarium cobalt (SmCo)
is the preferred magnetic material. To provide higher fields, vanadium permendur instead of iron
would be the pole material. For such a hybrid device the optimized pole width geometry yields
= 3.3 exp -5.47

X + L8o|X|

where g is the full magnetic gap and K, the wiggler period'. This expression is valid for
0.07 <g/X w < 0.7. For neodymium-iron instead of samarium-cobalt the fields are typically
10-15% higher. Most insertion devices for modern synchrotron radiation storage rings are built
in the hybrid technology. For free-electron lasers this technology has been used to build 5m and
10m long wigglers2-3 with a period of 2.18cm and 3.89cm respectively. Typically, an accuracy
in terms of magnetic field fluctuations of AB/B = 0.50% rms has been achieved.
Recently wiggler performance of unprecedentedly high field
accuracy of AB/B <_ 0.1% has been achieved for the UCSB free-electron lasers. The wiggler
technology employs mechanically adjustable poles to provide three dimensional tunability. A
computerized robotic adjuster carries out the adjustment automatically4. However in the case of
a K tunable device such a perfect adjustment has to be preserved both for the gap adjustable and
for the phase adjustable wiggler. In both cases essentially the whole wiggler mass has to be
moved. This is a complicated and difficult procedure for very long wigglers.
For EM wigglers there is a strong increase in the required
excitation current for Kj>.l as the period is reduced at a given gap. In addition the diminishing
space between the poles leads to an even faster increase in the current density. As an example,
a current density of 28 kA/cm2 would be needed for the radiator wiggler. It is this that generates
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the surprising result that a pulsed or superconducting EM device can become necessary even for
on-axis field strengths below Q.5T. Recently pulsed EM wigglers with high fields on axis5 at
subcentimeter gaps and very low rms field errors6 (achieved by trimming each individual pole)
have been demonstrated. Nonetheless, in our case the reliable operation of a pulsed 500 period
device at 5 VHz repetition rate would be a considerable challenge.
A series of room temperature dc iron core electromagnetic wiggler
designs for induction linac free-electron laser research has been developed at LLBL. A 25.6m
long, 8.0cm period wiggler with a nominal wiggler field of B o = 0.25T (at a gap of 3.0cm) has
been built7. Although these parame&rs are very different from ours this wiggler incorporates
some features which are important for the proposed UV FEL wigglers. Parabolic pole faces
provide horizontal focussing. A variable taper of the transverse field amplitude, approximated
in flat steps (16 cm), is feasible over the whole wiggler length. In principle every adjustment
of the taper would require retuning of the horizontal matching and steering of the electron beam
into the wiggler. To avoid this, an additional constraint has been imposed on the magnetic
design: each individually tunable two-period wiggler section must not steer the electron beam.
This allows 2. :eal-time adjustment of the field taper without causing beam steering and a very
low rield error level of 0.14% rms at the expense of many power supplies.
Wiggler Concept Development
The development of a several hundred period long, high
performance wiggler with a short period is a challenging task. The dominant component in the
UV FEL wiggler beamline is the 500 period long radiator. Field errors at or below 0.2-0.3%
rms are needed to minimize the electron beam wander in the wiggle plane. For gaps and iron
pole widths in the range of 4-8 mm such field errors allow a tolerance of only ± 10 /.im for
pole-to-pole variations in the gap as well as in the pole width. This is a most critical design
requirement, and it drives the mechanical design concept.
We have adopted the approach of a superconducting (SC)
electromagnet with a ferromagnetic iron core. The magnetization of a ferromagnetic core always
enhances the field relative to tn air-core electromagnet, even in saturation. Our goal U the
development of a wiggler technology that allows the construction of long wigglers with errors
below 0.2% rms without pole-to-pole adjustments. The wiggler will be assembled in units of
wiggler sections rather than individual coils and poles. One section, the "basic cell", has about
10-12 periods. This reduces the number of individual elements in the wiggler assembly
considerably which reduces tolerance build up. The technology is capable of meeting the
requirements listed above more cost effectively than the alternative approach using hybrid
technology. Not surprising, the main disadvantage is the operation at cryogenic temperatures.
Although cryogenic engineering is well established, the cryogenic operation of the wiggler adds
cost to the wiggler system, though the wiggler itseli is intrinsically a simple device and can be
built inexpensively. The integration of electron beam diagnostic in particular becomes more
difficult.
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Besides the ability to reach fields with a sufficient margin above
the required field range, the wigglers must meet stringent requirements on field quality,
reproducibility, and long-term reliability. For this we plan to use extensively existing technology
developed for the superconducting particle accelerator magnet design and construction (for RHIC
at BNL, HERA, SSC, LEP), measuring and analysis procedures, cooling method, quench
protection, instrumentation, and quality control standards. Ongoing and future R&D will
concentrate on the development of superconducting wigglers with the required characteristics and
on a tested design tnat is suitable for machine use. Proven features include machining tolerances
of the wiggler yokes, the superconducting winding, the operational field level and field quality,
wiggler alignment, electron beam diagnostic and control inside the wiggler, and the maximum
wiggler length possible without axial gaps. Since the wiggler magnet is defined to also include
the cold mass and its cryostat, a suitable cryostat and a method of cold mass support are also
included.
After a full-length assembly of the cold mass comprising modulator,
dispersive section and radiator it will be inserted into a ca. 14.5m long cryostat. Besides the
two drift spaces between the dispersive section and the modulator and the radiator the cold mass
will be assembled continuously in sections, the "basic cells", attached end-to-end but otherwise
seamless over the full length. In this case there are no drift spaces to accommodate beam
diagnostic and steering stations. This avoids the necessary tuning of drift spaces to meet the
n(2ir) conditions on the phase angle jump. Instead two-plane electron beam steering coils are
mounted directly outside the beam pipe. Electron beam diagnostics from stripline monitors are
available at the entrance and exit of the cold mass assembly. Special miniature striplines will be
developed which fit within the available gap (see Chapter II.C.I). In case more segmentation
in sections of about 3-4m for the radiator is more appropriate, axial gaps would be available to
accommodate ports for vacuum pumps, two-plane dipole steering, and, if required, quadrupole
focusing trim. Intercepting fluorescent targets and nonintercepting stripiine beam position
monitors could be installed more conveniently in these gaps. Segmentation with axial gaps
implies each section having independent correction coils and phase shifters between individual
sections, similar to the dispersive section, for phasing the radiation emitted in different sections.
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b.

gold M^ss Assembly
Baseline Design Concept

A schematic cross-sectional view of the cold mass assembly is
shown in Figure I. The wiggle field is produced by the wiggler magnets which are
mechanically constrained, both radially and axially, by stainless-steel "collar" lamination ("collar
2") and by stainless-steel end-plates. The operating field of the wigglers is made possible by the
availability of high current density sr.fXiCvnducting NbTi conductors stabilized with
high-conductivity copper. In addition to the precision clamping of the wiggler magnets, "collar
2" provides the clamping of the high vacuum chamber, the clamping of low vacuum stainlesssteel tubes ("alignment channels") right on top of both the upper and lower wiggler yoke as well
as channels for helium flow next to the superconducting coils. Some of the helium channels are
3Uio used for the coil leads, instrumentation leads and electrical connections between the
magnets. There are slotted lamination in regular intervals to allow radial helium flow.
This collared subassembly is held by another laminated aluminum
"collar" ("collar 1"). The main purpose of the outer aluminum "collars" is to accurately fix the
wiggler yoke position, through the use of alignment keys and fiducials (not shown in detail in
Figure 1), to the outside of this assembly which can thus be precisely aligned through the
cryostat suspension system to the outside of the cold mass enclosure. The cold mass enclosure
is a stainless-steel shell (called the "skin") around "collar 1".
At room temperature, the outer radius of the stainless-steel collars
is close to the inner radius of the aluminum ones. The wiggler magnets are squeezed into
"collar 2" during collaring. When the outer "collar 1" is put on, a small gap remains between
the upper and lower lamination halves. This gap is progressively closed during the mounting of
the outer shell, and at room temperature the outer circumference of "collar 2" and the inner
circumference of "collar 1" differ by the distance equal to the differential shrinkage of aluminum
and stainless-steel during cooldown. During cooldown the aluminum collars shrink more than
the stainless-steel collars, which in turn shrink more than the wiggler iron yoke. The pressure
exerted in both collars therefore increases and the precise clamping of the wiggler magnets is
preserved during cooldown.
To verify the basic design concept, future wiggler R&D will focus
among other things on the mechanics of the cold mass assembly. As mentioned earlier we plan
to use extensively magnet mechanic design concepts developed for the superconducting dipoles.
A substantial amount of development and engineering work has been invested in controlling the
interaction of the coil, yoke, collar and skin, since all four play a significant role in obtaining
the desired structural performance in 10-17 m long dipoles. Our basic design therefore is a
straightforward adaption of the cold mass assembly technology developed recently for the SSC,
HERA and RHIC magnets. However, there are important differences. Naturally our magnetic
design is completely different and entirely defined by the wiggler magnet design. Both collar
lamination are non-magnetic in our case and serve structural purposes only, whereas in the case

COLD MASS ASSEMBLY
STAINLESS STEEL TUBE

ALIGNMENT CHANNEL

"COLLAR 1"
(LAMINATED)
-"COLLAR 2 "
(LAMINATED)

UNDULATOR MAGNETS

BEAM PIPE

SPACER'

HELIUM & WIRE CHANNELS

Figure 1.

Cross sectional view of the wiggler cold mass assembly.
undulator magnets is 40 mm (scale).
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of the high field dipoles one of the laminated assemblies is highly permeable iron and represents
the "cold iron" yoke. Because the magnetic forces are about a factor 60-100 smaller compared
to the forces present in a RHIC or SSC dipole, our emphasis lies on precision clamping and
alignment through minimal prestress. Heavy and expensive tooling for pre-compression at room
temperature is therefore not needed. The cold mass design of the SC dipoles on the other hand,
aside from being structurally adequate for the assembly and thermal loads, must be done under
sufficient compression provided by the collar lamination that the Lorentz forces acting on the
coils produce a small enough response so that there is little or no training and field distortions
attributed to coil deformations are minimal.
The basic design concept of the cold mass assembly may be
summarized as follows:
- Superconducting NbTi coils wound on precision machined low
carbon steel yokes provide the desired magnetic wiggler field
distribution.
- Stainless-steel lamination (nitronic 40, inner "collar 2") provide
a precision fixture with sufficient clamping for both the wiggler
magnets and the alignment channels. This damping provides the
accurate positioning of both the wiggler magnets against a gap
defining precision "spacer" and the alignment channels against the
wiggler magnets. The "spacer" itself can be part of the same
lamination.
- Aluminum lamination (outer "collar 1") provide the accurate
alignment of the wiggler magnet/"collar 2" subassembly over the
entire length and to the outside of this assembly.
- A stainless-steel containment tube provides the clamping of the
outer "collar 1" and also the longitudinal support for the whole
cold mass assembly.
Having briefly outlined the concepts underlying the design of the
wiggler cold mass, we shall now review its different components. The dominant part of the cold
mass assembly is the wiggler magnet itself. Its design will be discussed in more detail. Due to
the production process lamination can be built with great precision from various metals, in
various sizes and with various geometries. The information about lamination has been extracted
from various SSC, HERA and RHIC magnet publications and is summarized here for
completeness.
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Collars
It will be shown later that typical mechanical accuracies needed to
guarantee the required wiggler field homogeneity are 10-15 fim. The gap between the upper and
lower wiggler yoke must be controlled within 10 jim. Such tolerances are difficult to achieve
by conventional machining, in particular for 14 m long devices. Stamped lamination can achieve
the required precision for complex shapes at any cross section up to 350mm.
The stainless-steel lamination ("collar 2") are 1.5 mm thick and 150
mm wide. They are spot-welded in pairs in two configurations, called left and right, and the
left and right pairs can be stacked together alternately into ca. 150 mm long packs. The
spot-welding was introduced to increase the rigidity of the collars. The left-right stacking was
introduced to eliminate helica! twists which otherwise inevitably occur in a several meter long
assembly. Helical twists nay distort the desired magnetic field pattern and create an
uncontrolled "taper" along the wiggler axis. The collar packs are held together by means of two
stainless-steel tubes flared at one end and located near the collar top. They are locked around
the wiggler magnets and the alignment tubes by four phosphor-bronze tapered keys, which are
driven horizontally into the key ways located near the vertical plane (not shown in Figure 1).
The stainless-steel collaring of one wiggler beamline requires about 90 collar packs with a total
of about 13000 lamination.
The aluminum lamination ("collar 1") are 1.5mm thick and also
stacked in ca. 150 mm long modules, held together by stainless steel tubes. The aluminum
modules are assembled around the wiggler magnet/"eoUar 2" subassembly so that the split
between the two halves is located at the midplane. Two identical keys at the midplane provide
the precise alignment of the aluminum modules. To avoid overstraining the alignment, only one
key is used for registration, while the other is set loose by oversizing the yoke keyway.
Both the inner and outer collar have slotted lamination in regular
intervals serving two purposes, radial helium flow and passages for current and instrumentation
leads.
Coil-Yoke Assembly
The magnetic field distribution is determined by the coil-yoke
assembly. For long wigglers the coil-yoke assembly has to be modular and has to be built in
sections. A wiggler section consists of two identical section magnets, an upper and a lower one.
In our design a section magnet is the "basic cell" rather than individual coils and poles.
Examples of section magnets for various wigglers currently under construction are given in
Figure 3a and Figure 4a. We note that the term "wiggler section" is ambiguous. Here a wiggler
section has the length of a physical section magnet. Sometimes we also refer to wiggler sections
in terms of a segmented long wiggler built as a sequence of shorter compensated wigglers,
separated by axial gaps.
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Figure 2a.

Superferric wiggler design for a wiggler section with flat poles.

Figure 2b.

Design of a section magnet with parabolic shaped poles.
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Figure 3a.

Two section magnets with a 18.0mm period for the HGE experiment. They are
very similar to the section magnets proposed for the UV FEL radiator.
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Figure 3b.

28 period prototype wiggler built out of two wiggler sections for the HGE
experiment.
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Figure 3c.

Same as Figure 3b., front view. The wiggler is assembled as a flat pole wiggler
with a 6.0mm full gap.
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The design aims for a field uniformity of AB/B < 0,2% rms for
the fully assembled wiggler beamline. This has to be achieved with the section magnets as
manufactured, without trimming or shimming of individual wiggler elements. This requirement
leads to a tight machining tolerance of within 10 jam for the wiggler periodicity, the pole width
and the pole flatness. This is the same tolerance required for the "collar 2" laminations which
clamp the section magnets. The length of 25 cm of a section magnet is limited by this specified
machining tolerance. The radiator (modulator) consists of 45 (8) wiggler sections, each having
11 (7) periods.
The design of a section magnet is based on a sequence of poles and
grooves which can be precision machined directly on a sheet of decarbonized iron. This can be
done either by computer controlled WEDM (Wire Electric Discharge Machining) or by computer
controlled milling. We have used both methods for building prototype wiggler sections. Such
a design was originally proposed and tested by Sampson and collaborators8. However, rather
than mounting single pre-fabricated NbTi coils such that each pole is encircled by a concentric
coil we use a continuous winding directly on the machined form of a section magnet9. This
winding scheme requires notches on the back or the side of the iron form between the coil
grooves to allow the passage of the wire from one groove to the next. After machining, the
section yokes get nickel plated (5-10 /nm) and insulated with kapton (0.05mm). Each section
magnet will be wound independently and will be electrically connected during the assembly of
the cold mass. Fully assembled, the wiggler sections are attached end-to-end. Therefore the first
poles on either end of a section magnet are half poles to form a "split pole" at the section joints.
The conceptual design of a wiggler section for a superferric planar
wiggler is shown in Figure 2a. Our proposed section magnet technology is suitable for short
period wigglers. It allows convenient modifications in cross section, length, periodicity and pole
shape geometry. In Figure 2b a section magnet design with parabolic shaped pole faces in the
center is shown. Properly shaped poles provide equal natural horizontal and vertical wiggler
focussing.
We have built and tested wiggler sections -cording to the design
in Figure 2b. The Figure 3a shows two 14 period (X» = 18mm) section magnets after winding.
They are very similar to the UV FEL radiator magnet design. Figures 3b-3c show two wiggler
sections (4 section magnets) assembled end-to-end in a preliminary aluminum fixture, prepared
for magnetic measurements. The device shown in Figure 3b is a 28 period prototype wiggler for
the harmonic generation FEL experiment (HGE) at the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at BNL.
A second FEL experiment at the ATF will be an oscillator experiment at 500 nm. Employing
the same technology, a first 23 period (Xw = 0.88 cm) long section of the final 70 period
oscillator wiggler has also been built and tested. The planar section magnets of this wiggler
before and after assembly are shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b.
We report later in the section 'R&D Status and Results' on the
performance of the two prototype wigglers shown in Figure 3b and Figure 4b. The key
parameters of the (main) SC wigglers being built for the FEL experiments at the ATF are given
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Figure 4a.

Two section magnets with a 8.80mm period for the visible FEL oscillator
experiment.
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Figure 4b.

25 period prototype wiggler for the visible FEL oscillator experiment.
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in Table 2 and Table 3. Additional! information on the yoke dimensions and coil windings are
given in the sections 'Peak Field on Axis' and 'Coil', on the conductor in the section
'Superconductor,' on the parabolic shaped pole faces in the section 'Transverse Focussing' and
on the specification of machining tolerances in the section 'Magnetic Field Errors'.
Beam Tube
The wiggler beamline is designed with a cold beam tube (cold
bore). The beam tube is made out of low permeability stainless steel (nitronic 40) with a 6 mm
outer diameter and a wall thickness of 0.5 mm. It is centered inside the magnet pole faces and
aligned longitudinally with the gap defining spacers which themselves are part of collar 2. Small
channels along the beam pipe are provided which serve as a helium buffer space. The inside
diameter of the beam tube may be plated with 25 jum of copper. The purpose of the copper
would be to reduce image current effects.
In regular intervals housings are provided for the electron beam
stripline diagnostic inside the wiggler. Special striplines with a 5 mm inner diameter are used.
These striplines are 15 cm long sections of slotted tube, surrounded by a vacuum chamber.
Inside the wiggler magnets the stripline vacuum chamber is 5 mm high x 40 mm wide x 150 mm
long. Outside the housing is big enough to serve as an access port with the vacuum
feedthroughs. The stripline vacuum chamber can be built by welding together two stainless steel
plates in which channels are milled to define the bore and the access ports.
A spacing of 5 mm for the stripline housing requires that the gap
in the center of the parabolic shaped pole faces can be opened to at least 8 mm. This is possible
because there is sufficient margin between the operating current and the quench current.
Coil
Here we report on the winding of the main coils of the modulator
and the radiator section magnets. The short dispersive section magnets can be wound similarly.
The trim coils for the wiggler end correction and for the correction of electron beam steering
will be discussed separately.
All the wiggler section magnets, comprising 14 coils for the
modulator and 22 coils for the radiator, will be wound independently. The coil grooves are
precision machined and matched within 100 pm to the coil width, taking the necessary insulation
into account. The grooves are deep enough to accommodate the main coil as well as small trim
coils which are added later on. The iron form gets plated after machining (electroless Ni plating
with a thickness of about 5 pim) to prevent rusting. Then the coil grooves get insulated with 100
fitn thick Kapton tape to prevent electrical shorts from the coil to the form. In addition, the
superconducting NbTi wire to be used is wrapped with a 12.7 /xm Kapton film in two layers with
about 50% overlap to prevent tum-to-turn shorts. The wire diameter including the insulation is
about 0.46 mm. After winding a high voltage test (0.1-1 KV) on each section magnet will be
II.B.5.b-12

performed. Kapton has very good electrical (break-through), mechanical (elasticity and yield
strength, also at liquid helium temperature) and radiation properties. Caution is necessary
because Kapton is sensitive to breaks and cut throughs due to burrs and sharp edges.
The section magnets are wound continuously such that only two
leads are present at the end. During winding the wire tension is controlled by a proper tensioning
device and shorts from the coil to the form are constantly monitored. To allow a continuous
winding notches on the side (back) of the iron form are provided to allow the passage of the
wire from one groove to the next. The coils are stacked in layers such that the number of turns
alternates between N and N-l for successive layers.
We have built and tested section magnets of various sizes (see
Figure 3a and Figure 4a) using this winding technology. No additional preload on the coils or
epoxy/fiberglass support has been employed so far to control conductor motion under the
Lorentz forces during operation. The short sample quench limit has always been reached. Some
training has been observed for the bigger 18 mm period magnets which is attributed at this point
to the low copper/superconductor ratio of the wire used and to its insulating formvar coating.
Therefore Kapton wrapped NbTi wire with sufficient copper will be used in the future. If
necessary epoxy/fiberglass conductor support will be used on the expense of reduced current
density.
The measured inductance of one section magnet shown in Figure
3a is 30 mH. This magnet is very similar to the proposed radiator section magnet. The mutual
inductance of two magnets facing each other at a 6 mm gap is 10% of their added inductances.
This information is used to estimate the stored energy in the magnet.
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c.

Cryostat

The cryostat is a 14 m long structure which must make the
transition from the 4K environment of the superconducting cold mass to the room temperature
tunnel in which it will be installed and operated. The major components included as part of the
cryostat are the vacuum vessel, the multilayer superinsulation (MLI), the LN2 reservoir and heat
shield (70K), the LHe vessel and the support system which carries the load generated by the cold
mass. The cryostat must accurately position the magnet cold mass to a given reference line. In
addition it must minimize the refrigeration load and be highly reliable.
The magnet structure is of the cold bore, cold yoke type and is
cooled by pool boiling helium at about 4.4K. The helium is supplied by the main helium
liquefication system. All boil-off gas is used to reduce the main heat inleaks to the liquid bath
by cooling the current leads, the service funnel housing and the electric connections to the
magnets. The boil-off gas is recovered at room temperature.
The cryostat enclosures consist of cylindrical vt ssels with flat end
plates. The design pressure of the liquid helium vessel has to accommodate the pressure rise
following a magnet quench. Pressure release spring-loaded safety valves would be set to control
the design pressure. Welded seams are used throughout to ensure leaktightness of the helium and
nitrogen vessels. Thermal insulation is achieved by the nitrogen shield and a multilayer of
superinsulation. Allowance will be made for relative thermal motion of the cold mass, piping,
heat shield and vacuum vessel with respect to each other by means of expansion joints (bellows)
located in the interconnect region between the magnet and the room temperature beamline. The
cold mass assembly and the LHe vessel are supported from the vacuum tank by means of a
suspension system. The vacuum tank is supported by girders whose jacks can be servo controlled
with high precision. It has been demonstrated at the ESRF that a load of 3.2 tonnes can be
maintained in a horizontal plane with a precision greater than 10 microns over several days,
using servo controlled girder:-.
The suspension system is crucial for positioning the magnet to a
given reference line. For superconducting accelerator magnets two different kinds of suspensions
are used, namely the reentrant type support posts (SSC development) or a tension strap system.
We summarize their relevant properties.
The support post is a cylindrical post type consisting of an inner
and an outer tube. The outer tube is manufactured from fiberglass reinforced epoxy composite.
The inner tube is manufactured from gTaphite reinforced epoxy composite. The ability of this
design to use two different materials allows each material to be used in its optimum temperature
range. Several support posts located along the length of a fully assembled wiggler cold mass
resist vertical and lateral loads. The posts are centered about the middle of the cold mass. The
cold mass is allowed to slide axially with respect to all but the center post to allow for thermal
contraction of the cold mass assembly during cooldown. The center support therefore would
need to resist axial loads. The total number of support posts is determined by the limits the cold
II.B.5 c-i

mass is allowed to sag to self weight, which in our case is 50 f.tm. This tolerance is a factor of
5-10 tighter than typically allowed for SC accelerator magnets.
Because of the required positional accuracy the cold mass support
for a long wiggler structure should be a 3 (or 4) point suspension system rather than the folded
posts used for RHIC and SSC magnets. Such a system would be more flexible in its adjustment
and provides the accuracy needed for the wiggler alignment. As suspensions typically a system
of transversal rods and vertical bands (straps) or rods are used. For the suspension rods (straps)
the following alternative exists:
- Inconel rods (used at CERN) or glass-fiber epoxy rods (used for
HERA).
- Invar rods. This is metal that shows minimal contraction during
cool-down. It is therefore ideally suited for precision alignment,
but it has a ca. 20 times higher thermal load compared to plastic
materials.
- Fiberglass straps. This material expands and can be used in such
a way to balance the stresses during cool-down.
A suspension system can be built to be adjustable from the outside.
A disadvantage is that the penetrations through the radiation shield must be closed carefully. As
an example we show in Figure 5 the cross section of a cryostat used at CERN for the LEP
low-beta quadrupoles (warm bore)10. The alignment tolerance for these quadrupoles was 30
microns, similar to our alignment tolerance. This has been achieved as a combined result of the
3 (4) point cold mass suspension system and the overall alignment of the cryostat in its girders.
The magnet would be installed in the inner cylindrical tube. The length of the
CERN magnet is 2m and the length of the cryostat 2.5 m. The cold mass is about 1.2 tonnes.
Working outwards, the main components are seen to be as follows: inner wall of the helium
vessel, aluminum alloy shrinking rings, outer shell of the helium vessel, heat screen (He vapor
cooled) and vacuum tank. The magnet (not shown in Figure 5) is suspended via short axles at
its quarter points by tension rods to the reinforced vacuum enclosure. In order to preserve
alignment when the magnet is tilted, the top axles are held in position with respect to the vacuum
vessel by pretensioned wires. Inconel 718 is used for the main suspension rods. The suspension
system has proved to be very stable. The heat inleak is about 300 mW per rod.
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d.

Magnet Design
Superconductor

For our application the best superconducting wires commercially
available today have been developed over the last decade for high field superconducting
accelerator magnets (TEVATRON, HERA, SSC). These wires are optimized in their current
performance at 5T, whereas in our case the limiting critical field is about 3T. Clearly an
optimization in respect to higher current performance at 3T is desirable.
The wires consist of superconducting NbTi filaments embedded in
a copper matrix which is necessary for stabilization, protection and heat conduction. Critical
current densities in the superconductor have been improved from about 2000A/mm2
(TEVATRON) to 2750A/mm2 (SSC) at 5T and 4.2K. Even values above 3OOOA/mm2 can be
reached, at least in small-scale production. The requirement of high overall current density in
the coil lead to a relatively low copper/superconductor ratio. Values of 1.8:1 are commonly
used. In a few cases at least parts of the coil have a ratio down to 1.5:1 (SSC, inner coil).
There exists ample data however that the increase of the
copper/superconductor ratio considerably improves the magnet stability. The increase helps to
protect the magnet from small disturbances (conductor motion, epoxy cracking, etc.) which may
produce quenches. The copper is also able to carry the current for the short time the
superconductor material is highly resistive. In addition it is used to remove the heat that may
be produced during a flux jump. In this context the filament size of the superconducting material
becomes important. Fine filaments are necessary to stabilize the superconductor against flux
jumps that may create enough heat for it to quench.
A superconductor such as NbTi is in the superconducting state
provided the three parameters - temperature T, magnetic field B and current density J - all stay
below a characteristic critical value. The critical field depends on the temperature and vice
versa. From A practical point of view the only critical event observed in a magnet is a quench.
The operating point of the magnet has to be chosen with sufficient margin to the quench limit.
First the superconducting wire has to have good thermal contact with the helium coolant. There
is ample evidence that formvar coated wires have to be rejected for this reason. Second the
critical field has to be determined. Critical currents Ic are usually determined where the specific
resistivity p crosses 10"w Qm (resistivity criterium). The critical magnetic field should be the
magnetic field at the wire (coil) carrying the critical current Ic.
Ic is often referred to as the "short sample" current in the context
of magnet performance. This is because it is a fact of experience that I,. - which is determined
ir. a separate conductor test prior to construction using a short sample - lies usually within 10%
of the magnet quench current Iq. In general, the greater the Cu/SC ratio, the greater the ratio
of Iq to lQ.

We suppose to wind a magnet using a wire whose short sample
characteristics (B vs Ic curve) are known. If the critical field is connected to the peak field values
at the conductor, and the load line Bp^OO is drawn, the intersection between the two lines
(critical working point) gives information about the critical current of the magnet.
For the radiator we have in Figure 6 evaluated the critical currents
for two wires which are commercial easily available. The wires referred to are labelled "Oxford
wire" and "SSC wire" (used for SSC corrector coils). Their characteristic data are:
1.

Oxford wire: Ic=28OOA/mm2 @ 5T, Cu/SC = 1.3:1,
formvar coated, big filaments (54 total), 0.437mm wire OD
(with formvar coating), 0.401mm wire OD (bare).

2.

SSC wire: I c =2970A/mm 2 @ 5T, C I I / S C =2.4:1, Kapton
wrapped (12.7 #m with 48% overlap plus 12.7 fj.m bondaii
coating), small filaments, 0.465 mm wire OD (with
Kapton insulation), 0,381 mm wire OD (bare).

The load curve is obtained by plotting the peak field on the
conductor (coil), calculated with POISSON, as a function of excitation current. The peak field
on the conductor is at the corner of the upper layer, next to the sharp edge of the ferromagnetic
"tooth". The critical current would be about 200A and 150A for the Oxford and SSC wire
respectively. Although the current performance of the Oxford wire is higher, it has to be rejected
because of quench stability reasons as mentioned earlier. The current performance of the SSC
wire would be sufficient because the operating currents for the modulator and radiator are below
100A. Nonetheless, we estimated that the SSC wire at present could be improved for our
purpose. Based on the performance of the conductor developed for the SSC dipoles (inner coil),
a conductor could be manufactured at modest expense with a short sample critical current
performance similar to the Oxford wire (referred to as "wiggler wire"), but with the following
characteristic data:
3.

wiggler wire: Ic -28OOA/mm2 @ 5T, Cu/SC = 1.5:1,
Kapton wrapped (19.1 /*m with 48% overlap), small
filaments, 0.457mm wire OD (with Kapton insulation),
0.381mm wire OD (bare).

With such a wire a reliable operation and high fields on axis for
a fully assembled wiggler is anticipated. We report later on the performance of prototype
wiggler magnets tested so far and wound with the Oxford conductor. In all cases the quench
current was measured to be within ± 5 % to the short sample critical current Ic based on a load
line analysis similar to Figure 6.
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Peak Field on Axis
Here we report on the magnetic field on axis for the modulator and
the radiator wiggler. The dispersive section is discussed separately in the next section.
The modulator wiggler with a 3.90 cm period length and a design
field of 0.770T is resonant to a 300 nm seed laser. The radiator wiggler with a 2.20 cm period
length and a field of 0.748T is tuned to the third harmonic of the modulator. The field on axis
as a function of excitation current has been calculated with PQISSON. A section magnet design
similar to Figure 2b has been assumed both for the modulator and radiator with a flat pole
geometry. The parabolic shaped pole geometry will be discussed in section 'Transverse
Focussing' and a comparison to 3D TOSCA calculations will be made when the measured field
performance of the 1.8cm period prototype magnets shown in Figure 3a is discussed.
The overall dimensions for the modulator section magnet are 250
mm long x 40.0 mm wide x 14.4 mm high (coordinate z, x and y where z is parallel to the
beam axis and the y direction is normal to x-z wiggle plane). The dimensions of the poles and
coil grooves are 9.8 mm long x 40.0 mm wide x 14.4 mm high and 9.7 mm long x 40.0 mm
wide x 1.8 mm deep respectively. A coil is wound with 86 (=22+21+22+21) turns total in
four layers. The wire diameter is 0.44 mm. The magnetization curve for a 6.0 mm full gap is
shown in Figure 7a. The operating Held is obtained at a low current I=50A, well below
saturation. There is sufficient margin for operation at a wider gap of 8-9 mm.
The radiator section magnet has the dimensions 250.0 mm long x
40.0 mm wide x 20.1mm high and the pole and coil groove geometry is 5.7 mm long x 40.0
mm wide x 20.1 mm high and 5.3 mm long x 40.0 mm wide x 4.3 mm deep respectively. A
coil is stacked with alternating 12 and 11 turns for successive layers. A coil has 8 layers and
92 turns total. As shown in Figure 7b the operating field is comfortably reached below 50A for
a 6.0 mm full gap with almost no iron saturation. For a 8.0 mm gap the operating current would
be about 80A. There is still sufficient margin to the quench limit of 150A (SSC wire), but the
iron is now saturated. The gap could still be opened more in case the wire labelled 'wiggler
wire' is available. This is a likely scenario. In this case the quench current would be about
200A, as for the Oxford conductor (Figure 6).
Dispersion Section
The energy modulation of the electron beam at 300nrt\ (seed laser
wavelength) after the modulator is converted into a spatial bunching in the dispersion section
with a strong third-harmonic component at lOOnm. The bunching is optimized with proper
choice of the input laser power and the dispersion section parameters. The input seed laser
power and the dispersion section strength d^/d7 are closely related. The magnetic field strength
in the dispersion section therefore should be easily tunable. The desired value of the dispersion
is set by an optimizaivn of the output power.
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Same as Figure 7 for the UV FEL radiator.
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The ideal dispersion section is an achromat in which the
longitudinal phase [\p a (k, + k j z - w,t] of a particle changes in proportion to the deviation
from the average energy A\j/ = (d$/d7)A7. The dispersion as a function of the magnetic field
strength can be written as
(2)

where s is the path length in the mid-plane, k, is the resonant radiation wavenumber of the
radiator wiggler, 7 is the electron beam energy and Ld is the length of the dispersion section.
In order for having no steering or displacement effects on the electron beam, the first and second
field integral of the magnetic field over the distance Ld has to be zero. One example of an
idealized dispersion section which satisfies this requirement consists out of four identical
rectangular magnets of length V 4 arranged in such a way that the poles on either end are half
poles with opposite polarity to the center pole. In this case the dispersion can be written as
d^/d7 = C , . (Bo2Ld3/48) where C, is the same numerical factor as in Eq. 2 and the maximum
horizontal deflection x ^ in the midplane can approximately (small bending radius assumed) be
written as x ^ » BoLd2/16mc7. The maximum deflection therefore is inversely proportional to
the energy of the particles. For a fixed dispersion d^/d7 and a given electron energy 7, the
choice of higher magnetic fields and a shorter length of the dispersion section minimizes
For the design of the dispersion section we use a magnetic design
proposed for the harmonic generation FEL experiment at the NSLS/ATF. The magnetic field
on axis, calculated with POISSON, and the dispersion d^/d7 for a 260 MeV electron beam are
shown in Figure 8. The relevant design features for this 10 cm long magnet are shown in
Figure 9. For the required dispersion strength d^/d7 = 0.83 the field on axis would be 4 kG.
There is a comfortable margin for tuning the dispersion strength for optimum gain. To minimize
the wakefield effect, we choose the gap of the dispersion section to be equal to the gap of the
modulator and the radiator wiggler. For a 6 mm full gap a current of 0.95 kA is needed and
1.3 kA in case the gap is opened to 8 mm (Figure 8).
The dispersion section is a single period superconducting
electromagnetic wiggler with a uniform gap. The geometry of the right upper quarter of the
magnet used for the POISSON calculations is shown on top of Figure 9. The remaining part is
determined by the symmetry of the system. The boundary conditions are Dirichlet on the left
boundary and Neumann on the right, upper and lower boundaries. Following the suggestion of
Kalbach we use field clamps at the ends to reduce the fringe field leaking out from the magnet
ends. Thus there are five iron poles, one long center pole, two side poles and two end poles that
serve as field clamps. Three coils with equal current are wound around the three poles such that
the coil plane is parallel to the xz-(wiggle) plane. The ratio of the width of the side pole to the
main pole is slightly different from 1:2:1 to make the first field integral vanish over the half
dispersion section. The second integral vanishes automatically by symmetry.
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Magnetic design of the dispersion section. The dimensions on top are in mm.
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The field clamp provides a low reluctance path between the upper
and lower end poles, placing them at scalar potential equal to that of the mid-plane.
Window-frame type field clamps are connected at both ends of the magnet. In order to simulate
the 3D field clamp using the 2D POISSON code, we use a procedure proposed by Halbach".
A fictitious iron bar with infinite permeability connects the outer edge of thejdispersion magnet
to the right boundary, as shown in Figure 9. This makes the integral J H • d T from the magnet
end to the mid-plane vanish, since the right end of the problem has a Neumann boundary
condition. This places the end pole at equal scalar potential to the mid-plane. In the regime of
low saturation, the field in the body of the magnet is only slightly modified by the field clamp
since little flux passes through the clamp. The field line plot is shown in the center of Figure
9 for a current of 2.8 kA. Note that there is no magnetic flux through the field clamp. The field
on axis is shown in the lower half of Figure 9.
Wiggler End Correction
For the POISSON calculation of the magnetization curves shown
in Figure 7a and Figure 7b a perfect periodic, infinite (periodic boundary conditions) long
wiggler has been assumed. At the wiggler ends the magnetic field is discontinuous and drops to
zero. In order to have the first and second field integrals vanish the field magnitude has to be
'matched1 at the wiggier ends. This means that the flux leakage at the ends has to be controlled
by a gradual increase of the magnetic field amplitude into the wiggler. Therefore a characteristic
excitation pattern for successive coils has to be determined which guarantees a perfect periodic
orbit. The excitation pattern with the current ratio 1:2:1 (single pole surrounded by two
half-poles of opposite polarity) used for the dispersion section is the simplest example for such
an excitation pattern. Halbach12 has identified a class of excitation patterns which in principle
control the beam trajectory to be steering free (first integral zero) and/or displacement (second
integral zero) free. The general solution is given by a binomial coefficient excitation pattern of
order N.
The excitation pattern employed for the dispersion section is of
order N = 2 . For the modulator and the radiator wiggler we use the current excitation pattern
of order N = 3 . This means that successive coils are excited with the current ratio l:-3:4:~4:4
etc., starting from the wiggler end (the sign identifies the current polarity). This compensation
scheme requires that the wiggler has an odd number of poles and an even number of coils. Such
current ratios can be generated by properly matching the number of turns or by adjusting
separately connected power supplies. We use the first option and properly match the number of
winding layers for successive coils. This is easily accommodated by our continuous winding
scheme, but it imposes the constraint that the number of winding layers has to be a multiple of
2 and 3.
We have made magnetic field calculations using POISSON to study
the wiggler end fields. A fictitious iron bare with a large constant permeability (/x = lxlO5)
connecting the end poles to the boundary (as discussed in the previous section) was used to
simulate the magnetic field clamp. We find that the field amplitude on axis at the wiggler ends
II.B.5.d-10

reach the 'equilibrium' value of the center poles after about 2 periods. The first field integral
however is not perfectly zero despite the binomial excitation pattern. In addition a small trim
coil - located left and right to the first pole - is needed, operating at a current of 15-20% the
ampere-turn of the main current in the first coil.
In the ideal case, employing the current excitation pattern of order
N = 3, the wiggler does not steer off the beam, but it will be displaced. For the radiator this
displacement is small, about 20 nm, twice the wiggle amplitude (10 fim). To cancel this
displacement, the binomial pattern of order N=4 has to be used. The current excitation would
be l:-4:7:-8:8:-8 etc. where in this case the wiggler must contain an even number of poles and
odd number of coils. The field along the beam axis is anti-symmetric with respect to the center
coil, whereas the field for N = 3 is symmetric with respect to the center pole. Using POISSON
we verified that the excitation pattern N = 4 provides a steering- and displacement-free trajectory
in the wiggler.
The wiggler end trim coils will be wound on either end in 2 layers
(43 turns) and 4 layers (46 turns) for the modulator and the radiator respectively on top of the
main coil I and 2. If necessary a second end correction trim coii can be mount on top of coil
3 and 4. The coil grooves have to be dimensioned properly to accommodate the main coil as
well as the trim coil.
Later we report on the measured magnetic field distribution on axis
for a 1.8 cm wiggler at a 6mm full gap, close to the radiator wiggler parameters, where the
proposed current excitation pattern N = 3 has been used.
Tapering
The intrinsic efficiency of the FEL is determined by particle
trapping in the ponderomotive potential wells ('buckets')- The phase velocity of the
ponderomotive wave is v ph = 0)/(k+lO where u and k are the laser frequency and laser
wavenumber and kw=2ir/Xw is the wiggler wavenumber. If the initial velocity of the electrons
is slightly larger than vph they amplify the radiation field. If their velocity is smaller than vph,
they absorb energy from the radiation field, and no gain (rather absorption) results. In order to
enhance the efficiency after gain saturation it is necessary either to find a way to continue to
extract energy from the electrons after they are trapped in the buckets or to recover the kinetic
energy of the electrons and recycle their energy to the accelerator. Both options are possible
and have been demonstrated experimentally.
For the first option there are two approaches. The first method of
extending the interaction is to decrease the phase velocity of the ponderomotive wave after the
electrons are trapped. Hence, by spatially decreasing the wiggler wavelength \,, the phase
velocity of the trapping wave can be decreased to produce the efficiency enhancement. If the
phase velocity is decreased gradually enough as the wave and the electrons travel through the

interaction region, the electrons remain trapped and their velocity will decrease along with the
wave veiocity.
The second method of extending the interaction region is the
application of an accelerating force to the trapped electrons. This can be done by gradually
decreasing the amplitude of the wiggler field, thereby decreasing the electron transverse (wiggle)
velocity. As the total velocity of the electrons is not changed in a magnetic field, the axial
velocity (along z) will increase. However, by conservation of energy, if the energy
corresponding to the wiggle velocity decreases at the same rate that the radiation field energy
increases, the axial velocity will remain constant (the static wiggler field cannot absorb energy).
Thus, the energy that would ordinarily appear as an axial acceleration is instead transferred to
the radiation field.
Therefore, enhanced growth of the radiation field after gain
saturation can be achieved by decreasing either the wiggler field amplitude or the period, or
both. We propose the magnetic field taper with a constant period. For the UV FEL a quadratic
taper of 0.5%-1.2% over the last 4m in the amplifier wiggles (radiator) is required. In principle,
for a electromagnetic wiggler this can be done with independent coils which can be excited at
different magnetic field levels. The problem that has to be solved is to determine an excitation
pattern for successive coils that guarantees a perfectly periodic orbit. In addition, because the
modulator as well as the radiator have to be tunable, every adjustment of the taper would require
retiming of the horizontal matching and steering of the electron beam into the wiggler. To avoid
this, an additional constraint has to be imposed on the magnetic design: each individual tunable
wiggler unit must not steer the electron beam. This allows a real-time adjustment of the field
taper without causing beam steering. This may be a costly solution in case of a continuous field
taper with individually powered coils. We propose therefore an approximation of the taper
profile in flat steps, whose lengths have to be determined by simulation such that the FEL output
power level is not significantly compromised.
Halbach has solved the problem of finding excitation patterns that
guarantee a steering free and/or displacement free orbit for the case of a continuous taper
profile12. The idea is to divide up each pole's coil into independently fed sections, connecting
together several sections to each power supply in such a way that they compensate each other's
beam steering (displacement) independent of the other power supplies. The result is a class of
current excitation patterns which are exactly the same binomial-coefficient excitation patterns
discussed in the previous section. This is not surprising because the proper field matching at the
wiggler ends is nothing but a field taper from the maximum field amplitude to zero.
Qualitatively, Halbachs excitation patterns provide a 'smoothing' of the otherwise discontinuous
taper transitions. This is similar to the numerical method used for smoothing discontinuous
functions by using difference matrices. The N th order matrix elements are the binomial
coefficients of order N.
The relevant properties of the current excitation patterns have been
discussed in the previous section. At the stepwise taper transitions we propose to use the pattern
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of order N = 3 . The current ratio l:-3:4 at the taper transitions is done with the corresponding
ratio of winding layers (number of turns). The mixing of the currents I,, and I n+1 between two
successive tapered sections n and n + 1 happens over two coils. The first coil has 6 winding
layers powered by the current L, and 2 winding layers powered by the current In+l and vice versa
for the second coil (note that the main coils are designed with 8 winding layers total). As
mentioned earlier this excitation pattern provides a steering free trajectory, but it is not
displacement free. However, the displacements are tiny (much smaller than 10 /urn) because the
field level changes only a fraction of a percent at each taper transition.
The stepwise decreasing magnetic field profile along the axis can
be achieved by monotonically decreasing the currents In. This can be done by using power
supplies or by opeidiing the various taper sections in the persistent current mode. In the first
case, to reduce power supply cost and minimize cold penetrations, all tapered sections are
connected in series and provision is made to adjust each current In separately as required. This
is done by small shunting currents around each tapered section, provided by small current
regulated power supplies (see section 'Electrical System').
Transverse Focussing
Focusing is required in a long wiggler to prevent a gradual growth
of the beam cross section. In any wiggler vertical focusing is naturally provided by the
interaction of the transverse wiggle motion of the electrons and the axial component of the
magnetic field. It is obvious that curved pole faces increase the magnetic field not only
vertically, but also horizontally. In going from the 2Q magnetic field distribution for a
conventional flat pole wiggler to the 3D solution of Maxwell's equations effectively a sextupole
contribution ABX - kx2xy and ABy - (k!(2/2)(x2-y2) is added to the field. Scharlemann13 has
shown that such a sextupole channel is provided by an inverse hyperbolic sine curvature of the
poles face derived by requiring the scalar magnetic potential x = (eBo/mc2!^)
•coshOCjtXj-sinl^kyyJcos^z) being constant on the pole surface. Exactly the same pole shape
can be calculated by requiring that the x-component of the magnetic field has to satisfy both
By(x) — exp(-irg(x)/Xw) where g(x) is the full gap as a function of the transverse coordinate x,
as well as the dependence for the desired transverse profile B/x) = B0cosh(kltx).
As a result a parabolic dependence of By(x) is generated near the
axis and the focusing can be made equal in both transverse directions x and y by the requirement
k x =k y =k w /-s/2 and k w =2x/X w . In addition Scharlemann has shown that such a sextupole channel
provides 0X2 as a constant (/3X is the electrons transverse velocity), averaged over one wiggler
period. Hence the FEL synchronism condition does not change as the electrons move along their
trajectory. This is not true for external focusing provided by quadrupole or solenoidal fields or
for focusing provided by alternate pole canting in the plane perpendicular to the wiggle plane.
These solutions may compromise the FEL performance and are not considered here.
Curved pole faces have the disadvantage that gap space is needed
for shaping the field which otherwise is needed to enhance the field level in the wiggle plane.
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Trapezoidally shaped iron poles (parallel to the wiggle plane) instead of parabolic shaped pole
faces (normal to the wiggle plane) may be an alternative solution. In this case the transverse
focusing is provided by the pole canting angle. It is relatively straightforward to machine iron
poles with such a geometry with our present wiggler section magnet design. This change in the
iron pole geometry has no effect on the coil geometry because the coil grooves follow the iron
boundaries which are parallel. It has to be shown, however, that trapezoidal edge focusing is
compatible with preserving the synchronism between the ponderomotive wave and the electrons.
We have designed and built prototype wiggler sections with
parabolic shaped pole faces for a 18mm wiggler period. The design for the 22mm period UV
FEL radiator section magnets would be very similar. The curved shape has been calculated as
mentioned earlier and optimized by 3D magnetic field calculations using the code TOSCA. The
geometry for a 8mm gap on axis is shown in Figure 10. The iron poles dimensions are 40 mm
wide x 21.05 mm high. The 'mandrel* that supports the coil is 10.51 mm high. The curved pole
face is truncated at x = + 3 mm where the flat pole region starts. Transverse focusing therefore
is provided over a range of 6mm which should be compared to the electron beam radius of 200
ixm rms. The full gap in the flat pole region is 6 mm. This spacing is needed to accommodate
the microstriplines for electron beam diagnostic inside the wiggler. In Figure 10 we also show
the comparison between the desired transverse field increase (-cosh(k x x)) and the TOSCA
predicted field profile for the pole shape parameters which are also given in the figure.
Measurements so far agree with the TOSCA calculation (see section 'R&D Status and Results')
and further improvement is needed to increase the horizontal focusing strength.
Magnetic Field Errors
Errors in the wiggler magnetic field may cause an electron beam
centroid shift (transversely) and an electron phase deviation (longitudinally). In either case, the
errors may reduce FEL gain and radiated power.
In case each individual pole in the wiggler is not identical in
strength, the electron beam will experience a "random walk" in the wiggle plane as well as in
the plane normal to it. The random walk picture is valid as long as the magnetic field errors are
not correlated. The result is a random sequence of perpendicular momentum kicks to the beam
which cause a steering and a net displacement. Therefore the spatial overlap between the electron
beam and the laser gets weaker and the output power drops. This becomes an extremely
important issue for wigglers with several hundred periods. The mean square deviation
horizontally for a random walk like trajectory scales with the number of periods as Nw3'2 for
wigglers with natural focusing in the vertical plane only. For wigglers with both transverse and
vertical focusing the power dependence is relaxed to N w " 2 (for k^ • z > > 1 where k^ is the
betatron wavenumber kfl = K
The mean square deviation can be estimated in terms of the wiggle
amplitude, the magnetic field error and the total number of periods. The following relations for
estimating the beam displacement after the distance z can be used1415:
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Transverse Held Profile on the Midplane
15.0
A= 18.00mm, g=8.0mm
TOSCA (3D, quadratic elements)
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Figure 10.
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Design of parabolic shaped pole profile for the HGE radiator. The design for the
UV FEL radiator is similar. Calculations with TOSCA are compared with the
desired transverse field profile.
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(3)

1/2

1 -

\(rms)

(4)

Equation 4 is valid in case of vertical focusing15 (planar wiggler)
only and Eq. 4 is valid for wigglers with parabolic focusing. We have C = 1 and C=2ir in case
of a compensated1415 and uncompensated16 wiggler respectively. Relation (4) has been verified
by 3D particle simulations15. In the limit ktf • z = 1 the relations (3) and (4) are identical.
The field error we use is the rms fluctuation of the peak field
amplitudes with respect to their average, AB/B (rms). Another definition would be the rms
scatter of the half period integrals against the mean of that integral for all poles. In any case,
a field error below 0.1 % rms is desirable. This requirement is at or beyond the state of the ai
of wiggler design. A detailed analysis of magnetic field errors in high-gain FEL's has to
determine the field errors to be tolerated and how far they can be overcome by applying a like
number of correction fields (electron beam steering correctors).
At present we aim at an error of 0.3% rms. It is shown later that
this can be achieved and the limit of 0.1% seems possible. Assuming AB/B=0.3% and a
maximum allowed displacement of the electron beam of 20 um (1/10 of the rms beam radius),
steering correctors are needed in L, = 60 cm intervals (L, = 2 • z). This estimate is based on
relation (4). Our FEL simulations show that with the inclusion of periodic steering the
requirements are relaxed and steering stations have to be positioned with a spacing ^f L, = 88
cm.
The beam displacement scales linearly with the field error. We aim
at low field amplitude variations without shimming or trimming individual poles or coils. Our
approach relies on precision machining of the wiggler section magnets. Therefore the allowed
tolerance in machining as well as in the assembly becomes crucial. The gap uniformity and the
pole width uniformity are important parameters that determine the peak field fluctuation. Based
on measured single pole field errors which have been related to mechanical errors we find that
the field error scales with a gap error Ag or a pole width error AW (along z) as
0.71 -=£(rms),
g
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(5)

—~(rms) ~ 0.55 *
(rms)
B
W
Relation (5) and (6) are empirical relations for iron-dominated
electromagnetic short period (8-30mm) wigglers. They represent a critical design requirement
for short period wigglers operating with small gaps (%l\, ~ 0.5). These relations imply that the
section magnet poles have to be machined within 10 pim (rms) in flatness and in pole width
uniformity in order to achieve an error level of AB/B-0.1%. Both accuracies have been
realized in practice. The po.e flatness (gap uniformity) is achieved by precision grinding. The
pole width uniformity of the prototype section magnets (X= 18 mm) built so far is within 10 /*m
(rms) with the exception of a few isolated machining errors, which are understood.
The extremely tight mechanical tolerances drive our design for a
long, tunable and reliable high performance wiggler. Because individual elements are drastically
reduced (the wiggler is assembled out of several wiggler sections as fabricated rather than
individual coils and poles), tolerance build up is also reduced Nevertheless, the clamping of the
wiggler section magnets inside the cold mass assembly has to be within 10 nm also. This is
typically the tolerance allowed for the clamping of the superconducting coil in SSC or RHIC
dipoles.
There will be extensive magnetic measurements of all section
magnets before the final assembly at room temperature (at small currents of about 1-2A) and at
helium temperature (full current). Therefore the 3D magnetic field distribution as well as the
first and second integral data will be known for the individual wiggler sections prior to the final
assembly. This allows an optimization in their assembly sequence such that the overall beam
displacement (second integral) is minimized in the final assembled wiggler. The optimum
assembly sequence can be determined by computer simulations where the field data of the
various sections are stored in a data base. In addition, the optimum number and location of the
electron beam steering corrections will be determined at that time.
Electron Beam Steering Correction
Magnetic field errors in a wiggler are unavoidable. Periodic
external steering correction of the electron beam along the wiggler allows control of the
maximum beam wander within the tolerated limits (typically a 1/10 of the beam radius). There
is a trade-off between the rms field performance and the number of steering stations according
to Eqs. 3 and 4. The external steering is effectively an additional transverse kick to the beam,
and affects the longitudinal velocities of the electrons in the same way as the individual error
fields. This means the steering required to keep the beam on (or near) the axis can have a
detrapping effect, i.e. introduce phase errors. We write17 the change in trajectory length As(z)
downstream from the location of the local field perturbation as
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(7)

Here, xg is the particle horizontal position given by the original
wiggler field, Ax* and Ax" are the angular kick and its derivative respectively, which are
introduced by the field increment AB produced by the trim coil. If AB(z) is an odd function of
z then there is no net steering and the first term is identically zero. One steering station therefore
provides a positive and a negative external field of the same strength. In case both fields cover
an even number of poles they are symmetric with respect to z and the second term vanishes also.
For the same reason, the spacing betwi en successive steering fields must cover an even number
of poles. The last term in Eq. 7 is always positive.
Because of the presence of the highly permeable iron, external
fields cannot be linearly superimposed as it is done in pure magnet material designs. The
steering coils have to be assembled inside the wiggler, close to the beam. As shown in Figure
11, both the horizontal and the vertical external steering fields can be provided by a pair of
rectangular shaped coils mounted in the flat pole region (s. Figure 10) inside the wiggler gap,
next to the beam pipe. Figure 11 shows the xy flux distribution (the current is normal to the
xy plane) calculated with FOISSON for the horizontal ABX field (top) and the vertical ABy field
(bottom). The horizontal field provides vertical steering and vice versa. The steering coils are
spaced out 5 mm vertically and 10 mm horizontally. For the same current, the horizontal field
on axis is a factor 5 lower compared to the vertical field due to the iron poles (which have been
assumed to be flat here for simplicity). The correctors along the wiggler are conservatively
designed to provide a 0.3 mrad angular kick vertically and 1.5 mrad horizontally which
corresponds to a field integral of 50QG-cm (vertical steering) and 2500G-cm (horizontal steering)
respectively. For a lOOA-tum current the length of the steering coil would be 8 cm long for
both vertical and horizontal steering.
Another possible location for the vertical field trim coil is
superimposing these on the main coil winding in the wiggler. The iron geometry allows for a
2 layer trim coil superimposed on the 8 layer main coil. The vertical steering field on axis in
this geometry for a pair of trim coils powered with lOOA-tums antisymmetrically (top) and
symmetrically (bottom) is shown in Figure 12 for the HGE wiggler geometry. In this example
the coils cover 2 poles (1.4cm) and are separated by 2 poles as well, with a field integral of
380G-cm. We find that the field integral is nearly linear in both the excitation and the number
of poles covered by the trim coil. Trim coils covering 10 poles (10.4 cm) therefore are sufficient
for the design value of 2500G-cm in case of the UV FEL radiator.
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steering fiux calculation.

Figure 11.

'Four wire' design for the vertical (top) and the horizontal (bottom) electron beam
steerers close to the beam pipe. The electron beam is normal to the plotted x-y
plane.
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field an axis due to two correction

Figure 12.

Vertical steering fields for two electron beam steering coils, superimposed on the
main coils, powered with the opposite (top) polarity and with the same polarity.
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Segmented Wiggler
The rms level of pole-to-pole field errors is a useful measure if the
errors are statistically random in nature so that the electron beam transverse angle undergoes a
random walk. Another, for long wigglers more useful measure of the wiggler quality is the net
steering between correction stations or the deviation of the electron phase in the ponderomotive
potential well. Electron beam diagnostic within the wiggler is needed for setting the trim coils.
One scheme for correcting the electron beam trajectory would be an alternating sequence of
steerers and electron beam position diagnostics (micro striplines and phosphorous screens). The
accommodation of electron beam diagnostic in subcentimeter gap wigglers is difficult and
therefore a segmentation of the long radiator section may be considered. Axial gaps of about
IS cm length in regular intervals (about 3 m) would accommodate diagnostic and additional
steering stations. A fluorescent "pop-in" target, readout with an optical fiber provides visual
information on the profile and size of the electron beam. In addition, radial ports for efficient
vacuum pumping can also be provided.
Segmentation of the wiggler is justified by easier implementation
of diagnostic stations and an easier design and fabrication of the cold mass mechanical support
and of the vacuum chamber to specified tolerances. The potential drawback are the interference
between fringe fields of each wiggler section. Each wiggler segment therefore has to be
compensated (field clamps, end correction coils). The length of the axial gaps between the
segments which contain the diagnostic stations must be controlled in order to maintain the proper
phase of the electrons for optimum trapping. The axial gaps are drift spaces whose lengths LD
must satisfy
LD = 2 Y 2 • k • ND

(8)

where N u (integer) is the number of optical wavelengths passing over an electron in the drift
space, 7 is the electron energy and X is the laser wavelength. Because X = Xw/272(1 +K 2 /2) we
rewrite Eq. 8 as
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The drift space length therefore changes with the magnetic field of
the wiggler. As mentioned earlier the wiggler field has to be tunable to cover the whole FEL
tuning range. There is the following alternative. First, we keep the drift space length fixed and
adjust the wiggler field such that Eq. 9 is satisfied. The resonance tuning is done with the
electron energy. Second, rather than adjusting mechanically the gap length we adjust the path
length of the electrons using phase shifters similar to the dispersion section. In this case we have
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We require that the pathlength difference between an electron and
a photon due to an error ALD in the drift space length is much smaller compared to the laser
wavelength. We find that the drift space length has to be accurate to ^LDlhli=^\ll\M
- 10\
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e.

Eleptrical System
Power Supplies

Besides the overall length and the number of taper sections the
wiggler proposed here is very similar to the wiggler for the HGHGE (high gain harmonic
generation experiment). The electrical system is almost identical. As a basis for the following
discussion we use the conceptual electrical design for the HGE wiggler as shown in the Figures
13-16. The HGHGE wiggler is also a three stage wiggler and consists of a modulator, a
dispersive section and a tapered radiator. The mdiator has six tapered sections.
The electric power supply system required to operate the
superconducting magnets fall into five categories: 1) the main ramp power supply required to
provide enough voltage for ramping the modulator, the dispersive section and the radiator with
a ramp rate of about lA/sec, 2) the flat-top power supply required to hold the magnet currents
to a precise pre-selected value during FEL operation, 3) the powering system for the field taper,
4) the magnet end correction power supplies, and 5) the electron beam steering power supplies.
Items 1) and 2) are satisfied by three main power supplies, one for
the modulator, dispersive section and the radiator. A scheme with the modulator and radiator
powered in series is possible by floating the radiator with a second, smaller power supply.
Because of its large tuning range, the dispersive section will always be powered independently.
This scheme is shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 for the main magnet power system of the
HGE wiggler. The rield taper is approximated in six steps by bleeding off a small fraction of
the current after each taper section. This is done with small power supplies (PSD-PSH in Figure
13). Note that the current is monotonically decreasing from one tapered section to the next.
The power supplies for the wiggler end correction and for the
electron beam steering will be assembled in ways which minimize duplication of engineering and
development effort.
All power supplies are current regulated. The control and regulating
system will be interfaced with the main control computer for monitoring and analysis. We
require that the main power supply currents track with IO"S accuracy. A typical power supply
requires the following components: 1) a digital controller which receives information from the
central computer and develops the necessary control information DAC, 2) a precision current
measuring DCCT (direct current transformers), and a regulator amplifier which uses the output
current and reference information to drive the supply in a standard feedback sense.
The physical location of the power supplies is determined by the
position of the associated lead ports to minimize cable runs. The superconducting leads within
each wiggler beamline are carried in several bus packages containing the main current, the taper
by-pass currents and the trim currents.
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Power supply schematic for the HGE wiggler. This wiggler is similar to the UV
FEL wiggler and includes a modulator section, a dispersive section and a tapered
radiator section.
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Quench Protection System
To prevent magnet damage in the event of a quench, the current
in the quenching magnet must be reduced to zero before overheating occurs. This is
accomplished by one of the two passive protection systems shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
In both of these circuits the current is forced out of the magnet either into a shunting resistor
(inside the cryostat, Figure 14) or into a shunting diode (outside the cryostat, Figure 15) by the
natural action of t e quench-developed resistance. The second option has the advantage that less
heat is deposited inside the cryostat and that the protection diodes are easily accessible.The IR
voltage generated across the resistance opposes the current flow and with time will force the
current out of the magnet inductance. The wiggler magnets must be able to absorb their own
energy. The energy of one radiator section (one upper and one lower section magnet) is about
l.4kJ (at 200A). The maximum stored energy (at the quench current of 200A) for the whole
wiggler would be 83kJ. This may be compared to a 9.6m long RHIC dipole magnet whose
stored energy at the predicted quench is 589kJ.
The protection system requires the detection of a non-zero resistive
voltage while being insensitive to the inductive component during ramping. A quench detection
circuit module accepts two signals, amplifies or attenuates each independently and sets a latch
if the difference between the amplified signals lies outside an adjustable window centered on
zero. The relative gains are adjusted so that the difference signal has no inductive component.
Each wiggler section will be monitored individually by three voltage taps which monitor the
resistance across the upper and the lower section magnet as well as across both magnets.
Because both magnets are equal, the inductive component during ramping will be canceled by
subtraction. All the leads will also be monitored by a pair of voltage taps.
The quench protection is also made redundant by using independent
monitoring methods. The primary method involves comparing voltages and triggering the
power-off switches when one signal differs from the others by more than a preset limit. In
addition, helium level and helium pressure sensors can activate the switches in case both exceed
critical values.
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Wiggler Alignment

The electron beam, the seed laser beam and the magnetic centerline
of the wiggler have to be aligned relative to each other. Here we assume that the electron beam
position (determined by a stripline monitor or phosphorous screen) as well as the laser position
(determined by an optical target) can be referenced to a fiducial external to the magnet. In this
case, the wigglers magnetic center must also to be referenced to an external fiducial, ultimately
the same one. Only the wiggler alignment will be discussed in the following.
Traditionally the pole surfaces of ferromagnetic magnets in
accelerator beamlines have been used as the references for external alignment fiducial. This
practice assumes that the magnetic field is well defined by the poles. This assumption fails in
the presence of saturation or in the case of superconducting magnets whose poles are not visible
from outside the cryostat. The best way to establish fiducial is to use magnetic field
measurements. Once the magnetic centerline is determined it has to be transferred to external
fiducial (this process is dubbed 'fidvicialization')- It is important to note that to align any given
component there is a series of tolerances, or an error stackup, which are additive. Unless errors
are known to be linearly additive, then they add in quadrature.
Normally 'alignment procedures' relate, lets say the magnetic
center, only at a few specified locations along a given length to external fiducials. They do not
attempt to verify the straightness of a long structure within specified limits. But the straightness
between supported wiggler segments (or cold mass segments in our case) is essential in the
alignment of a long FEL wiggler and information at a few discrete locations is not sufficient for
characterization. Therefore a method has to be found that relates the fiducial position (or the
magnetic center directly) to a straight line reference continuously over the whole length.
Computer simulations of the electron beam transport and optical
gain in the wiggler specify the alignment tolerance. In our case the alignment task consists of
assuring that, with respect to accessible external fiducials, the center of the magnetic field is
everywhere in its correct position within ±60 /zm. An additional issue is that, once aligned, the
wiggler must maintain alignment throughout its operational life.
The objectives which have to be accomplished in aligning the
wiggler are: 1) the magnetic centerline must be identified, 2) an alignment fiducial must be
located relative to the magnetic centerline, and 3) the fiducial position must be measured
continuously over the whole length relative to a straight line reference.
The magnetic centerline will be established by mapping the
transverse and vertical field profile. These measurements can be done at room temperature.
The magnetic center will then be referenced to the mechanical center for each section magnet.
After the cold mass assembly only the mechanical center fiducial at the wiggler ends will be
visible. The vertical magnetic center at both wiggler ends will be determined the same way at
room temperature and referenced to the mechanical center of the gap define 'spacer'. The offset

between the mechanical and magnetic centers should be small (below 10 /tun) because the pole
face as well as the 'spacer' thickness are carefully machined to satisfy tight tolerances. Both the
vertical and the transverse riducials have to be transferred to external fiducials on the cryostat.
The fiducialization process requires two measurements, 1) the referencing of the magnetic
centerline to the mechanical centerline (error budget a — ± 2 5 /tm), and 2) the referencing of
the mechanical centerline to the external fiducial (error budget a = ±50 pm). The 60 j«m
tolerance for the fiducialization of the magnetic centerline to external fiducial pushes
conventional alignment tools (theodolite-based industrial measurement systems) to its limits.
For the determination of the magnetic center over the entire wiggler
length (14m) relative to the external fiducial we use an alignment laser as a straight line
reference. Ideally this referencing should be done in the wiggler gap. However, whatever the
technique being used, it requires some obstacle be placed on the magnetic axis. This is difficult
in the small wiggler bore (6-8mm). Therefore, we propose an off-axis alignment scheme. We
introduce two 'alignment channels' which are 1.5 cm in diameter and are in precise locations
on top of the upper and lower wiggler yoke respectively (see Figure I). We recall that there
is a periodic magnetic field at the location of the alignment channel (see Figure 2) due to our
wiggler magnet geometry. Indeed, we may introduce curved shaped poles on the side towards
the alignment channel also. In this case, because the cold mass is rigidly assembled, the
measured field distribution inside the alignment channels, close to the pole faces, is sensitive to
the magnetic centerline inside the wiggler gap in both the transverse and vertical directions.
In both alignment channels the straight line reference is established
with a laser beam. By splitting the laser beam and propagating one half of the beam to a fixed
quad-cell detector, the pointing stability of the laser can be stabilized via a closed-loop feedback
controlled mirror (see Figure 17), if necessary. A similar scheme has been proposed and built
at LLNL18. In this way the pointing direction of the laser could be stabilized to a couple of
microns over 2.5m and 4 hour scan time. Typical alignment lasers have stability specifications
of 10"5 to 10"4 rad/hr. We allow only a small part of the total FEL alignment budget (±10 jum)
allocated to the laser beam pointing stability. A 10 pm pointing error would occur every 4
minutes (at 16m) if the beam drifted at a linear rate of 10"5 rad/hr. This laser drift can
adequately be controlled with a closed loop feedback system if a stationary second reference
quad-cell detector is used.
The alignment laser beam contour may vary along the whole length.
Only the laser spot center is a straight line. Therefore a truly Gaussian TEMQQ mode is needed.
The ability to resolve the location of a Gaussian laser beam is proportional to the beam radius.
Due to divergence, the beam radius increases with propagation distance. To keep the beam
radius minimized over the entire propagation path, it is necessary to focus the beam to a waist
at the midpoint (center of the wiggler). For a HeNe-Laser (633 nm), with a 2.5mm waist at the
midpoint, the spot size grows to 3.6mm due to diffraction over 8m. In order to have a 10
resolution the measurement has to be accurate to better than 0.3%. The alignment laser is
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particularly sensitive to vibrations, and therefore the laser and collimator should be mounted on
a table with a high level of internal damping.
The alignment detector is a travelling device that carries various
diagnostics over the full length over the wiggler. It is designed to move through the alignment
tube. Since it follows the alignment channel and therefore may not be moving in a straight line,
a position sensitive detector monitors its position relative to the straight line of the alignment
laser. The primary diagnostics must sense the magnetic field distribution close to the poles face
as well as the position of the device. The x-y position is monitored by the laser beam which
illuminates a position sensitive light detector (quad-cell or a pair of lateral effect photodiodes).
A multiple Hall-probe set-up is used to measure the magnetic field profile. The light detector
and the Hall-probe set-up are rigidly attached to each other. Two laterally displaced Hall probes
measure the symmetry of the parabolic field prr T relative to the center probe, A relative
vertical movement between the diagnostic detectoi and the wiggler magnet is measured by the
change of the Hall probe readout. Therefore these two relative measurements (position and Hall
probe) allow determination of the wiggler change in position with respect to the straight line
reference (the position of the laser beam). With this information, the cold mass position will
be corrected with the outside adjustable 3 (4) point support discussed earlier. Clearly, the
alignment can be adjusted only globally. The local alignment has to be achieved with the proper
assembly and clamping of the wiggler magnets inside the cold mass assembly.
We report shortly on the alignment achieved19 for the LEP SC low
beta quadrupoles inside the cryostat shown in Figure 5. The required and achieved alignment
tolerance for these quads was 30 fim at 4.2K. The procedure was to align first the magnet warm
with a small current in the winding, using a search coil. The magnet was> offset to take into
account the movement on cool-down. The accuracy of this alignment was 300 jum. Then the
vacuum vessel was closed and pumped. From here on cold mass adjustments could no longer
be made. The magnet position is not adjustable with respect to the cryostat when the insulating
vacuum is present. The cryostat itself is supported in external girders which can themselves be
adjusted. After cool down the magnetic axis was then determined with working current to 30
Itm and transferred to external targets. Regular mechanics and laser techniques have been
employed. The warm bore in this case makes easier.
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R&D Status and Results

In the last two years our superconducting wiggler R&D has
concentrated on the performance of the wiggler section magnets. The development of such
magnets with the required characteristics has been quite successful and a tested design that is
suitable for the UV FEL use is now near at hand. Proven features include a suitable conductor,
the field level on axis, the field quality and the related machining tolerances. Ongoing R&D will
include further testing to verify several design concepts, namely the transverse field dependence
for horizontal wiggler focusing, residual steering fields after wiggler compensation, the current
excitation scheme for the magnetic field taper, the trim fields for the electron beam steering and
the dispersive section. In addition a suitable cryostat, a method of precision clamping the section
magnets, and a method of the cold mass support has to be developed.
Results are summarized for the two different prototype wigglers
shown in the Figure 3b and in the Figure 4b, developed for the harmonic generation FEL
experiment (IR) and for the visible FEL oscillator experiment (500 nm) at the ATF at BNL
respectively. The parameters are given in Table 2 and in Table 3.
The magnetic field of both wigglers has been measured in the same
way. Details of the wiggler magnetic measurements are described in the section 'Magnetic Field
Measurements of the FEL Wigglers'. The measurements of the wiggler field By(z) along the
axis were done at cryogenic temperatures. The field has been scanned in 0.15-0.20 mm steps
using Hall probes whose sensitive area has been measured to be less than 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm.
The probes were mounted on a fiber glass reinforced epoxy slider that was pulled through the
wiggler guided by grooves in the 'spacer' which defines the gap (see Figure 3c). The Hall
probes were calibrated at room temperature against a NMR probe, and in situ with a pair of
Helmholtz coils mounted at the end of the wiggler.
Performance of the wiggler for the visible FEL experiment
Two prototypes using the proposed fabrication technology have been
tested, one with 7 periods, and another with 23 periods9. This experience demonstrates that the
tight machining tolerances required can be met. For a gap of 4.75 mm and a current of 200
A/tum in the main wiggler and 239 A/turn for the trim coils at the end a field on axis of 0.45T
has been measured. For a 4.40 mm gap, therefore, the field would be as high as 0.5T. The
measured magnetization curve B(I) has been compared to 2-D POISSON model predictions. At
low current densities the numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental data.
This linear regime is also reproduced by the analytical formula given by20:
3
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with £ = kwg/2 where k« = 2T/X»,, g is the full wiggler gap and (NT) is the excitation per pole
in ampere turns. Equation U is valid for infinite permeability only. Furthermore a twodimensional planar geometry has been assumed with a square wave dependence of the field at
y = ±g/2 as a boundary condition in accordance with our design. The general solution of
Maxwell's equation in terms of a infinite series of odd harmonics has been truncated after the
second term. The strength of higher harmonics rapidly decreases as the gap is increased for a
given wavelength.
At higher currents we observe a stronger saturation (about 10%)
compared to the POISSON simulations. This discrepancy is currently not understood. We
speculate that either the permeability tables used in the calculations are poorly matched to the
steel actually used or the high flux density at the base of the iron poles (this will be the location
where saturation sets in first) is poc ' • modeled in a 2-D calculation.
The measured quench current of 246A/turn is consistent with the
intersection of the wiggler load curve with the short critical current dependence. The load curve
is obtained by plotting the POISSON peak magnetic field on the wire as a function of the current
per turn. The peak wire field is at the corner of the upper layer, next to the sharp edge of the
ferromagnetic "tooth".
A 23 period long section of the final 70 period ATF/FEL oscillator
wiggler has been tested. This pre-installation test program is intended primarily to detect
anomalies in the wiggler field due to errors in construction and assembly. These measurements
on the sections also provide fulty-assembled design verification and allows us to modify the
assembly as required. The 23 period long sections are long enough to evaluate the potential of
the SC wiggler technology in terms of random field fluctuations.
Two wound yokes are shown in Figure 4a and assembled in a
preliminary aluminum holder ready for magnetic measurements in Figure 4b. The half period
trim coils on either end are not shown in this figure. The measurements of By(z) along the axis
were done at cryogenic temperatures using a Siemens Hall generaier (model SBV 604).
Figure 18 and Figure 19 show on-axis measurements of the vertical
field By(z) as a function of axial position at 50 A and 150 A respectively. The trim current at
the wiggler ends was 10 A. No further trimming or shimming has been applied. The field
profiles are found to be similar for the two cases with the field in the iron below and above
saturation. A minor degradation in terms of field fluctuations may be noticeable due to coil
placement imperfections at higher current densities.
For the 12 central periods at a current of 50A, 150A and 200A per
turn the rms scatter of the peak field values is 0.26%, 0.26% and 0.29% respectively. The
corresponding values for the maximum fluctuation are 0.80%, 0.80% and 0.90%. For the
maximum current of 200A/turn (20% below the quench current) the center part of the measured
axial field is shown in more detail in the Figures 20 and 21. The peak field value is 5100 G and
II.B.5.g-2
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Same as Figure 18. for a current of 200 A and for the central periods only.
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the field in the iron is highly saturated. The fluctuations from the average (indicated as solid
line in Figure 21) for the positive and negative maximum fields are clearly correlated. Further
work is needed to establish whether the peak field fluctuations are significantly smaller than
0,30%.
For the time being, one problem remains to be solved which is
systematic in nature. As can be seen in Figure 18, a U-shaped envelope of the field pattern
develops towards the ends. Therefore, only the center part has been chosen for the error
analysis discussed here. In order to achieve this performance for the full wiggler assembly, the
wiggler end correction will need to be modified (see next section).
The first and second integrals are shown in Figure 22 for the field
profile measured at 200 A/turn shown in Figure 20. These integrals are proportional to the
angular deflection 0q and to the relative orbital displacement Ax of the electron beam. We
assume a perfectly matched electron beam and calculate these integrals using the expressions

L

1Y

y

Z

(12)

•/ / By(z")dz"dz'

where & is the electron velocity in units of c and 7 the electron energy in units of mcr. For the
single and double integral we use the units Gauss x mm and Gauss x mm2 respectively. For a
SO MeV beam a maximum deflection angle of ±5mrad is observed and the oscillating amplitude
is 12 nm. The relative walk-off error of the electron beam is below 2 jim. These values have
to be compared to the beam angular divergence of 1 mrad and to the standard deviation of 130
of its horizontal size. The FEL optical beam size will be 220
Performance of the wiggler fc:- the harmonic generation
FEL experiment
The harmonic generation FEL experiment at 3.47 pm is the
proof-of-principle for the proposed UV Free-Electron Laser. The wiggler under construction for
this experiment is very similar to the UV FEL wiggler. The three stage superconducting wiggler
operates at an 8.0mm gap and consists of a subharmonic wiggler (modulator) Q^, = 26.0 mm,
BQ = 0.18T, L = 31.20 cm), a dispersive section (Bo = 0.2-1.2T, L = 10.0 cm) and the
radiator wiggier (K, = 18.0 mm, Bo = 0.54 T, L = 151.20 cm), separated by drift spaces (L
= 5.0 cm). The modulator is tuned to a 10.4 ^m CO2 seed laser and the radiator is tuned to
the third harmonic.
The wigglers have curved poles to provide transverse focusing. The
radiator has a variable field taper. Simulations show that the required field taper of 10% can be
II.B.5.g-8

approximated in flat steps instead of a continuous taper without compromising the FEL
performance. This stepwise taper can be implemented by energizing various wiggler sections
with different currents as discussed earlier (see Figure 13) rather than adjusting the gap. By
adjusting these currents the configuration and the amount of the taper can be optimized for
maximum gain. The entrance and exit of the wigglers as well as the taper transitions have the
binomial current excitation pattern i:3:4 to satisfy the non-steering condition. Corrector coils
on either wiggler end are used to balance the field integrals.
The final radiator wiggler will be assembled out of six sections
end-to-end but otherwise seamless over the entire wiggler length. There are no drift spaces to
accommodate beam diagnostic and steering stations. This avoids the tuning of the drift lengths
to meet the n(2ir) condition on the phase angle jump. Instead two-plane electron beam steering
coils are mounted directly outside the beam pipe, superimposed as independent windings on the
main coils or mounted inside the gap defining 'spacer'. The steering coils are separated by an
even number of poles.
At the time of this writing a 28 period prototype wiggler (a third
of the full length) for the radiator wiggler has been built and the first magnetic measurement
results are available. Figure 23 is a photograph of the prototype wiggler before its final
assembly. It consists of two 14 period wiggler sections, attached end-to-end at a 'split pole'. The
pair of Helmholtz-coils used for online Hall probe calibrations is also visible at the far end. A
precision machined 'spacer' between the upper and the lower yoke fixes the 6.0 mm gap in the
flat pole part. Within x = ± 3.0 mm the poles are parabolic shaped. The gap in the center is
8.0 mm. The wiggler ends are terminated by iron plates forming a field clamp to control the
fringe fields.
The section magnets are precision machined (computer controlled
milling) from solid carbon steel stock. The main coils within a section are continuously wound
from one groove to the next in 8 layers and 76 turns total. The same basic magnet design is
used for both the modulator and the radiator wiggler.
All four section magnets have been ramped to the quench current
limit of I, = 195-205 A. This is in good agreement with the short sample limit of 200A estimated
from the load curve analysis. The inductance is 3QmH for one section magnet and 66 mH for
one wiggler section (recall that a wiggler section consists of 2 section magnets, the 'top' and
'bottom' yokes). The mutual inductance is = 10% of the total inductance at a 6.0 mm gap.
For three of the section magnets, the short sample quench limit was reached after training. This
behaviour is most probably due to the formvar insulating coating and the low
copper-to-superconductor ratio of the wire used ('Oxford wire').
As a first step the prototype wiggler was assembled as a flat pole
wiggler where the flat pole side was oriented towards the gap and the curved pole side opposite
to the gap. A Hall probe scan of this device at a current of 50A and at a 6 mm gap is shown in
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Figure 23.

Two wiggler sections of the HGE radiator assembled end-to-end before the start
of the magnetic measurements.
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Figure 24.

Measured field for the 28 period HGE prototype radiator shown in Fig.3b at a
current of 50 A. assembled as a flat pole wiggler.
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Figure 24. In a second step the wiggler will be assembled with its curved poles towards (.'.»e
gap. A five Hall probe assembly will then be used to measure the transverse field distribution.
Only the main coils have been energized for the scan shown in
Figure 24. No balancing or trimming fields nor any shimming has been applied. Figure 25
shows the peak fields and the half period field integrals for each wiggler pole. The field values
for the poles 2-4 on either end reflect the current excitation ratio 1:3:4. The very first poles are
on zero magnetic potential and cany no magnetic flux. The maximum field amplitudes for the
center poles are within a ±0.55% range with a rms error of AB/B = 0.53%.
Three effects are primarily responsible for the pole-to-pole
irregularities. The first is a variation in pole width for 10% of the poles due to machining errors
with a factor 3-4 beyond the required mechanical tolerance of 10 pm. Without these "bad" poles
the rms peak field error is 0.19% and 0.34% for the first and second wiggler section
respectively. The second major effect is a systematic oscillatory variation of the field values
within ±0.15% for both the positive and the negative poles. This is similar to the data shown
in Figure 21 for the wiggler of the visible FEL oscillator. The variation is compatible with the
bolt pattern of the magnet holder. Therefore, besides the precision machining of the section
magnets, their careful clamping is equally important. From the observed field errors related to
mechanical errors we conclude that in order for the field quality to be AB/B = 0.1% rms
without additional trimming or shimming of individual poles, a machining and assembly
tolerance of 10 pm for both the pole width and the gap uniformity must be achieved. As a third
effect we observe a dipole offset of 0.2% for the wiggler field, consistent with the measured
remnant field of 10G. An asymmetric response of the Hall probe positive and negative fields
might also account for this effect.
An odd spatial harmonic content is a natural consequence of the
periodic magnet design. The presence of even harmonics would indicate a problem. The ratio
of the third harmonic to the fundamental field component in the wiggling field can be estimated
from Eq. 11. In Figure 26 a log-plot of the relative power spectrum of the data in Figure 24 is
shown. This figure was obtained by calculating the spectral density with a DFF algorithm. The
third harmonic field component is at the 10"4 level of the fundamental. The higher odd harmonics
are below this level. The contributions next to the seventh harmonic are currently not
understood.
To lowest order the desired transverse field variation By(x) for equal
horizontal and vertical focusing is the cosh (kxx) dependence. Magnetic field calculations with
the 3D code TOSCA have been performed for the radiator wiggler to establish the proper
geometry of the curved pole faces. First we find that compared to the suggestion given by
Scharlemann13 a smaller radius of curvature for the parabolic shaped pole face is needed to
provide the proper transverse field increase. Second, the truncation of the parabola into a flat
pole surface at x = ±3.0mm with a half gap of y = +3.0 mm limits the relative field increase
at large x values. Subsequent TOSCA field calculations show that the extension of the parabola
shown in Figure 10 to a half gap of y = ± 2.4 mm would provide the desired c o s h ^ x ) field
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Peak field variations (top) and half period integral variations (bottom) for the data
shown in Figure 24.
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300

dependence. Subsequent FEL simulations also show that less focusing horizontally than
vertically has a negligible effect on the FEL performance in this experiment.
First Hall probe measurements of the field B/x) at room
temperature have been carried out. Figure 27 shows the transverse field profile in the midplane
measured at a current of 0.5 A. The transverse field profile measured is close to that predicted
by TOSCA in Figure 10. Magnetic measurements at 4.2K with a multiple Hall probe setup are
in progress.
Figure 28 shows the trajectory (second field integral) for a 30 MeV
electron beam calculated from the measured B-field shown in Figure 24. The data have been
corrected for the observed dipole offset which results in a constant slope in the first field
integral. Recall that no compensating coils have been used for this data. The trajectory remains
within ±40 urn in the central region of the two section prototype wiggler. The error
specification is that the electron beam should not wander from the centerline trajectory more than
l/10th of its radius (the one sigma electron beam radius is 200 jum) due to magnetic field errors
before steering correction. We plan to have one horizontal and one vertical electron beam
steering station for each wiggler section with a maximum field integral of 300G-cm and
lOOG-cm respectively. This should be more than adequate to control the beam trajectory within
the tight tolerance even for the current field error level. We think that the error levels can be
improved considerably in the future since we understand several of its causes.
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Preliminary data of the transverse field profile for the HGE radiator measured at
room temperature with a small current.
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dipole offset of about 8 gauss.
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h.

Magnetic Field Measurement of the FEL Wigglers

The task of magnetic field measurement in the FEL wigglers
consists of two areas - the measurement of the magnetic fields in the device, and the relating of
the spatial infonnation about the magnetic fields in the device to some reference points which
are outside the physical aperture of the magnet. This latter issue overlaps the alignment of the
magnet, and is discussed in that section. In this part of the proposal, the magnetic measurement
issues are addressed, measurement methods are suggested, and associated error levels are
discussed. Relevant magnetic measurement experience has been gained at NSLS in the
measurement of superconducting magnets similar to those being proposed for the FEL. These
magnets have been designed and measured as part of the High Gain Harmonic Generation
Experiment (HGE). As in the FEL magnets, the tested magnets are iron core superconducting
wigglers with a pole face shaped for transverse focusing. The magnets are machined in physical
sections which are 25 cm long, which are then nickel plated, and wound independently of each
other. The full length magnet is made up of several of these yoke sections, which are
contiguous (i.e. no axial gaps between the adjacent sections). Stringent mechanical tolerances
on the machining of the magnet yokes and the wiggler holder assembly structure are required
by performance concerns, and are typically < =0.001". The magnets for the HGE have an 18
mm period length, while the magnets proposed for the radiator section of the FEL have a 22 mm
period. Some of the general plans which have evoived about the measurement and assembly of
the wiggler are also relevant. These general measurement thoughts will be elaborated on first,
and then the specific measurement plans shall be discussed.
The measurement of the magnetic fields in the FEL wiggler
magnets is constrained and complicated by several factors including the cryogenic environment
which significantly reduces magnet accessibility, and requires that the probes operate consistently
and predictably in the cryogenic bore. The length of the magnet/cryostat assembly (about 15
m), the small diameter of the vacuum chamber (approximately 6 mm), and the parabolic pole
faces which increase the measurement sensitivity to the transverse location of the sensing head
are additional issues. However, the fact that the magnet is made up of "unit cells", which are
about 25 cm in length, can be used to an advantage in terms of both the measurements of the
device, and in terms of the potential for sorting the magnet sections based on the field
measurements obtained. With this as a goal, all the individual magnet sections will be tested
prior to the installation into the full length wiggler. These preinstallation into the final wiggler
assembly tests will include room temperature tests at low currents (about 1 Amp excitation),
electrical tests, and cryogenic tests. First, prior to actual winding, each individual magnet will
be thoroughly mechanically inspected. This mechanical inspection will include testing the
magnets for flatness, checking the periodicity of the structure, and checking that the pole profile
is correct and is centered on the pole. The room temperature magnetic testing will consist of
powering the magnet and measuring the peak field variations, the periodicity of the structure,
and the magnetic field profile in the transverse direction. Electrical tests, such as testing for
shorts between the coil and the yoke and turn-tc turn shorts will also be done. The cryogenic
testing will include quench testing, and magnetic fie'.d quality testing. This independent testing
of the various subsections of the magnet is made possible by the independent winding on each
II.B.S.h-1

of the magnet sections. These preinstallation cryogenic magnetic field measurements will focus
on the pole to pole variations in the magnets, verification of desired transverse field focusing,
and measurement of saturation effects in both the peak field and the transverse field profile, as
a function of current. The hysteresis effects in the magnet, and an excitation procedure which
returns the magnet to a known state will be determined. Degaussing procedures will be
explored. The first and second field integrals, and the phase shake of the magnets,21 will be
found. The current settings on the correcting trims will be found so as to minimize the field
integrals. Any additional coils wound on the yoke will also be tested, such as the vertical and
horizontal electron beam steering coils, coils at the sections joints if necessary, etc.
The information obtained about the individual sections can be used
to optimize the ordering of the various magnet yokes in the structure. The characterization of
the magnet sections will be used as the data for sorting and arranging the magnets in the way
which minimizes the electron beam excursion from the central, magnetic axis. Clearly, the
ordering of the individual magnet errors can be chosen so that the errors from adjacent sections
tend to cancel rather than add. This is similar to the sorting and annealing techniques which are
often used in permanent magnet wigglers, where the cost function for the relative magnet errors
are minimized by placing the various magnets in certain relationships to each other.22 Both the
integrals and the phase shake of the trajectory can be minimized in this way. Sorting the magnet
yoke sections shall offer the same advantages. In the case of the FEL wigglers, the modulator
section consists of 8 magnet section lengths, and the radiator section consists of 45 magnet
sections. Having determined the optimal ordering of the sections, and assembling them into the
final structure, the measurements on the fully assembled magnet will focus on field errors
introduced due to assembly errors, misalignments, etc. At this point there will be only minimal
measurements associated with the qualities of each individual magnet section. Any distortions
in the magnetic structure due to positioning errors between the magnets will be distinguishable
from the inherent magnet errors, due to the previous characterization of the sections.
The technique of measurement being proposed for the FEL wigglers
is that there will be a small measurement head which moves along the cryogenic bore of the
magnet, and which uses the vacuum chamber as a guide for its motion. It is possible that in the
pre-installation testing of the individual magnet sections the vacuum chamber will not be in
place, and a surface other than the vacuum chamber will be used as a guide for the measurement
device. In either case, the measurement head will support several cryogenic hall probes,
allowing measurement of the field shape, and the field will be measured along the length of the
magnet. The relative positions of the various probes are determined in the lab prior to the
magnet testing with a needle magnet and a quadrupole magnet, described later. Also, a coil
sensitive to fields in the x direction will be used to measure the skew fields, and the performance
of the Bs trim coils. The integrating coil will be an integral number of wiggler periods long,
so tnat the signals due to the integrated By component is minimized. This arrangement reduces
the sensitivity of the measurement to angle errors between the plane of the coil and the main
field. Measurements will be made in this way both before the magnet is assembled into the full
length wiggler, and as a full assembly.
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Prototype magnet sections for the HGE with parabolic pole faces
have been designed, built, and measured. Figure 29 is a photograph of the components of this
setup, i.e. the cryostat, the current leads and sensing cable assembly to which the magnet
assembly bolts to, and some of the associated equipment. Figure 30 is a schematic of the
magnet assembly. This preinstallation test setup permits the measurement of two wiggler
sections at a time, with a total physical yoke length of 50 cm. The magnet sections are clamped
in an aluminum box, with a spacer between the magnet yokes which sets the magnet gap. The
magnetic gap for this experiment is 6 mm in the flat region of the poles, and 8 mm along the
central axis of the magnet. The spacer which sets the magnet gap and also holds the magnets
apart has a slot in it which serves as a guide to a G10 slider which travels along the length of
the magnet. Figure 31 is a closeup of the slider, with the probes mounted and the probe leads
which are brought out to a circuit board on the slider. A multiple stranded cable connects the
circuit board pads to a connector which is attached to the opposite end of the slider. Attached
to the slider is a spring which pushes it against one side of the guide, assuring repeatability in
transverse positioning. This method of reducing uncertainty in the transverse dimension is
preferable to providing a minimal mechanical clearance between the slider and the guide. The
slider holds 5 probes to measure By, 3 of which are in the vertical midplane of the magnet
displaced from each other horizontally (i.e. y « 0 mm and x *> -1.5 mm, 0, + 1.5 mm), and
one both above and below the midplane (i.e. at x * 0 mm, and y » ±1.5 mm) (see Figure
32). This array of probes is necessary to obtain and verify the field profile of the wiggler due
to the parabolic shaping of the pole faces, which is important for equal two plane focusing. The
slider will also hold a coil (not shown) of about 600 tums to measure the transverse magnetic
fields in the wiggler (i.e. the B t fields). The coil is two periods long, to reduce sensitivity to
angle errors between the coil and the magnet, as discussed previously. Figure 33 shows the
slide*" positioned in the disassembled box which holds the magnets, with one of the magnets
removed for visibility.
The Hall probes used are Siemens SBV604. These probes have
been extensively tested in our laboratory, for reliability and repeatability. Measurements were
made in a calibration magnet as a function of field at a probe excitation current of 50 mA. The
probe output voltage is * 540 microvolts/Gauss/amp, whici at this excitation current is * 27
microvolts/gauss. The Hewlett Packard power supply for these probes has a stability of about
50 ppm. This corresponds to about 8 microvolts, or about 0.3G, at a field level of 5500 Gauss.
During stability tests of the probes, the temperature coefficient was found to be • 600 ppm/°C,
depending on the probe. All room temperature data acquired on the probes had to be corrected
for this fairly large effect. Over a 20 hour period, the probe stability was observed to be *
± 12 microvolts, which is about ±0.5 Gauss. Repeatability of the probe output voltage as the
magnetic field is cycled was also measured. The Hall probe data was fit with a power series
expansion in the probe voltage, to allow nonlinear effects. It was found that if a third order fit
in the voltage was used, the fit results agreed with the data to ±0.75 G. This was also the level
of repeatability of the probe, as referenced against an NMR probe, or a Group 3 probe23. It was
also found that if the probe was subjected to a thermal cycle (i.e. cooling to N2 temp, then
returning to room temp.) the dependence of voltage on field was unpredictable. Both cooldowns
which made little difference in the probe calibration, and cooldowns which significantly changed
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Figure 29. A photograph of the testing equipment used for the measurement of the magnet
sections. Shown is the cryostat, the current leads and sensing cable assembly to which the
magnet assembly bolts, and some of the associated electronics.
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Measurement Setup:

Figure 30. A schematic of the magnet holder box held in the cryostat. Visible at the lower end
of the cryostat is a pair of Helmholtz coils.
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Figure 31. This photograph shows the slider on which is mounted the 5 Hall probes used for
measurement of the By fields. Visible is the circuit board to which all the connections are made,
and the spring on the slider which applies pressure against the guiding surface.
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Hall Probes:

Figure 32. Shown is the nominal positions of the array of 5 Hall probes on the slider, with the
coordinate system defined.
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Figure 33. The slider is shown in the partially disassembled box which clamps the wiggler
magnets. One of the magnets is removed for visibility.
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the probe calibration were observed. For this reason the probes need to be calibrated during
each cool-down cycle. For the testing phase of these magnets, a Helmholtz coil has been
incorporated into the test system for in-situ calibration of the probes. A coil of about 16 mm
radius has been incorporated into the setup. In the full magnet assembly test, it is likely that the
magnet itself (peihaps the dispersive section) can be used for calibrating the probes. Figure 34
shows the output of the 5 probes of the array shown in Figure 32, with the data for each probe
shifted by the physical distance between each of the probes along z. This data was taken at an
excitation current of 75 amps in the Helmholtz coil, which corresponds to about 8600 Gauss.
The different voltages seen for each of the probes is a combination of the different probe
calibrations, and the fact that the probes are displaced in x or in y from the center of the
Helmholtz coil. The difference in the fields due to the off-axis effect is * 10 Gauss at a field
of about 5500 G, meaning that the cross calibration errors will be small. The amount the probe
data in the Helmholtz coil needed to be shifted was in agreement with the needle magnet data
to within 0.001", establishing confidence in the lab measurements.
In order to determine the relative positions of the probes on the
slider, a dual setup consisting of a needle magnet and a quadrupole magnet has been used
(Figure 35). This setup provides a way to reference the locations of the probes to each other
with high accuracy. To a lower level of accuracy, one can optically reference the absolute
positions of the probes to the slider. The needle magnet in this setup provides a high spatial
gradient field, in which the probes are moved until the maximum reading is observed. In this
way, the transverse (x) and axial (z) positions of the probes with respect to each other are
determined. In the quadrupole magnet the center of the quadrupole provides a zero field point.
However, since the probes have an offset voltage, i.e. a nonzero voltage even when the probe
is in a zero field, this is the actual voltage read at the true magnetic center of a quadrupole. The
location of this null reading is noted for all the probes, as a function of the transverse (x)
position of the probes. If there is no angle error of the probe on the slider, i.e. if the probe is
in the x-z plane, and therefore senses only the y field, then the null readings of the field occur
at the x = 0 positions, independent of y. However, if there is an angle of the probe with
respect to the x-z plane, the nulls will depend upon both x and y. Specifically, the nulls will
occur on a line defined by tan 0 = x/y, where 0 is the probe angie with respect to the coordinate
system of the quadrupole. From this data, the angle error of the probe can be determined. The
data thus obtained indicated that the probes had angle errors of < = 4 degrees, with
repeatabilities of ± 0 . 3 ° . At this point it should be noted that applying pressure to maintain a
desired orientation while the probes are being mounted is not possible due to the mechanical
fragility of the hall element. The data obtained from the quadrupole magnet confirms the needle
magnet data for the x direction, and repeatability and agreement between these two methods is
±.002". The axial position of the probes along the length of the slider is redetermined in the
superconducting wiggler magnet itself, both with the zero crossings of the magnetic fields which
serve as extremely sensitive position markers, and with the data from the Helmholtz coil. The
data obtained from the wiggler magnet in this way agreed with all the warm temperature data
taken in the lab on the slider to within 0.001". This serves as validation that there is no relative
shifting due to cryogenic temperatures, and that the measurements made in the lab are reliable.
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Helmholfz coil data - 5 probes
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Figure 34. The output voltage of each of the 5 probes of the array as a function of axial
position (z) in the Helmhoitz coil. This data was obtained with 75 amps in the Helmholtz coil,
and the data of each probe is shifted in z by their spacing as determined in the lab. The offsets
in the voltages are due to the different probe calibrations and the offsets in x or y of the probes.
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Figure 35. Shown is the needle magnet and quadrupoie magnet setup for relative position
determination of each of the probes on the slider, which is also shown.

The errors associated with the positional determination of the center
of the active area of the hall probe directly affect the accuracy with which the transverse field
profile of the magnets is determined. As the spatial dependence of the field increases, the
sensitivity to the position determinations of the probes also increases. Taking the desired field
profile of coshOqx) as the field, then if the error in the probe location determination in the x
dimension is +.002", and the error in a field value is +10 Gauss, then the absolute value of the
curvature of the magnetic field can be determined to + 1 1 % , and the centerline of the magnet
can be determined to +.07 mm (this estimate for field error assumes that the field is calibrated
at points spaced 1000 Gauss apart, and that between the calibration points the probes are linear
to + 1 %). This level of absolute determination of the field profile appears to be acceptable in
terms of FEL performance.
In order to estimate the errors associated with the integrated field
data of the Hall probes, consider the length of the magnet L, the number of data points n, and
the field error associated with each data point AB. With this, a reasonable expectation is that
the total field integral error is

A/ = f-'Afli v^ = — • AB

(13)

where the quantity in parenthesis is the integral error due to> each interval over which the data
is taken. To date, we do not have ample data to thoroughly check the validity of this expression
in our case, although this expression appears consistent with our data, and suggests that a
spacing of about 25 points per wiggler period should result in acceptable error levels. Section
II.B.S.g presents and discusses integrated field data obtained on some tested magnet sections.
Room temperature measurements at excitation currents of about
< = ! Amp have also been made on the wiggler magnets. In this setup, the magnet yokes are
held apart with a spacer which sets the magnet gap, and a Group 323 temperature compensated
probe is used for the measurement. As mentioned previously, we plan to incorporate some room
temperature, low current tests into the preinstallation magnet testing of the magnet yokes. The
transverse field shape we measure at low current is close to that predicted by the 3D TOSCA
calculations (within 10% of the predicted field curvature). Although the hall probe sensitivity
is sufficient to pick out poles with peak fields which differ from the average value by more than
0.2-0.3% rms, this effect is masked by the remnant field effects on the poles. Efforts are
ongoing to determine if the yokes can be degaussed to the level required to measure the rms
spread in the absolute field levels at room temperature.
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Table 1. UV FEL Wiggler Parameters

Length (cm)
Pexiod (cm)
Peak field (Tesla)
Gap (mm)
Wiggler Parameter, K
Pole Face
Taper

Short Wiggler
(modulator)
2.00
3.90
0.770
6.00
2.80
Parabolic

no

Long Wiggler
(radiator
11.00
2.20
0.748
6.00
1.54
Parabolic
1.296

Table 2. ATF/BNL FEL Wiggler Parameters
FEL Oscillator
Length (m)
Period (cm)
Peak field (Tesla)
Gap (mm)
Wiggler Parameter, K
Pole Face
Taper (%)
Field Error (rms %)

61.60
0.88
0.50
4.40
0.41
flat

FEL Harmonic Generation
(radiator)
151.20
1.80
0.54
8.00
0.91
Parabolic

no

10

<0.50

<0.30

Table 3. BNL/ATF Visible FEL Wiggler
FEL Wavelength
Electron beam energy
Field on Axis
Wiggler period
Wiggler gap
Section length (23 periods)
Total length (70 periods)
Random field error
Third harmonic/fundamental

500 nm
50MeV
0.51 T
8.80 mm
4.40 mm
202.40 mm
616.00 mm
<0.30% rms
<0.10%
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A Group 3 Probe is a product offered in conjunction with a Group 3 Teslameter and is
distributed by GMW, Redwood City, CA. These probes are precalibrated and include
digital correction of the probe output for improved linearity and accuracy. The digital
correction is achieved by calibrating each probe against an NMR teslameter as a function
of field and temperature.
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C.

Diagnostics and Controls
1.

Electron Beam Diagnostics
Introduction

The electron beam diagnostic instrumentation for the UV FEL will serve
to guide the electron beam during the commissioning of the facility and to maintain beam quality
during operations. The functions required of this instrumentation are summarized in the
following.
Beam position will be measured by stripline electrodes, which will be able
to distinguish the bunch centroid separately on each pass through the recirculating linac, and
which operate continuously and nondestructive^; by retractable phosphor screens (flags), which
are destructive but provide a full transverse profile; and by cameras imaging synchrotron light
in the recirculating arcs.
Emittance will be determined by the transverse profile of the beam at
triplets or pairs of flags; in addition, a nondestructive measure of beam size that will be used
to monitor emittance is provided by the synchrotron light cameras.
Momentum will be measured nondestructively by using the stripline
position information in the dispersive regions of the arcs; also, linear diode arrays viewing the
synchrotron light in the arcs will provide momentum information.
Momentum distribution will be monitored for each bunch by the
synchrotron light linear diode arrays. Between the photocathode gun and the linac, a secondary
emission wire array (harp) will monitor the momentum distribution.
Bunch charge will be measured by Faraday cups at the ends of the electron
beamlines and by a fast current transformer; the striplines will be used as additional charge
monitors.
Bunch length will be measured by a streak camera viewing the synchrotron
light in the arcs.
Bunch timing on consecutive passes through the recirculating linac will be
monitored by a fast photodiode sensing synchrotron light in a bending magnet common to all
three energy beams.
Each of these functions is essential to commissioning a working facility.
During operations, continuous monitoring of the beam position, momentum, and charge are
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essential, as these parameters are likely to drift with time and must be corrected for good energy
stability of the PEL.
Stripline Monitors
The design of the stripline monitors reflects the character of the electron
beam, which is pulsed rather than continuous, and which makes three passes through the linac.
The electrodes are chosen to be striplines, which afford a greater coupling to the beam than
button electrodes. The readout electronics are designed to sample the bunch trajectory for any
one of the three passes through the linac.
Three different stripline monitor designs are used, because of the variation
in beampipe size between the linac, transport lines, and undulators. In the Hnac and transport
monitors four striplines, two opposing lines for vertical and two for horizontal, are used in the
same pipe. The electrode width is 45°, as a compromise between signal strength and stripline
cross-coupling. The electrodes are recessed so that the electrode surface is flush with the
beampipe. An outer pipe surrounds the inner pipe to form a ground plane for the stripline
electrodes and for vacuum integrity. Coaxial vacuum feedthroughs are used to bring the signal
out of the upstream electrodes. The downstream ends of the electrodes are shorted to the
beampipe. The inner diameter of the beampipe in the Unac and transport lines is 97.3 mm and
80.8 mm, respectively. The thickness of the electrodes is 1.6 mm, and to obtain a 50 Q stripline
impedance to match the receiver the inner diameter of the outer pipe must be 110.0 mm and
91.3 mm for the linac and transport striplines, respectively. The linac and transport stripline
monitors would genially be mounted inside quadrupole magnets. They are short enough to fit
completely within the 25 cm transport line magnets, but would extend several cm outside the 15
cm linac magnets.
Special striplines, with a 5 mm inner diameter, are used in the 2 meter
subharmonic undulator and the 11 meter main undulator. These are sections of slotted tube
where the width of the slots creates 100 Q slotlines on both sides of the 45° electrode. A 50 fi
microstrip on an alumina substrate is used to couple the signal out of the upstream electrodes
to coaxial vacuum feedthroughs. The slotted tube is surrounded by a vacuum chamber of the
same cross-section as the undulator holder, of which it is a part. All stripline lengths are 15 cm,
which makes the round trip signal transit time At = 1 ns. The coupling impedance of these
striplines for a centered beam is approximately Zc = (45°/360°)(50 Q/2) = 3.1 0, so that a
bunch with current I(t) produces a bipolar voltage pulse at the upstream stripline end of Z,.[I(t)I(t-At)].
The stripline monitors will influence the wakefields in the beampipe. This
is of special concern in the undulator beampipe, with its small dimensions. A study of the
wakefields induced by the striplines and other beamline components, using a numerical code
such as TCBI, may be needed to ensure that the beam is not overly disturbed by these
components. The coupling of the stripline to the electron beam can be reduced if the electrode
subtends an arc smaller than 45°, with a consequent loss of monitor sensitivity.
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The electrical centers of the stripline monitors will not coincide exactly
with their mechanical centers, due to dimensional errors in machining and construction. For this
reason, each monitor will be bench tested to determine this offset error. Experience with the
ATF monitors shows that a network analyzer based bench test can locate the electrical centers
of the monitors with a repeatability of 13 /am with respect to an external reference on the
monitor. Each stripline monitor in the linac and transport lines will be associated with a
quadrupole magnet. The electrical center of the stripline monitor will be aligned with the
magnetic center of the quadrupole magnet. The accuracy with which this can be done with
standard survey instruments is about 100 pm. The offset of the electrical center of the stripline
from the magnetic center of the quadrupole magnet will then be more precisely measured by
using the electron beam. The electron beam position that produces no net. deflection when the
quadrupole strength is adjusted is the magnetic center. The beam position measured by the
associated stripline monitor is recorded and used as an offset in the monitor position calculation
during facility operation. In the case of the undulator monitors, the use of the monitor vacuum
chamber as the undulator holder insures that the monitor is mechanically well centered with
respect to the undulator magnetic axis. In addition, the beam will be used to determine the
undulator magnetic axis. This can be done, as with the quadrupole magnets, by finding the
beam position for which no deflection occurs when the undulator field strength is varied. We
expect to be able to measure the absolute position of the beam with respect to the magnetic
elements to a few times the minimum detectable relative accuracy, that is, a few
Signal processing is of the difference-over-sum type. The analog part of
the receiver is based on a design used for the CESR linac1. A low pass filter at the front of the
receiver removes the large signal spike due to high frequency components of the current pulse.
The difference and sum of the signals from opposing electrodes are produced by a network of
broadband ferrite-type hybrid junctions. The sum signal is split, with one part leading to a zerocrossing detector. This creates a trigger for a FET switch sampler, which closes to allow one
part of the bipolar signal pulse to charge a capacitor. After the FET switch is reopened, the
charge on this capacitor bleeds onto a smaller capacitor in the feedback loop of an operational
amplifier integrator, thus producing voltage gain. The RMS charge noise of this sampling
circuit, referred to its input, is 5 fC. Assuming a loss of 6 dB in the passive receiver
components, this is equivalent to a charge passing through the stripline of 80 fC, which sets the
level of the minimum detectable charge. The integrator output is sampled by a commercial fast
sample-and-hold chip.
The sum and difference signals generated in this way are then multiplexed
and digitized locally with a 16-bit ADC. The difference-over-sum processing for a single
stripline monitor is performed digitally by a TM5320C31 microprocessor in the receiver.
Receiver offsets, mainly due to charge injection through the FET gates, are cancelled by
sampling and digitizing at a 10 kHz rate, both between arrivals of the electron bunch and upon
its arrival, followed by digital subtraction. Mechanical offsets of the stripline monitor are
subtracted digitally after the difference-over-sum calculation is performed. The calculated beam
position and current are then converted back to analog voltages suitable for use in conventional
feedback systems for stabilizing beam properties. The use of individual DSP microprocessors
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at each stripline monitor also provides an opportunity for digital feedback. These analog signals
are also available for studies of beam movement with a full 5 kHz bandwidth. The calculated
beam position and charge are then also digitally averaged over many bunches. The average is
communicated to the control system at an approximately 1 Hz rate via an optical fiber link.
The receiver timing, sampling, digitization, and digital processing circuits
would be fabricated onto a single board to be designed at the laboratory and assembled by an
outside vendor. The input network components and communications circuits are commercially
available. The design is largely based on earlier successful work and no unusual difficulties are
expected. Testing and calibration of the receivers would be performed at the laboratory.
Timing signals are generated in the receiver by commands from the
microprocessor which allow the receiver to measure a single bunch out of the two bunch
macropulse and a single pass of that bunch through the linac. Typically the receiver would cycle
through the possible permutations, generating up to six independent averages for transmission
to the control system. A start-of-cycle trigger pulse would be required from the control system
for each macropulse, and would arrive on a fiber optic line.
The minimum detectable beam charge, as stated above, is 80 fC. The
charge gain of the receiver sampler is 100 mV/pC, corresponding to 6.7 mV/pC beam charge,
so that the receiver saturates at a 1.5 nC beam charge, and thus has a dynamic range of 85 dB.
A 16 bit ADC does not place further limits on dynamic range. The ratio of the difference to
sum signals for a stripline monitor is approximately 2Ax/b, where b is the stripline radius, or
0.041 mm"lAx,0.Q5Q mnv'Ax, and 0.80 mm'Ax for the linac, transport, and undulator monitors,
respectively. The respective minimum detectable beam displacements are 1.3 /xm, 1.1 fxtn and
0.07 nm for a 1.5 nC beam charge. At these levels, mechanical vibration of the beamline may
dominate monitor error.
The stripline monitors are located as shown in Figure 1. There are 5
monitors between linac tanks, and 58 other monitors throughout the beam transport lines.
Several of the striplines are located in dispersive regions in the injection line and the
recirculating arcs. Together with striplines in adjacent areas of zero dispersion, they can
monitor momentum variations in the beam. The largest dispersion values in the 10, 90, 170,
and 250 MeV arcs where striplines exist are 0.5 m, 0.6 m, 1.2 m, and 1.8m. with the 1.1 fim
estimated accuracy of the stripline receivers, momentum changes could, in principle, be
measured to an accuracy of 2 ppm, 2 ppm, 0.9 ppm, and 0.7 ppm, respectively. In practice,
variations in the dipole power supplies would determine the measurable momentum variation.
The undulator stripline monitors are distributed at regular intervals along
the undulators. The maximum spacing between monitors is set by the minimum unduiator
betatron period. To avoid undersampling the beam position, the monitors must be spaced at one
fourth of this period, that is, 2m, or less. In addition, the monitors must be space closely
enough to enable corrections to the undulator magnetic error to be made. Preliminary
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calculations suggest that, given a 20 jtm maximum permissible beam deviation and a 0.3% rms
pole to pole magnetic field error, a monitor spacing of 0.6 m is required. This would require
2 stripline monitors in each subharmonic undulator and 17 monitors in each main undulator, for
a total of 38. Further numerical modelling of undulator errors is in progress and will establish
the necessary stripline monitor spacing.
The striplines will also be used as charge monitors, to indicate a loss of
beam anywhere in the machine. This measurement will be limited by the accuracy to with
which the stripline monitor and receivers can be calibrated. A conservative estimate of this
accuracy is 1%.
Flags
The retractable phosphor screens (flags), provide a means for measuring
the full transverse beam profile. Because they are a destructive monitor, they will be used
primarily to commission the machine, to make occasional measurements of the beam emittance,
and to diagnose problems in the stripline electrode system.
All of the flags are mounted next to stripline monitors, to enable a precise
absolute position calibration of the striplines to be made. The phosphor screen will contain a
pattern of holes which can be viewed during surveying, and later during use. The screen is
retractable, being moved in and out of position on an UHV pneumatic plunger. When retracted,
a dummy section of beampipe is pulled into the beampipe to avoid changing the beampipe
impedance.
The phosphor screen is oriented at 45° with respect to the beam so that
it can be viewed along a line normal to the surface. The image will be stretched vertically by
J 2 as a result. The screen is viewed through a pyrex vacuum window by a shutterable chargecoupled-device (CCD) camera. Inexpensive cameras of this type are available2 with electronic
shutters with gates of 100 ^s or less, which would enable selective viewing of a single electron
bunch when used with a sufficiently fast phosphor. The standard active area of the CCD imager
is 8.8 mm by 6.6 mm, with pixel size 11 ptm by 13 pm. Because of the vertical elongation of
the beam, the long dimension of the CCD will be oriented vertically. Two sets of focusing
optics will be used, low-magnification optics for initial commissioning of the machine and highmagnification optics for later diagnostics and emittance measurement. Both share the same 35
mm focal length, F1.4 motorized aperture lens. The high-magnification optics are achieved by
adding a spacer between the lens and camera and shifting the camera position toward the screen.
For a magnification of . 132, the viewed area is 47 mm vertically by 50 mm horizontally, with
a pixel size of 59 jim by 98 /am. For a magnification of .517, the viewed area is 12 mm
vertically by 13 mm horizontally, with a pixel size of 15 /xm by 25 jtm. These numbers are
referenced to a plane perpendicular to the beam.
Flags are also required in the main undulators to ensure that the electron
beam is matched to the optical mode throughout. These flags would be incorporated into the
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vacuum chambers surrounding the undulator striplines. A 3 mm diameter plug is removed from
the beampipe to allow the flag to be inserted and viewed. A 2 mm wide flag is then inserted
into the beampipe. A tube connecting with the stripline vacuum chamber and beampipe vacuum
would be needed to create a light path to the outside of the undulator cryostat. Heat load
considerations would require that this tube be insulated from the liquid helium vessel. The
motions required to drive the flag would be transmitted by low thermal conductivity fiberglass
composite rods running through the tube. A magnetically coupled rotary feedthrough would be
used to drive these rods from the cryostat exterior. A bellows would connect the tube to a glass
viewport on the exterior of the cryostat to allow for thermal contraction. The angular acceptance
of the tube and viewport could easily be made large enough to accommodate the high
magnification optics described above. The 2a beam size in the undulator is I mm, so that the
flag is sufficiently large.
The 2a beam size throughout the linac and transport lines is between 0.3
mm and 11 mm, so that the viewed area of the screens ai nigh magnification is sufficient lo view
the beam in all cases. The resolution of the screen itself is limited by the entry angle of the
beamJ and light scattering in the phosphor to approximately 40 ^m. The camera resolution is
limited by the 15 to 25 /*m pixel size, so that the total resolution at high magnification is 50 /tm,
or better than 0.2cr in all cases.
We plan to use a GdjC^SiTb phosphor, which is applied onto aluminum
substrates in a 30 ftm layer by a settling process4. This phosphor has a peak wavelength of 545
nm, which is well matched to the spectral sensitivity of the silicon CCD cameras, and has an
efficiency of approximately 1 emitted photon per 20 eV absorbed energy. The energy loss rate
for electrons in this phosphor at these energies is 500 eV//xm, leading to 750 photons emitted
per electron traversing the phosphor layer. The solid angle covered by the lens aperture, is 0.046
steradian, so 3 photons will be collected per electron. The camera has a saturation level of 2
x 10* photons per pixel, which corresponds to 3 pC/mm3 at the flag at high magnification. For
the smallest beam sizes, we expect a charge density of no more than 100 nC/mm2. Motorized
iris lenses are available5 with a dynamic range of 6 x 10*, which is adequate to avoid saturation.
On the other hand, the thermal noise level in the camera is 100 photons per pixel, or 15 fC/mm2
at the flag. For the largest beam sizes, we have a peak charge density no smaller than 7
pC/mm 2 , so that the signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 500.
The phosphorescence decay time of Gd2O2S:Tb L 2 msec, which is not
adequate to temporally isolate the electron bunches. If desired, other phosphor types with
shorter decay times could be substituted.
Flaking of the Gd2O2S:Tb phosphor layer was observed after an integrated
flux of 2.5 x 1015 electrons/mnr in tests at SLAC4. This would be problematic for this facility
for monitors located where the beam size is smallest. Damage at these levels has not been
observed at the Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility. The question of damage will be
investigated further there. The CCD camera is more sensitive and more linear, but less radiation
resistant than a vidicon camera. Accordingly, it must be shielded around the CCD chip itself.
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A mirror is used to reflect the visible light to the camera while absorbing or transmitting the
hard radiation.
The total flange-to-flange length of the combined stripline/flag assembly
is approximately 470 mm. There are 34 stripline/flag assemblies in the linac and transport lines,
which are located as shown in Figure 1. In the main undulators the flags will be spaced at one
fourth the minimum betatron wavelength, or 2 m, for a total of 10 flags in the two undulators.
Synchrotron Light Cameras
In the arc bending magnets, the beam will produce synchrotron light?. The
critical wavelength of this light in the 90, 170, and 250 MeV arcs is Xc = 367 nm, 54 nm, and
17 nm, respectively. The energy radiated in a 10 mrad arc in a 10% wavelength band from 380
to 420 nm from a I nC bunch is 7 x 10'6 ergs, 2 x 1Q5 ergs, and 2 x 10 5 ergs, respectively.
These correspond to 1 x 107, 2 x 107, and 2 x 107 photons per bunch. These photons are
emitted along the direction of the electrons' motion into «i characteristic angle 0C

which is 5.9 mrad for all three beam energies.
This synchrotron light can be used to image the beam profile
nondestructively. Because it is prompt, it can also be used to measure the temporal structure
of the beam. We plan to put a port to observe the synchrotron light on each of the three arcs,
and one on a bending magnet common to all three energy beams.
The aperture of the port would accept 30 horizontal mrad and 10 vertical
mrad of synchrotron radiation. An aluminized front surface mirror would be placed 800 mm
from the source to reflect the light vertically. This would be followed by a quartz viewport.
The vacuum pipe forming the port would be made as small as possible near its connection to ihe
beampipe to avoid propagating wakefields along its length. The 30 horizontal mrad would be
divided into three 10 mrad apertures, to be occupied by cameras, linear photodiode arrays, fast
photodiodes, or a streak camera.
All four of the synchrotron light ports would be equipped with CCD
cameras of the same kind as those used on the flags. A 380 to 420 nm bandpass filter would
be used to eliminate longer wavelengths that would worsen the effect of diffraction on the image.
The I a beam size in either dimension lies between 0.3 and 1.5 mm at all of the ports. At a
magnification of 0.2, the resolution limit due to pixel size is 0.2 a for the smallest b^am, and
the viewed area is 33 by 44 mm. The resolution limit due to diffraction is approximately X/0,.
= 70

The peak synchrotron photon density on the CCD is between 103 and 104
photons per pixel for a 1 nC bunch, which is well above the thermal noise level of the camera,
so that it is possible to image a single bunch in the electronically shuttered mode. Operating in
a continuous mode requires the use of neutral density filters. The frame update rate in
continuous operation is 30 Hz.
With a knowledge of the /3 functions of the machine obtained with the
stripline monitors, the emittance of the beam can be monitored continuously and
nondestructively. The horizontal width of the bunch image could be used to determine the
beam's energy spread. The dispersion in the arc bending magnets is low, however, so that the
beam width due to emittance alone is greater than the beam width due to dispersion for energy
spreads less than I %. The energy spread at 250 MeV is expected to be less than 0.1 %, so that
the synchrotron light cameras can only diagnose a condition of abnormally large energy spread.
Synchrotron Light Linear Diode Arrays
A second 10 horizontal mrad of the synchrotron ports' apertures would
hold self-scanning linear diode arrays. Each port would have a 380 to 420 nm bandpass filter,
shared with the CCD cameras. This is followed by a lens and a pellicle beamsplitter to split the
light between a horizontally and a vertically oriented linear diode array. In front of each array
is a cylindrical lens used to form a line focus on the photoconductor. These devices would
fulfill the same function as the CCD cameras, but would provide two one-dimensional profiles
at the bunch repetition rate, rather than 30 Hz.
A commercially available7 512 element array has a maximum scan rate of
10 KHz. Its active elements are on 25 /urn centers, so that for resolution comparable to that of
the CCD camera, in this case 63 fim, a magnification of 0.4 is used. The area of the beam
chamber viewed is 32 mm on a side. The saturation level of the array is 2.5 x 109 photons/mm.
The minimum detectable signal due to the photoconductor's dark current at a 10 KHz scan rate
is 10s photons/mm. As the peak light level reaching each array from a 1.5 nC bunch is between
106 and 107 photons/mm, individual bunches can be imaged with a signal-to-noise ratio of 10 to
100.
These linear diode arrays would be placed on the three bending magnets
that do not share beams of different energies. Monitors of this type8 have been in use on the
NSLS VUV and X-ray rings for over five years.
Synchrotron Light Fast Photodiode
Because the beam recirculates through the linac and must arrive at the
appropriate RF phase, a monitor of the time interval between passes is useful. The risetime of
the signal from the stripline electrodes is expected to be no shorter than 100 ps. On the other
hand, silicon photodiodes are available with 15 psec risetimes. Such a diode can be placed on
the post linac bending magnet common to all of the arcs, with focusing optics to collect the
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synchrotron light. A digital sampling oscilloscope is used to measure the time interval between
successive passes of the bunch.
The available synchrotron light in a band from 400 to 800 nm from a 1
nC bunch into 10 horizontal mrad is 10s to 2 x 108 photons, depending on the electron energy.
The average quantum efficiency of the photodiode over this wavelength range is 0.4, so that it
produces 6 to 12 pC. The measured pulse length is broadened by the finite horizontal aperture
(16 ps), by the diode risetime (15 ps), and by the bandwidth of available sampling oscilloscopes
(25 ps for a 20 GHz bandwidth), to a total of approximately 33 ps. Thus, the signal voltage at
the 50 fl oscilloscope input will be several volts.
The timing of the rising edge is measurable to at least a factor of 10 better
than the risetims, or 3 ps. The oscilloscope9 timebase repeatability is specified at 1 ps or less.
We expect to be able to measure the bunch's relative timing to 4 ps, or 0.7 degrees of the linac
RF cycle.
Streak Camera
The remaining 10 mrad synchrotron light port is left available for the
installation of a streak camera, which would image the beam's horizontal distribution as a
function of time within the bunch. Because of the expense of the streak camera, only one would
be used;, which could be moved from port to port as needed.
The time resolution of commercially available streak cameras is 2 ps. The
time over which synchrotron radiation from an electron can be collected in a narrow horizontal
aperture depends on the width of the aperture and the characteristic emission angle 0C = 5.9
mrad at 400 nm. For an aperture width of 10 mrad and a rragnet bending radius of 47.7 cm,
the time resolution of the synchrotron light itself is less than 1 fs, which does not affect the
overall time resolution. As mentioned above, the dispersion in the arcs is too small to allow an
energy spread measurement for the standard beam optics. However, special beam optics will
be set up with much higher dispersion, of the order of 2 m5 and a beam size of the order of 0.2
mm. This will allow a measurement of the variation of energy with time within the bunch to
an energy resolution of 0.01, sufficient to measure intrabunch energy variations.
Streak camera measurements on the visible synchrotron light emitted by
the NSLS VUV ring have successfully measured bunch lengths for comparable bunch currents.
Streak cameras have also been used extensively in the Los Alamos HIBAF facility for electron
beam diagnostics10.
Harp
An array of vertical wires (harp) provides a means of determining the
horizontal charge distribution in the post-gun beam in a relatively non-destructive way".
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Electrons passing through the wires eject secondary electrons, leaving the wires with a positive
charge proportional to the beam charge that has passed through them.
The harp is located in the dispersive region after the first bending magnet
after the gun. It is used to measure the energy spread of the beam leaving the gun. The 2a
horizontal beam size at that point, which is mainly due to the energy spread, is 9 mm. The harp
has a pitch of 1 mm between wire centers, and a width of 25 mm, so that there are 26 wires in
all. The centroid and width of the horizontal distribution can be measured to a fraction of the
wire pitch, or several percent of the 1 a beam size.
Carbon wires of 10 pm diameter are used, which intercept only 1 % of the
beam. The secondary emission yield of such a wire is 3 % , so that the total secondary emission
charge on all wires is 0.3 pC for a 1 nC bunch. The central wire has a secondary emission
charge of 20 fC, or 1.3 x 105 electrons. Multichannel charge preamplifiers are commercially
available12 with 250 electrons rms noise level, so that the signal to noise ratio is 500. Such
preamplifiers have a limited input shunt capacitance, and must be used with coaxial lines no
longer than 10 cm to obtain this noise level. The capacitance of the wire itself is negligible.
The harp is to be mounted on a pneumatic plunger, so that it is retractable
in the same way as the flags. When not needed for measurement, it is retracted to avoid
scattering additional electrons into a halo around the beam.
Faraday Cups
Faraday cups at the ends of the beamlines will be used to measure the
bunch charge, and to act as beamstops. A design for the Accelerator Test Facility will be
lengthened to stop the higher energy electrons. This design has a 1 kV repelling potentiil and
a permanent magnet to prohibit the escape of secondary electrons from the stopping electrode.
The Faraday cup capacitance is 128 pF. With a 2 meter, 50 Q coaxial
cable attached, the total capacitance is 300 pF, so that it discharges into 50 Q in 15 ns, with a
maximum voltage of 3.3 V/nC. A voltage divider is required to make use of commercially
available CAMAC 50 Q QDCs, which have a range of 0 to -1 V. Such a 10 bit QDC would
have an accuracy of 0.1% of fu!! scale.
Fast Current Transformer
A commercially available fast beam current transformer13 will be installed
immediately after the first bending magnet following the RF gun. This will provide a precision
measurement of beam charge exiting the gun. The time resolution of this device is 1 ns, so that
the two bunches exiting the gun in a single macropulse can be resolved. A ceramic break will
be provided in the vacuum chamber to interrupt the wall current, which will flow around the
transformer in an external metal shield.
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Diagnostics Summary
The following table provides a summary of the beam parameters relevant
to commissioning and operating the proposed UV FEL, along with the diagnostic systems used
to measure the parameters and the measurement resolution.
Diagnostics Summary
Resolution

Measured Quantity

Monitor

Charge, gun exit
Charge loss
Charge, undulator exit
Ang. alignment into linac
Ang. alignment into undulator
Relative position, linac
Relative position, transport
Relative position, undulator
Norm, emittance, 90 MeV
Norm, emittance, 170 MeV
Norm, emittance, 250 MeV
Delay, individual chicane
Delay, total after recirc.
Energy
Energy spread, gun exit
Energy spread, linac exit
Energy spread, undulator exit
Bunch duration
Longitudinal emittance

<1%
Fast current transformer
1%
Stripline monitors
0.1%
Faraday cups
Stripline monitor pair
0.3 mrad
Stripline monitor pair
0.3 mrad
Stripline monitor
1.3jitm
Stripline monitor
1.1 jam
< 1 fim
Stripline monitor
Flag triplet
0.05ir mm-mrad
0.09ir mm-mrad
Flag triplet
1.2xmra- mrad
Quadrupole variation and flag
Stripline monitor pair
< 5 ps
< 4 ps
Fast photodiode
Bend. mag. and stripline mon. pair 0.03%
Bending magnet and harp
<0.05%
Synchr. light camera or flag
0 01%
0.02%
Spectrometer and flag
Streak camera
2 ps
Streak camera
(0.01% E)(2ps)
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2.

Computer Control System
Control System Overview

The computer control system proposed for the BNL UV FEL Facility is modeled
after the control system presently in operation at BNL's Accelerator Test Facility (ATF). The
ATF system provides both facility operators and users with the necessary hardware and software
packages to remotely control and monitor the status of the various devices and subsystems
located throughout the complex. As with ATF, a variety of diverse subsystems for the UV FEL
will be controlled and monitored, including:
Gun
Cavity
RF
Modulator
Laser
Vacuum
Linac
Cavities
Couplers
Tuners
RF
Diagnostics
Vacuum
Cryostats
Refrigerator
Cryogenics and storage
Transport
Magnets (quadrupoles, dipoles, steerers/trim)
Power supplies
Vacuum

Seed lasers and multipliers
Wigglers
Vacuum
Status of security systems and interlocks.
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In addition to providing basic control and readback functions, the control system
will perform other important duties:
Notification when machine parameter values are detected to be out of
tolerance (alarms).
Storage of current machine settings and retrieval of previous ones.
Autom ic sequencing of complicated repetitive or difficult machine set-up
tasks.
Graphic presentation of beam diagnostic information.
Logging of events.
On-line mod? .ling of the accelerator, (e.g., transport calculations)
On-line help and documentation geared toward both novice and
experienced users.
Communication b^-.ween operators (e.g shift change) and users (machine
parameters, etc.).
Display and analysis of historical data.
P / patterning the UV FEL system after the present ATF one, several benefits
will k lealized:
Software development time will be reduced by reusing libraries of routines
and procedures already produced for ATF.
Time needed to educate new personnel, both for machine operations and
software development, will be reduced as there exists a pool of staff
already familiar with a similar system.
To provide these capabilities in an easy to use, fast and reliable system, these
general design philosophies will be followed:
Use as much "off the shelf hardware and software as possible, avoiding
solutions which require large commitments of in-house personnel for
design and implementation.
Produce a sy r tcm which can easily integrate new computer technologies as
they become available.
Adhere to published interface and communications standards for both
hardware and software.
Provide a path for growth and expansion which does not require complete
overhaul of existing systems and likewise will not significantly disrupt
operations already underway.
Deploy as much distributed, local intelligence and compute power as
practical to obtain a system which is flexible, robust, and is easy to
understand and maintain.
Construct all user interfaces in a form which is intuitive and easy to
comprehend.
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To achieve these aims within the above guidelines, a logical system hierarchy
comprised of an executive computer and a series of satellite computers will be used. The
executive computer holds the main accelerator database and acts as the switching center for all
requests made to the control system, either acting on the requests directly or routing them to a
lower level satellite node designated to handle the task. Additionally, the satellites can
communicate with each other, initiating tasks and informing the executive. The executive also
acts as an umpire, arbitrating among conflicting requests competing for a single resource. Both
the executive and satellites will be able to communicate with the VME/VXI data acquisition
hardware to perform control system tasks. A schematic outline of this arrangement is given in
Figure 1.
Communications between all machines will be via either industry standard
Ethernet (using for example, DECnet and TCP/IP protocols) or the Fiberoptic Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI). Thus, most classes of machine from personal computers to larger centralized
processors can connect to the network, communicate and exchange data.
Facility operators will typically access the system from X-window compatible
terminals or workstations connected to the network and equipped with a high resolution (1024
x 1024 pixels) 19-inch 8-bitplane color monitor, keyboard, mouse, and, in some cases,
assignable knobs and printer. The assignable knob box will consist of two rotary style control
knobs. Using the mouse, operators will point to the control screen, assigning the desired control
item to the knob. Besides making this linkage, the host computer will also download to the knob
box a character string to be displayed on a liquid crystal display adjacent to the knob. This
message will remind the operator of the knob's current function.
Experimenters and other users will connect either directly to the net or through
a terminal server via an EIA-RS-232 serial interface. The UV FEL facility will have its own
local area network which will be bridged to the larger BNL site wide network and gatewayed
to the Internet system, providing all users with both local and international data communications
capability.
Hardware
With continuing improvements in the industry, it is almost impossible to predict
what computer hardware options will be available at the time the FEL is commissioned.
Nevertheless, to illustrate the feasibility of our proposal, we can describe a system in terms of
products readily available today. The proposal team will continue to monitor and evaluate new
products as they are announced.
Executive Computer System
The processor proposed for the executive computer in the UV FEL control
system is a VAX-6000 series machine manufactured by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
of
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UV/FEL COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM

Executive Computer
VAX-3000

VT1300

VME/VXI Crates

Figure 1. Schematic outline of computer control system.
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Maynard, Massachusetts. This particular machine was chosen for several of its outstanding
characteristics:
A well-defined path for hardware upgrades: increasing compute power is
accomplished by merely inserting additional processor boards.
Ability to augment its scalar processors with vector hardware for
compute-intensive on-line modelling.
Investments in software are protected; much of the software designed for
ATF can be migrated directly to the UV FEL.
Large array of software available to handle communications between
computers manufactured by other vendors.
Many third-party hardware and software packages available for data
analysis.
Within the Laboratory, there exists a large base of experience and expertise
with DEC equipment.
The interaction between the hardware and operating system available with this
machine also possesses characteristics making it well suited for real-time control and data
acquisition tasks:
31 levels of process execution priority; 16 devoted exclusively for real-time
processes.
Interfaces supporting high performance DMA data transfers.
A variety of methods for interprocess communications:
Both local and global event flag clusters
Mailboxes
Logical links
Shareable global memory sections
Process hibernation and suspension
Lock management of system resources
Shareable images
Task-to-task communications across the network.
Asynchronous service traps to facilitate handling of interrupts.
Complete access to operating system services from high level languages.
Consistent architecture across all machines in the family.
Satellite Computer Systems
With current computer hardware price/performance figures dropping at an
unprecedented rate, new accelerator control systems designs can deploy complete workstations
where previously one considered mainly board level solutions for distributed processing. Using
such equipment for local control of a facility subsystem off-loads work from the executive
processor, providing faster and more reliable system response. For example, one workstation
could be assigned the task of monitoring cryogenic systems. This station would autonomously
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handle the details of the cryogenic system, periodically updating the executive host with routine
status information and interrupting the executive when any condition requiring immediate
attention arose. In terms of today's hardware, the satellites would be VAX-3000 or VAX-4000
class machines.
The distributed architecture, besides improving overall system performance, also
permits applications to be written, tested and debugged locally. Returning to the cryogenic
system example, all software development for that subsystem can take place on the local satellite
processor dedicated to cryogenic monitoring. All activity is completely independent of the
executive host with the satellite providing the necessary editors, high level languages
and debugging tools. When the local application software is finally completed, it can easily be
integrated into the main system. The distributed approach is also helpful in tracking down
problems once the facility is in operation, providing systems personnel with the ability to
completely isolate a faulty subsystem from the main system for in-depth local troubleshooting.
The complexity of the UV-FEL mandates that such a modular architecture be adopted for rapid
construction and commissioning of the facility.
Software
Operating Systems, Compilers, etc.
All computers in the UV FEL control system will be equipped with the usual
high-level language compilers (mostly C and FORTRAN), interactive debuggers, file
maintenance tools, etc.. One outstanding software item is described presently:
Control System Software
In keeping with the design goal of using "off the shelf products as much as
possible, the BNL UV-FEL control system will be based around a commercially available
software package from Vista Control Systems, Inc (VCS). The package marketed by VCS was
originally developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory and later transferred to VCS under a
US Department of Energy technology transfer agreement. Vista Control Systems, Inc. is
presently responsible for all sales, licensing, distribution, documentation, maintenance and
updates of this software. Besides reducing the cost of software development for the UV FEL,
the VCS package has many useful capabilities making it ideal for laboratory automation tasks.
Vista markets their product under the trade name "Vsystem". Vsystem is a
collection of software tools providing functionality for the most commonly needed activities of
control system development. These tools include:
Vdraw: an interactive drawing package used to create and execute control
displays.
Vgen: the database generator.
Valarm: the alarm display utility.
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Vlogger: for logging and archiving,
Vscript: a utility for creating and executing lists of commonly needed
sequences of control system actions.
Vaccess: a library of over 70 procedures which can be called by user
application programs to access Vsystem capabilities.
At present, Vsystem operates under Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX/VMS
operating system, with work underway porting it to UUrix/Unix systems. Vsystern routes all
its activities through state-of-the-art industry standard X-window software interfaces. X-window
provides a standardized set of graphic primitives, color control and window manipulation
routines, appealing veiy much like Apple's Macintosh (tm) graphic user interface. Users can
utilize a mouse to "point and click," activating the desired operation such as opening
and closing files, resizing windows, etc. This interface has a particularly positive impact on
accelerator control systems whert. such interfaces ease the burdens of machine tuning and
operation. Any user connected io the UV FEL network with an X-window compliant system
(and appropriate user authorization) can make use of this interface. BNL's Accelerator Test
Facility already has this system in production and has demonstrated control of its operation
both locally and across the BNL-site. In theory, an appropriately authorized individual could
access the BNL net from anywhere in the world and have the same hands-on, interactive,
window-based color graphics control that an operator working from the UV FEL control room
would have.
The ultimate focal point of any control system is in its software user interface:
regardless of the computing power available or how many systems are monitored and controlled
by the system, it is of little use if operators and experimenters are not provided with easy access
to these resources. Because of their importance in building and maintaining these interfaces,
several of the system utilities used for their construction and execution are now discussed in
more detail:
Database
When designing a control system for a project, the problem of maintaining a
flexible data structure which can respond to the addition and removal of hardware (diagnostics,
control and sensing hardware) always arises. This data structure must be isolated from the
control code as well as low level hardware driver code. The structure must also be accessible
to all concerned users. To address this problem, a database is built using the Vgen utility. Each
database can be configured with 65 K channels of information, each of which is given attributes
which reflect the nature of the data on that channel. For example, whether the channel is real
or integer valued, what its minimum and maximum expected values are, how it is converted to
engineering units, alarm limits, etc. Use of a database permits changes in this structure without
changing the control code and similarly, modifications to the control code do not require changes
in the database. The database is defined initially through a simple ASCII text file, a
representative example of which is shown in Figure 2. Permanent changes in the database
require only editing this file and can be made while the control code is executing.
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Figure 2 Representative sample of ASCII database definition file.
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Window Construction
Once the database is defined, construction of user windows begins. The user
window will eventually become the virtual control panel through which control of facility
systems is exercised. Systems programmers, using the Vdraw utility, compose a window
containing pictorial representations of switches, valves, knobs, etc. which operators/users can
point to (using a mouse) and change their state (on/off, open/close, etc.) requesting the desired
control system action. In constructing the window, the designer has available a set of drawing
tools including primitives such as circles, lines, arcs and the like (see Figure 3, the draw
toolbox). The developer can also choose from a selection of predefined tools including:
Bar charts
Buttons
Graphs (x-y, log-linear, log-log, etc.)
Multiplexors
Sliding controls
Strip charts
Text input and output regions
User links to invoke other windows
If none of the above exactly match the needs of the application; the designer can
construct a new icon from these basic elements. For example, Figure 4 illustrates a simple case
where the icon for a valve and its possible states are defined.
After completing each part of the "artwork" in a control window, the designer,
through use of a dialog box, connects the picture elements defined in the window to the
associated elements defined in the database. A representative example of a dialog box is show
in Figure 5.
Control Tools

^ j Vdraw Toolbox V2.Q

Drawing r
Tools I
Attribute f

Tools

I
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Line
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Text
Lsft Mad R (

•Magnify

Courier
J

0 12
Symbol Builder
Display Lock Tool
Figure 3 Draw toolbox.
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Window Execution
Once the database elements and window definitions ?re complete, activation of the
window, i.e., actively connecting it to control hardware, can take place. The executing window
will appear similar to that made by the systems designer except that placeholders defined earlier
now hold actual values from the accelerator database. Figure 6 shows an actual dump of an
active control screen used at the ATF, Note that the user is presented with windows containing
graphic user interfaces for all control systems activities. Initially, the user is presented with an
overview of the beam line which looks much like an engineering blueprint. Using the mouse,
selections can be made from this window which activate other windows containing beam
diagnostic information, detailed device status, "slider" type controls, etc.
Sequencing
Many accelerator control tasks are repetitive and possibly quite complicated. Using
the line sequencer utility, detailed scripts of instructions can be built and executed. As with
database definition, input to the line sequencer is from simple ASCII files. The line sequencer
accepts statements describing what elements in the database should be manipulated, under what
conditions, at what time intervals, etc. A sample portion of such a file is shown in Figure 7.
Note that the syntax is more English-like and less "computer-ese" permitting non-programming
personnel to construct and execute such tasks. These scripts can be involved either from graphic
control windows or stand alone.
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define a label called TOP that we can branch to

t

TOP?
;
•
I

if tempi is less than 50 wait 5 seconds.'

if tempi < 50 then
wait 5
end
i

!

open and close the valve while tempi is less than 50

while tempi < 50 then
open valvel
wait 5
close valvel
end
i

!

open and close the valve until tempi is greater than 50

I

until tempi > 50 then
open valvel
wait 5
close valvel
end
!
!

open and close the valve 5 times

i

loop 5
open valvel
wait 5
close valvel
end
I
j

if tempi < 50 then GOTO TOP

Figure 7 Sample sequencing task.
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D. Experimental Beamlines
1. General Considerations for Experimental Program
The arrangement of the experimental facilities is predicated on maximizing the
utilization of the facility, while making allowances for the practical considerations associated
with the experiments thus far proposed. The current plan has a total of eight user experimental
stations located one floor above the accelerator plant, with the possibility of two additional
diagnostic stations using the straight through radiation from the FELs. The radiation is time
shared between these labs which, based on the photocathode repetition rate and FEL tuning
range, provides for simultaneous use of up to four colors of radiation in four separate labs. By
having eight independent stations, 'off-line1 work including experiment setup, modification, and
repair can be done without interrupting the operation of the facility. The arrangement of the
relay optics is sufficiently flexible so special modes of operation can be accommodated such as
dedicated use of both FELs, or pulse sharing between more than two users per wiggler, where
several experiments can use radiation of the same wavelength. Provision is also made in four
of the eight user labs for FEL on FEL experiments as described later.
For the purposes of this discussion, the eight stations at the lab level are assigned
to one of the FEL lines, and numbered from closest to the undulators to furthest away. The low
energy undulator (as determined by the tightest bend angle at the separator magnet) is the B
branch. The third lab on the A branch (A3) is situated to have an orthogonal interaction space
with the beam from the X21 hybrid wiggler of the NSLS x-ray ring. The assignments of the
other laboratories are somewhat arbitrary, but were based on making the best use of the facility,
with equitable distribution of resources for each program. Provision is also made for future
general user programs by the placement of these labs. The layout of the lab space is shown
schematically in Figure 1, where the following assignments are made used:
Program Description
Al
A2
A3
A4
Bl
B2
B3
B4

Solid state physics, Low energy photoemission and non-linear optics.
NSLS-General User
NSLS-general User, Has interaction with X-21 x-rays, structural kinetics and
solid state physics experiments.
Chemical Physics, High energy line (using harmonics), surface scattering,
'Universal' molecular beam machine.
Chemical Physics, Low energy excitation, molecular beam experiments.
Biology, Spectroscopy (Absorption-emission, Fluorescence, Phosphorescence,
Raman etc.
Solid State Physics, Excited State Photoemission, Pump-probe dynamics
experiments.
Atomic Physics.
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Figure 1. Schematic plan and elevation views of the lab spaces and optical systems. In the plan
view, the outline of the labs is superimposed on the FEL optical beamlines which show the
relative locations of the source and various mirror boxes. The hatched circles shown in both
the plan and elevation views are the approximate locations of the interaction region of each of
the experiments. The elevation view shows the possible optical paths between the mirror boxes
and experiments (excluding FEL on FEL pump-probe configurations). Refer to Section II.D.2
for a detailed discussion.
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As the facility approaches realization, some changes in parameters may allow for
different experiments (and assignments of labs), but the experimental systems described here are
well matched to the scientific opportunities identified to date.
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2.

Optical Systems and Source Definition

To provide efficient use of the FEL output, an optical system has been devised
which allows the photon beam to be relayed to several laboratories. The system takes advantage
of the unique characteristics of the FEL radiation, and the placement of the laboratory space
roughly 5.35 m above the accelerator plant. This allows the UV radiation to be deflected up to
each of the eight stations while keeping the experiments well out of the bremsstrahlung produced
by the FEL. The beamUnes are made with the largest possible included angles to minimize
reflection losses. Several optical paths are provided to allow for FEL on FEL pump-probe
experiments, and four of the labs have grazing incidence angle relay paths to allow for future
extensions of the FEL to shorter wavelength operation.
What makes this all possible is of course the FEL source. For the optics design,
we make note of the fact that the apparent source size is essentially that of the electron beam
(0.2 mm sigma), and that it is diffraction limited. Because the electron beam is continuously
focused in the radiator and tapered sections of the FEL, we can regard the point of source
divergence as being at the end of the wiggler. Depending upon the details of the focusing in the
tapered section of the wiggler the source may move inside the wiggler a few meters. As will
be seen in the following sections, this does not appreciably change the design of the optical
system, only the placement of the first optical element, and not its characteristics.
The photon beam intensity distribution is essentially gaussian which allows us
to use the Rayleigh range of the source as a criterion for the design of the optical systems. To
use the same optics set for the full wavelength range of the FEL, we need lo place our first
optical element beyond the longest Rayleigh length so we may treat the source as diverging rays
from a point. For 75 nm radiation this minimum distance is 1.67 m, and scales with the
reciprocal of the wavelength. For distances greater than this, the full source divergence is given
by:
9=

2A.
ito 0

For 75 and 200 ni;- radiation, the opening angles are 0.239 and 0.637 mrad

respectively, A screen or optical element placed 7 m from the end of either wiggler sees a beam
diameter ranging from 1.7 to 4.5 mm. A collimating optic such as an off axis parabaloid mirror
placed at this point produces a parallel output beam with the incident spot diameter. In, phase
space, a parallel beam drifts without changing its size since it has no divergence. The practical
implication is that the optics for all of the subsequent stations can be identical since they have
common input source parameters. By placing the collimating optic 7 meters from the source,
..avelengths as short as 20 nm can be accommodated within their Rayleigh range without a
redesign of the relay optical system. This is important for applications which propose to use the
third harmonic of the FEL radiation for their experiments.
Although it is difficult to calculate, the third harmonic content in the beam is
estimated to be the order of 10° of that in the fundamental. For certain experiments, such as
excited state photoemission, this represents a useful intensity although it will be necessary to
Il.D.2-1

filter out the fundamental, since it could produce enough photocurrent to cause space charge
problems. On the other hand experiments such as threshold spectroscopies require that the
harmonic content be below 10 s of the intensity in the fundamental. For some applications, the
10"3 harmonic content of the beam represents no difficulty.
Clearly to satisfy each of these requirements some type of monochromator or
order sorting optics are required. This, coupled with the desire to make each of the stations
flexible as well as identical, has lead us to develop a modified Czerny-Turner instrument which
takes advantage of the precollimated beam. Distribution of the beam to several user stations
has required the development of a novel beam switcher which can alternatively displace or
transmit the UV radiation at a rate of 2.5 kHz or greater. For FEL on FEL pump probe
experiments, an optical delay line must be used. Each of these sub-systems is described
separately in the following sections. One requirement they all share is the need for efficient
transmission of the UV radiation.
The operating parameters of the facility drive the choice of reflection optics and
the materials which have been selected. Since the wavelength of the FEL radiation is below the
LiF cut-off, conventional refraction optics such as lenses and prisms are unsatisfactory.
Similarly, transmission gratings and Fresnel zone plate structures have a strong wavelength
dependance on their parameters, including focal length and efficiency, and are therefore also
unsuited to the wide wavelength range operation of the facility. Incidence angles on reflection
optics must also be carefully examined for this same reason.
Total external reflection for grazing angles as large as 15 degrees has been
convincingly demonstrated at 58.4 nm by Newnam et al.' in multifacet UHV aluminum mirrors
designed for applications in FEL resonators. This phenomena has some limitations in as much
as it requires that the index of refraction and extinction coefficient (n and k respectively) be
significantly less than unity. In the case of aluminum the extinction coefficient increases
dramatically as the wavelength approaches 100 nm2-3, and the behavior of silicon is quite similar.
To cover the longer wavelength range with these materials, more grazing angles of incidence
must be used to keep the reflectivity relatively high. These tradeoffs are familiar in the design
of XUV optics4-5.
To maintain high reflectivity, contamination must be minimized since capping
layers typically used above 125 nm such as MgF2 become highly absorbing at shorter
wavelengths. In situ cleaning techniques developed at Brookhaven67, and occasional recoating
of optics will almost certainly be required1. These problems will be shared by essentially all of
the optical elements utilized in the beamlines described here.
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a.

Collimation Optics

The collimation optics tank actually contains two mirrors, both of which
will be fabricated from silicon, and overcoated with aluminum. The first is an off axis
parabaloid with a focal length of 7 meters and an incidence angle of 6.25 degrees. The
collimated beam is redirected to be parallel with the floor by a flat steering mirror. This system
is shown schematically in Figure 2. The coilimating mirror is similar in design to those
employed in the Plane Grating Monochromaters (PGM) at the NSLS8. The performance of these
optical systems was limited by the slope errors in the mirrors which were 5 to 10 arcseconds,
which was the state of the art in diamond turning in the early 1980's. Although this problem
is a source of concern in our choice of this optic, there have been significant advances in
diamond turning technology9, and a competing technology employing plasma assisted chemical
etching (PACE) has been developed10. A further consideration is that the PGM was meant to
work at much shorter wavelengths (10's nm), where sensitivity to slope errors is a much more
pronounced. It should also be noted that significant development programs in both fabrication
and metrology have taken place for aspheric optics which indicated that mirrors of adequate
finish and figure are within the current state of the art".
To simplify assembly and operation, each of the mirrors is mounted on a
kinematic manipulator assembly on a standard 8" vacuum flange. By making these holders in
this fashion, they can be preassembled and coarse aligned before- mounting at the FEL. This
type of scheme also lends itself naturally to the rapid installation of spares or alternate mirrors
as the need arises. The tank is configured to allow the reflecting surfaces of the mirror to face
the flange upon which they are mounted. This facilitates inspection, cleaning, and possible
recoating of the mirrors in-situ. A small port is placed to allow transmission of the direct FEL
beam for alignment and survey. The vacuum system is pumped by a commercial 220 1/s ion
pump with and integral sublimation pump. The support stand is of the same type as used on
many of the NSLS beamlines and included provision for kinematic positioning of the mirror
tank.
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Beam from FEL

Steering Mirror

Collimator Mirror

Figure 2. Schematic of the collimation mirror system. The vacuum tank shown in the figure
is 1.2 m in length, and uses standard 8" conflat flanges for the major ports. The insets arc
expanded views of the mirrors to show shapes and incidence angles.
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b.

Bejam Multiplexing and Relay Optics to Laboratories

As shown in Figure I, four laboratories are" served directly by each wiggler
line. Flat mirrors deflect the collimated radiation up to the lab, where it can be further
conditioned as suits the experiment. If the initial flat mirror is placed directly in the FEL
beam, only one user is served by each device. Although this type of operation may be required
for some experiments, for many, the full repetition rate of the facility would be too high. A far
more productive use of the electron beam can be made by pulse sharing, and taking advantage
of the fast tuning capability provided by the accelerator to supply two (or more) experiments
with pulses from the FEL.
During the initial discussion of this problem, H. A. Schwettman pointed out
that a pair of parallel flat mirrors placed in an optical beam only translates the beam without
changing Us initial direction. We have developed a system for the FEL which exploits this
principle to select a pulse from the FEL and direct it to either a deflection mirror for one of the
laboratories, or by moving the mirror pair out or the optical path, allow the beam to pass over
the deflection mirror to a subsequent optical system. The reduction to practice (in principle) is
shown in Figures 3 through 4. In essence, pairs of mirrors as just described, are arranged
around the axis of a cylinder, and rotated in and out of position synchronously with the clock
for the accelerator. The spaces between reflecting pairs are open to allow the beam to pass
unimpeded. Figure 3 shows the mirror cassette mounted on a high speed vacuum motor with
magnetic bearings.
The motor shown in this figure is patterned after that found in the Osaka
Vacuum TG-600M turbomolecular pump12. The nominal operation frequency of this motor is
400 Hz, and these pumps are well known in chemical physics laboratories and the semiconductor
industry for their long term reliable operation, since they employ no mechanical bearings or
lubricating fluids in normal operation. For these users, this feature is important because of the
corrosive chemicals to which the pumps are exposed. For the FEL multiplexing mirror, this
feature is important because we need to maintain not only the motor system, but more
importantly, the surface cleanliness of our mirrors. Conventional oil and grease lubricated
turbopumps would achieve this end only when running at full speed. If the mirror system were
shut down for maintenance, or simply because it was not needed, the lubricating fluids would
contaminate the mirrors. Recently other vendors have introduced turbomolecular pumps that
have ceramic bearings which do not require any type of lubricating fluid13. At the time the FEL
is funded, this technology shoad be examined more carefully, since in the intervening years
some basis for assessing its reliability will have been established. It is clear however, that
several viable, ultra-high vacuum compatible, high speed motor technologies are available which
are suited to our requirements.
The mirror cassette is shown separately in Figure 4. To match the 400 Hz
rotational frequency of the motor to the 5 kHz pulse rate of one of the FEL wigglers, multiple
mirror sets are required. In this case eight reflecting and eight transmitting stations are used,
which would allow operation up to 6.4 kHz. It should also be noted that motors with

Input Beam-7

L Mirror
M;
Cassette
Motor w/Magnetic Bearings
100 mm

Multiplexing Mirror Assembly

Figure 3. Outline drawing showing the multiplexing mirror cassette and the 400 Hz UHV motor
drive. The rays for a 5 degree grazing incidence setup are also shown in this view, with the
circles indicating the position of the central ray.
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Entrance Mirror

Exit Mirror

100 mm

Beam Deflecting Segment
Beam Transmitting Segment

Figure 4. Drawing of the mirmr cassette assembly. Note the cutouts in the section holding the
internal surface mirrors. This is the position where the beam is transn uter.
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rotational frequencies as high as 1600 H i are commercially available, although the stresses on
the mirror cassette at these speeds would have to be examined carefully. The cassette is made
in two sections for ease of manufacture. One section, the smaller in diameter has reflecting
surfaces facing away from the axis of rotation. The other section comprises the hub for
mounting the cassette to the motor shaft, and has a drum with its minor surfaces facing the axis
of rotation.
The reflecting surfaces are 100 mm along the cassette axis, and 20 mm
wide. The mirrors are all shown in the figure as separately polished flats set into the cassette.
While this is perfectly feasible for the internal surface mirrors, it may be more desirable to
polish the external reflecting surfaces directly on the cassette blank. This would be quite similar
to the polygon mirrors which are commercially available through vendors like Lincoln Laser
Company14. These mirrors are made from T-6061 aluminum and electrolessly plated with nickel
before polishing. The placement of the internal flats could be adjusted by shiming or post
machining of the hub section of the cassette to match an already made external reflecting surface
mirror set, or more likely, the external mirror surface orientation would be adjusted to maintain
parallel orientation between individual mirror pairs.
It is important to note that such adjustments are possible because the actual
offset between mirror faces does not matter (within reason) since the subsequent optical systems
are designed to allow for displacements of the input beam. It should also be noted that
significant material has been left in the mirror blank to allow for trimming to achieve dynamic
balance of the assembly, as is done for the rotors in turbomolecular pumps. In operation, the
axis of the assembly is inclined 5 degrees, which for the geometry shown, results in a net
translation of the beam of 22 mm. By working at such a shallow incidence angle, the
reflectivity of the mirror system is kept high for the full operating range of wavelengths of the
FEL.
The integrated system is shown if Figure 5 with the multiplexing mirror
assembly mounted on a 14 inch conflat flange, and also shows the deflection mirror assembly.
As drawn, this includes positions for three different mirrors in a ladder type configuration. The
manipulator has a long throw linear motion to place the correct mirror in the beam, and has a
kinematically mounted stage with motorized jacks to allow adjustment of the roll and pitch of
the deflection mirrors. Since they are flats, yaw rotation is not needed, and fine adjustment of.
the point of incidence of the central ray can be achieved by changing the height of the mirror
with respect to the beam. The deflection mirrors are all nominally 30 mm wide and 50 mm long
with the material selected to suit the application. For high energy beams, aluminum surface
mirrors will be used. Silicon carbide or coated metal mirrors will be used where some harmonic
suppression is desired.
The mirror assemblies are made up on 4.625 inch conflat flanges, and can
be interchanged fairly rapidly as required. This facilitates the use of spares and multiple mirror
sets for special operation conditions with minimal cost. The mirrors are mounted 45 mm apart
on the ladder which is more than adequate to allow the untranslated beam to pass over their entire
II.D.2.b-4

Qaflaqtlon Mirror Assembly
Multiplexing Mirror Assembly

Boom Passed to Noxt Station

Figure 5. Outline drawing of the integrated multiplexing system. Shown with the mirrors
positioned to direct the beam to laboratory in the low energy beam configuration. The hidden
line indicatec the path of the beam when the mirror cassette is indexed to the transmitting
position.
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face for the range of incidence angles required. The manipulator is designed to provide the
maximum distance between guide bearings and uses a large diameter tube for holding the mirror
assembly to improve rigidity. By using a separate bellows for the rotations, a re-entrant design
for the long stroke manipulator can be used which reduced the distance between the guide
bearings and the mirrors, again enhancing stability.
The ladder mirror mount coupled with the 8 inch con-flat flanged exit port
allows the same hardware to be used for any of the multiplexing stations, with the exit flange
and actual mirrors fitted for the particular beamline. The system shown in the figure is typical
of the A3M or B3M (x3M) systems, where only a low energy branch and a transmission position
are required. To configure for the xlM or x2M stations, the exit flange would be changed to
have the appropriate tubulation for high and low energy lines, or FEL crossover as required.
The mirror angle is roughly set by the holder which is then mounted in the manipulator ladder.
In the case of FEL on FEL settings, this would include most of the required roll adjustment for
the cross-over beam, with these mirrors mounted in the top rung of the ladder to minimize
translation when roll adjustments are required for the selection of different optical delay options
(see Section 2.4 for more details). The x4M stations are fitted with only a deflection mirror
system since a multiplexing mirror is not required unless further stations are added. In total,
this means the facility requires six multiplexing systems and eight deflection mirror
manipulators.
The included angles for the deflection mirrors for the various configurations
are 150.6,167.3, and 158.6 degrees for the long wavelength, short wavelength, and FEL crossover beamlines respectively. Note that a roll of roughly 35 degrees is also required for the
cross-over mirrors.
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c.

UV Order Sorter

For essentially all of the experiments thus far proposed, a stable, tightly
focused beam at the sample position and a means of monitoring the incident intensity are
required. In addition, some experiments require the suppression of higher harmonic radiation
produced by the FEL, while still others wish to utilize it to the exclusion of the fundamental
wavelength. Clearly some optical system must be developed to fill these requirements. In
addition, since many different experiments might use the same instrument covering the whole
range of wavelengths, it would be desirable to meet all of these requirements with one flexible
instrument. It must further be robust to survive a user environment, and provide diagnostic and
alignment capabilities to facilitate the rapid installation of different end stations. Our proposed
solution to these requirements is shown schematically in Figures 6 through 9.
The instrument takes advantage of the fact that the FEL is a quasimonochromatic source, so it need not have slits for the purpose of wavelength selection.
Apertures, or in most cases the geometry of the optics suffice to select the desired diffracted
order. This means that the last optical element, a parabolic mirror, can focus directly to the
experimental station. Figure 6 schematically shows the arrangement of the components for the
order sorting optics for the standard low energy beamline configuration. The input beam enters
the instrument at an angle of 29 degrees with respect to the horizontal plane where, for the case
shown, it intercepts a plane grating. The first inside order diffracted beam falls on the parabolic
focusing mirror which directs the output beam to the horizontal, and focuses at the experiment
1.5 m from the mirror pole. Several other components can also be seen, with functions which
will be discussed shortly. These include four plane mirrors, four alignment fiducial pinholes,
and a stationary quartz beamsplitter, also for alignment purposes.
The case shown is actually only one of four configurations of the instrument
to meet the needs of the experimental programs. The optical paths for each setup are given in
Figures 7 and 8. The first case is that of relaying the beam without filtering and with the
highest possible efficiency to the experiment. To accomplish this, the grating is rotated out of
the way, and the first mirror Ml, is rotated into place from the point indicated by the crossed
circle. This mirror is a silicon flat 30 by 50 mm long with an included angle for the reflection
of 161 degrees. The exit beam falls on the parabolic focusing mirror at a grazing incidence
angle of 10 degrees. The mirror will be fabricated from a silicon blank 30 mm wide by 100 mm
long with a parabola parameter of 45.231 mm. The considerations for this mirror are the same
as for the collimator mirror previously described in Section II-D-2.1 with respect to its
fabrication and characterization.
The arrangement for the second case is designed to select radiation in ihe
125 to 200 nm range, while eliminating the FEL harmonics. In this configuration the beam is
intercepted by a plane grating 30 mm wide by 50 mm long which rotates around a point 6 mm
from its end. It is made from silicon and ruled with 2400 lines/mm with a laminar profile and
a groove depth of approximately 100 nm. This same grating is used for all the diffracting
configurations, although it is rotated to significantly different incidence angles for each range.
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Beam to Experiment
Focusing Mirror
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M1 and M4
Input from FEL

Alignment Pinhole \
Beamsplitter -^

Figure 6. Schematic of the order sorter optical elements including the plane grating, plane
mirrors Ml through M4, the parabolic focusing mirror, and permanent alignment fixtures (four
pinholes and a stationary beamsplitter). Their functions are described in the text.
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Case 1
Direct FEL Output

Zero Order Beam

Case 2
Low Energy
Filter out Higher Orders

Figure 7. Schematic showing the placement of optical elements and extremal rays for two
modes of operation, the first for focusing the FEL radiation to the experiment, and the second
for filtering out short wavelength radiation below 125 nm.
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Case 3
High Energy Fundamental
Filter out Higher Orders

Case 4
Select Third Harmonic
Use First Inside Diffraction Order

Figure 8. Schematic showing the placement of optical elements and extremal rays for two
additional modes of operation, case 3 is for filtering out short wavelength radiation below 75
nm, while case 4 selects the harmonic radiation to the exclusion of the FEL fundamental.
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Figure 9. Outline drawing showing the order sorting optics in its vacuum u*nk, and the
placement of the alignment optical system. The function of the elements is described in the text.
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For this case, the included angle is 60 degrees, and the first inside diffracted order is incident
on the M2 mirror which is a MgF2 coated Aluminum flat roughly 10 by 10 mm in size. The
M2 mirror position is fixed during bench alignment, and has an included angle of reflection of
91.8 degrees. The reflected beam from the M2 mirror strikes the M3 mirror which is of similar
dimension, but has a SiC reflecting face. The M3 mirror can be rotated via a sine bar
mechanism in normal operation, but in this configuration the included angle of the reflection is
set to 42-7 degrees which directs the output beam to the focusing mirror at its required angle
of incidence.
The principle of operation for this arrangement is of course to make
multiple reflections from mirror surfaces which have poor short wavelength reflectivity, and
thereby reduce the harmonic intensity to a greater degree than the fundamental. The MgF2 has
a fairly sharp cut off for wavelengths shorter than 125 nm, and does most of the work in this
situation. It should also be noted that the zero order beam (specular reflection) from the grating
clears the M2 mirror, so a suitable photodiode placed in this beam could be used as an intensity
monitor for signal normalization. To access radiation from 125 to 75 nm, a similar strategy is
employed to achieve harmonic attenuation, shown in Figure 8 as case 3.
In this configuration, the radiation is dispersed by the grating through an
included angle of only 15.7 degrees. This brings the first diffracted inside order to the M3
mirror which is rotated to reflect its output beam to the focusing mirror at the proper angle.
What this translates to is a reflection off the M3 mirror with an included angle of only 3.3
degrees. This close to normal incidence, the SiC mirror has a strong cutoff at about 60 nm, so
radiation shorter than this will be filtered out. Since the FEL should only produce second
harmonic radiation by spontaneous emission, its intensity will be much lower than the third
harmonic which has a sufficiently short wavelength to be attenuated relative to the fundamental.
At 125 nm this attenuation ratio is about 50, while at shorter wavelengths it is 1000 or more.
Assuming an initial harmonic content of 10'3, this means that at the experiment, harmonic
content the order of 10"5 or 10"6 could be achieved. This does however have a price since the
intensity at the fundamental wavelength will be reduced to roughly 5 to 10% of that in the
unconditioned beam.
Still for many experiments such as threshold photoionization
measurements, this loss in intensity is more than offset by gains in signal to background, so this
mode of operation is well worth including in the beamline design.
The other extreme is embodied in the case 4 schematic, which shows the
arrangement for selecting the third harmonic, while rejecting the fundamental (also shown in
Figure 6). This is accomplished by making the first inside order of the diffracted radiation
matched to the third harmonic. The fundamental is then channeled into the zero order beam,
which enters a beam dump milled into the focusing mirror blank. Unfortunately this zero order
beam most likely can not be used for signal normalization (as in the other configurations) since
the intensity of the third harmonic generated in the FEL will be quite sensitive to charge in the
electron beam, and coupling to the modes of the fundamental. In short, it is not likely to follow
the fundamental intensity. A portion of the beam between the grating and the focusing mirror
will instead be used where signal normalization is required.
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The structure of the actual instrument is shown in Figure 9, which includes
the mcnochromator, the vacuum chamber, and the alignment optics bench. The monochromator
is built and pre-aligned on a plate which slides into the vacuum chamber and rests on stationary
kinematic mounts. The support for these mounts couples through the vacuum chamber via
bellows to a larger frame which also forms the support structure for the alignment laser and
optics. This main frame is kinematically mounted on a stand and in effect isolated from the
vacuum system and Us pumping apparatus. During assembly the monochromator and alignment
optics are set up on a bench without the vacuum chamber. This facilitates easy adjustment of
the stationary components and simplifies the design of their mounts since in-vacuum operation
of these elements is not required.
Briefly the alignment procedure consists of the following. First the four
pinholes are made to be collinear pairs which are orthogonal using the alignment laser and a
pentaprism. Once this is achieved, the beamsplitter cube is substituted and made to pass the
alignment laser beam through the pinholes in both directions with retroreflector mirrors. Once
established, this represents the alignment datum. The assembly is leveled with respect to the
bench surface and the horizontal alignment beam. The optical components are then mounted on
the plate and coarse aligned by referencing to the surface of the mounting plate, and a height
gauge working from the bench surface.
Alignment of the grating is set by using the horizontal reference beam from
the laser. The rotation angle is set by making the beam retroreflect from the grating, while the
groove orientation is set by observing the orientation of the diffracted orders of the 633 nm laser
beam. Once this is established the focusing mirror is aligned by rotating the grating ten degrees
to act as a retroreflector and introducing the moveable beamsplitter to autocollimate using the
alignment laser with the spatial filter and the folded optical path. The focal spot should be
observable both at the projected position of the experiment 1.5 meters from the mirror pole, and
in the retroreflected beam transmitted through the beamsplitter located above the alignment laser
spatial filter. The spot size and shape can be used to ascertain the optimum adjustments of
position, roll, pitch and yaw. Once this is done, the grating is rotated out of the way, and the
M3 mirror is adjusted to achieve a retroreflection, thus fixing its angular position.
The grating is then rotated to provide a zero order reflection in the direction
of the nominal source beam, essentially the case 4 configuration discussed previously. • A pair
of pinholes is placed in this beam temporarily to serve as a reference line for the FEL source
beam. The grating is rotated out of the way, and the Ml mirror moved into its place and
adjusted to achieve the same reflection provided by the grating in zero order. To align the M2
mirror, the Ml is rotated away, and the grating rotated to the position which would bring the
zero order beam onto M2 in normal operation. In this alignment however, the autocollimating
beam is used to bring light back down the FEL source reference line just established by
adjustments of M2 roll and pitch. Finally to adjust the position of the M4 mirror (the small
wedge on the back of Ml), it is rotated into the collimated alignment laser beam reflected from
the stationary beamsplitter and adjustments to the M4 mirror are made to bring it on to the
focusing mirror and provide the same focused beam as observed in the previous steps. This
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setting is important since it can be used during actual operation to provide a visible reference
beam at the experimental position. This will be an invaluable aid to change over and alignment
of different experimental chambers.
Once satisfactory bench alignment has been achieved, the alignment laser
and order sorter sub-frames are removed from the main support frame which is then mounted
on the stand supporting the vacuum system. The subframes are then replaced in their respective
kinematic mounts, and the autocollimation alignment tests performed to verify that the alignment
has been preserved in the remounting of the instrument. As was previously mentioned, the
configuration shown in Figure 9 is for a low energy branch where the FEL beam enters the
chamber at 29 degrees from the horizontal. For the high energy and crossover branches, the
light enters through a modified version of the 10" flange at the back of the order sorter tank.
Crossover operation will require the addition of one flat mirror to bring the beam coincident
with the plane of the optical system.
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d.

UV Optical Delay System

For experiments which involve FEL on FEL beam configurations it may
be necessary to introduce an optical delay to obtain the desired phase relationship between the
pump and probe beams. A portion of the required delay can be made by changing the timing
between the photocathode gun laser pulses. This is however an interval relationship because it
must be in phase with the accelerator r.f. system. Delays of the form t = 2 + 4 n [ns] where n is
an integei are possible. This means the optical delay system must at a minimum provide a delay
of 5 ns although 10 ns would be better since the operation of the entire facility might be briefly
interrupted by changes in the gun laser timing. Since light takes 3.34 ns to traverse a meter
distance in vacuum, the delay system must provide for path length changes of roughly 3 meters.
The system must also provide the highest possible transmission. To achieve these objectives,
three configurations shown in Figure 10 were considered. For convenience they are referenced
by their shapes, the wishbone, trombone (from the literature) and folded trombone, although the
latter more resembles the real object in its topology as anyone ever having played the instrument
will recognize.
In the wishbone arrangement, only three reflections are required with a total
angular deviation of 180 degrees. The scheme does however require one mirror to bs translated
and the other two to be rotated if the positions of the end mirrors are fixed. If the distance
between the rotating mirrors is 1, and the displacement of the third mirror from the undeviated
optical path is d, the change in path length imposed by the mirror system can be expressed as:
2
6=2 (JL) +dr -I

' Since we wish 5 to be equal to 3 m, we can determine what displacements

will be required for various mirror spacings, and the resultant deviation angles (2 0 for the first
and last mirrors). Using the reflectivity data of Windt2 for SiC, we can calculate the
transmission T, of the optical delay system at 100 nm.

5 = 1.5m (5ns)

6 = 3 m (10ns)
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Figure 10. Schematic of possible configurations for optical delay lines.
indicate the motions required in each to change the optical path length.
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The bold arrows

The drawback of this arrangement apart from its size is that the transmission will change as a
function of the delay. An alternative arrangement would be to translate all three mirrors to
maintain the angles but vary the length of the legs of the triangle. This keeps the transmission
fixed, but the mechanical system is even larger and more difficult to realize than the first
scheme.
A second more frequently used scheme is the trombone arrangement. The
change in path length it provides is just twice the displacement of the folding mirrors. This
makes it more compact than the wishbone and provides constant transmission, but the total
deviation of the beam is 360 degrees. The minimum number of reflections required would be
four 45 degree incidence mirrors. For mirrors of SiC the transmission at 100 nm would be only
3.8%, The very steep wishbone case for 1=,5 m has a better efficiency at 8,1%, If multiple
reflections are used in the total external reflection regime, the efficiency of either scheme can
be improved considerably. However, from the presently available optical data, it seems unlikely
that total external reflection can be used at wavelengths longer than ISO nm.
These considerations taken together indicate that a flexible and modular
approach must be taken to the design of the delay system so each user can optimize the choice
of delay line for their particular experiment. Since the peak power of the FEL increases at
longer wavelengths careful optimization of geometry and material should provide a system where
the power delivered to the experiment could be relatively constant over the range of the FEL and
its harmonics. This can be achieved by providing a choice of either multifacet total external
reflection geometry11516 for short wavelength operation, or a 45 degree reflection geometry to
minimize the number of reflections for longer wavelengths.
This dual approach is required to cover the FEL wavelength range since
total external reflection optical systems have been demonstrated in the 35 to 100 nm regime17
where most materials have unacceptably low normal incidence reflectivities. At wavelengths
longer than about 100 nm, the indices of refraction for candidate mirror materials become too
close to unity, thus spoiling the high reflectivity provided by total external reflection. In this
situation, the maximum overall transmission is achieved with the minimum number of
reflections. In actual practice, both systems can easily be accommodated in the same frame for
a folded trombone configuration as shown schematically in Figure 11.
The figure shows two optical paths, one for each set of mirrors. In both
cases, the output beam is displaced from the input beam and includes an angle difference of 1.3
mrad. This is introduced by steering the input beam on to the first element of the delay line
with the relay mirror on the FEL floor level. The delay system is located in the laboratory
where it is being used, so the relay optic is some 20 meters distant. In use, the delay system
is lowered into the beam, so its exit beam is on the same optical line as would be followed by
the undeviated beam from the FEL. The FEL beam is then deviated in angle to fall on the
surface of the first mirror on the translating mirror set. To change mirror sets for different
wavelengths, the mirror assembly is translated vertically. Pointing errors are corrected by
adjustments in roll and pitch of the last mirrors in the stationary sets. To assure proper steering
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Multifacet mirrors for short wavelengths
\

Translating
Mirrors

Long wavelength set

Beam to Experiment

Input Beam from FEL

Figure 11. Schematic of the optical components for the optical delay line. Note that two sets
of mirrors are shown, a multi-facet arrangement for short wavelengths, and a 45 degree
incidence set for long wavelengths. To change the delay, one half of the mirror system is
translated as indicated. Rotations are provided for the last mirror of each set to correct for
pointing errors. See text for details.
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of the beam, a beam position monitor of the type already in use at the NSLS will be employed18.
Signals from this monitor will be used to steer the beam, and to correct the position of the
translated mirror set to maintain the delay specified by the user.
For the design given here, the multifacet mirrors will be either UHV
aluminum or silicon. For the long wavelength set, MgF2 coated aluminum will be used. To
ease assembly and alignment of the system, a compact mirror mount was developed shown in
Figure 12. It provides translation, roll and pitch adjustment for each of the mirrors as well as
kinematic mounting with respect to the whole optical system. For the two mirrors which require
remote pitch and roll adjustments, miero-tnehworm motors19 are substituted for the screws used
for these adjustments on the rest of the mirrors. The holder also has reference surfaces
machined into its base to simplify coarse alignment during assembly. Figure 13 shows the
mirrors in their mounts in a view similar to Figure 11. The large holes in the mounting plates
are for an autocolUmator which is indexed to the small holes facing each mirror. In this way
the surface normal and distance to the alignment fixture can be precisely set. Note that the
holders for the long wavelength set of mirrors each hold one mirror stationary and provide
adjustments for the second mirror of each pair.
The delay optical system is shown in Figure 14 which includes the
mounting and translation systems. The translating mirrors are mounted on a plate with three
rollers on the back, two on the bottom, one on top. These follow a track made from centerless
ground rods which are mounted on a support bench. The brackets holding the top rod provide
some flexure to maintain a constant pressure on the assembly, while the tracking guidance is
provided by the bottom rod. The mirror is translated with a relatively simple cable arrangement
which pulls the minor car along the track. After much consideration this scheme was adopted
over more complex arrangements providing position encoding and precise movement since their
precision would be lost in the noise generated by effects such as building thermal drift which
introduce changes in path length and hence delay. For reliable operation feedback on the actual
measured pulse separation will be required, for which our simple scheme is more than adequate.
To provide 1 ps changes in delay, car motions of 150 microns are required, while the full 10
ns range requires 1.5 meter motion.
Because of its size, nearly 2.3 meters in length, standard vacuum flanges
can not be used. The system is instead mounted on a large flange sealed with helicoflex gaskets.
We have used this technique successfully on several optical systems at the NSLS20'21, and have
routinely achieved the UHV conditions required for this optical system. The flange is also the
reference mounting surface for three translation stages which move the mirror system. These
manipulators are similar to those used in the deflection miiTor systems. In this case, two are
located by the stationary mirror plate, and one at the downstream end of the assembly which also
houses the motor for driving the translated mirror car. The three mounts are coupled together
by an aluminum plate to act as a fully coupled kinematic system outside of UHV. The
manipulator on the downstream side of the assembly functions as the cone part of the mount
system with full control of all three axes of motion.
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Figure 12. Semi-kinematic mount for the delay system mirrors. A flat mirror is clamped into
the holder. The mount provides a translation along the mirror normal, and adjustments for roll
and pitch about the center of the front surface of the mirror.
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Figure 13. Detail of delay optics showing the mounts for both multifacet and 45 degree
arrangements. Note the placement of holes for the mounting of alignment fixtures. See text for
details.
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Figure 14. Optical delay system showing the vacuum flange, kinematic mounting system track
and drive system for the translated mirror sets. See the text for a detai'ed description No*e the
scale bar.
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e.

X-21 Transport Optics

The center of the X-21 insertion device in the NSLS X-ray ring lies 97.5
meters from the A-3 FEL laboratory interaction region. To deliver the beam over this distance
we again use a pair of parabolic mirrors, the first 12 meters from the source acting as a
collimator, and the second 12 meters from the sample as a condensing optic. The approach to
obtaining these mirrors is, however, somewhat different than for the optics previously discussed
since these mirrors must have high efficiency for photon energies of 10 to 20 keV. This forces
us to grazing incidence angles of 3 mrad, where for a 12 meter focal length mirror, the parabola
parameter is only 0.108 mm. This leaves us with an optic with a nominal sagittal radius of only
72 mm, and an effective curvature along the axis corresponding to a radius of 10.9 km. The
small incidence angle also makes the optic large, so to collect .25 mrad in the vertical, the
mirror must be 1 meter in length. To figure and polish this mirror directly would be extremely
difficult. We have elected instead to use a cylinder made from single crystal silicon with a
platinum coating, and bend the mirror in the tangential direction to obtain the approximate figure
of a parabaloid. This approach has been successfully demonstrated on X-25 for producing a
toroidal optic by applying equal bending moments at each end of the mirror21. By using a
similar mirror bender but applying unequal moments, we can approximate a parabolic arc in the
tangential direction2223. The mirror at X-25 has a high energy cutoff of 28 keV which should
be adequate for the experiments thus far proposed. The transport beamline will employ
beryllium windows to separate the mirror tanks from the beamline vacuum which can be in the
10"* Torr range. The diameter of the relay line is large to provide an exclusion zone for
bremsstrahlung radiation from the X-ray ring. Provisions for shielding the A-3 lab for use with
hard X-rays are discussed in Section 3.6.

f.

FEL-Beamline Alignment Source

This instrument provides a visible beam which is coincident with the path
of the UV-FEL beam for alignment purposes. It will be particularly valuable in verifying the
placement of the collimation system, and the multiplexing and relay optics. A manipulator
identical to that used in the multiplexing system is employed here with a HeNe laser source
similar to that used in the alignment system for the order sorter optics. In this case the spatial
filter and folded optical path are chosen to simulate the placement of the point source provided
by the FEL itself. The alignment system will be placed inside the FEL vault just after the beam
dump magnet, so remote operation and observation are required.
An outline drawing of the system is given by Figure 15 which shows the
alignment system, a beamsplitter, a special prism, and a flat mirror to direct the laser source to
the down stream optics. The top surface of the prism is silvered to provide an approximately
25 % retro-reflection of the incident laser beam and is used to assure colinearity of the alignment
and FEL beams. When translated into the FEL beam the quartz from which the prism is made
fluoresces in the visible. This blue radiation can be observed along with the retroreflected red
from the alignment laser with the television camera and telescope shown in the drawing.
To send the alignment beam to the down stream optics, the whole assembly
is translated up by the distance which separates the diagonal face of the prism and the flat
mirror. Since these surfaces are parallel, the technique is insensitive to the exact position on
the prism where the FEL and alignment beams are made to coincide. This may become
important if after significant use the prism becomes opaque in the spot which has been exposed
to the FEL due to the formation of color centers. By a simple translation of the alignment beam
on the prism, new material is available for use. It may also be possible to anneal the damage
out of the prism in situ, but the impact of this procedure on the alignment stability of the system
will have to be evaluated.
When the system is not in use, the FEL beam passes between the mirror
and prism. It should also be noted that if visible light were provided (say from ion gauges etc.)
the alignment system is essentially a periscope which looks at the down stream components.
Hopefully this feature will never be required, but experience indicates it may well be worth
remembering during commissioning. The vacuum tank is fairly standard, and is pumped by a
2201/s combination ion and sublimation pump. The whole assembly is provided with kinematic
mounts for alignment and fiducial monuments on the manipulator table and shaft for survey.
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Figure 15. Outline drawing of the alignment system and its vacuum tank. Components are
described in the text.
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g.

Vacuum Systems for Beam Transport

Although the transport vacuum equipment may seem like a minor concern,
it is important for the proper function of the optical systems and contributes over one million
dollars to the overall cost of the facility. The design is quite straightforward, but must be
considered as part of the integrated optical system. A schematic of all of the transport lines and
pumping stations is given in Figure 16,
Each of the 25 indicated vacuum tanks is fitted with a 220 1/s ion pump
with an integral subUmator4. All of the interconnecting spools are 40 mm stainless tubing with
2.75 inch conflat flange connections. Each tank can be completely isolated from the rest of the
system for repair since ail of the tank terminations are fitted with all metal valves25. In
addition, the alignment and multiplexing mirror systems are fitted with window valves26 to aid
in their initial survey, and subsequent realignment as required. The entire system is designed
to conform to UHV standard practices including high temperature bake-out, although once in
service, the tanks containing optical elements will use UV lamps27 for "bake-out" to minimize
the risk of distortion of the optical mounting systems.
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Figure 16. Schematic of the beam transport lines and pumping stations for FEL optical systems.
The 11 rectangular tanks are on the FEL vault level are followed by crossover and junction tanks
at an intermediate level (a total of 6 tanks), and the eight optical systems at the laboratory level.
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h.

Continuing Development

At this writing, ongoing work includes further developments of the lab
optical system to provide optics for polarization manipulation and a detailed ray tracing of the
entire system. This should include a review of the available optical data and measurements
where practical to confirm the predictions of overall system performance. A full study of the
effects of mirror figure, finish, and aberration is to be undertaken. A more detailed design study
of the X-21 to FEL transport optics must also be completed. It is thought that the results of this
work should have minimal impact on the design of the facility or its cost, but must be concluded
to provide the best possible data for the design of experiments to be performed at the FEL
facility.
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3.

Experimental Stations

The material included in this section is based on the requirements of the
experiments thus far proposed. As the facility and its user community develop, the details may
change, but the following represents a basic set of equipment which should be provided as part
of the facility. The lab designs have been made sufficiently modular, and the optical system
flexible enough so that uiers who wish to bring in their own equipment can be accommodated.
a.

Solid State Physics Labs. A-l. B-3

These laboratories are meant to serve a community of users who can be
loosely grouped together under the moniker of solid state physics. In the A-l lab this includes
surface science studies and non-linear optical systems in particular. This space was chosen for
this purpose since it can accommodate auxiliary lasers, and is in close proximity to the gun laser
lab, which facilitates experiments that use radiation from the stationary lasers described in
Section 4. The facility supplied equipment includes a UHV surface science chamber with the
standard sample preparation and characterization facilities.
Station B-3 is positioned to allow FEL on FEL experiments, and has both
high and low energy branch line capability. This lab is ideally situated for studies of excited
state photoemission, and will provide the same basic equipment as in lab A-l with the addition
of a high resolution time-of-flight electron spectrometer.

b.

Chemical Physics Labs A-4. B-l

These labs provide facilities for molecular beam machine based
experiments. The B-l lab is adapted to threshold photoionization experiments like
photoionization mass spectroscopy, high resolution photoelectron spectroscopy, so called ZEKE
(zerc~kinetic-energy) measurements, and coincidence measurements APECS, PEPICO, and their
variants, Studies of neutral species are also possible assuming the use of either a laser or the
FEL itself as an ionizer. The lab location does not allow for FEL on FEL experiments, but
provides extra space for stationary lasers.
The B-l apparatus is essentially a doubly differentially pumped supersonic
molecular beam source. The equipment is sized for a CW source since high density, high
repetition rate pulsed nozzles do not exist at the present time. This choice would of course be
re-evaluated at the time of construction since significant cost and size savings could be realized
by running the molecular beam source at a duty cycle comparable to that of the FEL. The
source chamber is actually one assembly which houses the nozzle and skimmer, and is pumped
by a 5300 1/s diffusion pump. Part of this assembly also includes an interspace between the
skimmer and flange to the experimental chamber which has a collimating aperture and is pumped
by a 3601/s turbomolecular pump with magnetic bearings. For these experiments, the scattering
chamber will be pumped by another 360 1/s turbomolecular pump and a 4000 1/s cryopump.
Provision is made in the design of the chamber to allow the installation of a detector which can
be scanned in angle, since the manipulation of the polarization or the radiation from the FEL
is difficult, and generally provides lower flux than the normal beamline optics.
Station A-4 is designed to provide molecular beam capability similar to that
in B-l, but is also equipped with an experimental chamber for doing surface scattering
experiments. The lab location allows FEL on FEL experiments, and it has access to both high
and low energy branch lines. The experimental system includes a molecular beam source, a
goniometer arrangement for scanning a detector (like a mass spectrometer), and the standard
surface preparation facilities (LEED, Auger, sputtering etc.). The FEL may be used as a
photolysis source, or as the ionizer for a "universal" machine. The scanning arm chamber will
be similar to one already built at the NSLS for UHV scattering experiments28.

c.

Atomic Physics Laboratory B-4

Station B-4 is intended to provide a basic set of equipment, typical of that
used in lab based atomic physics experiments, but with access to the FEL for short wavelength
studies. The lab has access to both high and low energy FEL branch lines, and would have the
capability to do FEL on FEL experiments. The experimental systems provides for up to two
high pumping speed beam sources for cw experiments. These can be used with a beam dump,
or coupled to a UHV surface scattering chamber. The surface chamber will be arranged to
allow detectors such as time-of-flight or quadrupole mass spectrometers to be mounted on a
scanning arm, and have the standard surface preparation facilities (LEED, Auger, sputtering
etc.). The FEL may be used as a photolysis source, or as the ionizer for a "universal" machine.
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d.

Biology Laboratory B-2

Station B-2 is meant to serve the biological physics community as a tool
for phosphorescence and fluorescence spectroscopy, and as an exposure station for the study of
ionizing radiation damage mechanisms in biological materials. It has the same complement of
optical instruments as the other labs, but also has special cryogenic sample systems and the
required spectrographs as separate instruments. In addition, the lab is also fitted with the
equipment for preparation and isolation of the sample materials which in many cases must be
done in close proximity to the experiment.

e.

General User Laboratories A-2r A-3

These labs include only the standard optical instrumentation, and data
acquisition electronics found in the other labs. This includes a computer with data link to the
machine for FEL control and coordination, timing electronics, sealer system, and programmable
D/A*s for power supply control as required by the experiment. The software for experiment
control is currently in wide use at the NSLS29, and has a modular architecture to make it easily
adaptable to different applications.
The A-3 station has the additional feature of a 2 meter square X-ray hutch
in the lab, since it has the capability to interact with the X-21 insertion device. It will have an
overlapping interlock chain with the NSLS X-ray ring, and will have the additional electronics
required for verification and coordination of bunch timing between the NSLS machine clock, and
the FEL timing system. This is accomplis1 "^ by a request from the A-3 user to the FEL control
computer, which resolves timing woniiicts w provide the necessary phase relationship between
the FEL rf system and the NSLS clock.

f.

Continuing Development

The equipment for the experimental stations is in most cases within the
range of equipment already extant, and therefore requires minimal detailed design study. The
most notable exception is the molecular beam apparatus found in several of the labs. They have
been design and sized for cw operation, since at the present time, pulsed beam sources operating
at kHz rates do not exist. For this facility significant cost, savings and equipment size reductions
could be realized if such a source were developed. This could also have an impact on the range
of experiments possible since higher densities could be achieved in a pulsed source as compared
to a cw source for the same pumping equipment. This is perhaps the single area in which
advances could have the greatest impact. In addition, the design of the end station apparatus
should be refined as the facility approaches realization to be consistent with the experimental
proposals which are active at that time.
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4.

Lab Laser Systems

Although some of the proposed pump-probe experiments require the use of two
colors of FEL radiation, many could be performed by an FEL in combination with a suitable
laboratory based laser system. The wavelength range and tuning capabilities of these lasers are
more restricted than the FEL, but especially in applications which require a fixed wavelength
beam, they will be very useful. They must however have high repetition rates to provide a good
match to the FEL output. This does limit the field somewhat, but five basic laser systems have
been specified by our user group to date.
The first of these systems is a titanium: sapphire oscillator/regenerative amplifier
laser with a UV extension system This is essentially making a seed laser system available in
the laboratory, although it would probably be somewhat less automated with regard to changing
wavelength ranges. The second system would be a picosecond dye laser with a Nd:YLF
regenerative amplifier and UV extension system. The third lab source would be a ring amplifier
titanium:sapphire laser with a copper vapor amplifier. Each of these systems provides coverage
from roughly the visible to the vacuum ultraviolet.
To access the infra-red, two proposed systems include a high repetition rate
eximer laser system, and a high average power c.w. source such as a CO2/CO or F-center laser
system. Several of the laser systems will require a large frame ion laser for pumping, doubling
systems, and similar diagnostic electronics. By integrating these lab laser systems into the initial
proposal, some significant cost savings can be realized, since much of the hardware can be
redundant.
These laser systems would be generally available to the users of the facility, and
provisions have been made with regard to conventional facilities including power, cooling, and
special ventilation to allow any of these systems to be used in any of the eight FEL experimental
laboratories.
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